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SECTION 1

EXECUTIVE SUFrGVCARY

1.0 BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

This report was developed in response to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) request
for each licensee to perform an Individual Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE) for
each of its nuclear plants, as detailed in Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 4, issued in April
1991 (NRC, 1991a). With the performance of the work described in this report, Carolina Power
and Light Company (CP&L) has fulfilledall the objectives of the generic letter for its Shearon
Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No. 1 (SHNPP). The principal objectives of the IPEEE as
outlined in the generic letter are, for the case of external initiating events:

~ to develop an appreciation of severe accident behavior,

~ to understand the most likely severe accident sequences that could occur at the plant
under fullpower conditions,

~ to gain a qualitative understanding of the overall likelihood of core damage and
fission product releases, and

~ if necessary, to reduce the overall likelihood of core damage and fission product
release by modifying, where appropriate, hardware and procedures that would help
prevent or mitigate severe accidents.

In NUREG-1407 (NRC, 1991b), the NRC specifically identified the following external events
as those to be included in the scope of the IPEEE:

~ seismic events,
~ internal fires,
~ high winds and tornados,
~ external floods,
~ transportation and nearby facility accidents.

In addition, it was requested that a search for unique and plant specific events be made.

This document summarizes the results of the IPEEE for SHNPP in a manner consistent with the
submittal guidance provided in the generic letter and in NUREG-1407.

In response to the original Generic Letter 88-20, published in November 1988 (NRC, 1988),
CP&L submitted its Individual Plant Examination (IPE) for SHNPP (CP&L, 1993), which
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addressed the risk from internal initiating events including internal flooding.'his report builds
upon the plant models created for that study, and the subsequent updates to those models.

The information provided in this submittal is based on the plant configuration as of
September 1, 1993, and is backed by extensive documentation in the form of analysis notebooks.
The organization of the documentation is designed to support a detailed review of the analysis,
and ease of modification as changes are made to the plant design and operating practices.

This executive summary provides a brief description of the study and its results. 'ection 2 of
this report is a description ef the overall scope of the IPEEE and a summary of the methods used
for the analysis. Section 3 provides a summary of the analysis of seismic events, and a more
detailed description of the analysis is provided in Appendix A. Section 4 describes the analysis
of the risks from fires, and section 5 the analysis of the risks from other external events.
Section 6 describes CP&L participation in the project. Section 7 discusses the plant
improvements that have been identified as a result of this investigation, and section 8 provides
a summary and overall conclusions. References are provided separately at the end of each
section.

1.1 PLANT FAMILIARIZATION

SHNPP is a single unit plant located near New Hill, North Carolina, approximately 16 miles
southwest of Raleigh, North Carolina. The unit began commercial operation in 1987. The
nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) is a three loop pressurized water reactor of Westinghouse
design, and is rated at 2775 megawatts thermal. The NSSS is enclosed by a large, dry,
reinforced concrete, steel-lined containment.

The performance of the IPEEE requires additional knowledge of the plant over and above that
which was required for the performance of the IPE. In particular, the physical characteristics
of the plant, including detailed knowledge of the location of equipment and details of its
anchorage is required. This plant familiarization was brought into the project by involving
engineers with detailed specialized knowledge, for example fire protection engineers, structural
engineers, and also by performing walkdowns. Several walkdowns with different objectives
were performed, some to address seismic issues, others to address fire related issues, and one
to confirm the general characteristics of the plant and the site.

1.2 OVERALLMETHODOLOGY

The IPEEE for SHNPP was performed using methods identified in NUREG-1407.

1.2.1 Seismic Analysis

The analysis of seismic events was performed using the seismic margins approach. This
method, unlike that used in the IPE, and that used for the analysis of fires, does not result in
estimates of core damage frequency. Instead, it is an analysis to assess whether the plant is
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designed and constructed so that it can be safely shut down following what is known as a review
level earthquake (RLE). The methodology for performing the seismic margin analysis has been
described in EPRI NP-6041 (EPRI, 1991), and is briefly summarized here. A set of equipment
that will be sufficient to safely shut down the plant is defined. A walkdown is performed to
identify items on that list that do not appear to be sufficiently seismically rugged. Items which
are not screened out by the walkdown are dispositioned in one of several ways:

~ . resolved through housekeeping or maintenance
~ resolved through repair or modification
~ resolved through further investigation
~ resolved through a demonstration that the acceleration corresponding to the HCLPF

(High Confidence of Low Probability of Failure) is higher than that of the RLE.

1.2.2 Fires

The analysis of the impact of fires was performed using a fire PRA approach. This method
provides an estimate of core damage frequency for a set of limiting fire initiated scenarios,
identified using a systematic screening approach. The analysis considers the likelihood of fire
occurrence in each plant area and its subsequent impact on plant systems. Equipment damage
resulting from the thermal effects of fire (conductive, radiative and convective) are considered
as well as the degradation of operation reliability. Potential vulnerabilities raised in the Sandia
Fire Risk Scoping Study (NRC, 1989) related to seismic/fire interactions, effects of suppressants
on safety equipment and control system interactions are addressed through specifically tailored
walkdowns, as defined in the EPRI FIVE methodology (EPRI, 1992).

The fire evaluation was performed on the basis of fire areas which are plant locations completely
enclosed by rated'fire barriers. The fire area boundaries were assumed to be effective in
preventing a fire from spreading from the originating area to another area based on the
implementation of a satisfactory fire barrier surveillance and maintenance program. The fire
area boundaries recognized in this study are identical to those identified in the plant's Safe
Shutdown Analysis (SSA) (CP&L, SSD). In some cases, these fire areas were further
subdivided into compartments, and for analysis purposes for the more significant compartments,
fire damage states within those compartments were defined that identified subsets of the
equipment within the compartments as being damaged due to the fire.

The analysis was conducted in three main stages as follows:

Stage 1 is a systematic qualitative and quantitative screening analysis of all plant fire
areas/zones. The screening analysis was based largely on information already available in the
plant's SSA and the IPE study. At this stage all equipment and cable in an area/compartment
was assumed to be damaged. The damage was assessed qualitatively to determine ifthe effects
were significant; that is, whether the fire would cause a plant shutdown or trip, or lead to loss
of safe shutdown equipment. Areas/compartments not screened out qualitatively were then
subject to a determination of their associated fire frequency (F,) and conditional core damage
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frequency (Pg, giv'en loss of all functions which may be impacted by the fire. Ifthe resulting
fire induced core damage frequency (F, x P,) was less than 1E-6 per year, the area/compartment
was screened out.

Stage 2 was a detailed evaluation of the fire areas/compartments which did not previously screeri

out, using fire PRA techniques as well as methods and data provided in the FIVE technical
report. The principal difference in this stage of the analysis is that the resulting impact of
intermediate fire growth stages within each fire area/compartment was assessed rather than
assuming the contents are immediately damaged.

Stage 3 was an evaluation of the Sandia Fire Risk Scoping Study issues using a tailored
walkdown approach.

1.2.3 Other External Events

The analysis of the remaining group ofexternal events, the other external events, was performed
by a demonstration that the plant meets the 1975 Standard Review Plan (NRC, 1975) criteria.
As specified in NUREG-1407, if this is the case, no estimate of core damage frequency is
required.

1.3 SUMMARYOF MAJOR FINDINGS

1.3.1 Seismic Events

The result of the seismic margin study is that there are no significant seismic concerns at
SHNPP. The results of the seismic margins assessment are grouped in three categories as

follows:

~ Housekeeping/Maintenance Issues:

Thirteen items had minor interaction, housekeeping or maintenance issues that were
to be resolved through routine maintenance activities via work request/job orders.
Work was completed on all these issues on March 31, 1995.

~ Repairs/Modifications:

Six items were identified for potential modifications or repairs. These items willbe
completed prior to staitup from refueling outage 7, currently scheduled for Spring
1997.

~ Analysis:

The lowest HCLPF was determined to be 0.29g without removing additional
conservatism. Therefore, the overall HCLPF for the plant was judged to be 0.3g.



The removable equipment platform spanning between the containment inner structure
to the exterior structure required further review for acceptance of building
displacements at the RLE.

Two HVAC duct spans required further investigation to accept seismic
loadings/displacements at the RLE.

. Fifty-one low ruggedness relays were identified and accepted based on additional
analysis considering relay configuration, relay function, system configuration ~nd
consequences of chatter.

1;3.2 Fires

Only four fire scenarios, one in each switchgear room and two in the control room, were
identified as having a contribution to core damage frequency greater than 1E-6 per year. These
are described below:

1.3.2.1 Switchgear Rooms A and B

These fire areas are located at the 286'levation of the AuxiliaryBuilding. Each room contains
equipment and cabling associated with their respective safety train, as well as other non-safety
equipment and cabling for their respective division. In addition, the turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump is powered from a safety train B DC bus, so a loss of this pump would also
occur following a fire in Switchgear Room B upon depletion of the batteries. A fire in
Switchgear Room B could lead to a loss of offsite power to division A ifoperator recovery
actions are not successful.

Safety train A equipment, powered by equipment located in the Switchgear Room A fire area,
willbe relied upon for plant shutdown in case of a fire in Switchgear Room B. Significant fire
ignition sources for this area include electrical cabinets, transformers, and battery chargers.
Cable insulation is the primary source of combustible material for this area. The transient
combustible loading for this area is negligible. Fire protection consists of early warning
ionization detection located throughout the fire area. Hose stations, fire extinguishers and
manual alarm stations are located in and adjacent to the area.

The total core damage frequency contribution from a fire in Switchgear Room B was determined
to be 4.0E-6 per year.

The analysis is considered to be conservative, particularly in the assumption of the loss of all
train B equipment for any postulated fire that is not suppressed in the cabinet in which it
originates.
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The most significant fires in Switchgear Room A lead to loss of the entire safe shutdown
division A path. The total core damage frequency contribution from a fire in Switchgear Room
A was determined to be 3.1E-6 per year.

1.3.2.2 Control Room

The SHNPP control room is located at 305'levation of the Auxiliary Building, and contains
control panels, computer consoles, radiation monitoring panels, alarms, incore instrumentation,
desk relay panels, exhaust fans, a component cooling water surge tank and associated controls,
wiring in conduit, a kitchen, and an office area.

Ionization-type fire detectors are provided in the control room and inside the panels of the main
control board. A hose station, a manual alarm station, and portable extinguishers are provided.
No automatic fire suppression systems exist in the area, other than a single sprinkler head
located in the kitchen area to mitigate small local fires. Floor water surcharge is not considered
significant, and floor water drainage is not required; excess water can overflow to adjacent
areas. Plant equipment subject to water damage is mounted on floor pedestals.

Fire hazard combustibles include limited amounts ofcable insulation within control cabinets and
panels as well as limited quantities of ordinary combustibles necessary for control room
computer and instrumentation operation. Transient materials such as paper and rags may be
brought into the area during normal operations, for normal facilities maintenance and repair, or
during plant shutdown. The quantity of combustible materials which may be involved in area
fires (and consequently, the magnitude of these fires and the resultant damage to plant facilities)
is reduced by limiting the permanent quantities of ordinary combustibles (class A) and
controlling the introduction of transient combustibles through administrative procedures.

The fire postulated for this area assumes ignition and subsequent development into the most
severe single fire expected in the area of localized concentrations of combustibles permanently
present in the area. The postulated fire is not considered to have sufficient potential for spread
to cause failure of redundant safety-related plant equipment and associated cabling and controls.
This is based on several facts:

~ the control room is permanently occupied; thus manual response can be promptly
initiated.

~ the control cabinets are of the self-ventilated type.

~ any products of combustion will quickly migrate to the ceiling of the room, where
the automatic detection system will sound an alarm and alert the control room
operators.
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The two control room fire scenarios that are not screened out are assumed'to require control
room evacuation with control of safe shutdown components from the auxiliary control panel
(ACP).

~ Scenario 1D1

This scenario results in loss of control for the auxiliary feedwater and emergency
. service water systems from the main control room. In addition, control functions for

many train A components are unavailable in the control room. Shutdown from'the
ACP is assumed to be necessary. The human error probability for failing to take
control at the ACP is dominant. The core damage frequency is estimated to be
1.25E-6 per year.

~ Scenario 6B

This scenario involves a fire in any cabinet in the control room that is not suppressed
within 15 minutes. The effects of smoke willnecessitate control room evacuation and
plant shutdown is assumed from the ACP. This scenario does not involve damage
to any equipment, but requires an orderly shutdown from the ACP. The core damage
frequency is estimated to be 3.0E-6 per year.

1.3.3 Other External Events

As expected, since SHNPP is a Standard Review Plan plant, none of the other external events
is of concern. No unique plant-specific external events were discovered.

1.3A Resolution of Unresolved Safety Issues

By performing this IPEEE, CP&L has not only addressed the requirements of the Generic Letter
88-20, Supplement 4, but has also addressed other regulatory requirements.

Three programs, i.e., (1) the external event portion of Unresolved Safety Issue (USI)-A-45,
(2) Generic Issue (Gl)-131, and (3) the Eastern U.S. Seismicity Issue, are subsumed in the
IPEEE.

Any vulnerabilities associated with decay heat removal (USI-A-45) would have been revealed
and resolved during this process. By virtue of the fact that no seismic vulnerabilities were
uncovered in the seismic margin study, and that the safe shutdown paths analyzed in that study
included equipment for decay heat removal, there are no seismic vulnerabilities specific to decay
heat removal. Two of the scenarios identified during the fire analysis involve loss of control
or power to the auxiliary feedwater system, and therefore, are relevant to the USI-A-45
resolution. In one case, that of Switchgear Room B, the loss of power to the complete B
division is a conservative assumption. In the second case, the frequency of the scenario has
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been assessed to be 1.25E-6 per year, and when compared with the overall core damage
frequency, is not a significant contributor.

The Eastern U.S. Seismicity Issue is resolved by the seismic part of the IPEEE. Since CP&L
exercised the seismic margins option, the resolution was achieved by an appropriate choice of
RLE. GI-131 deals with the seismically induced failure of the flux mapping transfer cart that
would lead directly to the rupture of instrumentation tubes at the seal table. Since this is
applicable to Westinghouse plants, it is applicable to SHNPP. It has been addressed in the
IPEEE. USI A-46 has subsumed USI-A-17, "Seismic Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants".
Although SHNPP is not an A-46 plant, USI-A-17 was addressed through the seismic walkdown
that was performed to meet the requirements of the IPEEE.

The Sandia, Fire Risk Scoping Study issues, NUREG/CR-5088, were examined 'through
comparison to standardized checklist questions and through specifically tailored plant walkdowns
according to the FIVE Methodology. The issues are discussed in section 4.8. The issue of
seismic-fire interactions has been addressed and is discussed in section 3.1.6.

The revised "Design Probable Maximum Precipitation" criteria were addressed in Generic Letter
89-22 were assessed with the other external events as recommended in NUREG-1407. The
conclusions are presented in section 5.4.

Information Notice 93-53, Supplement 1 (NRC, 1993), requested that the IPEEE address the
lessons learned from the effects of Hurricane Andrew on the Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Station. This was addressed during the performance of a walkdown that was conducted to
confirm the conclusions of the review of the plant design with respect to other external events,
as discussed in section 5.

1.3.5 Resolution of Issues

All seismic related issues are minor, and are either completed or are being reviewed.

The four fire scenarios identified were subjected to review and screening in accordance with
NUMARC 91-04 (NUMARC, 1991). In accordance with the criteria in NUMARC 91-04, it
was unnecessary to evaluate modifications or administrative changes to address these items. A
review of the control room fire scenarios did identify one enhancement to the procedure for
remote shutdown (outside of the main control room). The procedure will be revised to
specifically check the status of the pressurizer power-operated relief valves after transfer to the
ACP to require closure of a block valve ifnecessary to isolate a failed open relief valve. The
current results reported in-this document do not credit this procedural enhancement. This
procedure change will be implemented prior to startup after refueling outage 6, which is
currently scheduled for fall 1995.
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SECTION 2

EXAMINATIONDESCRIPTION

2.0 INTRODUCTION

As part of the implementation of the Severe Accident Policy, the Nuclear Regula'tory
Commission (NRC) issued Generic Letter 88-20 (NRC, 1988) on November 23, 1988,
requesting that each licensee conduct an individual plant examination (IPE) for internally
initiated events including internal flooding. To comply with the generic letter, Carolina Power
& Light Company (CP&L) submitted the IPE report for Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant
Unit No. 1 (SHNPP) in August 1993 (CP&L, 1993). In supplement 4 to the generic letter
(NRC, 1991a), the NRC requested that the licensee extend its examination to include what have
become known as external initiating events. This report presents the Individual Plant
Examination of External Events (IPEEE) for SHNPP in response to that request. The general
objectives of the IPEEE are similar to that of the IPE, namely (1) to develop an appreciation of
severe accident behavior, (2) to understand the most likely severe accident sequences that could
occur at the plant under full power conditions, (3) to gain a qualitative understanding of the
overall likelihood of core damage and fission product releases, and (4) ifnecessary, to reduce
the overall likelihood of core damage and fission product release by modifying, where
appropriate, hardware and procedures that would help prevent or mitigate severe accidents.

This section demonstrates that the analysis conforms with the NRC requirements for a response
to supplement 4, and contains a brief description of the methodology and the information used
in the course of the study.

2.1 CONFORMANCE WITH GENERIC LETTER AND SUPPORTING MATERIAL

CP&Lhas performed an IPEEE pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54, as invoked by Generic Letter 88-20,
Supplement 4.

The IPEEE generic letter and report guidance document, NUREG-1407 (NRC, 1991b), requires
licensees to consider five specific external events in performing their IPEEE: seismic events,
internal fires, high winds, floods (external), and transportation and nearby facility accidents.
Licensees are also required to confirm that no other plant unique external events, with potential
for severe accidents, are being excluded. The IPEEE subsumes the external events aspects of
several ongoing NRC programs, such as Unresolved Safety Issue (USI)-A-45 (decay heat
removal); their resolution is also required to be explicitly addressed in the IPEEE response.

Consideration of the specific provisions of the generic letter is provided in the following
sections.
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2.1.1 Identification of External Hazards

The specific external hazards that should be addressed by the study are identified in the generic
letter supplement as:

~ seismic events
~ internal fires
~, high winds and tornados
~ external floods
~ transportation and nearby facility accidents

However, in addition to addressing these hazards, as required by the generic letter, a review has
been conducted to confirm that there are no plant-specific hazards excluded by the IPEEE
guidance that might initiate severe accidents.

2.1.2 Methods of Examination

The response to the IPEEE for fires has been met by performing a PRA. Portions of the EPRI
Fire Induced Vulnerability Evaluation (FIVE) (EPRI, 1992) methodology have been adopted,
particularly in the areas of location screening and fire frequency evaluation for the fire PRA.
All other external events, with the exception of seismic events, have been analyzed using the
approach discussed in NUREG-1407. This approach includes screening and bounding
calculations as a substitute for detailed PRA analysis. The seismic hazard has been addressed
utilizing the seismic margins approach (EPRI, 1991).

2.1.3 Coordination with Other External Event Programs

Three programs are subsumed in the IPEEE: (1) the external event portion of USI-A-45, (2)
Generic Issue (GI)-131, and (3) the Eastern U.S. Seismicity Issue. Any vulnerabilities
associated with decay heat removal (USI-A-45) would be revealed and resolved during this
process. The Eastern U.S. Seismicity Issue is resolved by the seismic part of the IPEEE. Since
CP&L is exercising the seismic margins option, the resolution is achieved by an appropriate
choice of review level earthquake. GI-131 deals with the seismically induced failure of the flux
mapping transfer cart that would lead directly to the rupture of instrumentation tubes at the seal
table. Since this is applicable to Westinghouse plants, it is applicable to SHNPP. It is addressed

. in the IPEEE. USI-A-46 has subsumed USI-A-17, "Seismic Interactions in Nuclear Power
Plants". Although SHNPP is not an A-46 plant, USI-A-17 is addressed through the seismic
walkdown that is performed to meet the requirements of the IPEEE.

The Sandia Fire Risk Scoping Study (FRSS) issues, NUREG/CR-5088 (NRC, 1989a), were
examined through comparison to standardized checklist questions and through specifically
tailored plant walkdowns according to the FIVE Methodology. The FRSS issues are discussed
in section 4.8. The issue of seismic-fire interactions has been addressed and is discussed in
section 3.
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The revised "Design Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP)" criteria were assessed with the
other external events as requested in Generic Letter 89-22, Supplement 4 (NRC, 1989b). The
conclusions are presented in section 5.4.

2.1.4 Containment Performarice

In accordance with Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 4, Appendix 2, mechanisms that could
lead to containment bypass, failure of containment to isolate, availability of and performance of
containment systems under each external hazard have been evaluated to see if:

(i) they are different from those evaluated under the IPE, or

(ii) external events contribute significantly to the likelihood of containment failure.

Only fires are judged to have the capability of damaging individual components that could impact
containment integrity, other than through support systems such as electric power or service
water. However, in accordance with the FIVE methodology these issues were only addressed
for areas where the core damage frequency is greater than IE-6 per year. In such cases the
following is required: (1) an assessment of the potential for fires to damage equipment or
prohibit manual operator action used to accomplish the containment function, and (2)
identification of a minimum set of equipment and manual actions necessary to achieve the
containment function considering those lost in the fire. This is discussed further in section 4.7.

2.1.5 Accident Management —Vulnerability Screening

The evaluation of severe accident vulnerabilities was accomplished by reference to the Severe
Accident Issue Closure Guidelines NUMARC 91-04 (NUMARC, 1991). Core damage
sequences were grouped primarily on the basis of location (e.g., fire area/compartment) and also
on the nature of the sequence, (non-LOCA, LOCA, fire induced containment bypass), and the
group frequency compared to the closure guidelines which are provided in tables 1 and 2 of the
NUMARC document.

2.1.6 Documentation of Examination Results

The documentation of the IPEEE study has three components. The first is this report which
summarizes the results and findings of the IPEEE analyses given the current plant status, and
constitutes the Tier 1 documentation. The second is the SHNPP PSA plant model, which is an
updated IPE model, and was used to evaluate conditional core damage probabilities in the critical
fire areas. The third is a set of analysis files which contain the supporting assumptions, plant
walkdown records, calculations, reference information and QA records, all of which constitutes
the tier 2 documentation.

This report follows the format specified in NUREG-1407, Appendix C as closely as possible.
Information retained for audit corresponds to that specified in NUREG-1407, section 8.2.
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2.1.7 Examination Process

The seismic ma'rgins study was performed by a team comprised of CP&L engineers and

engineers from EQE International. A peer review was conducted by two engineers from Vecta
Technologies Inc.

The fire analysis and the analysis of external events was,'or the most part, performed by NUS
at their Gaithersburg office. In order to ensure that CP&L personnel are fully conversant with
the IPEEE methods used for the analysis of these hazards and are in a position to fully integrate
the knowledge gained from performing the work into operating procedures, training programs
and appropriate hardware changes, a cognizant CP&L engineer was appointed to be the point
of contact throughout the study, and CP&L engineers performed an in-depth review of each of
the separate analyses that make up the study.

In addition, CP&L engineers performed the quantification of the conditional core damage
probabilities for the various plant damage states that were identified during the course of
performing the fire analysis.

2.2 GENERAL METHODOLOGY

The followingprovides a brief overview of the approach used to evaluate seismic events, internal
fires, and other and unique external events for SHNPP. Further details of the methodology andt application are provided in sections 3, 4 and 5 of this report, respectively.

2.2.1 Seismic Analysis

The SHNPP seismic IPEEE was performed using the EPRI seismic margins methodology
recommended by NUREG-1407 for a focused scope plant. The essence of the approach is a

demonstration that sufficient equipment needed to safely shut down the reactor is capable of
surviving the review level earthquake (RLE). The following discussion provides a summary of
the general approach and its philosophy. The application to SHNPP is described in section 3.

A seismic margin assessment (SMA) consists of the following essential steps:

1.
2.
3.
4
5.
6.
7.
8.

Selection of the RLE
Selection of assessment team
Preparatory work prior to walkdowns
Systems and equipment selection ("success paths") walkdown
Seismic capability walkdown
Subsequent walkdowns (as-needed)
SMA work
Documentation



Step 1 involves the specification of the earthquake for which the seismic margin assessment is
to be conducted using the guidance provided in EPRI NP-6041 (EPRI, 1991).

The seismic review team (SRT) consisted of senior seismic capability engineers who are
ultimately responsible for the seismic capability walkdowns and screening out components from
further seismic margin assessment, and also for defining any required seismic margin assessment
scope of work for those components not screened out.

The qualifications of the members of the SRT include:

knowledge of the failure modes and performance of structures, tankage, piping,
process and control equipment, active electrical components, etc., during strong
earthquakes

knowledge of nuclear design standards, seismic design practices anti equipment
qualification practices for nuclear power plants

ability to perform fragility/margin-type capability evaluations including structural/
mechanical analyses of essential elements of nuclear power plants

some general understanding of seismic PRA conclusions and systems analysis

~ some general knowledge of the plant systems functions.

The step 3 preparatory work prior to the walkdowns consists of gathering and reviewing
information about the plant design and operation. During this step, the systems engineers define
the candidate shutdown paths and the associated frontline and support systems and components.
The seismic capability engineers gather information on the seismic design and equipment
qualification. Information on locations of relays central to the selected success paths is obtained.
Summaries of equipment design features and locations of equipment to be walked down is noted
on walkdown data sheets for use by the SRT during the walkdown.

The primary objective of the step 4 walkdown is to assess the relative seismic ruggedness of the
major equipment in the candidate success paths and select a preferred and one alternate success
path. Ifweak links are observed that are not economically feasible to fix, then a success path

. that relies on the weak link component is avoided. Some support systems, such as emergency
AC power, are required for all success paths and may be assessed during the step 4 walkdown
or postponed until the step 5 walkdown. During the step 5 walkdown, fluid, electrical power
and instrumentation systems that are required for the selected success paths were walked down
to identify any potential weak links, including the potential for seismic spatial systems
interactions (SI). The step 6 walkdown may not be necessary if all screening decisions and
necessary data gathering is completed during steps 4 and 5. It is optional ifselected components
require a revisit to gather further information.
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In the case of active electrical and control equipment, it may not be possible or cost effective
to demonstrate operability on the basis of achieved test level or by use of generic equipment
response spectra'(SQUG). The systems engineers are required to evaluate the electrical circuits
and operations procedures to assess the consequences and recovery action for relay chatter,
breaker trip, etc.

2.2.2 Internal Plant Fires

The object of this task is to estimate the contribution of accident sequences induced by in-plant
fires to overall core damage frequency. The analysis considers the likelihood of fire occurrence
in each plant area and its subsequent impact on plant systems. Equipment damage resulting from
the thermal effects of fire (conductive, radiative and convective) are considered as well as the
degradation of operation reliability. Potential vulnerabilities raised in the Sandia FRSS related
to seismic/fire interactions, effects of suppressants on safety equipment and control system
interactions are addressed through specifically tailored walkdowns, as defined in the EPRI FIVE
methodology.

The models were developed in a systematic manner which enables the specific strengths and
weaknesses of plant defenses against fire to be clearly identified.

The fire evaluation was performed on the basis of fire areas, which are plant locations
completely enclosed by rated fire barriers. The fire area boundaries were assumed to be
effective in preventing a fire from spreading from the originating area to another area based on
the implementation of a satisfactory fire barrier surveillance and maintenance program. The fire
area boundaries recognized in this study are identical to those identified in the plant's Safe
Shutdown Analysis (SSA) (CP&L, SSD). In some cases these fire areas were further subdivided
into compartments and for analysis purposes, for the more significant compartments, fire damage
states within those compartments were defined that identified subsets of the equipment within
the compartments as being damaged due to the fire.

The analysis was conducted in three main stages as follows:

Stage 1 is a systematic qualitative and quantitative screening analysis of all plant fire
areas/zones, following the methodology described in FIVE, Phase 1 and Phase 2, steps 1 and
2. The screening analysis was based largely on information already available in the plant's SSA
and the IPE study. This resulted in the identification of fire areas and compartments in
accordance with the FIVE methodology. At this stage all equipment and cable in an
area/compartment is assumed to be damaged. The damage was assessed qualitatively to
determine ifthe effects were significant; that is, whether the fire would cause a plant shutdown
or trip, or lead to loss of safe shutdown equipment. Areas/compartments not screened out
qualitatively were then subject to a determination of their associated fire frequency (F,) and
conditional core damage frequency (Pz), given loss of all functions which may be impacted by
the fire. If the resulting fire induced core damage frequency (F, x PQ was less than 1E-6 per
year the area/compartment was screened out.
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Stage 2 was a detailed evaluation of the fire areas/compartments which did not previously screen

out, using fire PRA techniques as well as methods and data provided in the FIVE technical
report, phase 2, steps 3 —5. The principal refinement in this phase of the analysis is that (i) the
resulting impact of intermediate fire growth stages within each fire area/compartment are
assessed rather than assuming the contents are immediately damaged, and (ii) the impact'of fire
on containment systems is evaluated. The initial exposure fires resulting from each potential
ignition source are evaluated individually. Through the use of COMPBRN IIIe to predict
burning rates, heat fluxes, secondary combustible ignition, hot gas layer temperature and target
temperature, the fire duration required to cause initiationof fire detection and damage to specific
targets is evaluated. The use of COMPBRN demonstrated that either:

(i) damage to equipment/cable in the immediate vicinityof the source occurred quickly
such that initiation of fire detectors or auto suppression would not be effective, or

(ii) no damage was sustained by targets located a few feet from the fire source prior
to the fire self extinguishing.

In theory, the probability of achieving a particular fire damage state (i) can be represented as:

Q(FDSt) =ff~(t)«() F(t)-)dt

Where F„(t) is the probability of successful suppression before time (t), and f (t) is the
probability that the fire duration required for achieving fire damage stage (i) is between
t and (t+dt).

A simplified, discretized form of this equation was used.

The second stage required a substantial new data collection effort including identifying and
locating subcomponents and cables associated with critical PRA components and the compilation
of an electronic data base to efficiently record and search this data.

The third stage of the fire evaluation was an evaluation of the Sandia FRSS issues using the
tailored walkdown approach provided in FIVE, section 7. This evaluation is presented in
section 4.4.

2.2«3 Other and Unique External Events

The analysis ofother external events was performed based on the progressive screening approach
described in section 5 of NUREG-1407.
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NUREG-1407 describes the screening process used to arrive at the list of potentially significant
other external events: high winds, external floods, transportation and nearby facility accidents.
Since this process used generic plant information, NUREG-1407 concludes that the first step in
the IPE of other external events is to determine that there are no critical features of the plant or
its surroundings that might invalidate the generic conclusions regarding potentially significant
hazards (i.e., that their are no unique external events which should be addressed). For SHNPP
this was achieved by reviewing the information available in the FSAR, by collecting
supplemental information that might have changed since the last, revision of the FSAR, and by
performing a confirmatory plant walkdown.

For the specific other events called for in NUREG-1407, the analysis was conducted using the
procedure recommended in NUREG-1407 as follows:

1) The specific hazard data was reviewed.

2) Significant changes since the operating license was issued were identified.

3) An evaluation was made to determine if the plant and facilities meet the 1975
Standard Review Plan (SRP) (NRC, 1975) criteria. Ifthe review reveals that the
1975 design criteria has been met with respect to a particular hazard, it is judged
that the contribution from the hazard is less than 1E-6 per year and the IPEEE
screening criteria is met. For hazards where the SRP is not met, one or both of
the following optional steps was taken:

4) A hazard frequency determination, or

5) A bounding analysis to show either the hazard could not cause core damage or the
resulting core damage frequency is below 1E-6 per year.

In the case of SHNPP all the other external events were screened at step 3.

2.3 INFORMATIONASSEMBLY

The first step in the performance of the IPEEE tasks was the assembly and review of plant
specific and generic data which would form the basis for the study. This consisted primarily
of the FSAR, seismic design documentation, the SSA fire area layout drawings, SSA cable block
diagrams, abnormal and emergency operating procedures, the SHNPP IPE study and SHNPP
PSA models, and the EPRI FIVE methodology and supporting documents. The other external
events analysis relied on the FSAR and the 1975 SRP for much of the needed information.
These sources were supplemented by specific data collection when considered necessary. A
precise description of how the information in each of these documents was used is provided in
sections 4 and 5.
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The analysts responsible for the analysis were already familiar with the techniques and methods
of external events analysis at the onset of the study, having already completed other IPEEEs,
and external event PRAs. The NUS fire protection engineers were very familiar with the plant
through other projects performed for CP&L. The CP&L engineer assigned as the main point
of contact was very familiar with the plant systems through his involvement with the IPE.
Walkdowns were performed at various phases in the study to confirm the validity of information
already used as 'well as to collect detailed data regarding cable raceway configurations and
ignition source locations, etc. Walkdowns were performed according to a pre-determined plan
and the results formally recorded.
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SECTION 3

SEISMIC MARGINANALYSIS

3.0 INTRODUCTION

The SHNPP seismic IPEEE was performed using the EPRI seismic margins methodol'ogy
recommended by NUREG-1407 (NRC, 1991), Methodology for Assessment of Nuclear Power
Plant Seismic Margin, for a focused scope plant. The essence of the approach is a

demonstration that the minimal set of equipment that is needed to safely shut down the reactor
is capable of surviving the review level earthquake (RLE). This minimal set of equipment is
called the safe shutdown equipment list (SSEL). For those items, and the structures that either
contain them, or whose failure could cause their failure, an assessment is made of their
capability. Those items capable of withstanding the RLE can be screened from further
consideration. Any items that cannot be screened are identified and must be addressed in some
manner.

Civil structures, equipment and subsystems were reviewed using the methodology provided in
EPRI NP-6041 (EPRI, 1991) for a focused scope plant. Screening criteria are provided in
Tables 2-3 and 2-4 of EPRI NP-6041 for civil structures, and equipment and subsystems,
respectively. The criteria corresponding to 5 percent-damped peak spectral acceleration less than
0.8g were used for SHNPP, based on the definition of the RLE. The guidelines are
supplemented by Appendix A of EPRI NP-6041, which provides the basis for the seismic
capacity screening guidelines. A walkdown of the items on the SSEL was performed to confirm
the as designed characteristics, and to address the seismic-systems interactions issues raised by
the USI A-17, GI-131, and the Sandia Fire Risk Scoping Study issues (NRC, 1989).

The detailed seismic margin study is attached as Appendix A to this report. This section is a

summary of the analysis and ite conclusions.

3.1 APPLICATION OF SEISMIC MARGINMETHOD TO SHNPP

3.1.1 The Review Level Earthquake for the SHNPP

3.1.1.1 The Safe Shutdown and Operating Basis Earthquakes

Based on historical seismicity, the maximum potential earthquake which might affect the site
would be a recurrence of the Charleston, South Carolina earthquake of 1886 which was probably
felt as an intensity VIon the Modified Mercalli Index at the site. The largest earthquakes in the
site region which are not attributable to any particular geologic structure or seismic zone have
been of intensity V. However, it is considered possible that some intensity VIIearthquakes in
the eastern Piedmont and the Coastal Plain may have been related to exposed or buried Triassic
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Basins. Therefore, a shock of intensity VIIoccurring in the Deep River Basin is considered to
be the maximum potential earthquake:

A small fault was discovered during excavation for the Waste Processing Building. The studies
performed showed that this fault is not a capable fault, as documented in the SHNPP Fault
Investigation Report submitted to the NRC in 1975.

The nearest known fault outside the site is one lying just west of Merry Oaks about three miles
to the southwest of the site. Test borings showed nothing that would indicate the 'development
of faults, joints, slickensides or other structural weakness since the late Triassic and early
Jurassic time. FSAR section 2.5 provides more detailed discussion of geology and seismology.

On the basis of the seismology of the site area, the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) is designated
as an intensity VII earthquake occurring close to the site. The resulting maximum horizontal
ground acceleration at foundation level within the competent bedrock at the site is estimated to
be less than 0.12g. In order to provide an additional margin of conservatism, a value of 0.15g
is assigned as the maximum horizontal ground acceleration. Safety related structures and
systems are designed to assure safe plant shutdown for two horizontal excitations and one
vertical excitation simultaneously. Seismic category I systems and components are designed for
a minimum of 10 loading cycles under SSE conditions.

The operating basis earthquake (OBE) is designated as one with half the accelerations of the safe
shutdown earthquake and equivalent to an intensity VI earthquake near the site. The corre-
sponding horizontal acceleration at foundation level in the bedrock would be less than 0.075g.

3.1.1.2 Ground Response Spectra

The design response spectra used for seismic category I structures, systems, and components,
except dams and dikes, were developed in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.60. The
horizontal and vertical design response spectra, normalized to 0.15g for the SSE and 0.075g
for the OBE, are presented in Figures 2-3 through 2-6 of Appendix A.

The design response spectra used for the seismic category I dams and dikes were based on a

modified form of a smoothed response spectra developed from the strong motion record of the
1935 Helena, Montana earthquake, normalized to the maximum horizontal ground accelerations
of the safe shutdown earthquake and the operating basis earthquake. This record was obtained
from a seismograph that was established on competent bedrock and is, therefore, considered
appropriate for the proposed plant site. These response spectra are presented in Figures 2-7
through 2-10 of Appendix A.
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3.1.1.3 Review 'Level Earthquake

For the seismic IPEEE program, the RLE is prescribed by NUREG-1407 as the NUREG/CR-98
median response spectrum anchored to 0.30g.

3.1.2 Identification of Components and Structures for Review

A preliminary walkthrough was performed by Safety and Reliability Optimization Services, Inc.
(SAROS), CPEcL, and EQE personnel to search for potential low seismic capacity'components.
Reference 3 was utilized in choosing the items and identifying boundary conditions and
assumptions.

The SSEL is based on the identification of the equipment that is necessary to maintain operability
of those frontline systems that provide the critical plant functions required to safely shutdown
the plant and maintain it in hot or cold shutdown for seventy two hours. The relevant plant
functions are:

~ reactivity control,
~ reactor coolant system inventory control,
~ reactor coolant system pressure control, and
~ decay heat removal.

In addition to the equipment in the frontline systems, equipment in the followingsupport systems
were identified as being essential for ensuring critical plant functions:

~ safety and some non-safety related AC power
~ safety related DC power
~ HVAC for charging/safety injection pumps (CSIPs), emergency diesel generators,

and control room
~ emergency service water (ESW)
~ chilled water

Success path logic diagrams (SPLDs) were constructed based on an understanding of available
plant equipment function as well as the plant's normal and emergency operating procedures.
The SPLDs were reviewed and agreed upon by SHNPP operations personnel. They were used
as a basis for the identification of the equipment to be included on the SSEL. Equipment select-
ed for inclusion on the SSEL was evaluated in a manner similar to that described in the SQUG
Generic Implementation Procedure (GIP) (SQUG, GIP). Guidance from EPRI NP-6041 (EPRI,
1991) was also used in preparing the format for the list of components. The SSEL used for the
IPEEE walkdown is presented in Appendix B of the full seismic IPEEE report for SHNPP
(Appendix A of this report).

The assessment of the equipment necessary to maintain the identified functions is made under
a set of boundary conditions. Offsite power is assumed to be lost. The success paths must be
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capable of maintaining the plant in either hot or cold shutdown for a period of 72 hours. At
least two success paths must be considered, one for a 1" LOCA, the other for a transient. Non-
seismic failures are to be included in the assessment, and the potential for relay chatter must be
addressed.

In addition to the components of the systems dsicussed above, the structures housing the.
components included in the above systems must be reviewed. Seismic Category I structures are
cast-in-place reinforced concrete structures. The floors are supported on beams and girders
which are in turn supported on interior columns and/or exterior walls. Where interior shear
walls are installed, the beams and girders are supported on the shear walls. Interior shielding
walls and partitions, other than shear walls, are either reinforced concrete or concrete block, and
are not load bearing. The buildings are supported on separate foundation mats 10 feet thick
which are founded on suitable rock.

For design purposes, the seismic analyses of the seismic category I structures were performed
by using the normal mode time-history technique. The structures, considered as seismic systems
and analyzed in this manner, are Containment, Reactor Auxiliary Building, Fuel Handling
Building, Waste Processing Building, Tank Building, Diesel Generator Building, Diesel Fuel Oil
Storage Building, ESWS Intake Structure, ESWS Discharge Structure and ESWS Screening
Structure.

3.1.3 SEISMIC WALKDOWNS

3.1.3.1 Pre-screening

The seismic review team (SRT) had liberal access to plant design drawings, analyses and test
reports to use in conjunction with the screening criteria. A considerable amount of information
was reviewed and summarized in the screening and evaluation worksheets (SEWS) during a pre-
screening. Pre-screening was enhanced by the use of the software program EHOST. EHOST
is a database program which has been adapted specifically for use in performing Unresolved
Safety Issue (USI)-A-46 and IPEEE evaluations. The program is set up so that the data is
incorporated onto SEWS forms which are consistent with those recommended in EPRI NP-6041.
In this manner the walkdown teams, using portable computers with the companion program
EWALKwere then able to work more efficiently by having access to SEWS that had already
been partially completed.

The objective of pre-screening was to ensure efficiency in the walkdowns and evaluations with
a goal of completing the maximum amount of data entry in advance of the walkdown. This was
accomplished by incorporating existing data onto the seismic IPEEE documentation forms prior
to the walkdowns. Data that was reviewed consisted of the FSAR, design criteria, stress reports,
equipment qualification reports (testing and analysis), structures and equipment support
drawings, equipment location drawings, anchorage calculations. and records from other related
programs previously performed at SHNPP. The information is not intended as the sole basis for
screening, but assists the SRT in their review. An initial walkdown was performed by CP&L



and EQE personnel as part of the pre-screening task to review the SSEL and to group items
according to the "Rule of the Box" (SQUG, GIP).

Pre-screening was performed with three purposes in mind:

~ to identify critical failure modes to be specifically reviewed on the walkdown.
~ to ass'emble qualification and installation data for use as a basis for screening in the

. margins review.
~ to provide data to be utilized in HCLPF (High Confidence of Low Probability of

Failure) calculations.

3.1.3.2 Performance of Walkdowns

The SHNPP seismic margin walkdown was completed during the winter and spring of 1994 in
two phases; a balance of plant (BOP) walkdown, and an outage walkdown. BOP walkdowns
were completed in January 1994 prior to refueling outage RFO-5 in order to capture elements
that could be reviewed during plant operation. Outage walkdowns were performed in March
during RFO-5, capturing items located inside containment as well as electrical and control
equipment that either needed to be de-energized for access, or were critical to plant operation.

The procedure for performing walkdowns is described in the SHNPP Project Plan (EQE, EPP).
The walkdowns concentrated on the strength and load path of the equipment to the structure as

well as function and integrity. The review of equipment anchorage was a prime objective for
the walkdown teams. The walkdown addressed the physical attributes of the anchorage
installation. Anchorage capacities were addressed in the pre-screening, as most of the
components already had been evaluated for seismic capacities. The anchorage calculation for
the transfer panels was the only calculation that was not found during the reviews. The transfer
panels were included as a component for HCLPF evaluation based on the anchorage
configuration and the fact that the calculation was not reviewed. The walkdown teams also
verified that the anchorage was generally in accordance with the design configuration. The
anchorage of the components was screened based on the high capacity anchorage and the SRT
walkdown.

Interaction reviews were performed to identify falling, impact, spray and flood issues that could
affect success path items. Housekeeping issues were also identified, e.g., compressed gas
cylinder not sufficiently secured, fuel board not restrained, storage cabinets that were
unrestrained, etc. Thirteen items were identified that had minor interaction, housekeeping or
maintenance issues. No spray or flood issues were noted during the SRT walkdown.

Suspended systems, such as conduit, cable trays and ductwork were evaluated on a sampling
basis in the plant. A general survey was performed to obtain an overview of the suspended
system construction throughout the plant. This included a review of the variety of system
layouts, support configurations, and construction details. The inspection also included known
concerns for suspended systems, such as taut cables, sharp edges, or overloading of cable trays
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and supports, and potential anchor point displacements. The ceiling above the control room was
also reviewed to verify ifthe light fixtures and ceiling grid were adequately supported, and to
evaluate the potential for ceiling panels to fall.

Containment penetrations were reviewed on an area basis to identify anomalies that might affect
containment performance. Concerns such as falling and differential building displacement were
considered. Also reviewed were displacement concerns between the containment shell and
internal structure. Containment isolation valves were also reviewed on a walk-by basis based
on the caveats listed on the valve SEWS.

3.1.3.3 Results of Walkdown

Seismic margin walkdown results are summarized for structures and equipment and subsystems
in Appendix A, Tables 5-1 and 5-2, respectively.

Table 5-1 lists civil structures, following the format of EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-3, along with
screening results for SHNPP. All SHNPP civil structures were screened from further review
based on the EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-3, screening criteria and Section 3.8 of the SHNPP
FSAR.

Table 5-2 lists equipment and subsystems following the format of EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-4,
along with screening results for SHNPP. At the conclusion of plant walkdowns, SRT members,
including senior level participants from CP&L and EQE, convened to complete the ranking and
screening task. SRT members reviewed SEWS and categorized components into the following
resolution categories:

~ screened out by the SRT
~ housekeeping or maintenance issue
~ repairs or modification required
~ specific issues require clarification
~ candidate for HCLPF evaluation

3.1.3.4 Resolution of Issues Arising from the Walkdown

Following the initial screening, SRT members re-walked items not screened out and revisited
existing design and qualification documentation. SRT members that performed the initial
walkdowns presented and discussed issues with remaining SRT members. Categorization was
refined by group consensus.

Equipment and subsystems that were not screened were grouped into 5 categories:

Thirteen items had minor interaction, housekeeping or maintenance issues that were
to be resolved through routine maintenance activities via work request/job orders.
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These items are listed in Appendix A, Table 5-3 along with the corresponding work
request number. Work was completed on these issues on March 31, 1995.

~ Six items were identified for potential modifications or repairs, and are listed in
Appendix A, Table 5-4 along with the description of the modification required for
the item. These items will be completed prior to startup from refueling outage 7,
currently scheduled for Spring 1997.

~ One potential interaction issue was identified due to relative building displacement.
This issue is addressed in Appendix A, section 9.

~ Two components were identified due to interaction issues with HVAC ducts. These
items are addressed in Appendix A, section 5.8.2.

~ Several other items were identified as candidates for HCLPF evaluation. These are
discussed below.

The first pass through SSEL items categorized about 45 items representing about 15 specific
issues for HCLPF evaluation. Following these group walkdowns and followup discussion, 16
items were selected for HCLPF evaluation to address five issues. Several of the unscreened
components were unique issues, such as no top supports on residual heat removal (RHR) heat
exchangers, while others, such as low voltage switchgear located relatively high in the structure,
were selected to represent a group of equipment. These five issues are considered to represent
the most vulnerable issues observed by the SRT. Other items may have comparable seismic
capacity but are considered representative of the selected items.

The five issues are:

Group 1: six panels having anchorage with 45'elson studs
Group 2: four low voltage switchgear
Group 3: two RHR heat exchangers
Group 4: two flat bottom storage tanks
Group 5: two ESW pumps

HCLPF evaluations are summarized in Appendix A, section 6. With the exception of the RHR
heat exchangers, all the groups have a HCLPF capacity above the RLE. That of the RHR heat
exchangers is calculated to be 0.29g. It is considered that further refinement of the associated
piping analyses to eliminate any unnecessary conservatism in the nozzle loads may raise the
HCLPF capacity above the RLE. This was not done however, because the capacity is essentially
the same as the RLE.
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3.1.4 Relay Evaluation

As described in NUREG-1407, for the focused-scope plants, which includes SHNPP, the
evaluation of relay chatter emphasizes the consideration of relays with known low seismic
ruggedness. Such relays are to be evaluated for their potential plant impact. Fifty-one such
low-ruggedness relays were identified. Further review of these 51 relays resulted in the
following conclusions: 1

~ Twelve of the relays were determined not to be low-ruggedness relays because they
were not in a configuration that had been determined to be subject to chatter for the
relevant model.

~ Twenty-nine of the relays were determined to be non-essential relays in which chatter
is not a concern.

~ Four of the relays were determined to be essential. However, chatter of these four
relays would not produce any unacceptable consequences.

~ The remaining six relays were determined to be. essential relays. These are the
differential relays (one for each phase) that would actuate the lockout relays on the
two 6.9kv emergency buses (switchgear units). These relays are all General Electric
model 12PVD21B1A relays. The equipment tag numbers for these six relays are
87SA-A-1738, 87SA-B-1738, 87SA-C-738, 87SB-A-1739, 87SB-B-1739 and
87SB-C-1739. The relays are mounted in the doors of cubicle 10 and 6 on the
emergency buses 1A-SA and 1B-SB, respectively. The relays are mounted within
18 inches of the floor. The tripping of the bus would require two of three relays to
chatter simultaneously. A detailed analysis of the seismic qualification of the buses
has identified that sufficient margin exists.

3.1.5 Containment Integrity

The main objective of the containment analysis is to identify vulnerabilities that involve early
failure of containment functions. This includes consideration of containment integrity,
containment isolation, and other containment functions.

The guidance provided in NUREG-1407 states that "generally containment penetrations are
seismically rugged; a rigorous fragility analysis is needed only at review levels greater than
0.3g, but a walkdown to evaluate for unusual conditions (e.g., spatial interactions, unique
penetration configurations) is recommended." With regard to containment systems, the guidance
provided is that "seismic failures of actuation and control systems are more likely to cause
isolation system failures and should be included in the examination." The major concern deals
with relay chatter, which is addressed in section 7 of Appendix A to this report.
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A review of seismic capacities for containments of similar design to SHNPP indicates that the
containment structure is expected to have a seismic capacity far above the RLE (Summitt, 1990).
In addition to the, containment structure, NUREG-1407 suggests that certain considerations could
require some additional study. Hatches that employ inflated seals is one potential area for
concern. The SHNPP design does not employ this type of seal. Another concern is the post-
operation of penetration cooling that is present in some designs. SHNPP, however, does not.

employ this design feature. Finally, air-closed valves, used for isolation are also listed as a

possible concern. SHNPP does not utilize air-operated valves for containment isolation that
require a supply of air to function. Thus, failures in containment isolation would not be
expected due to seismic failures of the isolation valves.

The containment walkdown consisted of looking/evaluating unusual conditions/configurations
(e.g., spatial interactions, unique penetrations, piping hard spots, items/components bridging the
seismic gap between the containment liner and interior structure, and etc.). The containment
walkdown was performed by the SRT (see section 3 of Appendix A).

No unusual conditions/configurations where noted except for the platform in the equipment hatch
at elevation 286 ft. The platform is supported/welded to the liner at the equipment hatch barrel
and is anchored to the floor of the interior structure at elevation 286 ft. Therefore, the platform
bridges between the interior and exterior containment structures. This interaction issue is
evaluated in calculation HNP-C/PLAT-1023 and is determined not to be detrimental to the
containment integrity.

As stated previously, the main objective of the containment analysis is to identify vulnerabilities
that involve early failure of containment functions. The SRT reviews and walkdown performed
of the containment did not identify any vulnerabilities. Therefore, the HCLPF for the
containment is greater than 0.3g, based on the results of this analysis.

3.1.6 Seismic Induced Fire and Flood Evaluation

Seismic/fire interactions, effects of suppressants on safety equipment, and control system
interaction are addressed in the IPEEE. As discussed in Section 8 of Appendix A, failures of
the fire protection system that lead to a release of water willnot have a detrimental effect on the
capability to safely shut down the reactor.

Other system interaction issues relate to the potential for the earthquake to result in a fire.
Consequently, a review of the potential fire sources was performed to identify any
vulnerabilities. As discussed in section 8 of Appendix A, none was found.

3.2 COORDINATIONWITH OTHER PROGRAMS

Three programs, i.e., (1) the external event portion of USI-A-45, (2) GI-131, and (3) the
Eastern U.S. Seismicity Issue, are subsumed in the IPEEE. The decay heat removal issue
(USI-A-45) is addressed by the fact that the SSEL contains the equipment necessary to maintain
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decay heat removal for a period of 72 hours. Since CP8cL is exercising the seismic margins
option, the resolution of the Eastern U.S. Seismicity Issue is achieved by an appropriate choice
of RLE. GI-131 deals with the seismically induced failure of the flux mapping transfer cart that
would lead directly to the rupture of instrumentation tubes at the seal table. Since this is
applicable to Westinghouse plants only, it is applicable to SHNPP. It is addressed in the IPEEE
in section 5.9.1 of Appendix A. USI-A-46 has subsumed USI-A-17, "Seismic Interactions in
Nuclear Power Plants". Although SHNPP is not an A-46 plant, USI-A-17 is addressed
through the seismic walkdown that is performed to meet the requirements of the IPEEE.

3.3 CONCLUSIONS

The principal conclusion is that there are no seismic vulnerability concerns at SHNPP. The
results and conclusions of the SHNPP IPEEE seismic project are discussed in more detail in
Appendix A.
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SECTION 4

INTERNALFIRES ANALYSIS

4.0 METHODOLOGYSELECTION

Acceptable methodologies for analyzing internal fires are specified in NUREG-1407, section 4
(NRC, 1991b). Of those methods, a fire PRA was selected for SHNPP. Specific fire PRA
issues raised in NUREG-1407 were dealt with as follows:

~ Fire areas of potential risk significance were identified using the initial qualitative and
quantitative screening steps defined in the FIVE methodology (EPRI, 1992a)
document.

~ Those fire areas which did not screen out were subject to detailed modeling described
in various procedure guides such as NUREG-2300 (NRC, 1983), NUREG-2815
(NRC, 1985f) or NSAC/181 (EPRI, 1993). The COMPBRN IIIe code (EPRI, 1991)
was used for deterministic modeling of intra-area fire propagation. Inter-area fire
propagation analysis was not required based on the review of the fire area boundaries
performed to address the Sandia Fire Risk Scoping Study (FRSS), NUREG/CR-5088
(NRC, 1989b) issues.

~ Fire frequencies in particular locations accounted for both generic experience (US
plant experience obtained from the EPRI Fire Event Database (EPRI, 1992b)) and area
specific fixed ignition sources. The contribution of transient fuels and sources was
accounted for by addressing plant specific procedures for the control of combustibles
and ignition sources, as well as for periodic inspections for transients.

~ A qualitative review of the input and modeling uncertainties has been performed.
However, no formal propagation of those uncertainties through the model was
performed or considered of value in terms of providing additional insights.

FRSS issues were addressed through specifically tailored walkdowns as defined in the
FIVE methodology, including seismic fire interactions, effects of fire suppressant on
safety related equipment, fire barrier effectiveness and control systems interactions.

4.1 FIRE HAZARDANALYSIS

4.1.1 Overview

In theory the contribution to core damage frequency (CDF) from fires anywhere in the plant may
be assessed in detail. However this was impractical due to the large number of possible
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scenarios, and was also unnecessary, since fires in many plant areas are incapable of causing
significant damage. Consequently the first stage in performing the SHNPP fire analysis wa's to
perform a systematic screening of all fire areas.

The FIVE methodology qualitative and quantitative screening procedures were applied, as

described below. The results of this screening is presented in section 4.5 of this report.

4.1.1.1 Qualitative Screening Analysis of Fire Areas

The major steps are briefly summarized below. Further details of the methodology can be found
in section 5.3 of the FIVE methodology document.

Essentially the purpose of this task was to identify the boundaries of the plant fire areas and their
respective compartments, together with the location of equipment and cables which, ifdamaged
by fire, would cause a plant shutdown or degradation of shutdown paths identified in the SHNPP
Safe Shutdown Analysis (SSA) (CPL, SSD) and the PSA. That information was then initially
used in this subtask as a basis for systematically screening out fire areas from further
consideration using the non-probabilistic criteria developed in the FIVEmethodology document.
Further use was made of the information in subsequent tasks.

Step 1: Identify Fire Areas and Compartments

The plant was initiallydivided into fire areas which are physically separated from one another
by fire rated walls, floors and ceilings which comply with the requirements of the FIVE
methodology (definition 2.2). At this stage the FIVE methodology also provides the option of
sub-dividing an area into compartments which are locations within an area separated by non-
combustible barriers. Although the boundaries of such compartments may not be fixe rated and
may have openings, they willsignificantly confine heat and combustion products. The purpose
of identifying separate compartments was to better locate equipment and cables and to provide
a basis for a refined screening ifrequired later on in the analysis. In the interests of efficiency,
compartments were only identified ifcorresponding component and cable locations were readily
available within the Safe Shutdown Analysis or easily ascertained by a plant inspection.

Step 2: Identify Plant Safe Shutdown Systems

In step 2, the SSA and PSA models were reviewed to identify the SHNPP safe shutdown
systems. Both front line and support systems were listed, including balance of plant as well as

safety related equipment. In the FIVE methodology, the target shutdown mode of operation
selected should be consistent with the plant's PSA (FIVE, Section 2-3). In general, the SHNPP
PSA event trees were constructed to model success paths which lead to hot shutdown. The
combinations of systems required to achieve this stable condition for a period of 24 hours,
following various types of initiating events, are discussed in Section 3 of the IPE (CP&L, 1993).
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Step 3: Identify Safe Shutdown Equipment in Each Fire Area or Compartment

Safe shutdown components and the associated cabling for the required components, i.e.
components in the required safe shutdown (SSD) division, are identified in the Safe Shutdown
Separation Analysis Report for SHNPP. Equipment/cables in the non-required train as well as

cabling for the automatic actuation of auxiliary feedwater (AFW) and emergency service water.
(ESW) were then obtained from the cable database and from plant drawings. Based on the
above information, a summary of the affected SSD equipment in each fire area was documented.
In addition, the offsite power cabling and components were also added to this list;

Step 4: Perform Fire Area Safe Shutdown Function Evaluation

Each plant area was first evaluated to ascertain whether it contained any susceptible safe
shutdown equipment. If so, a demand for shutdown was assumed unless it was shown with
confidence that the fire would not cause an automatic trip, and plant operating conditions or
technical specifications would not require a shutdown within eight hours.

The SHNPP fire analysis incorporates a revision of the FIVE methodology (NUMARC 1993)
which requires that fire areas or compartments not be screened out unless it was shown that safe
shutdown equipment was not damaged and there was no demand for shutdown. (Note: It was
not necessary to assume a loss of offsite power as was required for the Safe Shutdown Analysis,
unless there is some potential for the postulated fire inducing such an event as identified in
step 3).

Step 5: Compartment Identification, Interaction and Screening

The screening approach up to this point conservatively assumed that a fire would disable all
equipment and cable in the fire area being evaluated. As mentioned previously, fire
compartments within some fire areas were identified based on plant drawings and walkdowns.
A fire compartment interaction analysis (FCIA) was performed in this task to determine the
potential and consequences of fire spread between compartments using the screening criteria
provided in section 5.3.6 of the FIVE methodology document. Factors such as the
characteristics of the barrier, combustible loading and installed fire detection and suppression
systems were considered.

Where all boundaries of a compartment (or the perimeter of a group of compartments) could be
screened out (i.e., risk of propagation is insignificant) then the screening criteria applied in
steps 4 and 5 above were re-applied considering only the potential fire damage within the
compartment (or compartment group).

4.1.1.2 Fire Frequencies

The purpose of this task was to evaluate the fire frequency for areas and compartments which
were not screened out in the qualitative screening process described in Section 4.1.1.1. These
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frequencies are intended for use in the quantitative screening evaluation and detailed fire
analysis.

For SHNPP, the fire frequency calculations were performed using the methods provided in the
FIVE methodology, phase 2, step 1, and generic fire data information provided in the Fire
Events Database. The approach requires the analyst to weigh generic fire data according to the.

specific types and quantity of ignition. sources present in the area being evaluated. FIVE
provides detailed guidance for determining both "Location Weighting Factors" and "Ignition
Source Weighting Factors" and a formalized documentation process for recording input data and
calculating fire frequencies.

The number, type and location of each ignition source was initially evaluated from SHNPP
drawings. The information was modified as a result of plant walkdowns.

The area/compartment ignition sources and the fire frequency calculations were documented
according to the FIVE Attachment 10.2, Table 3, Ignition Source Data Sheet (ISDS). These are
included in the tier 2 documentation together with the analysis assumptions and data used.

4.1.1.3 Quantitative Screening Analysis

The FIVE methodology permits screening of a fire area/compartment when either of the
following can be proven to be less than 1E-6 per year:

(i) the total area/compartment fire ignition frequency, or

(ii) the fire ignition frequency multiplied by the conditional core damage probability
(CCDP) given loss of all equipment/cable in the area or compartment

At this screening stage, simple PSA models were used to determine the CCDP.

4.1.2 Analysis Results .

4.1.2.1 Qualitative Screening Analysis

The qualitative screening analysis was completed using the revised FIVE screening methodology
as discussed in section 4.1.1.1. Table 4-1 is a summary of the screening performed during the
qualitative analysis. It includes fire plant areas that addressed in the SSA.

Two screening questions are asked in the table. A "Yes" answer to either of the questions, (i.e.
there are SSD equipment in the area or a plant shutdown is required given a fire in the area)
indicated that further analysis of the area was required. A "No" in the table to both these
questions indicated that the fire area was screened at this level and no further analysis was
required. As indicated in Table 4-1, only one SHNPP fire area (S-W-BAL, Waste Processing
Building Balance) was screened out by this process.



4.1.2.1.1 Sub-Division into Com artments and Fire Com artment Interaction Anal sis

There are two fire areas in the Auxiliary Building (1-A-BAL-Aand 1-A-BAL-B) that are
relatively large. Each of these were subdivided into smaller sub-areas (or compartments) for
this analysis. In this way, a more realistic screening of the areas can be carried out since the
subset of safe shutdown components in the compartments is smaller. However, to qualify as

compartments certain requirements have to be met. A FCIA was carried out to determine the
potential for, and consequences of, fire spread across compartment boundaries, using the
screening criteria provided in section 5.3.6 of FIVE. A fire compartment barrier can be
screened from further consideration based upon the following criteria:

1) Boundaries between two compartments, neither of which contain SSD components
nor plant trip initiators, on a basis that fire involving both compartments would
have no adverse effect on safe shutdown capability,

\

2) Boundaries that consist of a 2-hour or 3-hour rated fire barrier, on the basis of fire
barrier effectiveness,

3) Boundaries that consist of a 1-hour rated fire barrier with a combustible loading
in the exposing compartment (80,000 Btu per ft~, on the basis of fire barrier
effectiveness and combustible loading.

4) Boundaries where the exposing compartment has very low combustible loading
((20,000 Btu per ft) and automatic fire detection, on the basis that manual
suppression willprevent fire spread to the adjacent compartment.

5) Boundaries where both the exposing compartment and exposed compartment have
a very low combustible loading ((20,000 Btu per ft'), on the basis that a
significant fire can not develop in the compartment.

6) Boundaries where automatic fire suppression is installed over combustibles in the
exposing compartment, on the basis that this will prevent fire spread to the
adjacent compartment.

To define compartment boundaries, the existing fire zones within fire areas 1-A-BAL-Aand
1-A-BAL-B were used as starting points.'ther compartments were then added using
observations from plant walkdowns. Usually, these other areas are individual walled-off rooms
like the charging pump rooms or storage rooms.

A list of compartments that meet one of more of the above criteria is provided in Table 4-2.
The screening of the compartment boundaries is documented in FCIA worksheets which are
included in the tier 2 report. Note that compartment identifications that begin with a numeral
are fire zones as defined by the SHNPP fire protection program. Identifications which begin
with a letter are areas within the fire zones that also meet the FCIA criteria.
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4.1.2.1.2 ualitative Screenin Anal sis for the Com artments

A qualitative screening analysis (similar to that performed for the fire areas) was then carried
out for each compartment. The results of this screening are included in Table 4-2 which shows
that 14 of the 43 compartments can be qualitatively screened out because they do not contain
components or cabling that will impact plant risk in terms of CDF.

4.1.2.2 Fire Ignition Frequencies for Quantitative Screening

For each area that was not screened out in the previous step, estimates of fire ignition frequency
were prepared for use in the quantitative screening analysis. These estimates were based on data
from the Fire Events Database for US Nuclear Power Plants from the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI, 1992b) and adjusted for SHNPP using information from plant arrangement
drawings or other documentation and equipment databases. A summary of the database appears
in the FIVE methodology document. The frequencies were then updated based on the plant
walkdowns that were performed for this purpose. Table 4-3 contains a summary of the fire area
ignition frequencies obtained from the individual ISDS for each SHNPP area. (Individual area
ISDS are included in the tier 2 report.) As can be seen from Table 4-3, SHNPP fire areas do
not screen out based solely on fire ignition frequency (i.e. none of the ignition frequencies were
below the 1E-6 per year criteria).

It should be noted that in later, more detailed analyses, not all events in the EPRI database are
included. The types of events which could be removed are these which do not cause damage,
those occurring during plant commissioning, and those which are self-extinguished. Some fire
frequencies determined using FIVE methodology have been adjusted to reflect only these
significant fires. Frequencies modified in this manner are discussed in the following sections.

4.1.2.3 Quantitative PRA Screening Analysis

The FIVE methodology includes a second level of screening which provides for a conservative
estimation of the contribution to CDF. The equipment in an area is assumed to fail due to fire.
Using an event tree representative of the most significant failure, the contribution to the CDF
is calculated. If this contribution is less than 1E-6 per year the area or compartment can be
screened out. For this analysis, the PSA fault tree and event tree models were used,

4.1.2.3.1 Assum tions and Other Modelin Considerations for the PRA Screenin

The following assumptions were made:

~ Unlike the SSA, offsite power is assumed to be available following a fire unless
cabling or equipment for offsite power is present in the fire area. Based on the
equipment and cable routing location analysis for offsite power systems, it can be
postulated that a fire in fire areas 1-A-BAL-A, 1-A-BAL-B, 1-A-BAL-C,
1-A-BATA, 1-A-BATB, 1-A-CSRA 1-A-CSRB, 1-A-SWGRA, 1-A-SWGRB,
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1-D-DGA, 1-D-DGB, 12-A-CR, 12-A-CRC1, a's well as'n the Turbine Building
roof and the switchyard area, could result in a loss of offsite power to 6.9kV
emergency buses 1A-SA and/or 1B-SB.

In addition, the SHNPP IPE identified an initiator where the loss of a non-vital DC
bus (DP-1A) would result in a plant trip due to effects on the secondary plant,
equipment. This trip is complicated by a loss of offsite power due to a loss of control
power to the breakers which must reposition to transfer plant electrical buses from the
main generator to offsite AC power through the startup'transformers. Since non-vital
bus DP-1A is located in area 1-A-S-BATN, a fire in this area could result in a loss
of offsite power.

~ The PSA success criteria were used to determine the minimum combinations of
equipment necessary to mitigate core damage. This, in general, is less restrictive than
the success criteria used in the SSA. In addition, consistent with the PSA, a
successful end state is defined as reaching and maintaining a safe, stable state as

characterized by a constant RCS temperature, pressure, and inventory. This criteria
is equivalent to the SSA conditions for hot standby.

~ In the PSA model, rod insertion is considered achievable by any of several means for
reactivity control. The effects of a fire are more likely to cause rod insertion through
deenergization of the reactor protection system (RPS) (with subsequent rod drop into
the core) than to inhibit RPS operation. Also, there are procedures available which
instruct operators to manually deenergize RPS equipment from within or from outside
the control room ifautomatic deenergization fails. The potential for fire events to
prevent adequate reactivity control by designed means is therefore considered to be
insignificant; boration from the boric acid tank via the normal charging path to control
reactivity is not considered in the IPEEE analysis.

~ Passive mechanical components (for example, valves, heat exchangers and piping)
exposed to fire were assumed to remain structurally intact as pressure barriers or
structural members of a system. Other mechanical components that are exposed to a
fire were assumed to be operable after the fire is extinguished ifa local operational
capability exists (for example, a handwheel in a valve).

~ Since the SSA study did not consider the routing of cables required for the automatic
actuation of emergency systems, no credit was taken for such actuations with the
exception of the actuation of the AFW and ESW systems. For the AFW and ESW
systems, cable tracing was performed to determine routings throughout the plant.

~ AllPSA components that are not also SSA components were also assumed to be failed
in the screening analysis except as noted above for offsite power components and for
AFW and ESW actuation components.
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For the screening quantification, the PSA transient event tree was used except for areas where
there is a potential for fire induced LOCA due to a breach of the high-low interface boundary.
This scenario would require both of the following:

(i) the fire must cause a sufficient number of electrical faults to cause the spurious
opening of valves at a reactor coolant system (RCS) high-low pressure boundary,
and

(ii) failure of the operator to isolate the LOCA prior to loss of significant RCS
inventory.

The Safe Shutdown Separation Analysis identifies high-low pressure interface valves which have
the potential to spuriously open because of fire-initiated hot shorts. Many of the valves are
pneumatic or solenoid operated, and fail closed on loss of air or DC power. Furthermore, both
pre- and post-fire procedures are in place to either deenergize individual compo'nent power
supplies or to isolate flow paths with redundant valves given fires in certain plant are'as.

However, within the framework of the IPEEE, the possibility of the operator failing to isolate
the appropriate circuits, as well as coincident random equipment failures, must be addressed.
Given the former event, the potential may exist for a fire to cause spurious valve operation via
hot shorts. Once the high-low interface pathway has been aligned (due to such a short),
subsequent isolation valve closure would be required which introduces the potential for a

hardware failure leading loss of isolation capability.

The high-low interface pathways can be divided into three categories:

~ Pathways which are protected by a mechanical check, valve, as well as a fail closed
isolation valve. These include the normal charging and auxiliary spray lines. The
probability of the check valve failing to reseat coincident with operator failure to
deenergize the circuit and hot shorts leading to spurious valve operation was judged
to be negligible. The hot leg low head safety injection pathway with two check valves
in series and a normally closed motor-operated valve (MOV) also fall into this
category. Fire-induced LOCAs via these pathways were therefore discounted.

~ Pathways for which the control circuits of the associated valves are normally
deenergized prior to plant start up. These include the residual heat removal (RHR)
suction and the reactor head and pressurizer vent paths. The probability of operator
error leading to these control circuits not being deenergized, the fault remaining
undiscovered until the time of the fire, and the fire causing control circuit hot shorts
which open at least two valves in series was considered to be extremely low. Fire-
induced LOCAs via these pathways were thus discounted.

~ Pathways for which the control circuits of the associated valves are normally
energized, but are required to be deenergized according to dedicated shutdown
procedures following a fire. These include the chemical and volume control system
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(GVCS) letdown, CVCS excess letdown, and the pressurizer power-operated relief
valve (PORV) paths. In these cases, internal hot shorts may result in an unisolated
LOCA given the following:

(i) operator fails to deenergize control circuit prior to core uncovery, or
(ii) operator successfully deenergizes circuits, but the isolation valves fails to close.

In the case of the CVCS letdown and excess letdown, the line sizes (1" or less) are such that,
even with no charging flow, sufficient time is available to deenergize the valve control circuits
and isolate the LOCA before the loss of RCS inventory would jeopardize core cooling.
Furthermore, since redundant, fail closed isolation valves are located in each line, the likelihood
of not isolating the LOCA due to valve failures is also small. Consequently, the possibility of
an unisolated LOCA in the CVCS letdown or excess letdown paths was discounted.

In the case of the pressurizer PORV paths, the line sizes are such that the loss of RCS inventory
may jeopardize the core within a relatively short period of time. Given this time window
available for successful operator action, the probability of error may be significant.
Furthermore, the cable associated with the PORV block valves may also be damaged by the fire,
leaving the PORV as the only means of isolating the LOCA. Therefore, failure to isolate the
LOCA due to random valve failure may also be significant.

In conclusion, the only potentially significant mechanism for a fire to induce an unisolated
LOCA was judged to be as a result of an internal hot short associated with a pressurizer PORV
circuit.

4.1.2.3.2 Individual Area PRA Screenin

For this screening, the SHNPP PSA models were modified so thatcomponents (or components
with cables) within a fire area/compartment are failed by the fire. In addition, the assumptions
described in the section 4.1.2.3.1 were applied. A summary of the screening analysis results
is presented in Table 4-4. Based on this analysis, the following 33 areas/ compartments were
screened out.

1-A-5-BATN
1-A-BATA
1-D-DGB
5-0-BAL
12-0-TA
12-A-HV&IR
1-A-4-CHF A
Chg Pump 1C-SAB Area
1-A-1-PA
1-A-1-PB
1-A-4-COR

1-0-PA
1-A-BATB
1-D-DTA
5-F-BAL
12-0-TB
12-I-ESWPA
1-A-4-COM I
Chg Pump 1B-SB Area
1-A-1-FD
1-A-3-TA
1-A-46-ST

1-0-PB
1-D-DGA
1-D-DTB
5-S-BAL
12-A-BAL
12-I-ESWPB
Chg Pump 1A-SA Area
1-A-34-RHXB
1-A-1-ED
1-A-5-HV3
Valve Gallery A
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4.1.3 Detailed Fire Analysis

The second part'of the fire analysis deals specifically with the potentially significant fire areas
which could not be eliminated as part of the qualitative and quantitative screening process. The
principal difference in this analysis is that the likelihood and resulting impact of intermediate fire
growth stages within each fire area are assessed (rather than assuming the contents of the entire
compartment are immediately damaged): The approach described sections 4.3 through 4.6 uses
aspects of the FIVE Methodology (sections 6.3 - 6.9) but aims to develop a comprehensive
model of the various fire scenarios leading to core damage. These sections contain discussions
of each major aspect of fire modeling: fire growth and propagation, component fragilities, fire
detection and suppression, and human error analysis. The control room analysis, which uses

a methodology that is somewhat different than the COMPBRN analyses is described in
section 4.6.3, and the evaluation of the effect of fires on containment systems are described in
section 4.7.

4.2 REVIEW OF PLANT INFORMATIONAND WALKDOWN

4.2.1 Plant Information Sources

For this analysis, SHNPP plant information was obtained from plant drawings, plant procedures,
and other documents like the IPE, the FSAR and the SHNPP Safe Shutdown Separation Analysis
report. The specific sources of information are discussed below.

The SHNPP fire protection procedures contain a complete discussion of the plant's fire
protection program including: the organizational responsibilities; its fire prevention abilities
(control ofcombustibles and ignition sources, and control offire protection system impairments);
employee training; fire brigade manning, response, training, drills, and equipment; and fire
protection systems (detection, alarm and suppression systems). Specific examples include:
FPP-001, Fire Protection Conduct of Operations; FPP-013, Fire Protection —Minimum
Requirements and Mitigating Actions; and FPP-014, Fire Protection Surveillance Requirements.

The SHNPP SSA defines the post fire safe shutdown methodology including the definition of the
safe shutdown functions, systems and components. This report also addresses associated circuits
and alternate shutdown capability. In addition, fire area assessments forfire areas containing safe
shutdown equipment is provided.

'I

The SHNPP FSAR defines the fire area boundaries within the plant and evaluates each of the
fire barriers. It also documents the in-situ and transient combustible loading in each fire area.
In addition, the fire protection systems and ventilation systems for the areas are provided.

The above reports provide information on the method of compliance with applicable regulations,
combustible loading analysis, exemption requests and engineering analysis. The existence of
these report is pre-supposed by the FIVE methodology. They were used to obtain the fire area
boundary definitions, the safe shutdown equipment/cables located in each fire area, and the
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combustible loading characteristics, including cable tray loadings and flammable liquid
inventories.

The SHNPP cable database was used to identifythe cabling that runs through specific fire areas.
Plant electrical drawings were utilized to provide the cable routing within an area in the cable
tracing effort.

Plant drawings were also used for locating fire area boundaries and SSA equipment to obtain
information about the number and type of ignition sources and targets in each fire area.. The
plant specific data was used to relate generic fire frequency data obtained from the EPRI fire
events database to specific SHNPP fire areas.

Plant procedures were utilized in the evaluation of the human error probabilities (HEPs) to
analyze how the operators would respond to a fire in various areas of the plant.

4.2.2 Plant Walkdowns

The walkdowns performed for the SHNPP fire analysis were confirmatory in nature. The main
objective of these walkdowns was to gather data which cannot be derived from documented
sources to perform the screening and detailed analyses, as well as complete the Fire Risk
Scoping Study Evaluation. Another objective was to confirm that information and assumptions
used while performing the screening and detailed analyses are consistent with the as-built
as-operated plant. The main walkdown activities are discussed below.

4.2.2.1 Verification of As-Built, As-Operated Conditions

Walkdowns were carried out to verify plant conditions for the Fire Risk Scoping Study
evaluation. Information pertaining to potential seismic-fire interactions (seismically induced fires
from hydrogen, or from storage of diesel oil, fuel oil or lubricating oil; or seismic actuation of
fire suppression systems) was obtained. A general inspection of the fire area barriers,
penetrations, dampers etc., was also carried out.

A two-day walkdown was performed primarily to verify the information in the qualitative and
quantitative screening analysis files. This walkdown took place following the completion of the
screening analyses and prior to the start of the detailed analysis effort. It was performed under
the guidance of a procedure which included appropriate check-off lists.

Walkdowns were also used to help perform the fire compartment interaction analysis. To be
specific, walkdowns were used to verify that the 1-A-BAL-Aand 1-A-BAL-Bplant areas
could be compartmentalized into smaller fire-independent areas as defined by the EPRI FIVE
document. Compartment boundaries and the potential spread of fire across these boundaries
were evaluated.
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Several additional walkdowns of an informal nature were performed with the aim of obtaining
information regarding a specific area of the plant. Examples include walkdowns to verify'the
inputs to the COMPBRN models.

Allwalkdowns were carried out by NUS and/or CP&L personnel. The participants were either
fire protection engineers or PRA/IPE specialists who, between them, possess the following
qualifications:

(i) Familiarity with the SSA safe shutdown paths, equipment and cable raceway layouts
and shutdown procedures.

(ii) Familiarity with the plant fire protection design and standards, including fire barrier
characteristics, fire detection and suppression systems and fire prevention measures.

(iii) Understanding of IPE/PSA models and assumptions made in fire PRA analysis.

4.2.2.2 Verification Of Cable Routing and Other Parameters for COMPBRN Modeling

o g atab s hich provides routing by fire ar

4.3 FIRE GROWTH AND PROPAGATION

As part of the walkdown effort, attempts were made to visually verify the cabling to ensure that
cable routing used in the analyses represents the as-built plant. However, given the congestion
of conduits in the ceilings of many plant areas, it was not feasible to field-verify the cable routes
visually. Instead, cable routing obtained from drawings were verified against the SHNPP cable
r utin d aew'a and by raceway.

4.3.1 Fire Scenarios

The first step in performing the fire growth and propagation modeling was the identification of
the potential fire scenarios. The arrangement of the area being evaluated was mapped out,
including the specific location and function ofcables and equipment associated with safe
shutdown functions and containment systems. These items are targets for damage in the event
of an exposure fire and also may represent fire sources in themselves. Second, the location and
characteristics of potential fire sources within the compartment were identified. The sources
include the permanent or fixed combustibles (e.g., electrical cabinets, electric motors, cables),
transient combustible (e.g., trash, used protective clothing) and flammable liquids or gas storage
vessels. The location of targets and fixed combustible fire sources were then represented on
simplified compartment layout drawings.

Having determined the location of shutdown components in relation to each potential fire source,
the next step was to review the area to determine ifthere were obvious compartments in which
the fire damage may be confined both physically and with respect to the extent of loss of safe
shutdown functions. Fire propagation modeling was then used to confirm the independence of
the compartments with respect to fires.
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The final step was'to define damage states within each compartment. Ifa worst case fire was
calculated to result in minimal damage, then it was assumed that all compartment fires would
be bounded by this worst case fire and no further fire modeling was required. If redundant
systems were located in the compartment, multiple damage states were defined. For example,
in a compartment where two shutdown trains are present, three damage states may be defined;
loss of train A, loss of train B, and loss ofboth trains. Fire modeling techniques were then used

to identify which ignition sources might result in each damage state, taking into account the
likelihood of fire suppression prior to damage.

1

The frequency of each damage state was then determined based on the number of ignition
sources within the target range and the likelihood of suppression. Finally, the sequence
frequencies were calculated using the PSA model modified to account for fire damage.

4.3.2 COMPBRN Analysis

The COMPBRN IIIe computer code (EPRI, 1991) was used in fire areas where detailed fire
analysis is required (one exception is the Control Room). COMPBRN IIIe was developed
specifically for use in nuclear power plant fire PRAs and has been approved by the NRC for use
in IPEEE fire analyses. For a given fire scenario, the code calculates the time to damage
specific targets. Specific targets in this analysis are usually components and the power and/or
control cabling for components. The PSA and the SSA were important documents used to focus
the selection of specific targets for analysis.

COMPBRN is a deterministic code which follows a quasi-static approach to simulate the process
of fire during the pre-flash-over period in an enclosure. It breaks a postulated fire environment
into three sectors: flame/plume sector, hot gas layer sector, and finallyambient sector. Fire and
heat transfer models and correlations are used to predict the thermal environment as a function
of time. The thermal response of the specified targets for a given fire scenario is used to
calculate the time to damage or ignition. The COMPBRN IIIe manual (EPRI, 1991) discusses
the modules of the code and the parameters used for defining a fire scenario.
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4.3.2.1 COMPBRN Modeling Considerations, Inputs and Assumptions

The assumptions and other modeling considerations that were made during COMPBRN modeling
are given below.

1. The non-plant specific input parameters were taken from the sample input file for.
COMPBRN IIIe unless otherwise stated.

2. For a given fire ignition source, the position for a postulated fire was assumed as

follows:

Electrical Cabinets e.. motor control centers CCs switch ear transformers: For
objects located above an electrical cabinet, the top of the cabinet was chosen as the
location of a postulated fire (EPRI, 1992b, page 6-13). For the objects located at the
same elevation or at elevations below the top of the cabinets (i.e. the fire source), a

location which would induce the most thermal stress on the target object, was chosen as

the location of the fire source. These assumptions would yield the most conservative
results.

P~um s: Pump fires were treated as combustible liquid lubricant spill fires. The location
of the spilled fuel area was, conservatively, selected such that the fire would be closest
to the target objects. However, location specific data was factored into the analysis.

~C.:L p «dh ~ p(i..ib I id d
to be the combustible material and the compressor motor was the ignition source).

Consistent with the other fire PRAs (for example, see page 5-18 of NUREG/CR-4550
Volume 3 Part 3 (NRC, 1990c)), cables in conduits (in metal sleeves) or armored cables
were assumed to be incapable of igniting and do not contribute to the heat release in the
area. However, they were assumed to be damaged if the damage temperature is
exceeded.

4. The following heat release rates for the fire ignition sources were used:

Electrical Cabinets: In general, based on Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) cabinet fire
tests 23, 24, and 25 (NRC, 1987c), a heat release rate of 1,200 kW was assumed for the
electrical cabinets. Any diversion from this assumption is addressed in the analysis for
that particular case.
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~porn s: A's stated previously, pump fires were postulated as a combustible liquid
lubricant spill fires. The parameters of the liquid used for the COMPBRN model were

based on the data postulated for oil fires in NUREG/CR-4550 page 5-19, Table 5.7 and

are as follows:

Density: 900
kg/m'pecificHeat: 2100 J/kg-K

Heat of Combustion: 4.67E7 J/kg

The surface area of the spilled oil was calculated assuming pool thickness provided in
FIVE Table 3, page 10.4-69. However, evaluation of the surface area of the spilled oil
for each specific enclosure, was performed based on the layout of the enclosure (i.e.
defenses such as dikes, drains, floor grates, etc. were taken into account).

The duration of a fire was estimated as follows:

Electrical Cabinets: As stated earlier, SNL cabinet fire tests 23, 24, and 25 were used
as the basis for the electrical cabinet induced fires in this analysis. Using the heat release

rate profile fires for these tests and using a heat release rate of 1200 kW, the duration
of a fire was estimated to be approximately 6 minutes. Based on this information and

on the results of several COMPBRN runs, an equivalent fire having a heat release rate
of 1200 kW and lasting for 6 minutes can be characterized as follows:

Fire Source: Length = 0.7m, Width = 0.7m, Depth = 0.01m
Pilot: Mass = 8.5 kg

~porn s: COMPBRN will calculate the duration of a fire based on the mass of the

postulated fuel and the surface area of the fire. The mass was calculated by multiplying
the oil volume by a density of 900 kg/m.

Electrical cabinets were modeled as barriers having reflectivity value of 0.7 on the
following basis:

g = 1- a where g = reflectivity and a = emissivity
and e = 0.3 from Table 5.3 of NUREG/CR-2289 (NRC, 1981). Thus, g = 0.7

Only one pilot fire was modeled on the basis that the frequency of independent
simultaneous multiple fire events is negligible.

Based on the object modeling recommendation of the COMPBRN manual (page 4-18,
item 32), the shape of a pool fire object was modeled as a square.

Consistent with recent PRAs (for example, NSAC/181), self ignited cable fires, and cable
fires due to welding were not considered on the basis that cables in the fire areas of
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concern meet the qualification requirements of the IEEE 383. The basis for .this
assumption are test results which indicate that these types of fires would only last for a

very short period of time (40-240 seconds) and would not propagate beyond the cable
tray of origin, see Section 3.4.2 of NUREG/CR-5384 (NRC, 1989g). In addition,
consistent with NSAC/181, fires originating from junction boxes were also ruled out.

4.3.2.2 General Observations

Independent of the geometry of the modelled area or characteristics of the fire, the following
COMPBRN results were noted.

The COMPBRN IIIe model predicts that it is very difficult to ignite cables unless the
cables are within the flames. This is consistent with the findings of other fire PRAs that
have utilized the COMPBRN computer code. See page 5-18 of NUREG/CR-4550, and
section 6.3 of NUREG/CR-6144 (NRC, 1994). This finding was applied in the analysis
of several SHNPP areas where ignition of overhead cables from pump or cabinet fires
was assumed not credible unless these cables were within the flames, For example, in
the case of well sealed electrical cabinets where cabling enters and exits through metal
sleeves or conduits, the probability of fire propagation was assumed to be negligible.

For any enclosure without an opening, irrespective of the enclosure size or the ventilation
rate, COMPBRN predicts that, at the first time step, a hot gas layer would be formed
with a thickness equal to the height of that enclosure. This prediction was not affected
by the duration of the time step used. This COMPBRN prediction stems from the fact
that COMPBRN assumes a one zone model for closed room fires. This is not an
accurate representation, and based on available experimental data from Sandia, it was
concluded that during the initial stages of fire spread, temperatures at lower levels of the
enclosure (where SSD equipment could be located) are less than those predicted by
COMPBRN. However, temperatures at the ceiling where the heat detectors are located
will be approximately those calculated by COMPBRN. Thus, in many cases, it was
concluded that there was time for detection (and therefore suppression) before predicted
failure of equipment at lower levels of the enclosure.

3. COMPBRN predicts that those cables which are immersed in the flames will ignite very
quickly (less than 1 minute). However, the induced cable fires would not propagate
laterally. Experimental data show this to be an accurate representation (NRC, 1989a).
Therefore, the SHNPP analyses assumed fire propagation in a vertical direction when
cables are immersed in flames.

4.3.2.3 Generic COMPBRN Models

In most cases, significant fire scenarios originating from fixed fire ignition sources involve either
an electrical cabinet or an oil spill. Based on this observation, two sets of generic models were
developed. The first set of models was developed to be a generic representation of fires
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originating from electrical cabinets. An additional model was develope'd to address fires
originating from a small oil spill. This modeling approach would limit the number of models
that would be re'quired to complete the analysis.

Note that these models are considered to be generic (i.e. are not plant or location specific).
Thus, the physical characteristics used for the objects in these generic models (e.g. cable

tray'ize)

are not meant to represent the physical characteristics of the objects present in SHNPP.
However, in most cases, the selected physical characteristics are, judged to bound the physical
characteristics of the objects found in the plant. In any case, when applying the results of these
generic models, the location specific physical characteristics of the objects were compared with
that of the objects modeled in these generic models to ensure that the generic models can be used
as'a bounding case.

4.3.2.3.1 Generic Electrical Cabinet Induced Fire Models

The following generic fire events were addressed:

~ large fires—These are fire events that originate from a large electrical cabinet and
expand (enlarge) by igniting cable insulation contained in multiple cable trays routed
directly above it.

~ medium fires—These are fire events that originate from a large electrical cabinet and
expand by igniting cable insulation contained in two cable trays routed directly above
it.

~ small fires—These are fire events that can be represented by a fire originating in an
electrical cabinet and the fire does not spread beyond the cabinet itself.

An enclosure approximately 68'x 68'x 19', having a 9.5'y 10'pening (to other plant
enclosures) was selected to represent a typical enclosure in the plant. A 10'ection of stacks
of 4 and 2 cable trays are assumed as the source of in-situ combustible loading for the large and
medium fires, respectively. The postulated intervening cable trays were assumed to be 30"
wide, containing cable insulation of 37.0 1b/ft.

Based on the results of COMPBRN runs, the impact of a large fire in an enclosure can be
represented by the impact of a fire lasting for 11 minutes and having a heat release rate of
10,000 kW. The impact of a medium fire in an enclosure can be represented by the impact of
a fire lasting for 11 minutes and having a heat release rate of approximately 5000 kW. The
impact of a small fire (i.e. a fire that is confined to a cabinet) in an enclosure can be represented
by the impact of a fire lasting for 6 minutes and having a heat release rate of 1200 kW.

In the large fire event, cables more than 8'way from the edge of the fire source would not
sustain damage. Furthermore, the maximum hot gas layer temperature was predicted to be
approximately 618 K (653'F).
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In the medium fire'event, cables more than 3'way from the edge of the fire source would not
sustain damage. Also, the maximum hot gas layer temperature would be 486 K.

In the small fire event, only cables routed close (less than 1') to the edge of fire source would
be damaged and the hot gas layer temperature would be 371 K (208.4').

Note that inthe above described models„ it is assumed that the flame can project freely from the
fire source.

4.3.2.3.2 Generic Oil S read Induced Fire Model

The objective of this model was to establish the vertical distance above which a small oil spill
induced fire would not damage cables routed above the center of the postulated fire pool. For
this model, the dimensions of the room were selected such that the room is considered to be
representative of a typical enclosure in a nuclear power plant. Furthermore, a typical cable tray
was also included in the model that runs directly above the postulated fire pool. The height of
the cable tray above the pool was adjusted in the model until such time that COMPBRN does
not predict damage.

The following assumptions are made during the development of this fire scenario:

The pool size was assumed to be the same as the size of the NUREG/CR-4550
postulated small oil fire scenario. That is, it was assumed that a typical small oil spillage
would have a pool diameter of 0.61m (2'). Conservatively, this oil pool was represented
by a square shaped pool of 0.61m in length.

2. The room was assumed to have dimensions of 52' 33' 16'.

3. A room opening, 10'igh and 4'ide was included in the model.

4. Combustible loading of a typical small oil spill was assumed to consist of 1.5 gallons of
oil.

.5. Conservatively, room ventilation was assumed to be unavailable.

The results from COMPBRN showed that a hot gas layer with the thickness of approximately
3.5 m (11') and maximum temperature of 430K (314'F) will be formed. In addition, the
COMPBRN model predicted that a tray located 9'bove the center of the pool and a cabinet
more than 5'way from the edge of the pool would not sustain damage.

4.4 EVALUATIONOF COMPONENT FRAGILITIES AND FAILURE MODES

For the COMPBRN analysis, the following are considerations used to determine component
fragilities and fire damage criteria for postulated targets.
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~ For the'ost part, COMPBRN input parameters were obtained from the EPRI
generated sample input file.unless otherwise stated.

~ All SHNPP cables related to safe shutdown components have properties similar to
IEEE 383 qualified cables.

~ The damage criteria chosen were as follows:-

For cables: With reference to Table 5.7 of NUREG/CR-4550 (NRC; 1990c), the
following input values were used.

~ Pilot ignition temperature: 773 K
~ Spontaneous ignition temperature: 773 K
~ Damage temperature: 623 K

These data represent the SNL interpretation of its cable fire tests. Itcan be seen that,
with these input parameters, cable damage would be predicted before cable ignition.

For electrical e ui ment: If any of the following conditions were predicted, an
electrical component was assumed to fail:

1) For switchgear, electrical cabinets, and MCCs, a critical radiant heat flux of 10
kW/m'1 Btu/s/ft~) was used as the damage criterion as recommended on page 6-14
of FIVE.

2) An electrical component was assumed to fail ifthe environmental temperature of
the postulated enclosure containing the component, was predicted to exceed 320'
(433 K). This damage criterion is based on the relay thermal damage tests conducted
by SNL. The test program results indicated that Agastat GPI relays failed between
320' to 410' and General Electric HMA relays failed in temperatures in excess
of 662' (NRC, 1986). This is consistent with damage criterion used for electrical
cabinets in NSAC 181 (EPRI, 1993).

~ Consistent with the other fire PRAs (for example, see page 5-18 of
NUREG/CR-4550 Volume 3 Part 3), cables in conduits (in metal sleeves) or armored
cables were assumed to be incapable of igniting and do not contribute to the heat
release in the area. However, they were assumed to be damaged if the damage
temperature is exceeded.

The damage criteria have been selected in a conservative fashion using the guidance provided
in FIVE. Finally, the location of targets, sources and spills from sources have been chosen to
yield conservative results.
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4.5 FIRE DETECTION AND SUPPRESSION

The detailed fire analysis involves the evaluation and merging of two competing processes,
namely fire progression and fire suppression. Before fire suppression can be possible, successful
detection is required. The degree of fire damage is therefore dependent on the timing of
detection/suppression as compared to the rate of fire growth and progression.

The detection of a fire event was evaluated based on two parameters: i) the type of fire detection
systems available in the compartment under consideration; and ii) the expected environmental
changes resulting from the fire. In general, the time to detect an electrical cabinet induced fire
by smoke detectors was estimated based on the available experimental data presented in
NUREG/CR-4527 (NRC, 1987c). The time to detect a fire by heat detectors is estimated using
COMPBRN predictions of the environmental temperature increase, the detector set points, and
available experimental data.

Given successful detection, the probability of successful suppression is dependent on:

i) the time available for such actions. This in turn is dependent on the time it takes
to reach a particular fire damage state which is estimated based on the results of
COMPBRN models and on experimental data where applicable,

ii) the type of automatic fire suppression systems available, and
iii) the availability of manual suppression.

Reliability data for automatic suppression was obtained from NSAC 179L (EPRI, 1994) and are
as follows:

CO,
Halon
Deluge or Pre-Action Sprinklers
Wet Pipe Sprinkler Systems

0.04
0.05
0.05
0.02

In addition, for manual actions, the response time given a fire alarm was estimated based on a

review of the plant fire drills and a walkdown of the site.

4.6 ANALYSISOF PLANTSYSTEMS, SEQUENCES ANDPI ANTANDOPERATOR
RESPONSE

4.6.1 General Discussion

Given a fire damage scenario, an evaluation of accident sequences is required. This evaluation
includes consideration of fire induced initiating event types, components failed by the fire,
degraded mitigating system hardware impact on operator response actions modeled in the PSA,
as well as additional recovery actions.
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Using the results of COMPBRN analyses which determined the extent and frequency of fire
damage for each fixe damage state, the CDF was calculated using the SHNPP PSA models
modified to account for the fire induced unavailabilities. Consistent with the IPE and PSA, the
event trees and fault trees were solved using the CAFTA computer code. This code solves
Boolean equations using the linked fault tree approach. Component failure probabilities were
represented in the fault trees as basic events (i.e., fail-to-start, fail-to-open, etc.). If a

component could'be affected by a fire, a flag was added to the fault tree. The flag was assigned
a value of one for components in the fire damage state being analyzed. The accident sequences
were then re-solved with the revised fire-induced unavailabilities and modified HEPs. The
resulting cutsets thus contains the appropriate combination of random failures, human errors and
failures due to fires. (It should be noted that the PSA models used to support this IPEEE fire
analysis are updated versions of the IPE models.)

's

mentioned above, HEPs were evaluated to determine the effects of the postulated fire on
operator actions. These actions included activities such as manual operation of motor operated
valves when a fire in another area disabled the valve and operator actions necessary'o establish
control using the auxiliary control panel (ACP). These actions are essentially post-fire recovery
actions and they are discussed further below.

The following are guidelines used for calculating the HEPs for the fire PRA.

1. For actions taken in the control room, the following applies:

Ifthe indications necessary to make the appropriate decisions are available,.the HEP is
not changed. This can be argued on the basis that the primary goal of the operators is to
operate the plant according to the guidance of the emergency operating procedures.

If adequate indication is not available, the HEP was increased by a factor of 10 if
indications are degraded, and an HEP of 1 was used if indication is unavailable.

2. For local manual actions:

Ifthe time window is greater than two hours, the HEP from the PSA was used.

Ifthe time window is less than two hours, the HEP was evaluated on a case by case basis
considering factors like the location of the equipment, time available, equipment
available, etc.

3. For the manual recovery actions that were included in the model because they were
called out in the post-fire operating procedures, the following considerations apply:

The actions of concern are generally valve realignments associated with the AFW, ESW,
and safety injection (SI) systems. For most of the scenarios in which they appear, there
should be a reasonable amount of time to perform the function. Since the fire initiated
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scenarios are not large LOCAs or ATWSs, there is at least 45 minutes for recovery for
most scenarios.

A screening value of 0.1 was used for manual recovery actions. To account for HEP
dependencies, only one HEP event was used per system/scenario.

4.6.2 Detailed Pire Evaluation of Remaining Areas

As mentioned in previous sections, a total of 14 fire areas/compartments were 'screened out
qualitatively. An additional 33 were screened out based on conservative evaluations which
showed that the CDF was below the 1E-6 per year criteria. Of the remaining 24 areas/
compartments, the two control room areas (12-A-CR and 12-A-CRC1) are evaluated in section
4.6.3. For the other 22 areas, a more detailed analysis was carried out to determine the extent
of damage that could result from a fire in that area. In some cases, COMPBRN results provided
arguments to show that fires can only affect a limited set of components and thus these fires
were not risk significant (CDF ( 1E-6 per year) and were screened out. For the fires that
could still not be screened out, a set of fire damage states was defined. Using the fire damage
state frequencies, and CCDPs obtained by using the SHNPP PSA models modified to account
for the fire damage (i.e. the components/systems failed by the fire), the CDF from a fire in the
area was calculated.

In this detailed analysis, the answers to the following questions were determined.

1) Given the fire ignition sources identified in the ISDS for an area, what fixed or transient
fire ignition sources are potentially capable of causing damage beyond the fire source?

2) What would the severity of a fire be from the fire sources identified as a result of
answering question 1?

3) What would the impact of the fire be on the equipment required for the safe shut down
of the plant?

4) Can a fire be suppressed before damage occurs?

5) What is the frequency associated with the potential damage?

Table 4-5 summarizes the results of the detailed analysis in terms of the above questions. To
assist in answering questions 3 and 4, the COMPBRN IIIe computer code was utilized. The
expanded writeups for the analysis of three typical areas are provided below.
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4.6.2.1 Electrical Penetration Room A (1-A-EPA)

4.6.2;1.1 General Descri tion

This fire area is located at 261'levation of the Auxiliary Building and it mainly houses SSD
division 1 cabling and components. The fire area is protected by multiple-cycle sprinklers

which'an

be actuated by thermal detectors and early warning ionization detection which are provided
throughout the fire area.

Based on the fire ignition source data sheets, significant contributors to this area's fire frequency
are:

1. Electrical cabinets = 2.64E-3 per year

2. Transients = 7.83E-5 per year

3. Welding/Ordinary Combustibles = 9.30E-5 per year

4. Welding/Cables = 1.53E-5 per year

5. Junction Boxes = 3.86E-5 per year

Consistent with recent PRAs (for example, NSAC 181), fires originating from cable junction
boxes (FIVE, page 3-5), and cable fires due to welding were not considered significant sincethe
cables at SHNPP meet the qualification requirements of IEEE 383. Test results show that these
types of fires would last for a very short period of time (40-240 seconds) and would not
propagate beyond the cable tray of origin (NUREG/CR-5384, section 3.4.2). Thus the only
ignition sources of concern are the electrical cabinets, transients, and welding and cutting fires.

4.6.2.1.2 Evaluation

A walkdown of this fire area was performed to evaluate the characteristics of the remaining fire
ignition sources and combustibles. The purpose of this evaluation was to ascertain the likelihood
for occurrence of fire events with potential to cause damage to multiple targets (components and
cabling) based on the characteristics of the ignition sources, passive defenses in the area, and
relative location of the ignition sources with respect to the combustibles. Results of this
evaluation are described in the following subsections.

Electrical Cabinets

The plant walkdown identified two types of electrical cabinets, namely motor control centers
(MCCs) and pressurizer heater panels (PHP) in this fire area.
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The MCCs do not have ventilation louvers. The top of these cabinets are covered, the cables
to these cabinets enter through sealed penetrations from the top, and all cables are routed
through conduits.. Additionally, the cabinets are divided into several sub-panels and each sub-
panel has only a few cables routed through it (i.e. the combustible loading in each sub-panel is
not significant). Therefore, it was postulated that fires originating in these cabinets would not
propagate outside the cabinet (i.e. no flames would extrude from the cabinets). This

is'upportedby the'results of electrical cabinet fire tests reported in the Limerick Accident Risk
Analysis (PECO, 1983) and is consistent with NSAC 181 evaluations.

Furthermore, it was concluded that a fire originating from one of these MCCs would not spread

by igniting any intervening combustibles. This conclusion was based on COMPBRN results
which show that it is very difficultto ignite cable insulation unless the cables are in the flames.
As discussed in the above paragraph, the flames from fires originating in these MCCs would not
impinge on any cable insulation located outside the cabinet.

Additionally, due to the separation of the MCCs, the relatively large size of the room, and
routing of the cables in conduits a fire originating in and confining within a MCCs willnot result
in damage to multiple targets.

The PHPs have small ventilation louvers near the top of the panels. However, the tops of these
cabinets are covered, the cables to these cabinets enter through sealed penetrations from the top,
and all cables are routed through conduits. Additionally, no cable trays are routed above the
PHPs. Based on these observations it was judged that a fire originating from the PHPs would
not spread by igniting cable insulation and potential floor based transient combustibles in the
area. Additionally, the PHP induced fires would not damage cables associated with other
targets, since the only cables close to the PHPs are the cables in the panels themselves.

Based on the above discussion, it was judged that the impact of fires originating in electrical
cabinets located in this fire area would be limited to the loss of the fire source itself with no
additional damage expected.

Loss of the PHPs was not considered to be'isk significant since their loss would not impact any
safe shutdown equipment. Based on the ISDS, only one of the five cabinets located in this area
is an MCC (MCC-1A24). Thus, the frequency of fires originating in the MCC panel is 20%
(1/5)'of the total frequency of fires attributed to all electrical cabinets. Furthermore, as stated
above, the MCCs are divided into several sub-panels. Fires originating in any sub-panel that
are self extinguished before any significant development (i.e. are self extinguished during their
incipient stage) were assumed to have limited impact on the safe shutdown capability and are
risk insignificant. Thus, only that fraction of electrical cabinet induced fires that originate in
MCCs and are developed beyond the incipient stage were considered potentially risk significant.
Frequency of such fires, F„, is given by:
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where F„= 2.64E-3 is the frequency of fires originating in an electrical cabinet located in this
fire area (from the ISDS), F, is the fraction of fires originating in an electrical cabinet that h'ave

the potential to go beyond the incipient stage, and 0.2 is the fraction of electrical cabinets located
in this area which are binned in the MCC category.

To evaluate F„ the electrical cabinet induced fires reported in the Fire Event Database.
(NSAC 178L) were reviewed. Table 4-6 presents a summary of the manner by which these
reported fires were terminated. As can be seen from the data presented in this table, a total of
26 events were terminated either due to de-energization of the cabinet or self extinguishment.
Thus, the fraction of electrical cabinet induced fires that willnot be significant is:

F, = 26/84 = 0.31

Tllus,
F„= 2.64E-3 * (1-0.31) * 0.2 = 3.6E-4

Conservatively assuming that loss of the MCC would lead to the loss of all division A safe
shutdown components, the CCDP from a transient was calculated to be 1.44E-3. The
contribution of the electrical cabinet induced fires to CDF is therefore:

CDF« = 3.6E-4 * 1.44E-3 = 5.2E-7 per year

Transient 1 nition Sources

The ISDS was reviewed for potential refinements to the ignition frequency from transient
sources. This review showed that the total frequency of transient induced fires includes
contributions from overheating (factor of 2) and hot pipe (factor of 1). However, based on the
plant walkdown, these factors were eliminated on the following basis:

1. There are no ignition sources (e.g. batteries) in this area with potential to overheat
combustibles (e.g. batteries terminal grease) in the room.

2. There are no hot pipes routed in the area.

Thus, the total factors for transients in this area was reduced from 10 to 7. The frequency of
transient ignition source induced fires in this area is then:

E

F» = 7.83E-5 * (7/10) = 5.5E-5 per year.

A review of transient ignition source induced fire events, as presented in NSAC 178L, indicated
that most of the combustibles ignited by these ignition sources were paper, rags, or protective
clothing (i.e. transient combustibles). The review also showed that for the sources identified in
this category (i.e. hot pipes, extension cords or portable heaters), the combustible loading of the
source themselves is insignificant and willnot cause a fire capable of causing significant damage
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unless it were to ignite other combustibles. Since the only in-situ combustible loading in this
fire area is cable insulation and the cables routed in this fire area meet the qualification
requirements of IEEE 383, fires originated by and being confined to the above identified ignition
sources were assumed not to cause significant damage (i.e. are not assumed to impact safe
operation of the plant or safe shutdown equipment). Thus, for any transient ignition source to
cause a significant fire, transient combustibles must also be present.

V

Therefore, areas where either transient combustibles 1) could be stored (e.g. areas in the
Auxiliary Building where potentially contaminated protective clothing are kept), or 2) could be
used during maintenance activities (e.g. pump areas where oily rags could be present) are areas

where a transient ignition source induced fire could result in a significant fire. This assertion
is supported by the fire ignition source data discussed in NSAC 178L which indicate that 30 out
of 31 fire events placed in the transients ignition source bin occurred in the turbine building, the
auxiliary building, and the reactor building, mostly in areas where at least one of the above
stated conditions applies.

Based on the SHNPP FSAR, no transient combustible loading is allowed or stored in this fire
area. Equipment located in the area is mostly electrical equipment. Thus, the frequency of
significant fires induced by transient ignition sources, F„„ is given by:

F~i = FyF + w

where F~ is the frequency of transient fires and w is the probability of transient combustibles
being present.

As discussed above, transient combustibles are not allowed in this fire area and ifdue to an error
they were to be left in the area they willbe removed during inspection.

The probability of transient combustibles being present between inspections (w) can be calculated
as follows (FIVE, page 6-34):

where
w = x/2 * ln 1/x

x = F;/F„

F„; is the critical combustible loading frequency (in this case frequency of transient
combustibles being present)

F„ is the frequency of transient combustible inspections

F„; may be determined by reviewing plant records and/or interviews with plant personnel to
determine the number of times the critical combustible load was found present at plant locations
in violation of the control procedures. The number of incidents is then divided by the number
of years over which data was taken (EPRI, 1992a, page 6-30). FIVE indicates that F„; cannot
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be set lower than one event per year per compartment. Discussions with plant personnel indicate
that this is appropriate for SHNPP.

F„ is based on the frequency of inspections that actually look for transient combustibles per year
(EPRI, 1992a page 6-31). Twice daily, a survey of transient combustibles in safety-related
areas/rooms will be performed as part of the daily fire protection rounds. Therefore, F„ is 2.
* 364 = 728 in'this case.

Substituting values in equations above:

x = (1 / 728) = 1.37E-3

w = 1.37E-3/2 * ln (1/1.37E-3) = 4.5E-3

Therefore, frequency of significant fires induced by transient ignition sources is:

F„, = 5.5E-5 *4.5E-3 = 2.5E-7 per year

Thus, fire induced risk for this fire area from this source of fires was screened out and no
further evaluation was necessary.

Weldin and Cuttin Fires eldin lOrdina Combustibles

The frequency of welding and cutting induced fires was calculated using data obtained from the
Fire Event Database. Review indicates that the frequency of welding and cutting fires is based
on the occurrence of 24 fires. These fires were all manually suppressed. The duration of
twelve of the reported fires were three minutes or less; six fires burned between 5 and 15
minutes and the duration for the other ten is unknown. These fires were quickly suppressed due
to presence of the personnel performing the welding as well as due to fire watches being posted
(EPRI, 1992b, page 3-43). Conservatively assuming that the next welding and cutting induced
fire would not be manually suppressed and using the FIVE methodology for calculation of fire
frequency (EPRI, 1992b, page 3-42), then the frequency of an unsuppressed welding/ordinary
combustible induced fire, FipA„ is given by:

F~ = (1/1264.7) / 0.62 = 1.3E-3 per year.

'That is, the frequency of welding/ordinary combustibles induced fires which are not manually
suppressed and are capable of causing damage is approximately 20 times smaller than the
frequency of small welding fires (3.1E-2/1.3E-3 where 3.1E-2 is the frequency of small welding
fires given in FIVE).
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Thus, using the same fire area weighing factor as used in the ISDS, the fire frequency of an

unsuppressed welding/ordinary combustible induced fire in this fire area, F~E ", is given by:

F~ " = 1.3E-3 * 3.0E-3 = 3.9E-6 per year

Conservatively assuming that such an unsuppressed welding/ordinary combustibles induced fire=

would result in the total loss ofequipment in this area (i.e. all division A powered components)
in addition to a fire induced spurious opening of a PORV, the contribution of this fire source
to the CDF, CDF~, is given by:

CDF~ = 3.9E-6 * 5.9E-3 = 2.3E-8 per year

where 5.9E-3 is the CCDP for a small LOCA with division A electrical power unavailable.

Total Screenin CDF or the Area

The total contribution to the CDF from fires in this plant area is given by:

CDFY = CDF~ + CDF« = 2.3E-8 + 5.2E-7 = 5.5E-7 per year.

4.6.2.2 Fire Area 1-A-SWGRB (Switchgear Room B)

This fire area is located at 286'levation of the Auxiliary Building. It houses equipment and
cabling associated with the safety train B and other non-safety equipment. Significant fire
ignition sources for this area include electrical cabinets, transformers, and battery chargers.
Cable insulation is the primary source of combustible material for this area. The transient
combustible loading for this area is negligible.

Fire protection consists of early warning ionization detection located throughout the fire area,
Hose stations, fire extinguishers and manual alarm stations are located in and adjacent to the
area. Safety train A, powered by equipment located in the Switchgear Room A fire area, will
be relied upon for plant shutdown in case of a fire in this fire area.

4.6.2.2.2 Evaluation

A plant walkdown of this fire area was performed and all the electrical cabinets were examined.
Based on this walkdown and the results of generic COMPBRN models, the following
conclusions were made:
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Electrical Cabinets

Cabinets for the'6.9 kV and 480V switchgear can be divided into two enclosure types, front
enclosures, where the breakers are located, and the rear access panel enclosures, where the

cabling associated the equipment is routed. The ventilation louvers are installed on the rear
access panels. The two enclosures are separated by an internal metal wall. Additionally,

each'ccess

panel is separated from the adjacent panel by a inetal wall. It was noted that only a

limited'number of cables (two to three cables) are routed through the back access enclosures for
these buses (both safety and non-safety). Additionally, the top of these cabinets are coveied,
and the cables to these cabinets enter through sealed penetrations from the top. Therefore, the
following engineering determinations were made:

1. Fires originating from the breaker enclosures willbe confined within the enclosures.

2. Fires originating from the access panel enclosures willhave substantially lower heat
release than that postulated for the generic cabinet-induced fires for the COMPBRN
analysis on the following basis:

The heat release rate postulated for the electrical cabinet induced-fires in this
analysis is based on SNL cabinet fire tests 23, 24, and 25. The cabinets in those
tests had between 1.0E6 to 1.4E6 Btu of combustible loading, had ventilation grills,
and the doors to these cabinets were left open. The ventilation louvers for the bench
board cabinets (tests 23 and 24) were located at the bottom of the cabinets. For the
vertical cabinet the louvers were located at the bottom and the top of the cabinet
(test 25).

As stated above, the combustible loading of the access panel enclosures is
significantly less than that of the SNL's test cabinets. Additionally, the panel doors
are normally closed, limiting the oxygen access. The results of other cabinet fire
tests performed by SNL indicate that the heat release rate is influenced by the
ventilation method (i.e. closed or open cabinet door). Closed cabinet doors will
cause oxygen deprivation that appears to limit the burning rate (NRC, 1987c).
Additionally, there are no ventilation louvers on the bottom end of the access panels
of the buses further limiting the oxygen intake.

3. Flames from fires originating in the access panel enclosures may- propagate to
outside of the cabinet but the height of the flame willbe restricted on the basis that
the top of the cabinet is covered and the only path for flame extrusion is via the
ventilation louvers. However, cables inside the cabinet are routed in the middle of
the cabinet, away from these ventilation louvers. Thus, the flame propagation path
to outside of the cabinet is torturous.
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Based on the above determinations and the generic models developed, the following conclusions
were reached:

1. A fire originating from the front enclosure of these buses will not produce flames
that extend beyond the cabinets. Thus, the damage caused by such fires would be
limited to the bus itself and will not spread or damage additional components or-

cabling.

2. Flames from a fire originating in the access panel enclosure of the buses may extend
beyond the cabinet and ignite cable insulation routed in close vicinity to the buses.

Additionally, based on the description of the SNL cabinet fire tests, it was judged that the
development of a postulated fire in the access panel would take place in two phases. During
phase 1, a fire is started and develops inside the cabinet with little or no propagation to the
outside. During phase 2, the fire is fully developed inside the cabinet and flames from the
developed fire will impinge and ignite cable insulation in the cable trays routed directly above
the cabinet. Thus, potential damage during both phases have to be assessed. Also, based on
the results of SNL tests, it is judged that about 27 minutes is available for suppression of the fire
before it could grow beyond phase 1.

Taking credit for the smoke detectors installed in the room as the most likely means of fire
detection, it was judged that fire would be detected about 15 minutes after start of the localized
fire (i.e. 15 minutes after start of phase 1 of the fire development). This judgement was made
on the following basis:

The results of the SNL test 25 indicate that a smoke detector installed inside the cabinet
in which the fire originated, alarmed approximately 1 minute after visual detection of
smoke in the test enclosure. The cabinet door in this test was left open. The report
postulates that ifthe cabinet door had been closed, allowing smoke to accumulate inside,
the fire would have been detected earlier . Another detector in a remote cabinet actuated
25.5 minutes after the start of the localized fire.

In the fire scenario under consideration, the time for the actuation of the smoke detector
was judged to be closer to that of a smoke detector inside the fire source cabinet (i.e.
10.5 minutes) on the following basis:

1. Smoke would escape from the cabinet early in the development of the fire. If the
design was such that smoke could not escape, the fire would in all likelihood be
starved of oxygen and self extinguish.

2. The smoke will rise towards the ceiling where the smoke detectors are installed.
The remote smoke detector in SNL test 25 was installed in a bench board cabinet
well away from the fire source. For that detector to actuate, smoke had to rise and
then accumulate sufficiently to come down to the bench board level. Smoke then
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had to enter the cabinet and accumulate inside the cabinet and actuate the smoke
detector. Therefore, the.25 minutes actuation time is overly conservative foi the
configuration under consideration in this fire scenario.

As stated above, a fire was assumed to be detected 15 minutes into its phase 1 development
stage. Thus, manual suppression of the fire is possible before it could advance to phase 2, ifthe
fire brigade personnel could arrive at the scene in less than 12 (27 - 15) minutes after detection
of the fire.

Based on the review of the data pertaining to the electrical cabinet induced fires and on the plant
layout, it was judged that fire fighters willbe able to get to the scene within the 12 minutes time
period.

Given the above evaluation, the following scenarios are postulated:

Scenario 1—This scenario modelled fires originating in the 6.9 kV and 480V buses that are
confined within the cabinets either due to the physical characteristics of the cabinet or due to the
successful suppression of the fires before they can ignite/damage cables routed in close vicinity
of the cabinets. The impact of these fires was limited to loss of the fire source (i.e. one
cabinet). The most significant of these fires are those that are conservatively assumed to lead
to loss of the 1B-SB AC emergency bus . The frequency of such fires is estimated as 7.3E-4
per year. The CCDP, given a loss of bus 1B-SB, is 1.49E-3, resulting in a contribution to
CDF, CDF», of 1.1E-6 per year for this scenario

Scenario 2—This scenario modelled fires originating in any bus that is not suppressed during
phase 1 of its development. Such fires were, conservatively, assumed to be able to ignite
substantial quantity of combustibles before they could be suppressed. The impact of such fires
was assumed to be loss of the entire SSD division 2 (i.e. loss of 1B-SB and 1E buses and all
equipment that are powered from these buses). In addition, bus 1D was assumed to be initially
de-energized due to either loss of control power to or spurious opening of its supply breaker.
Operator action to locally close the breaker and restore offsite AC power to bus 1D (and
therefore to bus 1A-SA), as directed by emergency procedures, was credited.

The frequency of scenario 2 fires was estimated as:

Fm = Fr P

where F„= frequency of significant electrical cabinet induced fires = 3.5E-3

P„= probability of failure to suppress = 0.1 (EPRI, 1992b)
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Therefore, F> = 3.5E-3 * 0.1 = 3.5E-4 per year.
/

For cases where operator recovery of offsite power to bus 1D (and hence to 1A-SA) is

successful, the consequence of the fire is limited to the loss of the 1B-SB and 1E buses. The
CCDP for this case is 7.1E-3 and the resultant CDF was estimated as:

CDF~, = F~ * CCDP» ——3.5E-4 * 7.1E-3 = 2.5E-6 per year.

For cases where operator recovery of offsite power is not successful (from the IPE, this HEP
is 1E-2), the CCDP is 7.5E-2, and the resultant CDF was estimated as:

CDF~, = F~ * HEP~ * CCDPsi, = 3.5E-4 * 1E-2 * 7.5E-2 = 2.6E-7 per year.

- Thus the total contribution from scenario 2 electrical bus fires to CDF is:

CDF„= 2.5E-6 + 2.6E-7 = 2.8E-6 per year.

The transformers in this location are dry transformers with a minimal combustible loading, and
fires from this type of components tend to be smoldering small fires due to the overheating of
the transformer coils. Thus, a fire originating from these transformers is not expected to spread
further by igniting the intervening fixed combustible material (i.e. cable insulation) located in
this area.

For cabinets containing the 125V buses, there are no ventilation louvers, the tops of these
cabinets are covered, cables enter the cabinets via sealed penetrations, and their combustible
loading is judged to be insignificant. As discussed previously, flame propagation outside a
cabinet from fires originating in an enclosed cabinet is not credible. Thus, it was concluded that
flames from fires originating in the 125V buses would not extrude outside the cabinet enclosure.

Furthermore, results from generic COMPBRN analyses for an enclosure having floor area of
3481 ft'how that the impact of fires originating in an enclosed electrical cabinet on equipment
located in close vicinity of the cabinet is not significant. Since the floor area of this fire area
is 5396 ft'nd, as discussed above, fires originating in the 125V buses are considered to be
confined within the buses, it is concluded that the impact of such fire events would be limited
to the loss of the bus itself and no further evaluation of fires originating from the 125V DC
buses was necessary.

The battery chargers were inspected and were found to contain little combustible material.
Additionally, no additional combustible material (e.g. cable insulation) were seen in close
vicinity of these chargers. Thus, consistent with other fire PRAs, propagation of the fire from
the battery chargers is not considered credible (for example, see NSAC 181L, page 4-24).

In summary, the contribution of the electrical cabinet induced fires to CDF is equal to the sum
of scenarios 1 and 2 bus fires, estimated to be 3.9E-6 per year.
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Transient I nition Source Induced Fires

The evaluation of transient ignition source induced fires for this area is similar to that for fire
area 1-A-EPA (see section 4.6.2.1). Based on the SHNPP FSAR, no tran'sient combustible
loading is allowed or stored in this fire area. The frequency of significant fires induced by
transient ignition sources, F„,, is given by:

F„f = Fg*w

where F„ is the frequency of transient fires and w is the probability of transient combustibles
b8ing present.

From the ISDS, F„ is equal 1.41E-4. As discussed in the analysis for area 1-A-EPA, the
parameter w was calculated to be 4.5E-3. Therefore the frequency of significant fires induced
by transient ignition sources is:

F„, = 1.41E-4 ~ 4.5E-3 = 6.3E-7 per year

Since this frequency is less than 1E-6 without taking credit for the CCDP, this source of fire is
screened from further evaluation.

Weldin and Cuttin Fires eldin lOrdina Combustibles

The evaluation of the generic frequency for welding and cutting induced fires is discussed in
section 4.6.2.1 and this frequency is equal to 1.3E-3 per reactor year. Using the area weighting
factor as defined in the ISDS, the fire frequency of an unsuppressed welding/ordinary
combustible induced fire in this fire area, F~s~, is given by:

F~'~ = 1.3E-3 * 0.01 = 1.3E-5 per year

Conservatively assuming that such an unsuppressed welding/ordinary combustibles induced fire
would result in the total loss ofequipment in this area, then the contribution of this fire source
to the CDF, CDF„„, is given by:

CDF~ = 1.3E-5 * 6.23E-3 = 8.1E-8 per year

where 6.23E-3 is the CCDP for this area given a spurious opening of a PORV and the
unavailability of B division power.

Total Screenin CDF or the Area

The total contribution from a fire in this area is thus:

CDFY = CDF~ + CDF» + CDF~ = 8.1E-8 + 1.1E-6 + 2.8E-6 = 4.0E-6 per year.
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4.6.2.3 Chiller Room, Elevation 261'ire Compartment (1-'A-4-CHLR)

4.6.2:3.1 Gene'ral Descri tion

This fire compartment is located at the 261'levation of the Auxiliary Building. The
compartment contains cabling associated with both SSD divisions. Cables associated

with'lternateshutdown paths are protected by 1-hour barrier where they are routed within 20 feet
of one'nother. Additionally, some redundant cables are protected by a 1-hour barrier
throughout the area. The fire compartment is protected by multiple-cycle sprinklers which ban
be actuated by thermal detectors. Additionally early warning ionization detection are provided
throughout the fire compartment.

Based on the ISDS, the significant contributors to the fire frequency are:

1. Electrical cabinets = 1.06E-3 per year

2. Pumps = 3.45E-3

3. Transients = 7.60E-5

4. Welding/Ordinary Combustibles = 7.43E-4 per year

5. Welding/Cables = 1.22E-4 per year

6. Ventilation Systems = 1.94E-4 per year

7. Junction Boxes = 3.43E-4 per year

Using arguments similar to that for area 1-A-EPA (section 4.6.2.1), fires originating from
junction boxes and cable fires due to welding were not considered on the basis that all the cables
in the fire compartments'of concern meet the qualification requirements of IPEEE 383. In
addition, it was also shown that fires from transient ignition sources could be screened out
because of the low frequencies ((1E-6 per year) of significant fires from these sources.

4.6.2.3.2 Evaluation

A walkdown of this fire compartment was performed to evaluate the characteristics of the
remaining fire ignition sources and combustibles. The purpose of this evaluation was to
ascertain the likelihood for occurrence of fire events with potential to cause damage to multiple
targets (components and cabling) based on the characteristics of the ignition sources, passive
defenses in the area, and relative location of the ignition sources with respect to the
combustibles. Results of this evaluation is described in the following subsections.
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Electrical Cabinet 'Induced Fires

Electrical cabinets located in this fire compartment do not have ventilation louvers. The tops
of these cabinets are covered, the cables enter through sealed penetrations from the top, and all
cables are routed through conduits between the cable tray containing cables and the cabinets.
Additionally, the cabinets are divided into several sub-panels and each sub-panel has only a few
cables routed through it (i.e. the combustible loading in each sub-panel is not significant).
Therefore, it is postulated that fires originating in these cabinets would not propagate outside the
cabinet (i.e. no flames would extrude from the cabinets).

This fire compartment is relatively large (13,860 ft ) and a fire originating in and being confined
within the cabinet would not impact any other equipment located in the compartment.

None of the major electrical cabinets whose failures would impact SSD paths significantly are
located in this area. Thus, a fire originating in and being confined within any 'one cabinet
located in this fire compartment is not considered to be risk significant.

~Pum Fires

Based on plant walkdown observations, the pumps located in this fire compartment are small
pumps, with negligible combustible loading, not normally in operation. Additionally, no
combustible materials are located in close vicinityof these pumps. Thus, fires originating from
these pumps were considered insignificant and screened out from further evaluation. This is
consistent with the NUMARC/EPRI Fire Risk Evaluation Training Course recommendation that,
"For pumps in the AuxiliaryBuilding..., count large pumps in core heat removal systems and
associated support systems", implying that only the larger pumps should be considered as

ignition sources.

Weldin lOrdina Combustibles

The evaluation of the generic frequency for welding and cutting induced fires is discussed in
section 4.6.2.1 and this frequency is equal to 1.3E-3 per reactor year. Thus, using the same fire
compartment weighing factor as used in the ISDS for this fire compartment (i.e. 2.4E-2), the
fire frequency of a manually unsuppressed welding/ordinary combustible induced fire in this fire
compartment, F~ "", is given by:

F~ "" = 1.3E-3 *2.4E-2 = 3.1E-5 per year

The above frequency is an estimate of the frequency for welding/ordinary combustibles induced
fires where the fire is not manually suppressed in its incipient stage.
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Noting that:

. 1. cables for redundant SSD equipment routed in this area are partially or completely
protected by 1-hour fire wrap;

2. the fire compartment is provided with multiple-cycle sprinklers which can be
actuated by thermal detectors and early warning ionization detection which are
provided throughout the fire compartment;

It was judged that sufficient time is available for automatic fire suppression system to actuate
before damage to protected cables. It was therefore concluded that a fire in this area would not
damage protected cables unless the automatic fire protection system (i.e. suppression and
detection) were to fail. Thus, the following fire damage states (FDS) were postulated for
welding/ordinary combustibles induced fires:

FDS CHLRI—This FDS represents fires which are manually suppressed in their incipient stage.
The frequency of such fires was estimated by:

FcHLR1 = F» = 7.43E-4 per year

Where F» is the frequency of welding/ordinary combustibles induced fires which are manually
suppressed. The risk induced from this fire damage state is negligible.

FDS CHLR2—This FDS represents fires which are not manually suppressed (i.e. growth beyond
the incipient stage) but are suppressed by the automatic suppression system. The frequency of
such fires was estimated as:

Fci«az = Foci«q (1 Pi:~) 3 1E5 * (1 002) 3 OE5

where P» = 0.02 is the failure probability of the automatic wet pipe sprinkler suppression
system.

The impact of this FDS was modelled as the loss of one division of power. Since loss of the
B division power has greater adverse impact on SSD capability (i.e. its CCDP is higher than that
for loss of the A division power, or for a transient with recoverable loss of offsite power), the
contribution of this FDS to CDF was evaluated as:

CDFc,«~ = Fc,«~ * 3.89E-3 = 3.0E-5 ~ 3.89E-3 = 1.2E-7 per year

where 3.89E-3 is the CCDP for a transient with the loss of B division power.

FDS CHLR3—This FDS represents fires which are not manually or automatically suppressed.
For a welding/ordinary combustibles induced fire to grow to such a significant degree, it has to
occur in close vicinity to significant in-situ combustibles (i.e. cable insulation) or exposed
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transient combustibles in the compartment. Cables in this area are generally routed in cable
trays that are located about 20 to 30 feet above the floor elevation. Generic COMPBRN model
for transient fires indicates that cables routed more than 9'" above the fire source will not
sustain damage. Thus, transient fires originating at floor elevation of this fire compartment will
not cause damage to the cables routed in this compartment. Conservatively assuming that the
probability of welding/ordinary combustibles induced fires occurring close to significant.
combustibles in this area is 0.5 (i.e. 50/0 of floor area), then, the frequency of such fires was
estimated as:

FcHi.as = F~ ""*P» '0.5 = 3.1E-5 '.02 ~ 0.5 = 3.1E-7 per year

The impact of this FDS was modelled as the loss of all SSD paths (CCDP = 1), and the CDF
was evaluated as:

CDF«„R3 = F«„R3 ~ CCDP = 3.1E-7 per year

Ventilation stems

Several air handling units (AHUs) are located in this fire compartment. These units are enclosed
within a metal enclosure and contain negligible combustible loading. During the walkdown of
this compartment it was observed that there were typically no cable trays routed in close vicinity
of these ignition sources. (One exception is AHU AH-19-1B-SB which has cable tray C1214
routed approximately 10'bove it. For this case, fire propagation was determined to be very
unlikely.) Based on these observations it was concluded that a fire originating in one of the
AHUs would not ignite other combustibles in the compartment nor would it damage other
potential targets by creating harsh environmental operating conditions. That is, the impact of
fires originating in any AHU is considered to be limited to loss of the fire source itself. Since
the loss of an AHU was not considered to be risk significant, no further evaluation of this fire
source was required.

Fires Ori inatin rom Other I nition Sources

1

Risk from fires originating from other ignition sources in this compartment (e.g. transient
ignition source induced fires) were considered insignificant because of the passive (e.g. location
of cable trays well above the floor elevation, fire wrapping of SSD related cabling) and active
(e.g. automatic fire protection) defenses in the compartment, together with relatively small
frequency of their occurrence.

Total Screenin CDF or the Area

Based on the above evaluation it was concluded that the CDF for this area is 3.1E-7 + 1.2E-7
= 4.3E-7 per year which is below the screening value of 1E-6 per year. Thus, this area was
quantitatively screened out.
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4.6.2.4 Summa of Results from the Detailed PRA Evaluation

A detailed analysis was carried out to determine the extent of damage that could result from a

fire in 22 plant areas. A summary of the analysis results is shown in Table 4.5. These results
show that, in each area, the probability that a fire willdisable all components in the area is very
small. In most cases, COMPBRN results provided arguments to show that fires can only affect
a limited. set of components and thus these fires were not risk significant (screening CDF
( 1E-6 per year). The only area where the CDF is above 1E-6 per year is the 1-A-SWGRB
fire area. Here the CDF is 2.6E-6 per year.

4.6.3 Risk from Fires in the Main Control Room Area

This section identifies the potential fire damage scenarios in the SHNPP Main Control Room
(12-A-CR) and the Control Room Complex (12-A-CRC1). The resulting contribution of these
fire damage states on CDF is also evaluated. The general approach, which is similar to that
adopted in NSAC 181, includes the following steps:

~ Identify fire sources and evaluate associated frequencies.

~ Evaluate extent of damage and likelihood of control room evacuation.

~ Determine conditional accident sequence frequencies for each damage stage
postulated by requantifying the internal events PSA model.

4.6.3.1 Description of Control Room and Associated Fire Protection

4.6.3.1.1 Descri tion of Fire Area

The SHNPP control room area is located at elevation 305'f the AuxiliaryBuilding. The area
is actually comprised of two separate FSAR fire areas, each of which is fullybounded by three-
hour fire barriers. Fire area 12-A-CR (Main Control Room) contains control panels, computer
consoles, radiation monitoring panels, alarms, incore instrumentation, desk relay panels, exhaust
fans, a component cooling water surge tank and associated controls, wiring in conduit, living
quarters, and a visitor's gallery. Fire area 12-A-CRC1 (Computer Room/Control Room
Complex) contains the plant computer room process instrument and control racks, auxiliary relay
panels, communications room, rod control cabinets, reactor trip switchgear, motor generator sets

providing DC power for the control rod drive, associated controls, wiring in conduit, and cable
in trays.

In each of these fire areas, the walls, floor, roof, and structural columns supporting the area
boundaries are made of reinforced concrete and have a fire rating of three hours. Allopenings
in walls for personnel use, including stairwells, are protected by airtight, seismically-designed
emergency doors with a fire rating equal to certified three-hour A label type fire rated doors.
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4.6.3.1.2 Fire Detection Ca abilit

Ionization-type fire detectors are provided in each of the two fire zones comprising fire area
12-A-CR and also in each of the four fire zones comprising fire area 12-A-CRC1.

A local fire detection control panel located in the terminal cabinet room covers all six of the fire
zones comprising the two areas. Local zone indication and audible alarm of fire or trouble
condition are provided at the local control panel. For a fire condition, an audible alarm sounds
in the fire area. A manual alarm station also exists in the Termination Cabinet room.

4.6.3.1.3 Fire Su ression Ca abilit

In area 12-A-CR, a hose station, a manual alarm station, and portable extinguishers are
provided. No automatic fire suppression systems exist in the area, other than a single sprinkler
head located in the kitchen area to mitigate small local fires. Floor water surcharge is not
considered significant, and floor water drainage is not required; excess water can overflow to
adjacent areas. Plant equipment subject to water damage is mounted on floor pedestals.

Portable fire extinguishers are located in area 12-A-CRC1. However, no automatic fire
suppression systems exist in the area other than a single sprinkler head located in the kitchen to
mitigate small local fires. Again, floor water surcharge is not considered significant and floor
water drainage is not required.

4.6.3.1.4 Alternate Shutdown Ca abilit

The ACP is located in Switchgear Room B at the 286'levation of the Auxiliary Building. It
is a free-standing, floor mounted, bench-type board constructed ofcarbon steel. Transition from
main control board (MCB) control of plant functions to ACP control is governed by procedure
AOP-004.

Specifically, AOP-004, section 4.0, item 1, dictates that:

The SS-N (Shift Supervisor, Nuclear) willdecide whether to evacuate the main control
room. Ifa fire occurs in the main control room that affects habitability and/or control
room equipment, the need to evacuate willbe obvious. A fire in the main termination
cabinet room or PIC cabinet room may not seem to be a threat to control room
operators; however, a fire in these areas can seriously degrade protection functions,
controls, or indications. In this situation evacuation will also be necessary to ensure
operators can maintain plant control and safety.
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4.6.3.2 Fire Hazard Review

4.6.3.2.1 Com'bustibles

The only significant combustible loading in either fire area exists in fire zone 12-A-6-PICR1
of fire area 12-A-CRC1. There are 860 running feet of control and instrumentation cable"
insulation in this zone, providing a fire'loading of appro'ximately 550 MBtu. The combustible
loading for all other zones is assumed to be insignificant since there are no cables, trays, or any "

other combustible materials (in-situ or transient) present in these zones. Such negligible
combustible loading includes small quantities of control and instrumentation cable insulation
within cabinets, limited quantities of computer material transients, the plant operating manual
residing in the control room, and a small amount of exposed PVC cable in the communications
room.

4.6.3.2.2 Nature of Control Room Fires

In the Main Control Room (fire area 12-A-CR), fire hazard combustibles include limited
amounts of cable insulation within control cabinets and panels as well as limited quantities of
ordinary combustibles necessary for control room computer and instrumentation operation.
Transient materials such as paper and rags may be brought into the area during normal
operations, for normal facilities maintenance and repair, or during plant shutdown. The quantity
of combustible materials which may be involved in area fires (and consequently, the magnitude
of these fires and the resultant damage to plant facilities) is reduced by limiting the permanent
quantities of ordinary combustibles (class A) and controlling the introduction of transient
combustibles through administrative procedures.

The extent of damage within and beyond the fire area is further limited by controlled removal
of heat, smoke, and other products of combustion. In this instance, the operating mode of
normal ventilation systems is switched to the once-through mode, and the smoke purge systems
are activated in areas of high smoke generation potential. Three-hour fire barriers e'nclose the
fire area.

The fire postulated for this area assumes ignition and subsequent development into the most
severe single fire expected in the area of localized concentrations of combustibles permanently
present in the area. Propagation of the postulated fire willbe reduced by early detection using
ionization-type smoke detectors installed at the ceiling. The automatic detection system senses
products of combustion generated by the incipient fire and alerts employees both at the location
of the local fire detection control panel and in the control room via the communications room.
As such, manual fire response can be initiated promptly; this fire area is permanently occupied.
In addition, ready access is provided to the area from adjacent plant areas facilitating initial use
of area fire extinguishers on incipient fires and supplemental use of standpipe hose lines on
developing fires by employees responding to the fire.
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The postulated fire is not considered to have sufficient potential for spread to cause failure of
redundant safety-related plant equipment and associated cabling and controls. This is based on
several facts:

~ the control room is permanently attended;
~ the control cabinets are of the self-ventilated type; and
~ any products of combustion. willquickly migrate to the ceiling of the room, where

the automatic detection system will sound an alarm and alert the control room
operators.

In the control room complex (fire area 12-A-CRC1), fire hazard combustibles include cable
insulation in cable trays, trenches, and connection boxes; limited amounts of cable insulation
within control cabinets; and minor quantities of permanent class A materials (ordinary
combustibles). Transient materials, such as rags, wood, light lubricating oils, and cleaning
solvents may be brought into the area for normal facilities maintenance and repair. The quantity
of combustible materials which may be involved in area fires (and, consequently, the magnitude
of these fires and the resultant damage to plant facilities) is reduced or minimized:

~ by the use of IEEE 383 qualified cables;
~ by limiting the continued spread of fire along cable surfaces by the provision of fire-

breaks along cable trays and fire-stops at fire barrier penetrations; barriers consisting
of covers are provided at safety- and non-safety cable trays at points of possible fire
communication;

~ by limiting the continued spread of any fire by the provision of fire dampers in
HVAC duct work at fire barrier penetrations; and

~ by limiting permanent quantities of ordinary combustibles (class A) materials to
amounts actually required for normal operations and by controlling the introduction
of transient combustibles through administrative procedures.

The potential propagation of a postulated fire willbe reduced by early detection using ionization-
type smoke detectors installed at the ceiling. This automatic system senses products of
combustion generated by the incipient fire and alerts employees both locally and in the control
room via the communications room so that manual fire response can be initiated promptly.

4.6.3.2.3 Derivation of Control Room Fire Fre uencies

The Main Control Room fire frequency as evaluated in the ISDS is dominated by the
contribution from electrical cabinets. From generic data (EPRI, 1992b) this frequency is equal
to 9.5E-3 per year and is based on twelve fires which actually occurred in control rooms.
Eleven were cabinet fires, and one was a kitchen fire. None of the fires appears to have been
of significant severity and all were extinguished (or self-extinguished) within a few minutes. No
control room fires to date have required evacuation of the control room. As there is a
kitchenette just off the main control room, the "kitchen fire" is considered applicable to this
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plant's control rooin area and is included in the total count to reflect the small (but non-zero)

probability of contribution of kitchen and other non-cabinet fire ignition sources.

The remaining contribution to the ignition frequency evaluated for the control room comes from
plant-wide ignition sources. NSAC 178L states that plant wide components are not gen'erally

applicable to the control room. Furthermore, NSAC 181 assumes that the only significant"
control room fires are those which occur in cabinets, and that transient fires do not pose a

significant risk in the control room because it is continuously occupied and the likelihood that
a transient fire would not be detected and suppressed in its incipient stage is very small. For
these reasons, the contribution of plant-wide ignition sources to-the control room fire scenario
frequencies willbe assumed included in the non-cabinet fire frequency discussed in the previous
paragraph.

4.6.3.3 General Approach for Control Room Fire Evaluation

4.6.3.3.1 General Philoso h For Control Room Evaluation

The general philosophy for fire evaluation of control room fires follows the approach suggested
in NSAC 181. It is similar to that adopted in other areas but differs in two respects:

~ Regardless of the level of damage which is actually sustained as result of a fire, the
production of smoke may necessitate the evacuation of the control room. Under
such circumstances, the operators will isolate the main control room and shutdown
the plant using the alternate shutdown capability.

Detailed fire propagation willnot be performed since there are no acceptable models
for modeling propagation within and from cabinets. Instead, it will be generally
assumed that cabinet fires in the control room willnot spread from the confines of
the cabinet in which they originate, assuming that the cabinet has solid metal or fire
resistant boundaries. This supposition is supported by the results of the Sandia
cabinet fire tests (NRC, 1986, and 1987c), in which all test fires were self-
extinguished, and by the reports of control room fires in the data base.

The evaluation of control room fires requires the analyst to determine those cabinets or
combination of connected cabinets in which enclosed fires might cause significant degradation
of accident mitigating systems. Fire scenarios in such cabinets are evaluated individually.

The methods used for frequency analysis, propagation analysis, and suppression analysis are
discussed below.
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4.6.3.3.2 Fire-Induced E ui ment Failures for Enclosed Cabinet Fires

The technique used to determine the effects of fire-induced equipment failures for enclosed
cabinet fires includes the following primary steps:

Determine which of the cabinets are to be considered critical. Typically, this will be.

those which degrade any safety-related system required for hot shutdown.

2) Determine the likelihood a fire willoccur in a critical cabinet. The frequency of fire in
any individual cabinet or set of cabinets is proportional to the number of cabinets in the
control room area. Since the total number of cabinets in the fire areas 12-A-CR and
12-A-CRC1 is 118, the frequency of fire associated with each cabinet in the two fire
areas can be calculated as 9.5E-3 per year/118, or 8.05E-5 per year.

3) Determine how severe a fire would have to be to fail the critical functions supported by
a cabinet or combination of connected cabinets. In this analysis, it willbe assumed that
all the equipment in the cabinet where the fire originates will fail. This is conservative
based on the fire events reported in the data base, and correlates with NSAC 181

assumptions. Ifa solid intervening wall or barrier exists between cabinets, the fire will
be assumed to remain entirely within that cabinet, and it willnot affect the functionality
of other cabinets ifit does not progress beyond the incipient stage. Ifa fire is assumed
to progress beyond the incipient stage, the fire will be assumed to affect its adjoining
cabinets, even if the fire itself is not assumed to propagate to these cabinets.
Conservatively, all functions willbe assumed lost in the affected cabinets in these cases.

Based on historical experience, all 12 control room fires in the Fire Events Database
have been. extinguished before the fire reached a level capable of causing significant
damage. For the purposes of this evaluation, it willbe arbitrarily assumed that the next
fire to occur willbe more severe. Using this assumption, the frequency of control room
fires progressing beyond the incipient stage can be estimated as 1/13 = 0.077.

In cases where cabinets are connected and a solid intervening barrier does not exist,
inter-cabinet fire propagation is assumed to occur if the fire is not suppressed at the
incipient stage. Once the fire has propagated to another cabinet, all functions associated
with that cabinet are assumed to fail.

4.6.3.3.3 Adverse Effects of Smoke

The technique used to incorporate the potential effects of smoke generated by a control room
fire includes the following primary steps:

Determine the level of smoke which will impair the effectiveness of the operators, and
the likelihood that this amount of smoke willbe generated by a cabinet fire. The Sandia
cabinet fire tests (NRC, 1987c) indicated fires were self-sustaining and did produce
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sufficient quantities of smoke to cause visual impairment. All of the fires in the data
base were small, but this may have been because they were extinguished early. Since

there are no tools available for assessing smoke production and the evidence from the
historical fires is not conclusive, it willbe assumed that any fire is capable of producing
sufficient smoke given it is allowed to continue burning for a sufficient period of time.

Determine how much time is available to suppress the fire before the smoke
concentration reaches the level of visual impairment (at which time the operators are
assumed to evacuate the control room). The SHNPP control room envelope has a

volume of approximately 138,000 ft', and an air flow rate of approximately 14,000 cfm.
This means that the control room ventilation rate is about six full room changes of air
per hour (rm ch/hr). At a ventilation rate of 1 rm ch/hr (800 cfm), Sandia tests

performed in a simulated control room of 48,000 ft'ndicated that about 15 minutes are
available before the control board is obscured. The typical SHNPP ventilation rate is
about six times higher than this value. Furthermore, a high ventilation rat'e test (8 rm
ch/hr, or 6400 cfm) was performed, which indicated that about 30 minutes are available
before the control board is obscured at this ventilation rate. Since 6 rm ch/hr lies in the
range of the tests performed (1-8 rm ch/hr), the time to control board obscuration can
be assumed to lie within the 15-30 minute range. For conservatism, the lower value was
used, and the control room operators will be assumed to be forced to leave the control
room due to smoke buildup no later than 15 minutes into the fire scenario for fires which
are not suppressed by that time.

Derive the probability of detection and suppression prior to smoke level reaching level
of visual impairment. The control room is well covered by smoke detectors strategically
located throughout the fire area, and this area is continuously manned. It is therefore
quite reasonable to expect that the fire would be detected very quickly, most likely well
before developing beyond the incipient stage.

NSAC 181 describes a methodology by which a probability of control room evacuation
due to smoke impairment can be derived from existing control room fire data. The
model used to interpret the data was EPRI's human cognitive reliability correlation for
interpreting measured operator action times in the control room. The model fits the fire
durations to a lognormal curve to estimate the probability for failure to successfully act
(here, failure to suppress the fire) for times greater than those observed. Since the fires
that would result in evacuation would obviously have had to progress beyond the
incipient stage, it is on this subset of postulated control room fires that the calculations
are based.

The overall probability of non-suppression within the fifteen minute time window given
by the Sandia testing was estimated using this methodology to be .0034. Given that this
analysis treats incipient and "beyond incipient" fires as separate cases, the conditional
probability of control room evacuation due to smoke impairment given a fire which has

progressed beyond the incipient stage must be derived. Inherent in this derivation is the



assumption that fires that do not progress beyond the incipient stage will not require
control room evacuation. This conditional probability is calculated as .0034/.077 = .044.
In other words, 4.4% of all control room fires that progress beyond the incipient stage
and 0.34% of all control room fires willbe assumed in this analysis to result in control
room evacuation.

4.6.3.3.4 Assum tions Re ardin Control Room Evacuation

Control room evacuation willbe governed by procedure AOP-004.
I

Smoke generation due to fire in the control room complex/computer room (fire area
12-A-CRC1) or in fire zone 12-A-6-RT1 (Termination Cabinet Room) adjacent to the
Main Control Room will not result in a required control room evacuation. AOP-004
only dictates evacuation for fires in the Main Control Room itself. The control room
complex/computer room is physically separated from the control room, has access to the
control room only through air lock passageways, and is enclosed by three hour fire
barriers. The Termination Cabinet Room, while not isolated for fire propagation
purposes from the Main Control Room, can be isolated for the purposes of smoke
propagation by the closure of two doors on the only wall adjacent to the two rooms.

3. Physically connected sub-cabinets willbe treated as single cabinets in terms of the effect
of fires that are not suppressed early. In other words, a fire in one sub-cabinet that is
not suppressed within 15 minutes will be assumed to impact any function for which
cables are present in any sub-cabinet in the physical grouping. This is conservative, but
is necessary due to the lack of fire resistant barriers between sub-cabinets.

4.6.3.4 Fire Scenario Identification and Frequency Determination

Potential fire scenarios were identified by assuming that a potential fire could initiate in each of
the control room cabinets. The control and/or indication functions lost because of this fire is
then determined based on SHNPP drawings and other documentation. Scenarios which involve
cabinets that do not impact any safe shutdown functions are screened out, unless fire propagation
to other cabinets is possible. In addition to single cabinet fires, scenarios are also postulated
where fire propagation fails two or more cabinets. For these scenarios, the functions for all the
affected cabinets are assumed to be lost.

A summary ofthe postulated control room fire damage states and the quantification of the
screening CDF is provided in Table 4-7. The initiating event frequencies are based on the
following:

~ Frequency of a single cabinet fire = 8.05E-5 per year.
~ Probability of fire propagation (progressing beyond its incipient stage) = 0.77
~ Probability of non-suppression within 15 minutes = 0.0034

(when evacuation becomes necessary)
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For quantification purposes, the following were calculated using the SHNPP PSA models.

Conditional core damage probabilities

Turbine trip transient with loss of one power train
1A-SA 6.9kV AC bus and 125V DC bus
1B-SB 6.9kV AC bus and 125V DC bus
125V DC bus A
125V DC bus B

1A4E-3
3.89E-3

6.10'.80E-3

Total loss of offsite power followed by a division power failure
A Division
B Division

9.95E-2
7A6E-2

Division loss of offsite power and the same division power failure
A Division
B Division

7.50E-3
7.13E-3

Small LOCA with loss of one power train
1A-SA 6.9kV AC bus and 125V DC bus
1B-SB 6.9kV AC bus and 125V DC bus

5.86E-3
6.23E-3

Turbine trip transient with
Chilled Water System (CWS) unavailable
CWS and A Division Power unavailable
CWS and B Division Power unavailable

1.85E-S
5.80E-3
2AOE-3

Functional Failure Probabilities

Loss of AFW
Loss of AFW and main feedwater (MFW)
Loss of feed and bleed cooling and recirculation
Loss of early RCS integrity

4.53E-4
1.49E-S
2.27E-2
2.58E-4

4.6.3.5 Summary of Results from Quantification of Control Room Fire Scenarios

Table 4-7 summarizes the screening quantification forthe control room fire damage states. It
should be noted that the screening CDFs in this table are very conservative since the components
assumed to be unavailable are a much larger subset of what is actually failed by the individual
cabinet fire (This conservative assumption was made to simplify calculations). In addition, no
credit was taken for fire detection and suppression. Even with these assumptions, the calculated
CDF's for the majority of the fire scenarios are below the 1E-6 per year criteria. The
exceptions are the following scenarios whose initiating event frequencies are noted.



~ Scenario 1D1 (event frequency 5.57E-5 per year) —This scenario results in loss of
control for the AFW and ESW systems from the Main Control Room. In addition,
contr'ol functions for many train A components (including those for feed and bleed)
are unavailable in the control room. Shutdown from the ACP is assumed to be
necessary. A potential LOCA can be mitigated by the closing of the appropriate
PORV Block valve from the ACP.

~ . Scenario 5A5 (event frequency 7.43E-5 per year) —This transient results in loss of
control of the SIS from the main control room. It was conservatively assumed'that
10% of the fires in this scenario will result in hot shorts which will cause the
spurious opening of a PORV. In this case, SI is necessary and shutdown from the
ACP is assumed. The LOCA can be mitigated by the closing of the appropriate
PORV block valve from the ACP.

~ Scenario 5D2 (event frequency 3.10E-5 per year) —This scenario is similar to
scenario 5A5.

~ Scenario 6B (event frequency 1.98E-4 per year) —This scenario involves a fire in
any cabinet in area 12-A-CR that is not suppressed within 15 minutes. The
assumption here is that the effects of smoke produced willnecessitate control room
evacuation. Plant shutdown is assumed from the ACP.

~ Scenario 6H (event frequency 2.48E-5 per year) —This scenario involves a fire
which disables all functions in the main control board. Shutdown from the ACP is
assumed.

All the above scenarios involve control room evacuation with control of safe shutdown
components from the ACP. Operator action at the ACP includes the closing of the appropriate
PORV block valve to mitigate a potential LOCA.

4.6.3.6 Calculation of Core Damage Frequency for Control Room Fire Scenarios

This section summarizes the evaluation of core damage frequency for each of the scenarios
identified in section 4.6.3.5.

4.6.3.6.1 Scenario 1D1

It was conservatively assumed that 10% offires in this scenario willresult in hot shorts causing
a PORV to spuriously open. Thus, the scenario results in a transient with a frequency of5.01E-
5 per year, and a small LOCA with a frequency of 5.57E-6 per year. Even though it is not
explicitly identified as an entry condition into AOP-004, it was assumed that the inability to
control AFW and ESW from the control room will lead the operators to the remote shutdown
procedure. It was further assumed that, using the values for conditional core damage
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probabilities given in section 4.6.3.4, the HEP for failing to take control at the ACP is
dominant.

The approach to estimation of HEPs for the case of fires is to choose an appropriate similar HEP
from the internal events PSA and to multiply it by 10, to allow for the stress of using a less
familiar control panel layout, and the urgency of the situation. Thus, for the transient scenario,
the chosen HEP'is OPER-9 which is the initiation of shutdown cooling. Thus, the HEP for

— failing to.control the removal of decay heat following a fire was estimated to be 1.5E-2.

For the LOCA scenario, there is an additional stress. While one train of SI should be available,
it was assumed that in addition to the above, the PORV should be closed. Since the procedure
does not explicitly direct the operators to close the block valve (although in Step 18, control of
pressurizer pressure is addressed), the HEP, OPER-23, failure to close a block valve, is
multiplied by a factor of 100, yielding 7.5E-2. Thus, the total HEP for the LOCA case is

. approimately 1.5E-2 + 7.5E-2 = 9E-2.

The total core damage frequency is estimated as

5.01E-5 x 1.5E-2 + 5.57E-6 x 9E-2 = 1.25E-6

4.6.3.6.2 Scenario 5A5

In this case, the scenario that results in a spurious open PORV will require shutdown from the
ACP. The non-LOCA scenario can be mitigated from the control room using the unaffected
AFW system. The scenario that requires control from the ACP has a frequency of 7.43E-6 per
year. Steps 6, 7, 13, 14, and 15 of AOP-004 address the CSIP initiator. Therefore, the initial
factor is that the operators realize that they need to go to the ACP to control the CSIP. Since
there is no explicit guidance, but the use of the remote shutdown panel is a high profile option
in the case of fire, a HEP of 0.1 was assumed. Thus, the scenario leads to a core damage
frequency of 7.43E-7.

4.6.3.6.3 Scenario 5D2

This is similar to scenario 5AS, but with a lower frequency. A value of 3.1E-7 was the
calculated CDF.

4.6.3.6.4 Scenario 6B

This scenario does not involve damage to any equipment, but requires an orderly shutdown from
the ACP. Similar to the description in Section 4.6.3.6.1, the value of 1.5E-2 for the HEP was
assumed as for scenario 6B. The frequency of core damage is 3.0E-6 per year.
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4.6.3.6.5 Scenario 6H

This. scenario was assumed to lead to a LOCA with frequency of 2.48E-6 per year, and a

transient with a frequency 2.23E-S per year. Using the same rationale as for Scenario 1D1, the
core damage frequency is 5.56E-7 per year.

4.6.4 Summary of Results

A summary of the screening status for the SHNPP fire analysis for all areas'nalyzed is
presented in Table 4-8. Areas were screened out from further consideration when the CDF
calculated using conservative assumptions was below the value of 1E-6 per year. It should be
noted that several levels of screening were carried out, each level more refined that the previous
one. Ifat any level, a CDF of below 1E-6 per year was achieved, calculations are stopped and
the area was screened from further analysis. Therefore, the screening CDFs presented in Tables
4-4, 4-5 and 4-7 are not directly comparable in some cases. The results in these tables only
show that fires in certain plant areas are not risk significant.

The only unscreened scenarios involve fires in the A and B switchgear rooms and in the control
room. The CDF from these scenarios are summarized below:

Area 1-A-SWGRA
Area 1-A-SWGRB
Control Room Scenario 1D1
Control Room Scenario 6B

3.1E-6 per year
4.0E-6 per year
1.3E-6 per year
3.0E-6 per year

From the above, a total CDF from fire events at SHNPP was evaluated to be 1.1E-5 per year.
This CDF is considered to be conservative and more detailed/refined analyses would yield a
lower CDF.
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4.6.5 Uncertainty Analysis

No formal analysis and propagation of uncertainty has been performed for the fire results.

However, each of the possible sources of uncertainty is addressed qualitatively below in the

context of the modeling approach and fire risk estimate for SHNPP.

Deterministic fire modelin arameters .

State of knowledge uncertainties about values of the parameters used in COMPBRN IIIe would
give rise to uncertainties in the predictions (e.g., extent of fire growth and damage range). As

explained below, this was addressed by choosing conservative values for the current analysis.

In performing the COMPBRN analysis, mean value input parameters were taken primarily from
the sample input file for COMPBRN IIIe. However, cable pilot ignition, spontaneous ignition
and damage temperatures reported NUREG/CR-4550 were selected for conservatism.

In most cases, the fire sources were electrical cabinets. As discussed in Section 4.3, the heat

release rate and fire duration selected for modeling were based on the most severe fires resulting
from cabinet fire tests performed by Sandia. Other tests performed produced heat release rates

an order of magnitude lower.

Fire I nition Fre uenc

Fire frequencies were based on generic data of fire events which occurred during power
operation at US nuclear power plants coupled with weighting factors to reflect the fire protection
programs in place at SHNPP and location specific ignition sources. A number of reviews of the
issues associated with estimation of fire frequencies have resulted in the derivation of probability
distributions associated with the frequency of fires in various nuclear power plant compartments
(Apostolakis, 1985 and NRC, 1990c). Such studies have produced upper bound estimates (95%)
which are a factor of 2 to 4 times higher than the best estimate value, and lower bounds which
are in some cases more than an order of magnitude lower.

Undama ed S stem Failure

Based on the IPE results, the probability of random system failures have upper and lower bounds
which are a factor of 5 - 10 greater/less than the best estimate value. However, in the case of
the fire analysis, the dominant cutsets often include a single human error probability. In this
case, the uncertainty is on the high end of the 5 - 10 range quoted above.

Overall Uncertaint

Based on the above discussion, and particularly because of the'conservative assumptions in the

COMPBRN analysis, had a formal uncertainty analysis been performed, it is anticipated that the
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upper bound of the fire induced core damage frequency distribution would not have exceeded
a factor of 5 greater than the point estimate value presented in this study.

4.7 CONTAINMENTEVALUATION

The requirements for a containment analysis are different for the IPEEE than they were for the',
IPE. For the IPEEE, it is necessary to discuss mechanisms that could lead to containment
bypass mechanisms that could lead to failure of containment isolation and availability and
performance of containment heat removal systems under each external hazard to see ifthey'are
different from those evaluated under the IPE. Thus there are essentially three areas of concern:
bypass, isolation and heat removal.

Containment bypass was evaluated in the IPE, and the two significant bypass mechanisms
identified were the interfacing system LOCA (large containment bypass) and the unisolated steam
generator tube rupture (small containment bypass). Mechanical failure is the cause of both of
these events. Since the components involved are piping and check valves, a fire would not be
expected to initiate either of the events. The detailed fire analysis did not find any fire-related
failure mechanism that would cause one of these components to fail. In addition, accident
sequences resulting from fire events willnot cause a higher than expected reactor coolant system
pressure (when compared with the other IPE initiating events), thus, the likelihood of induced
steam generator tube rupture events willnot be increased. Therefore, the containment bypass
conclusions presented in the IPE are not altered by the fire analysis.

Section 6.3.9 of FIVE provides guidance on the evaluation for the potential impact of a fire on
containment heat removal and isolation. The fire effects on containment performance must be
evaluated ifthe likelihood of loss of safe shutdown capability for a fire compartment is greater
than 1E-6 per year after the screening process.

The PSA success criteria for the containment cooling function requires at least two out of four
containment fan cooler (CFC) units or one of the two containment spray (CS) trains. Therefore,
ifno more than two CFC units and one CS train are impacted by a fire in a given fire area, the
containment cooling function is considered to be preserved. For each of the unscreened
scenarios described in section 4.6.4 (in areas 1-A-SWGRA, 1-A-SWGRB and in 12-A-CR),
the impact of a fire was evaluated for loss of the CFCs, the CS pumps and valves, and the
power supplies for these systems. In each scenario, no more than one train (2 containment
coolers or one CS pump train) would be failed. Therefore, the containment cooling function
would be preserved by the remaining CFC or CS train.

For the evaluation of containment isolation, the analysis presented in section 3.2.17 of the IPE
was reviewed to determine ifa fire event will invalidate any of the IPE screening criteria and
to determine the effects of a fire on the unscreened isolation paths.

All5 IPE isolation valve screening criteria were found to be unaffected by fire scenarios in areas
1-A-SWGRA, 1-A-SWGRB and 12-A-CR. In addition, a review of the components in the
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unscreened fire areas showed that there are at least one non-fire-susceptible containment isolation

valve in each of the unscreened pcnetrations. Therefore, containment isolation for all
penetrations was, considered to be preserved.

The above methodology for containment performance evaluation is considered to be valid and

conservative since the random failure probability of either two CFCs and one CS train, or one

containment isolation valve of any type ~s considerably less than 0.05. When this is multiplied
by the CDF for each individual fire scenario of approximately 2.0E-6 per year, the frequency
for a containment bypass scenario would be less than 1.0E-7 per year.

4.8 TREATMENT OF FIRE RISK SCOPING STUDY ISSUES

The purpose of this analysis was to perform a qualitative evaluation of the five issues identified
in the Sandia Fire Risk Scoping Study. The issues were evaluated to determine ifthere are any
aspects which had not been adequately addressed in the past at SHNPP. The discussion and

guidance outlined in the FIVE methodology, section 7.0 and Attachment 10.5, was used to
perform this analysis. The FIVE methodology provides specific questions to be reviewed,
through both programmatic reviews and plant walkdowns.

No deficiencies were identified during this review,

4.S.1 Seismic Fire Interactions

This issue involves three specific concerns identified in FIVE, namely, seismic induced fires due

to breakage of flammable liquid and gas vessels, seismic actuation of suppression systems, and

seismic degradation of suppression systems. Each of these are discussed below.

Seismicall -Induced Fires

This issue considered the potential leakage or rupture of flammable/combustible liquid or gas

lines or tanks/containers during a seismic event, which could create fire hazards. The potential
hazards include hydrogen, diesel oil/fuel oil, and lubricating oil. The location of these and

similar hazards were identified and documented. The seismic ruggedness of each identified
component is addressed as part of the IPEEE seismic evaluation.

Seismic Actuation of Fire Su ression S stems

This issue considered the potential for inadvertent actuation of suppression systems during a

seismic event, and the resultant effects on safety/SSD related components and systems. The
effects of concern include both flooding and wetting effects caused by runoff/spray. A plant
walkdown identifledthe fixed fire suppression systems which are located in areas containing safe

shutdown related equipment. The effects from seismic events on these systems are addressed

as part of the IPEEE seismic evaluation.
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A review of plant documentation, for example the SHNPP FSAR, section 9.5.1.1.5,
demonstrated that this issue had been adequately covered as part of the plant design and was a

factor in the fire hazards analysis. The following are excerpts from the FSAR:

~ "The evaluation of the consequences of inadvertent operation of the fire
extinguishing system is addressed in the description of each respective system and

in the detailed fire hazards analysis for each'fire area."

~ "The evaluation of the consequences of a crack in a moderate-energy line in the fire
extinguishing systems has been performed to demonstrate compliance with the
guidelines of NRC Branch Technical Position APCSB 3-1 and MEB 3-1."

~ "Equipment that might be damaged by water was protected from the fire and/or
water. Drains were provided to remove water used for fire suppression and
extinguishment to ensure that water accumulation willnot incapacitate safety-related
equipment."

NRC Information Notice (IEN) 83-41 pertains to this issue. The CP&L responses and actions
with regard to this IEN is discussed below.

~ IEN 83-41 —This IEN alerts licensees to some experiences in which actuation of fire
suppression systems caused damage to, or inoperability of, systems important to
safety. As noted in the FIVE methodology, an assessment of SHNPP against this
IEN would acceptably address the issue of adverse operational effects caused by the
failure or spurious actuation of fire suppression systems. CP&L had performed
evaluations to demonstrate that the concerns discussed in the IEN had been
sufficiently addressed. One action in response to the IEN was the re-design of the
transformer area to provide flood protection.

This review concluded that adequate consideration of suppression system actuation effects on
safety-related equipment has been integrated into the plant during design and construction as

discussed above and no further action is required.

Seismic De radation of Fire Su ression S stems

This issue addresses the seismic installation of suppression system piping and appurtenances, and
the potential for seismically-induced mechanical failure of these systems. The issue is focused
on the potential effects on the safe shutdown capability caused by suppression system equipment
dislodged during a seismic event, and falling onto the subject equipment,

The location of fire suppression piping with respect to SSD equipment was identified and
documented. Potential effects from the impact of equipment falling onto SSD components is
addressed under the seismic evaluation phase of the IPEEE.
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4.S.2 Fire Barrier Qualifications

Fire barrier elements (barriers, doors, penetration seals and dampers) were reviewed in
accordance with the six checklist questions identified in FIVE. All checklist questions were
answered affirmatively, indicating that fire barrier elements are being maintained consistently
and that the SHNPP Fire Protection Program provides adequate control measures consistent with-

the objectives of the FIVE methodology.

Fire Barriers

SHNPP procedure FPP-001 provides a general discussion with regards to barriers and refers to
other procedures regarding controls and compensatory actions. The following procedures
demonstrates that the installation and maintenance of fire barriers/seals (including doors and

dampers) at SHNPP are controlled and consistent with industry practices.

~ FPP-013 —this procedure establishes the requirements for operability and the actions
to be taken when fire rated assemblies are impaired.

~ FPP-014 —this procedure establishes requirements to ensure fire rated assemblies are
surveillanced to ensure the operable status of the fire protection systems.

~ FPT (Fire Protection Periodic Test) series procedures performs periodic tests to
ensure fire dampers, doors, penetrations wraps and fire barrier panels are operation
in accordance with FPP-014.

~ CMP (CivilModification Procedure) series procedures provides instructions for the
installation ofconcrete/grout, thermolag, masonry block, fire wrap, penetration seals
and doors.

Fire Doors

As discussed above for fire barriers, fire doors are included in both FPP-013 and FPP-014 with
regards to controls and impairments. Surveillances are performed in accordance with the
requirements of several periodic tests procedures.

Penetration Seal Assemblies

The surveillance of fire barrier penetration seals is similar to those for the other fire barriers and
is addressed in the above sections.
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The FIVE methodology identifies three NRC IENs which have specific applicability to fire
barrier penetration seals:

(1) IEN 88-04, "Inadequate Qualification and Documentation ofFire Barrier Penetration
Seals."

(2) IEN '88-04 Supplement 1, ."Inadequate Qualification and Documentation of Fire
Barrier Penetration Seals."

(3) IEN 88-56, Potential Problems With Silicone Foam Fire Barrier Penetration Seals."

On-site Nuclear Safety OEF evaluation packages have been assembled for each of the above
IENs as discussed separately below:

~ IEN SS-04 —An attachment to the evaluation package responded to the various
issues, which supports CP&L's position that SHNPP complies with the NRC
guidance in the IEN.

~ IEN S8-04, Supplement 1—This IEN pertains to problems caused by potential
misapplication of silicone foam material, specifically when used around diesel
generator exhaust pipes. As noted in the evaluation package, silicone foam was not
used where temperatures exceeded 392'F and referenced the applicable penetration
drawings for the design specification.

~ IEN 88-056 —As discussed in the evaluation package, fire barrier seals at SHNPP
are inspected on a sample basis at 18-month intervals and procedures require wraps
to be removed such that seals can be visually inspected so that any problems as
identified in the IEN can be detected. Initiallyall wraps were removed to inspect
each penetration seal. Subsequently, given the non-degraded status of the subject
penetrations and the destructive nature associated with the removal of the wraps, this
approach was discontinued. Currently, procedure FPT-3550 considers seals to be
satisfactory iffire wraps are intact.

Itwas demonstrated by the above discussion that the three IENs have been recognized by CP&L,
and that these concerns were addressed by appropriate plant procedures and other documents
maintained in project files.

Fire Dam ers

Fire dampers are included in both FPP-013 and FPP-014 with regards to controls and
impairments. Surveillance of the dampers are performed every 18 months in accordance with
the FPTs.
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The FIVE method'ology identifies two NRC IENs which have specific applicability to fire
dampers:

(1) IEN 83-69, "Improperly Installed Fire Dampers at Nuclear Power Plants."

(2) IEN 89-52, "Potential Fire Damper Operational Problems."

An On-site Nuclear Safety OEF evaluation package has been assembled for IEN 89-52, however
this program was not in use at the time IEN 83-69 was issued since the plant was not operating
at the time. However, as discussed below, the concerns addressed by the IEN have been
obtained by other site documentation:

~ IEN 83-69 —A review of internal CP&L correspondences demonstrated that the
concerns discussed in the IEN had been sufficiently evaluated and addressed. As
part of the effort, SHNPP fire protection personnel assisted startup engineers during
turnover walkdowns to look for areas of concern.

~ IEN 89-52 —This NRC notice alerts holders of operating licenses to potential
problems affecting the closing reliability of curtain-type fire dampers under air flow
conditions. The notice sites a 10CRF21 notification to the NRC involving Ruskin
Manufacturing and Northern States Power Company, but acknowledges that concern
need not be limited to Ruskin since all stations use curtain-type fire dampers of
similar design. The evaluation package response stated that a unique design of an
air balance fire damper was tested and exempted from the flow testing by the NRC.
Specifically, this type of damper was later marketed by Pullman Construction
Industries, Inc. as an internal expansion fire damper assembly with certification for
closure against air flows.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the above two IENs have been recognized by CP&L and that
these concerns were addressed by appropriate upgrades to the plant.

4.8.3 Manual Fire Fighting Effectiveness

This issue is focussed on the adequacy of training and preparedness of the plant fire brigade, and
on the general orientation of appropriate plant personnel to fire response requirements. The
objective of this issue is to determine the adequacy of the plant's manual fire suppression
capability, and thereby determine the degree to which this capability should be credited in the
fire PRA.

Manual fire-fighting effectiveness was reviewed in accordance with the 16 checklist questions
identified in FIVE. All checklist questions were answered affirmatively, indicating that the
plant's fire fighter training and preparedness is consistent with standard expectations. In
summary, the programmatic criteria for the fire brigade training, practice/drills, and equipment
complement are consistent with the guidelines of the FIVE methodology.
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4.8.3.1 ~R*

Orientation of Plant Personnel to the Use of Portable Fire Extin isher

As described in procedure FPP-001, section 5.11, each employee will receive fire protection
training in accordance with procedure FPP-016. This procedure specifies that all plant
personnel granted unescorted access will receive training as part of the General Orientation and
General Employee Training/Retraining (GET), which includes "Extinguishers" as a course topic.
As part of the GET classroom material, step-by-step instructions are provided with regard's to
the proper use of portable extinguishers. In addition, portable fire extinguishers are included
as part of fire brigade team and fire watch training course. The GET material stipulates that the
control room be notified first, then attempt to extinguish the fire, if, possible, using the
appropriate extinguisher.

Availabili of Portable Extin uisher Throu hout the Plant

FSAR section 9.5.1.2.3 states that portable fire extinguishers are selected and mounted in readily
accessible locations throughout the plant. Periodic test procedures require the visual inspection
of extinguishers on a monthly basis for general plant areas, including the containment during
modes 5 and 6.

Plant Procedure for Re ortin Fires

Procedure FPP-002 specifies actions to be carried out in case of fire. This procedure, as
reiterated in the GET material and the Plant Conduct of Operations procedure (section 5.9,
AP-002), requires any person discovering a fire to immediately notify the control room. Upon
receipt of notice 'of a fire or annunciation of a fire alarm, the Shift Supervisor implements
additional actions as defined by FPP-002. FPP-002 provides the appropriate actions for alerting
plant personnel (i.e., fire brigade, security and radiation control personnel) and/or other actions
as deemed necessary in accordance to the fire severity.

Communication S stem to Allow Contact With the Control Room

FSAR section 9.5.1.2.3 states that a dedicated radio system is provided for plant operation and
maintenance. The system is powered from a non-class 1E uninterruptible power supply. In
addition, a sound powered telephone system is also available which requires no external power
source. Both the dedicated radio system and the sound powered phone systems are independent
of other communication systems. The locations of both systems are identified on the appropriate
pre-plans, FPP-012.

In summary, SHNPP programs and procedures with regards to the use and location of
extinguishers, reporting fires and communication with the control room is in compliance with
the FIVE/FRSS criteria.
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4.8.3.2 ~li ~ i d

Size of Fire Bri ade

Procedure OMM-001, section 3.3.2 states that at least five fire brigade members are available
for each shift.

Bri ade Members Knowled cable in Plant S stems and 0 erations

FSAR section 9.5.1.5.e states that the fire brigade consists of five persons, at least three of
whom are knowledgeable in the effects of fire on plant operation and safe shutdown capability.
The brigade leader possesses an operator's license or has demonstrated equivalent knowledge
of safety-related systems. In addition, a licensed operator is assigned to each shift to be an
advisor to the brigade.

Annual Ph sical Examinations for Bri ade Members

Each brigade member must comply with the provisions of FPP-009, which establishes the
physical requirements for brigade members, including a respiratory examination.

Minimum E ui ment Provided/Available to Fire Bri ade

Operations Reliability Test procedure, ORT-3001, provides for monthly inspections to maintain
equipment in the fire brigade staging area in a readiness state, which includes the following:

~ ten SCBA's
~ ten spare air bottles
~ three spotlights and spare batteries
~ four 50 foot sections of 1-1/2 inch hose
~ one 1-1/2 inch by 1-1/2 inch gated wye
~ two l-l/2 inch Turbo Jet/TFT nozzle
~ one smoke exhaust fan and accessories
~ one pike pole
~ one pry bar
~ one pick-head axe
~ one braided nitrogen to HVAC line
~ ten life guards
~ one 1-1/2 inch foam nozzle and eductor

In addition to the below minimum equipment levels, each brigade member has been issued
individual turnout clothing.

Accordingly, the SHNPP fire brigade size, plant and system knowledge, physicals and equipment
levels are consistent with the FRSS criteria.
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4.8.3.3 Fire Bri ade Trainin

Initial Classroom'nstruction Pro ram

The fire brigade team training as outlined in section 5.3.b of FPP-016 is required for all brigade
leaders and members. This initial course willbe completed in its entirety prior to assignment
to the fire brigade. Quarterly training sessions are held such that reviews, updates, or advanced
training on major topics of the fire fighting course are repeated every two years. The following
are topics of this initial training which is consistent with the FIVE evaluation methodology:
duties and responsibilities of fire brigade members; chemistry and extinguishment of fire;
portable fire extinguishers; fire hydrants and hose houses; fire protection, systems; flammable
liq'uids and gases; smoke, toxic gas, and radiological hazards; use of fire preplans for hazards,
ventilation controls, and building layout; hands-on use of SCBA, portable fire extinguishers,
fire hose and nozzles; and ventilation.

Practice

The fire brigade hands-on training program is included as part of the fire brigade team training
course. Once per year each fire brigade team receives hands-on structural fire fighting.

Drills

The fire brigade drills, as described in section 8.1 of FPP-016 provides the following factors,
which are consistent with the FIVE evaluation methodology:

(1) Each shift fire brigade team willbe drilled at least once per calendar quarter.

(2) At least one fire drill per year for each shift fire brigade team willbe unannounced.

(3) At least one fire drillper year for each shift fire brigade team willbe conducted on other
than day shift.

(4) At least one fire drill per year will include participation by the off-site fire company.

(5) Each fire brigade team member will participate in every drill for that team and must
participate in at least two drills per year.

(6) Each fire drill willbe preplanned and postcritiqued by the fire protection staff.

(7) Drills will be performed in the plant and varied such that the brigade members are
trained in fighting fires in a variety of safety-related and high hazards areas.

(8) At 3 year intervals, a fire drill willbe critiqued by qualified outside individuals.
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(9) Fire preplans are part of the fire brigade training.

(10) 'ire brigade equipment is routinely surveillanced in accordance with ORT-3001.

Records

In accordance with FPP-001, the manager of the SHNPP training unit is responsible for
implementing and supporting the fire protection program detailed in FPP-016, including
maintaining training records. Section 5.20 "Training" of AP-002 lists items that will'e
included in the training records. This instruction provides a uniform method of identifying,
processing, and retrieving records by the SHNPP training unit. The fire protection staff, which
provides the training, also reviews the records to ensure that all program training goals are being
achieved for each fire brigade member.

In summary, the SHNPP fire brigade training program is in compliance with the FIVE/FRSS
criteria.

4.8.4 Total Environment Equipment Survival

This issue is concerned with the potential effects on plant equipment by combustion products,
spurious or inadvertent fire suppression system activation, and on operator action effectiveness
given a fire at the plant. A summary discussion for each of these is provided below.

Potential Adverse Effects on Plant E ui ment b Combustion Products

The FIVE/FRSS methodology does not provide criteria for assessment of the potential non-
thermal effects of products of combustion on safety/SSD related equipment. For the relatively
short duration of the fire event and early recovery period, these effects are considered to be
insignificant by FIVE. However, the effects of smoke and other combustion byproducts have
been considered in the evaluation of operator recovery actions in the fire PRA. (The potential
effects of smoke, heat and toxic gases on operator effectiveness during post-fire shutdown
scenarios are recognized at SHNPP and appropriate measures have been implemented
accordingly. These include the availability of emergency lighting, SCBA apparatus for
operations and fire brigade personnel, and smoke venting capabilities. Also, the handling of
smoke is considered and is incorporated into the training).

S urious or Inadvertent Fire Su ression Activi

Spurious or inadvertent operation of water-type fire suppression systems was reviewed. The
topic of water spray/runoff has been addressed as an integral part of suppression system design
as indicated by the installed protective features. Key safe shutdown components in areas

provided with water suppression systems are typically protected by appropriate spray
deflectors/baffles, floor drains or similar features where required.
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0 erator Action Effectiveness

1. ~ Post-fire safe shutdown procedures

Two AOPs have been developed regarding fires and safe shutdown. AOP-036 provides
operator actions when a major fire in any plant area may require a plant shutdown, but.

may inhibit normal shutdown procedures. AOP-004 provides operators with remote
shutdown actions when fire, smoke or toxic gas in the control room or adjacent areas

impairs or may impair control room functions.

Operator training in post-fire safe shutdown procedures

Periodic operator training in post-fire shutdown procedures is conducted in accordance
with a procedure which is accredited by INPO. This program requires annual training
with a two year cycle for all AOPs of which post-fire shutdown procedures are
enveloped.

3. Operator Reentry Into Affected Fire Area: Respiratory Protection

Operator effectiveness in smoke-filled areas are addressed in the following manner:

(a) SCBA equipment is provided in the control room and at strategic locations
throughout the plant.

(b) Fixed, battery-backed emergency lighting units are installed along post-fire
shutdown access/egress routes and at equipment operating stations.

(c) AOP-004, section 3.2, steps 25 and 26, addresses smoke with regards to the
control room.

4.S.5 Control System Interactions

AOP-004 provides operators with remote shutdown actions when fire, smoke or toxic gas in the
control room or adjacent areas impairs or may impair control room functions. This procedure
was developed from information obtained from the SHNPP SSA, specific steps are provided to
ensure circuits are physically independent of, or can be isolated from, the control room (or other
area) due to fire. The AOP provides steps to transfer predetermined controls to the ACP. In
addition, a specific caution is provided to transfer to the ACP as soon as possible to minimize
spurious actuation due to control room fires.

In conclusion, the SHNPP alternative shutdown features provide independent remote control and
monitoring features. Therefore, the design of the SHNPP alternative shutdown capabilities is

generally immune to the effects of "control systems interactions" as defined within the scope of
the FIVE methodology.
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4.9 USI A-45 AND OTHER SAFETY ISSUES

For fire induced 'small break LOCAs (stuck open PORV or RCP seal LOCA) and transients, the
AFW system is relied upon to provide decay heat removal through the secondary side. The
MFW system can also be used to provide for decay heat removal. Emergency operating
procedures direct the operations staff to establish MFW flow or flow directly from

the'ondensatesystem by depressurizing the secondary. In case of failure of both the AFW and
MFW systems, feed and bleed operation is required to cool down from the primary side. This
involves the operation of the CSIPs and the PORVs together with the RHR system in'the
recirculation mode.

Tlie unscreened scenarios in this fire PRA result from fires in Switchgear Rooms A and B
(1-A-SWGRA and 1-A-SWGRB) and in the Main Control Room (12-A-CR). The Switchgear
Room A scenario involves the failure of A division powered components which includes one
motor-driven AFW pump and one CSIP. The Switchgear Room B scenario involves the failure
of B division powered components which includes one motor-driven AFW pump, one CSIP and
also the turbine-driven AFW pump. The CDF from these scenarios is thus dominated by
random failures of the opposite division components, notably the motor-driven AFW pump. In
the control room scenarios, CDF is dominated by the HEPs to achieve alternate shutdown from
the ACP. Therefore the importance of the decay heat removal functions is somewhat masked.
However, given successful control from the ACP, potential failures in the decay heat removal
functions are likely to be recovered by operator action.

Since the CDF from fire initiated sequences is relatively low when compared to that for the
other internal event initiators, the contribution to total CDF from fire induced failures of the
decay heat removal system components is not significant. Therefore, the fire PRA confirms the
IPE conclusion that there are no particular vulnerabilities in the systems used to perform decay
heat removal on the basis of the small relative contribution to CDF. Therefore, USI-A-45 is

judged to be. resolved.

The FRSS (NUREG/CR-5088) issues were addressed during the fire analysis (section 4.8). It
was found that each of the issues has been adequately addressed at SHNPP.
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Table 4-1 Qualitative Screening Evaluation for Safe Shutdown Fire Area

Fire Area Fire Area Description Ql SSD
aII'd

SSD
avail

Q2 SCREENED?

1-0-PA

1-0-PB

1-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAI B

1-A-BAL-C

1-A-BATA

I-A-BATB

1-A-CSRA

1-A-CSRB

1-A-EPA ~

1-A-EPB

1-A-SWGRA

1-A-SWGRB

1-D-DGA

1-D-DGB

I-D-DTA

1-D-DTB

5-0-BAL

5-F-BAL

5-S-BAL

5-W-BAL

12-0-TA

12-0-TB

12-A-BAL

12-A-CR

12-A-CRC1

12-A-HV&IR

Diesel Oil Pump A Room

Diesel Oil Pump B Room

Reactor Aux. Building Balance Area A

Reactor Aux. Building Balance Area B

Reactor Aux. Building Balance Area C

Battery Room A

Battery Room B

Cable Spreading Room A

Cable Spreading Room B

Electrical Penetration Area A

Electrical Penetration Area B

Switchgear Room A

Switchgear Room B

Diesel Generator A

Diesel Generator B

Diesel Gen. Day Tank A Enclosure

Diesel Gen. Day Tank B Enclosure

Diesel Oil Storage Tank Area Balance

Fuel Ha'ndling Building Balance

ESW Intake Screening Structure Balance

Waste Processing Building Balance

Diesel Oil Storage Tank A

Diesel Oil Storage Tank B

Reactor Auxiliary Building Balance

Main Control Room

Control Room Complex

Heating, Ventilating, and Instr. Repair

N

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2,3

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2,
3,4

1,2,
3,4

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

ACP

ACP

ACP

N
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Table 4-1 Qualitative Screening Evaluation for Safe Shutdown Fire Area

Fire Area Fire Area Description SSD
affd

SSD
avail

SCREENED?

1-0-PA

12-I-ESWPA

12-I-ESWPB

TG

Diesel Oil Pump A Room

Emergency Service Water Pumps lA

Emergency Service Water Pumps 1B

Turbine Generator

Screenin uestions:

Q1: Does this area contah SSD equipment required to achieve hot standby?

SSD affd: Safe Shutdown Division(s) affected by fire in this area
SSD avail: Safe Shutdown Division available for shutdown in the event of fire in this area (ACP ~ AuxiliaryControl

Panel; see note B)

Q2: Is there a requirement for plant shutdown given an initiating fire event with normal alternate path unavailable?
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Fire Compartment

I-A-4-CHFB

1-A-4-CHF A

Table 4-2: Qualitative Screening of Fire Compartments

Elevation QI Q2

1-A-BAI A FIRE AREA261'61'creened
2 / Comments

No, however, see Note I

1-A-4-COM I

I-A-4-CHFC

1-A-3-COR

1-A-3-MP

1-A-34-RHXA

HP STORAGE RM A-467C

CHARGING PUMP 1A-SA

CHARGING PUMP 1C-SAB

CHARGING PUMP IB-SB

SPARE ROOM A-467

1-A-34-RHXB

1-A-3-PB

BORIC ACID XFER PUMP

1-A-3-COMB

LETDOWN HXCH AREA

1-A-3-COM E

I-A-3-COMI

HV AREA

MECH. PENETRATION AREA

1-A-2-MP

1-A-2-PT

1-A-1-PA

1-A-1-FD

1-A-1-ED

1-A-1-PB

1-A-3-TA

1-A-4-TA

261'61'36'36'36'36'36'36'36'36'36'36'36'36'36'36'36'36'36'16'16'90'90'90'90'36'61'

N

N

Y

N

No, however, see Note 1

No, howcvcr, see Note 1

No, however, see Note 1

No, however, see Note 1

No, however, sec Note I

No, however, see Note I

No, however, see Note 1

Yes
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Table 4-2: Qualitative Screening of Fire Compartments

Fire Compartment Elevation Ql Q2

1-A-BAL-BFIRE AREA

Screened 2 I Comments

1-A-5-HVA
286'-A-5-HV3

1-A-5-CEH

1-A-5-BATN

I-A-4-CHLR

1-A-4-COR

286'86'86'61'61' N

N
Yes'o,

however, see Note 2

1-A-46-ST
261'-305'OLUME

CONTROL TANK

1-A-4-COM B

BORIC ACID TANKAREA

VALVEGALLERY-A

261'61'61'61'o,
however, see Note 1

No, however, see Note I

VALVEGALLERY-8

1-A-4-COM-E-E

I-A-4-COM-E-W

261'61'61'

N Yes

Screenin uestions:

Q1: Are there safe shutdown equipment located in the compartment?

Q2: Is there a plant trip initiator in the compartment?

Notes

The safe shutdown equipment present in this compartment are not risk significant in terms of PSA modeling.
Therefore a fire in the compartment can be modeled as a transient with all SSD equipment (including offsite power)
available. Since the fire frequencies in these compartments are very small when compared with the PSA turbine trip
frequency, these scenarios can easily be bounded by the PSA transient initiators, and therefore fires in these
comparunents can be screened out.

Fires in this compartment can lead to a loss of a non-vital DC bus (DP-1A), which would result in a plant trip due
to effects on the secondary plant equipment. This trip is complicated by a loss ofoffsite power due to a loss ofcontrol
power to the breakers, which must reposition to transfer plant electrical buses from the main generator to offsite AC
power through the startup transformers. However, this initiator is covered by the loss of offsite power initiator in
the PSA and can therefore be screened out.
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Table 4-'3: Fire, Ignitiori Frequencies for SHNPP Fire Areas and Compartments ''-,

Fire Area

I-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL'-C

I-A-5-BATN

I-0-PA

I-0-PB

I-A-BATA

I-A-BATB

I-A-CSRA

I-A-CSRB

I-A-EPA

I-A-EPB

I-A-SWGRA

I-A-SWGRB

I-D-DGA

I-D-DGB

I-D-DTA

I-D-DTB

5-0-BAL

5-F-BAL

5-S-BAL

5-W-BAL

12-0-TA

12-0-TB

12-A-BAL

12-A-CR

12-A-CRC I

Description

RAB Balance South —Area A

RAB Balance South-Area B

RAB Balance South —Area C

Battery Room Neutral

Diesel Oil Pump Room A

Diesel Oil Pump Room B

Battery Room A

Battery Room B

Cable Spreading Room A

Cable Spreading Room B

Electrical Penetration Area A

Electrical Penetration Area B

Switchgear Room A

Switchgear Room B

Diesel Generator A

Diesel Generator B

DG Day Tank Room A

DG Day Tank Room B

Diesel Oil Storage Tank Area Balance

Fuel Handling Building Balance

ESW Intake Screening Structure Balance

Waste Processing Building Balance

Diesel Oil Storage Tank A

Diesel Oil Storage Tank B

RAB Building Balance North

Main Control Room

Control Room Complex

Ignition Fr'equency Qv') .

3.53E-2

1.03E-2

4.18E-3

1.19E-3

1.34E-4

1.34E-4

1.19E-3

1.19E-3

5.00E-4

3.85E-4

2.93E-3

1.49E-3

1.33E-2

1.26E-2

3.06E-2

3.06E-2

1.34E-4

1.34E-4

1.70E-4

7.82E-3

3.54E-3

Screened out in Phase I

1.34E-4

1.34E-4

5A6E-3

5.88E-3

1.13E-2



Table 4-3: Fire Ignition Frequencies for SHNPP Fire Areas and Compartments

Fire Area

12-A-HV&IR

12-I-ESWPA

12-I-g$ WPB

TG

I-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-A

I-A»BAL-A

I-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-A

Description

HVAC & Instrument Repair Shop

ESW Pump Room A

ESW Pump Room B

Turbine Building

Compartment 1-A-4-CHF B

Comparunent I-A-4-CHFA

Compartment I-A-4-COMI

Comparunent 1-A-4-CHFC

Compartment 1-A-3-COR

Compartment 1-A-3-MP

Compartment I-A-34-RHXA

HP STORAGE RM A-467C

CHG PUMP IA-SA

CHG PUMP IC-SAB

CHG PUMP 1B»SB

SPARE ROOM A-467

Compartment I-A-34-RHXB

Compartment 1-A-3-PB

BORIC ACID TRANSFER PUMP

Compartment 1-A-3-COMB

LETDOWN HXCH AREA

Compartment 1-A-3-COME

Comparunent 1-A-3-COMI

HV AREA

MECH PEN AREA

Compartment I-A-2-MP

Compartment I-A-2-PT

Compartment 1-A-I-PA

Compartment 1-A-1-FD

Ignition Frequericy (yr ')

1.96E-3

3.36E-3

3.36E-3

6.35E-2

3.67E-4

4.75E-4

2.05E-4

4.46E-4

2.39E-4

9.08E-4

2.61E-4

7.27E-5

9.36E-4

9.75E-4

9.36E-4

4.06E-5

2.60E-4

7.32E-3

1.97E-3

1.28E-3

1.30E-4

4.62E-4

1.37E-3

1.37E-3

6.72E-4

3.53E-3

4.85E-4

2.05E-3

1.30E-4
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, Table.4-3: Fire Ignition Frequencies for SHNPP Fire Areas and Compartments

Fire Area

I-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-A

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL-B

I-A-BAL-B

Description

Compartment I-A-I-ED

Comparunent I-A-I-PB

Compartment I-A-3-TA

Compartment I-A-5-HVA

Compartment I-A-5-HV3

Compartment I-A-5-CEH

Compartment I-A-5-BATN

Compartment I-A-4-CHLR

Compartment I-A-4-COR

Compartment I-A-46-ST

VOL CTR TANK

Compartment I-A-4-COMB

BORIC ACID TANKAREA

VALVEGALLERYA

VALVEGALLERYB

Compartment I-A-4-COME-E

Compartment I-A4-COME-W

Ignition Frequency (yr!)

1.30E-4

2.06E-3

4.85E-4

4.30E-3

7.52E-4

2.60E-4

1.30E-3

5.91E-3

2.56E-4

3.41E-4

9.45E-5

3.34E-4

9.79E-5

1.90E-4

1.26E-4

6.53E-4
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Table 4-4: Summary Quantitative Screening Results for SIINPP,FIre Areas and Compartments

Fire Area .:--='-:-:-'-: Ignition Frequ'ency
:, ":"yr'I),

Screeriing CCDP , Screenmg CDF,,- „'-'; '. ''>i"'„":;:.; ', Comments 'creening'tatus
."=.

1-A-BAL-A

1-A-BAL-B

1-A-BAL-C

1-A-5-BATN

1-0-PA

I-0-PB

1-A-BATA

1-A-BATB

1-A-CSRA

1-A-CSRB

1-A-EPA

1-A-EPB

I-A-SWGRA

1-A-SWGRB

3.53E-2

1.03E-2

4.18E-3

1.19E-3

1.34'.34'.19E-3

1.19E-3

5.00'.85'.93E-3

1.49E-3

1.33E-2

1.26E-2

4.3E-2

1.07'.07'.22EQ

6.1'.8E-3

5.86E-3

6.23E-3

6.31E-3

8.99E-3

1.8ER

1.27E-7

1.43E-8

1.63E-8

7.3E-7

3.4E-6

2.9E-6

2.4E-6

1.85E-5

1.34E-5

Broken up into compartments

Broken up into compartments

CCDP dominated by the potential fire-
induced spurious closing of AOV 1RH-20.
If this valve fails in the fail-safe position, or
ifcabling for the valve is not affected, the
CCDF drops to 7.0E-3

CCDP conservatively assumes unisolated
spurious open PORV with A division power
failed

CCDP conservatively assumes unisolated
spurious open PORV with B division power
failed

Too many components/cabling in area. Will
not screen quantitatively

Too many. components/cabling in area. Will
not screen quantitatively

n/a

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
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Table 4-4: Summary Quantitative Screening Results'for SHNPP Fire Ate'as and Compartments

Fire Area Ignition Frequency
(yr i)

Screening CCDP,:., Screening CDF, ..
'- Comments Screening

Status

1-D-DGA

1-D-DGB

1-D-DTA

1-D-DTB

5-0-BAL

5-F-BAL

5-S-BAL

12-0-TA

12-0-TB

12-A-BAL

12-A-CR

12-A-CRC1

12-A-HV&IR

3.06E-2

3.06E-2

1.34'.34'.70'.82E-3

3.54E-3

1.34E4

L34ER

5.46E-3

5.88E-3

1.13E-2

1.96E-3

7.2'.2E4

1.07'07EP

L07EP

3.64E-5

1.45'.07'.07'.64E-5

1.13'.2E-7

1.9E-7

1.43E-8

1.43E-8

1.82E-8

2.85E-7

5.14E-7

1.43E-8

1.43E-8

1.99E-7

2.21E-7

A check of CWDs show that the only aA'ect

of 1A-SA cabling in the area is on EDG A
and auxiliaries. The lA-SA bus itself is not
failed, and offsite power will still be
available to the bus. The fire will probably
not even result in a plant trip.

A check of CWDs show that the only affect
of IB-SB cabling in the area is on EDG B
and auxiliaries. The 1B-SB bus itself is not
failed, and offsite power will still be
available to the bus. The fire will probably
not even result in a plant trip.

See section 4.6.3 for quantification

See section 4.6.3 for quantification

N

N
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Table 4-4: Summary Quantitative Screening Results for'SHNPP Fire Areas and Compartnients

FIre Area

12-I-ESWPA

12-I-ESWPB

TG

I-A-4-CHFA

I-A-4-COM I

I-A-3-COR

I-A-3-MP

I-A-34-RHXA

Chg Pump IA-SA
Area

Chg Pump IC-SAB
Area

Chg Pump IB-SB
Area

1-A-34-RHXB

I-A-3-PB

1-A-3-COMB

Ignition Frequency''r')
3.36E-3

3.36E-3

6.35E-2

4.75'.05'.39'.08'.6IER

9.36'.75'.36'.60'.32E-3

1.28E-3

Screening CCDP

1.09'.32'.43E-3

1.7ER

1.7EQ

1.2E-2

3.8E-2

1.5E-5

1.5E-5

1.5E-5

2.2'.0

Screening CDF

3.66E-7

4.45E-7

5.35'.1E-S

3.5E-8

I.IE-5

9.9EA

1.4E-S

1.5E-S

1.4E-8

5.7E-S

1.3E-3

Comments-

Calculation of CCDP assumed that operator
would not actuate SI signal but would .

manually align and start all components to
prevent charging pump suction failure

Calculation of CCDP assumed that operator
would not actuate SI signal but would
manually align and start all components to
prevent charging pump suction failure

Too many components/cabling in area. Will
not screen quantitatively

Too many components/cabling in area. Will
not screen quantitatively

Seal LOCA results with no injection source
to mitigate

Screening
Status

N

N

N

N

N

N
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Table 4-4: Summary Quantitative Screening Results for SHNPP Fire Areas and Compartments

Fire Area

I-A-3-COME

I-A-3-COM I

Mech Pen Area

I-A-2-MP

I-A-I-PA

I-A-I-FD

I-A-I-ED

I-A-I-PB

I-A-3-TA

I-A-5-HVA

I-A-5-HV3

I-A-4-CHLR

I-A-4-COR

I-A-46-ST

I-A-4-COMB

Valve Gallery A

Ignition Frequency
(yr')

4.62E4

1.37E-3

6.72E4

3.53E-3

2.05E-3

1.30E4

1.30E4

2.06E-3

4.85E4

4.30E-3

7.52E4

5.91E-3

2.56E4

3.41E4

3.34E4

1.90E4

Screening CCDP

1.0

1.7E-3

2.2E-3

7.2E4

7.3E-S

I.SE-S

I.SE-S

5.9E-S

5.4E4

1.0

2.0E4

2.0E4

1.4E4

1.3E4

Screening CDF,

4.6E4

2.3E-6

I.SE-6

2.5E-6

I.SE-7

2.0E-9

2.0E-9

1.2E-7

2.6E-7

4.3E-3

I.SE-7

S.IE-8

4.8E4

2.5E-8

:: Comments ~

v

Seal LOCA results with no injection source
to mitigate

Dominant failure is random failure of PORV
block valve to close for isolation of spurious
PORV opening. CCDP = 2.6E4 (CDF =
3.6E-7 ifno spurious PORV openings)

Seal LOCA results with no injection source
to mitigate

Too many components/cabling in area. Will
not screen quantitatively

Too many components/cabling in area. Will
not screen quantitatively

Screening
Status

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N
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Table 4-4: Summary Quantitative Screening Results foi SHNPP Fire Areas and Compartments

Fire Area

1-A-4-COME E

I-A4-COME W

-Ignition Frequency
(yr')

6.53'.90'creening

CCDP

1.0

5.5E-2

Screening CDF-

6.5EP

3.2E-5

Comments

Seal LOCA results with no injection source
to mitigate

Screening
Status

N
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Table 4-5: Summary Results for the Detailed Fire Evaluation

Area/
Compartment

Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
(per year)

1-A-EPA See section 4.6.2.1 for details. 5.5E-7

The significant contributors'to the fire frequency are electrical cabinets,
transients, welding/ordinary combustibles, welding/cables, and junction
boxes. Fire originating in junction boxes and in cables due to welding can be
ruled out because of the use of IPEEE 383 cables.

Electrical Cabinets: It was shown the risk significant electrical cabinets in
this area are the MCCs. Because of the construction of the cabinets, it was
concluded that damage from MCC fires in this area will be limited to the loss
of the MCC itself, with no fire propagation postulated. The frequency of
MCC fires that develop beyond the incipient stage is 3.4ER. Conservatively
assuming that a fire in a MCC would lead to loss of all A power division
supported components, the CCDP is 1.44E-3. Thus screening CDFec =
5.2E-7 per year.

Transients: The frequency of a significant fire induced by transient ignition
sources was calculated to be 2.5E-7 per year. Therefore, even before
accounting for the CCDP, this scenario was screened out.

Weldln and Cuttin Fires: The frequency for a manually unsuppressed
welding or cutting fire was calculated to be 3.9E4 per year. Conservatively
assuming that a fire in a MCC would lead to loss of all equipment in the area
(all division A components), and assuming a fire induced spurious open
PORV, the CCDP is 5.9E-3. Thus the screening CD+„= 2.3E-8 per year.

I-A-EPB

Total Screenin CDF: CDF~ = CDFKc + CDFw„= 5.5E-7 per year

This fire area is similar to area I-A-EPA with the exception that the area
contains two fire panels. However, these fire panels are well sealed and
cables to the panels are routed through conduits and enter the panels through
sealed penetrations. Thus, the frequency of fire induced damage was
considered to be similar for that postulated for I-A-EPA. The following fire
damage states were postulated for this fire area:

3.5E-S

Loss of IB24 MCC: The frequency for the loss of this MCC was calculated
to be 3.6EP. Given a CCDP of 9.3E-7, the CDF is:
CDFec = 3.6EQ ~ 9.3E-7 = 3.3E-IO per year

Loss of All Com onents and Cablin in the Fire Area: As was in the case
for fire area 1-A-EPA, unsuppressed welding and cutting induced fires was
the only contributor to this fire damage state with a frequency of occurrence
which is greater than IE-6. The frequency of this fire damage state was
estimated to be 3.9E-6 per year. It was conservatively assumed that this FDS
result in the total loss of all equipment in this area with a CCDP of 9.0E-3.
Therefore, the contribution to the CDF, CD@i, is:
CDF~i = 3.9E-6 * 9.0E-3 = 3.5E-S per year

Total Screenin CDF: The total contribution of the FDS's in this fire area is:
CDFr ~ CDFNli: + CDFec 3.5E-S + 3.3E-10 ~ 3.5E-8 per year.



Table 4-5: Summary Results for the Detailed Fire Evaluation

" Area/
Compartment

Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
(per year)

1-A-SWGRB See section 4.6.2.2 for details. 4.0E-6

The significant contributors to the fire frequency are electrical cabinets,
transients, and welding/ordinary combustibles.

Electrical Cabinets: Electrical cabinet fires were divided into two scenarios.
The first is one where fires originate in the 6.9 kV and 480V buses and are
confined within the cabinets either due to the physical characteristics of the
cabinet or due to the successful suppression of the fires before they can
ignite/ damage cables routed in close vicinity of the cabinets. The impact of
these fires is limited to loss of the fire source (i.e. one cabinet). The
significant fires are those that lead to the loss of the 1B-SB AC Emergency
Bus and the total frequency of such fires was estimated to be 7.3EA per year.
The CDF contribution is 1.1E-6 per year.

The second scenario consists of fires originating in any bus that is not
suppressed during phase 1 of its development. The impact of such fires was
assumed to be loss of the entire division B safe shutdown path. With an
ignition frequency of 3.5E-3, a probability of suppression failure of 0.1, and
a CCDP of 7.1E-3, the contribution of these fires to CDF was estimated to
be 2.5E-6 per year. In addition, these fires could also result in loss of offsite
power to bus 1A-SA ifoperator recovery actions are unsuccessful. For this
case, the HEP was evaluated to be 1E-2, the CCDP to be 7.5E-2, and the
resultant CDF to by 2.6E-7 per year.

The total risk from electrical cabinet fires, CDFec, was therefore estimated to
be 1.1E-6 + 2.5E-6 + 2.6E-7 = 3.9E-6 per year.

Transients: The frequency of a significant fire induced by transient ignition
sources was calculated to be 6.3E-7 per year. Therefore, even before
accounting for the CCDP, this scenario can be screened out.

Weldin and Cuttin Fires: The frequency for a manually unsuppressed
welding or cutting fire was calculated to be 1.3E-5 per year. Conservatively
assuming that a fire in a MCC would lead to loss of all B power division
supported components, and assuming a fire induced spurious open PORV, the
CCDP is 6.23E-3. Thus the screening CDF„i, = 8.1E-8 per year.

1-A-SWGRA

Total Screenin CDF: CD' CDFzc + CD'„~ 4.0EA per year

From a fire hazard analysis point of view, this area is almost identical to area
1-A-SWGRB. The postulated FDS's for this area are:

3.1E4

FDS ASG1: These are fires in the 6.9kV or 480V busses that are suppressed
in the incipient stage. Damage is limited to the loss of the bus itself. The
consequence of these fires was conservatively assumed to be the loss of the
1A-SA emergency bus and the total frequency of such fires was estimated to
be 7.3EP per year. With a CCDP of 6.05E4, the CDF for this scenario
was calculated to be 4.4E-7 per year.
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Table 4-5: Summary Results for the Detailed Fire Evaluation

'rea/
Compartment

1-A-SWGRA
(continued)

Summary Description of Analysis Findings

FDS ASG2: These are fires originating in any bus that is not suppressed

during phase 1 of its development. The impact of such fires was assumed to
be loss of the entire division A of safe shutdown path. With a FDS
frequency of 3.5EP and a CCDP of 7.5E-3, the contribution of these fires to
CDF is 2.6E-6 per year.

Screening CDF
(per year)

FDS ASG3: These are welding and cutting fires which are unsuppressed.
The FDS frequency is 1.3E-5 per year. Fire damage to the worst case group
of components would conservatively leadto a loss of all A power division
supported components, and assuming a fire-induced spurious open PORV, the

CCDP is 5.86E-3. Thus the screening CDF 7.6E-8 per year.

1-A-4-CHLR

Total Screenin CDF: CD' CDF~, + CDF~ + CDF~= 3.1E-6
per year

See section 4.6.2.3 for details. 4.3E-7

The significant contributors to the fire frequency are electrical cabinets,

pumps, transients, welding/ordinary combustibles, welding/cables, ventilation
systems and junction boxes. Fire originating in junction boxes and in cables
due to welding were ruled out because of the use of IPEEE 383 cables. Fires
from transients were screened out because of the low frequency.

Electrical Cabinets: Because of the construction of the cabinets, it was
concluded that fire damage will be limited to the loss of the cabinet itself,
with no fire propagation and hot gas layer effects postulated. Finally, fires in
cabinets in this area were screened out because the cabinets contain only
limited SSD functions and failure of a single cabinet was not risk significant.

~Pum s: The pumps in the area are small pumps with a limited combustible
loading. In addition, there are no intervening combustibles in the vicinity of
the pumps. Therefore, fires in these pumps are not risk significant.

N

Weidin and Cuttin Fires: Three fire damage states were postulated: FDS
CHLR1 with a frequency of 7.4EA consist of fires that are manually
suppressed in the incipient stage. The risk from this FDS is negligible.

FDS CHLR2 represent fires that are beyond the incipient growth stage and
are suppressed by the automatic suppression system. The frequency for this
FDS was calculated to be 3.0E-5 per year. Conservatively assuming that this
FDS would lead to loss of all B division components, the CCDP is 3.9E-3.
Thus the screening CDFcuUu ~ 3.0E-5 * 3.9E-3 ~ 1.2E-7 per year.

FDS CHLR3 represents unsuppressed fires. COMPBRN models for transient
fires show that cables routed more than 9' above the fire source will not
sustain damage. Since cables in this area are generally routed in cable trays
that are located approximately 20 to 30 feet above the floor elevation,
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Table 4-5: Summary Results for the Detailed Fire Evaluation

» Areal
Compartment

Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
"(per year)

I-A-4-CHLR transient fires originating at floor elevation of this fire compartment will not
cause damage to the cables routed in this compartment. Conservatively
assuming that the probability of welding/ ordinary combustible induced fires
occurring close to significant combustibles in this area is 0.5 (i.e. 50% of
floor area), the frequency of such fires was estimated to be 3:IE-7 per year.
The CCDP was then assumed to be 1.0 based on the failure of all cabling in
the area. Therefore, CDFcuUu = 3.1E-7 ~ 1. = 3.1E-7peryear

Ventilation S stems: Since there are no cable trays within 10'f an AHU,
fire propagation was ruled out. Also the effects of hot gas layer was deemed
not credible. AHU fires were considered non-significant since fire damage is
limited to the source of the fire itself.

I-A-BATB

Total Screenin CDF: CD'. ~ CDFc„ou + CDFc„Uu 4.3E-7 per year

Based on the ISDS, the ignition frequency of 1.2E-3 per year is dominated by
battery initiated fires. Data from NSAC 178L shows that all four cases of
bauery room fires were manually suppressed before there was significant
damage to equipment in the room. Conservatively assuming that the next fire
will be unsuppressed and will lead to unavailability of all components in the
area (CCDP ~ 2.8E-3), the screening CDF was estimated as:

6.7E-7

I-A-BAL-C

CDF = 1.2E-3 ~ 0.2 '.8E-3 = 6.7E-7 per year.

Based on the ISDS, the significant contributors to the ignition frequency (per
year) for this area are: electrical cabinets (3.69E-3), fans/HVAC (1.54'),
transients (7.83E-5), and welding/ ordinary combustibles (1.55'). Fires
originating from junction boxes and cable fires due to welding were not
considered since all area cables meet the qualification requirements of
IEEE-383.

3.7E-7
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Table 4-Si Summary Results for the Detailed Fire Evaluation

Area/
Compartment

Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screenhg CDF
(per year)

1-A-BAL-C
(continued)

Electricai Cabinets: Because of the construction of the cabinets, it was

concluded that fires originating in these cabinets would not propagate to the
outside and that the impact of fires originating in electrical cabinets located in
this fire area would be limited to the loss of the fire source only. The risk
from fires originating in and confined to a single cabinet was'considered to be

bounded by the risk calculated in the internal events PSA for the loss of
important buses or MCCs. Thus, no further evaluation was considered
necessary.

~Fans s/AC: Based on information and dam from NSAC//78L and

NSAC/181, it was concluded that fires in ventilation subsystems located in
this area would not be capable of propagating to overhead cable trays unless

there are additional transient combustibles available to fuel the fire. Thus,
the frequency of fires capable of propagating beyond the fans, F„, is given
by: F„= F« * U '„, where F« is the ignition frequency, U is the

probability that a transient combustible will be located in an area close

enough such that the heat from the fire can ignite the transient, and P„ is the

probability that the transient will be exposed. From NSAC 181, transient
materials located within a radius of 2.8 feet of an AC unit will be ignited.
Thus, U = (2.8'2.8~3.14)/(3591) = 6.9E-3, where 3591 is the total area of
the I-A-BAL-Cfire area.

The probability of a critical combustible loading being exposed was calculated
based on the SHNPP combustible storage and handling program and FIVE
recommendations and a value of 0.1 was obtained. Therefore,
F,i = 1.54' 6.9E-3 *0.1 = 1.1E-7 per year.

Since this frequency is less than IE4 per year, the risk from this type of
fires was not considered any further.

Transients and weldin /ordina combustibles: The core damage frequency,
CDF, is given by: CDF = F„* U ~ CCDP„vid, where F„is the ignition
frequency, U is the probability that a fire will occur in a location such that
the overhead cables could sustain damage, and CCDP«vid is the conditional
core damage probability given the loss of cables and components located in
this fire area.
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Table 4-5: Summary Results for the Detailed Fire Evaluation

'rea/
Compartment

Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
(per year)

1-A-BAL-C
(continued)

All transient ignition source induced fires were considered as severe. Thus,
the frequency of transients induced fires is 7.83E-S. Based on the discussion
presented in section 4.6.2.1.2, only those welding/ordinary combustibles
induced fires that are not manually suppressed in their incipient stage are
considered as being severe. Therefore the ISDS frequency can be reduced by
a factor of 20 to 7.75E-6 per year. Thus, Fit ~ 7.83E-S + 7.75'
8.61E-S per year.

Based on the generic COMPBRN models, cables located 9'" above the
largest transient combustibles induced fires would not sustain damage. Since
SSD cables in this area are routed more that 15'bove the floor elevation, an
ignition source has to be located 5'bove the floor elevation to be risk
significant. Based on the layout of the fire area, occurrence of such a fire is
not likely, however, a 10% probability (i.e. U~0.1) was assigned to this
parameter. The CDF is thus: CDF 8.61E-S ~ 0.1 ~ 4.3E-2 3.7E-7
per year, where CCDPuva 4.3E-2 was obtained from a PSA quantification
which assumed that all equipment with cabling in the area are failed.

1-A-CSRA

Total Screenin CDF: CD' CDF 3.7E-7 per year

The only significant ignition source in this fire area is a division A alternate
shutdown transfer panel. With an ignition frequency of 1.6EQ per year, the
bounding CDF assuming the loss of all division A components (CCDP ~
1.4E-3) is 2.2E-7 per year.

2.2E-7

I-A-CSRB

The impact of self-ignited cable fires and cable fires due to welding as well
as fires at cable junction boxes was not considered to be significant. The
impact of these types of fires are limited to the loss of one cable, i.e. the
ignition source itselF. The impact of welding and cuning fires, as well as,
impact of the transient fires on the cabling routed in this areas was also
considered to be insignificant unless these ignition sources were to ignite
transient combustibles. The impact of fires involving transient combustibles
were screened out based on low frequency of such fires in the area +he
ignition frequencies for both the transient and welding/ordinary combustible
fires are less than 1E4 per year, therefore, CDF is much lower than this.)

This area is similar to 1-A-CSRA. The bounding CDF from a transfer panel
fire was calculated assuming the loss of all division B components (CCDP =
3.9E-3) as 1.6EC * 3.9E-3 ~ 6.2E-7 per year. Similar to 1-A-CSRA, the
contribution from the other ignition sources was negligible.

6.2E-7
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Table 4-S: Summary Results for the Detailed Fire Evaluation

'rea/
Compartment

Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
(per year)

TG

1-A-3-COR

Ifa fire fails all equipment in this area, PRA results show that the major
contributor to the CDF is a fire induced loss of offsite power event. Based
on the walkdown observations, fires originating from the condensate booster
pumps, turbine oil reservoir, and the MFW pumps are thc only major
potential threats to the off-site power cabling. The automatic fire suppression
system in the area will provide coverage for each of these ignition sources.
The frequency of fires that will affect offsite power cabling was estimated
from the ISDS as 5.0E-3 per year. Using a probability of failure to
automatic suppression of 0.02 (NSAC 179L), and a CCDP of 8.4E-3 (PSA
reguantiftcation assuming loss of all TG building components), the CDF was
calculated as: CD+ = 5.0E-3 '.02 '.4E-3 = 8.4E-7 per year

The ISDS shows that the only contributors to ignition frequency in this area
are transients (7.83E-5 per year) and welding/ordinary combustibles (1.21EC
per year). The combustible loading for this compartment is negligible (about
6200 Btu/ft') and an area walkdown showed that the combustible materials
are well scauered.

8.4E-7

negligible

The majority of cables in this fire compartment are routed more than
15'bove

the floor elevation and a significant quantity of these cables are
contained within conduits. Cables for the 480V bus 1B3-SB and ESW pump
B are wrapped and conduits containing cables for the 480V bus IA3-SA are
routed above a room in this fire compartment.

1-A-3-MP

Generic COMPBRN models show that the largest typical transient induced
fires would not damage cabling routed more 9'" above the fire source.
Thus, for reasons discussed above, the likelihood of cable damage from a
transient induced fire in this area is negligible.

The arguments presented for area 1-A-3-COR are also applicable for this
area. One exception is the presence of ventilation system components located
in this fire comparunent. However, the combustible loading in these AHUs
is minimal and area walkdowns show that are no cable trays located within
10'f them. Therefore the probability of fire propagation is negligible and
the impact of fires originating in any AHU was considered to be limited to
loss of the fire source only.

negligible
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Table 4-5: Summary Results for the Detailed Fire Evaluation

'real
Compartment

Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
(per year)

I-A-34-RHXA Based on the ISDS, significant contributors to the ignition frequency in this
area are: one fire protection panel (1.44'er year); transients (7.83E-5 per
year); welding/ordinary combustibles (2.48E-5 pe'r year). A walkdown of the

area showed that (based on the locations of the potential ignition sources and
the location of the combustibles) only a very large fire induced by plant wide
ignition sources and involving transient combustibles would be able to cause
significant damage in this compartment.

4.6E-8

Because of the policy on transient combustibles in this area, the frequency of
significant transient ignition source induced fires is negligible (approximately
1E-7 per year). Thus, transients ignition sources were also screened from
further evaluation.

1-A-3-PB

The frequency of welding/ordinary combustibles induced fires, capable of
spreading, was calculated to be 1.2'er year. It was conservatively
assumed that such a fire would disable all components with cabling in this
compartment. The resultant CCDP is 3.8E-2, and the screening CDF was
calculated as: CDF = 1.2E-6 '.8E-2 = 4.6E-8 per year.

According to the ISDS, the significant contributors to the ignition frequency
for the area are: electrical cabinets (1.06E-3 per year), pumps (5.18E-3 per
year), ventilation systems (2.32'er year), welding/ ordinary combustibles
(6.43'er year), and transients (6.11E-5 per year).

6.1E-7

(continued on next page)
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Table 4-5: Summary Results for the Detailed Fire Evaluation

Area/
Compartment

Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
(per year)

1-A-3-PB
(continued)

Electrical Cabinets: In this area, these consist of two electrical cabinets as
well as several instrument rack cabinets. However, based on the physical
characteristics (e.g. size, openings in the cabinets, etc.) of these cabinets and
relative location of other combustibles (e.g. cable trays) with respect to these
cabinets, none were judged to be significant fire hazards. Thus, the
contribution of this ignition source was judged to be to be negligible and no
further evaluation was performed.

~Pum s: Several pumps are located in this fire area. In most cases, dikes
around the pumps will prevent spread of potential oil spills. A COMPBRN
model developed to determine the impact of a fire originating from a pump
on the safe shutdown related cabling routed in close vicinity of a pump
predicted that cables routed in trays located 2'rom the edge of the fire
source will not sustain damage. Since there are no cable trays routed directly
above the pumps in this area, it was concluded that the impact of a fire
originating from a pump, that does not ignite any transient combustibles,
would be limited to the loss of the pump only. The risk associated with the
loss of a single pump was not considered to be risk significant and no further
evaluation was performed for this cases.

However, fires originating from a pump that spread by igniting transient
combustibles can potentially damage cables routed in this fire compartment.
The following scenario was postulated. It involves a fire originating at a

pump which propagates by igniting exposed transient combustibles left in
close vicinity. It was conservatively postulated that such fires will disable
cables routed in the X1803 and P1803 cables trays (i.e. train B related cable
trays) on the basis that these cables are routed close to the pumps. However,
these fires were not postulated to damage division A related cabling or
components if the automatic fire protection system successfully actuates.
Detection and suppression of fires before spread to division A related cabling
or components was deemed likely because:

1) cables related with division A of safe shutdown are routed at least
13'way

from the division B cable trays and more than 15'way from the
pumps. Therefore, direct effects will be unlikely and the major source of
heat for the A division cable trays is from the hot gas layer formed as a result
of the fire. This hot gas layer would be formed uniformly throughout the
compartment and the temperature will be higher near the ceiling where the
heat detectors are located. Since the damage temperature for cables is

significantly higher than the actuation temperature of the heat detectors, fire
will be detected well before division A rehted cabling could be damaged.

2) Division A and B pumps are either separated from each other by partial
height partial width walls or are located at opposite ends of the fire
compartment. Thus, it was again judged that the major source of heat for
redundant pumps is the fire induced hot gas layer. Based on the same
argument presented for the cables, it was concluded that fire detection and
suppression system will take place before more than one pump is damaged.

(continued on next page)
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Table 4-5: Summary Results for the Detailed Fire Evaluation

Areal
Compartment

Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
(per year)

I-A-3-PB
(continued)

Based on the above discussion, the following FDSs were postulated:

FDS 3PBI—This represents the impact of successfully suppressed fires
originating from the AFW pump IB-SB and involving transient combustibles.
The impact of these fires is judged to be limited to the loss of the pump itself
and cables associated with the B division of safe shutdown routed in this fire
compartment. This impact is assumed to be represented by the loss of B
division of power (CCDP=3.89E-3).

Since there are 6 pumps in the area, the frequency of fires originating from a

pump, F<, is = 5.18E-3 I 6 = 8.6E4 per year. The frequency of
propagation of these fires by involving transient combustibles, F<, is:

F<~F<~p~w~u,

where p is the probability of exposed combustibles being present, w is the
probability that the presence of exposed combustibles is not detected between
fire inspection (house keeping) walkdowns, and u, is the probability that a
transient fire is located in range of that can be ignited by a pump.

The parameter "p" was evaluated based on the SHNPP combustible storage
and handling program and FIVE recommendations, and a value of 0.1 was
obtained. Parameter "w" was assigned a value of 4.5E-5 based on the
discussion on transient ignition sources provided in Section 4.6.2.1, and u,
was conservatively assumed to be 1. Thus: F< = 8.6E4 '.1 ~ 4.5E-3 * I
= 3.9E-7 per year

Using a suppression probability of 0.02, the CDF from this fire damage state,
CDF~pgi ~ is given by: CDF»si = F~ ~ P„* CCDP = 3.9E-7 * (14.02) *
3.89E-3 = 1.5E-9 per year

FDS 3PB2 —This represents the impact of unsuppressed fires originating from
the AFW pump IB-SB and involving transient combustibles. These fires are
conservatively assumed to result in the total loss of all SSD functions
(CCDP~ I). Thus, CDF3piu ~ 3.9E-7 '.02 ~ I = 7.8E-9 per year

FDS 3PB3-This represents the impact of successfully suppressed fires
originating from the AFW pump IA-SA and involving transient
combustibles. This FDS results in the loss of AFW pump IA-SA and cables
associated with the B division of safe shutdown (with an evaluated CCDP of
0.15). Thus, CDF»iu = 3.9E-7 ~ (14.02) ~ 0.15 = 5.7E-8 per year

FDS 3PB4-This represents the impact of unsuppressed fires originating from
the AFW pump IA-SA. Similar to the description for FDS 3PB2, CDF»si ~
7.8E-9

(continued on next page)
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'rea/
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Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
(per year)

I-A-3-PB
(continued)

FDS 3PBS-This represents the impact of successfully suppressed fires
originating from the CCW pump IB-SB and involving transient combustibles.
The impact of these fires is judged to be limited to the loss of the pump itself
and cables associated with the B division of safe shutdown routed in this fire
compartment. This impact is assumed to be represented by the loss of B
division of power (CCDP=3.89E-3). Thus, CDF»i5 = 3.9E-7 * (14.02) *
3.89E-3 = 1.5E-9 per year

FDS 3PB6—This represents the impact of unsuppressed fires originating from
the CCW pump IB-SB. Similar to the description for FDS 3PB2, CDF»M
= 7.8E-9

FDS 3PB7-This represents unsuppressed fires originating from either the
IA-SA or IC-SAB CCW pumps (Fires originating from these pumps that are
suppressed will only result in the loss of the pump since there, are no major
fixed combustible loading or targets in close vicinity to these pumps.) The
impact of the unsuppressed fires is conservatively assumed to be the total loss
of all SSD functions (CCDP= I). Therefore, CDF»ai ~ 2 3.9E-7 0.02)
I = 1.6E-9 per year

Ventilation S stems: Several AHUs are located in this fire compartment.
Based on the construction of these units and the layout of the compartment,
fires originating from these ignition sources were not considered to be risk
significant.

Weldin /Ordina Combustibles/Transients: These fires involve transient
ignition sources and transient combustibles and therefore they can occur in
any location within the compartment. A review of the data presented in
NSACii178L indicated that these fires tend to be small unless they are able to
ignite a substantial amount of fixed combustibles (e.g. cable insulation).
Thus, the location of the fire with respect to combustible materials is
important.

'Since the SA and SB cable trays are separated by approximately 13', and
since there are no intervening combustibles, it was judged that a transient fire
that is suppressed early cannot damage both sets of cable trays (based on
generic COMPBRN models). However, unsuppressed fires are assumed to
damage both SA and SB cables. The following fire damage states are
postulated:

FDS 3PB8—These are transient fires that are suppressed. As a worst case
scenario, it was postulated that these fires will occur in locations where they
can damage cables routed in the SB related cable trays (the SB train was
chosen since condition core damage probability due to the loss of B train is
larger than that for the loss of A train). The CCDP for this FDS is thus
3.89E-3. The frequency for this FDS is: F»si = (F~ + F~) * P„* u>,

(continued on next page)
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Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
(per year)

1-A-3-PB
(continued)

where F~ is the frequency of manually unsuppressed welding fires, F~ is
the frequency of transient ignition source induced fires, and tb is the
probability that a fire is located in range of target components. Based on the
plant walkdown observations and the review of cable routing drawings, it was
judged that u, 0.2. Thus, F»~ = (6.43'/20 + 6.11E-S) * (14.02) *
0.2 ~ 1.8E-S per year, and CDF»~ ~ 1.8E-S ~ 3.89E-3 ~ 7.0E-8 per year.

FDS 3PB9 - These are unsuppressed transient fires that damage the SB and
the SA related cabling routed in this fire comparunent. The impact of such
fires was assumed to be the total loss of all SSD functions (CCDP~ 1).
Therefore, CDF» ~ (6.43E</20 + 6.11E-S) ~ 0.02 ~ 0.2 ~

1 ~ 3.7E-7
per year

Total Screenin CDF: The total CDF is the sum of the CDF from all the
above FDSs and this is equal to 6.1E-7 per year

1-A-3-COM B Based on the ISDS the dominant contributors to the ignition frequency for the
area are pumps (8.64'er year), transients (6.SOE-S per year), welding/
ordinary combustibles (1.93'er year) and ventilation systems (7.72E-S
per year).

1.8E-7

~Pum s: The six pumps in the area are small (2 chiller pumps, two sump
pumps and two others) and there are no fixed combustibles close-by any of
these pumps. Since all SSD cable trays in the area are routed approximately
15'o 20'bove the floor elevation, the risk from pump induced fires was
judged to be insignificant and no further evaluation was performed.

Ventilation s stems: The AHUs are contained within a metal enclosure and
contain negligible combustible loading. During the area walkdown, it was
observed that there are no cable trays routed within 10'he AHUs. It was
therefore concluded that a fire originating in an AHU would not ignite other
combustibles in the compartment nor would it damage other potential targets
by creating harsh environmental operating conditions. That is, the impact of
fires originating in any AHU is considered to be limited to loss of the fire
source only. Loss of an AHU was not considered to be risk significant and
no further evaluation was required.

(continued on next page)
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1-A-3-COM B
(continued)

Transients: The following transient ignition source FDSs were postulated:

FDS 3COiMBI—It was assumed that "Transients" ignition source induced
fires which are automatically suppressed will result in the loss of all B train
SSD paths (CCDP = 3.89E-3). The FDS frequency is givert by: Fjccwa, ~
F~ * u '„, where F„ is the ignition frequency from the ISDS (= 6.5E-5),
u is the probability that a transient fire is located in range to damage and
was judged to be 0.1 based on compartment geometry, and P„ is the
probability of successful suppression (= 1 - 0.02 0.98). Thus, CDF3coMe,
= 6.5E-5 ~ 0.1 ~ 0.98 ~ 3.89E-3 = 2.5E-S

1.8E-7

FDS 3COMB2-It was assumed that transient fires which are not
automatically suppressed will result in the unavailability of all SSD paths
(CCDP~ I). CDFico„iu ~ 6.5E-5 * 0.1 + 0.02 ~

1 1.3E-7 per year

Weldin /ordina combustibles: As discussed previously, the frequency of
"welding/ordinary combustibles" induced fires, capable of spreading, was
estimated to be 20 times smaller than the ISDS frequency. Therefore, this
frequency is 1.94EP/20 = 9.7E-6 per year. Using similar reasoning as for
the transients, the following FDSs were postulated.

FDS3COMB3-CDFsco~m ~ 9.7EA ~ 01 ~098 ~ 3 89E-3 ~ 37E9
per year

FDS 3COMB4-CDFico„a, = 9.7E4 * 0.1 + 0.02 ' = 1.9E-S per year

I-A-3-COME

Total Screenin CDF: The total CDF is the sum of the CDF from all the
above FDSs and this is equal to 1.8E-7 per year

There are no major fixed ignition sources in this area with the main
contributors to the fire frequency being transients (7.83E-5 per year) and"
welding/ordinary combustibles (2.85'er year).

negligible

Safe shutdown related cables are the only potential risk significant targets in
this compartment. Plant walkdowns and cable tray drawings show that the
cable trays are routed 25'bove floor elevation. In addition, no pinch points
were identified. In the one case where cable trays containing cabling for
redundant SSD paths (i.e. cable trays P1300 and P1303 containing division A
cables and cable trays P1803 and P1808 containing division B cables) are
routed parallel to each other with about 10'eparation between them,
automatic detection and suppression systems have been installed above the
cables.

Based on COMPBRN results, cables routed more than 9'" above the largest
postulated transient combustible induced fire will not sustain damage. Since
the safe shutdown cables in this compartment are more than 25'bove the
floor elevation, the risk of damage from transient induced fires was
considered negligible.
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Table 4-5: Summary Results for the Detailed Fire Evaluation

'rea/
Compartment

1-A-3-COM I

Summary Description of Analysis Findings

From the ISDS, the main contributors to ignition frequency (per year) are:
electrical cabinets (1.06E-3), transients (2.35E-5), welding/ordinary
combustibles (1.93') and'ventilation units (3.86E-5). Based on equipment
construction, cable routing and area geometry, electrical cabinets and
ventilation units were evaluated as insignificant fire sources.

Screening CDF
(per year)

5.6E-S

MECH PEN
AREA

The sources analyzed were the transient and welding sources. Since cabling
for RC-114, RC-116 and RC-118 are present in the area, the worst case fire
in this area could result in the spurious opening of the PORVs leading to a

LOCA ifun-isolated. The CCDP for this sequence is 1.7E-3. Mutiplying
this CCDP by the adjusted ISDS frequency for transient and welding ignition
sources will yield a bounding CDF. Thus, CDFscQQi ~ (2.35E-5 +
1.93'/20) * 1.7E-3 = 5.6E-S per year.

Based on the ISDS. the main contributors to ignition frequency (per year)
are: electrical cabinet (5.28'), transients (7.83E-S), welding/ ordinary
combustibles (6.42'), and ventilation units (3.86E-5). The electrical
cabinets and ventilation units were evaluated to be non-significant fire sources
based on equipment construction and room layout.

1.8E-S

I-A-2-MP

The only potential sources considered were the transient and welding sources.
It was conservatively assumed that these fires would disable all the equipment
with cabling and/or components in this compartment (CCDP = 2.2EA). The
frequency of such fires was estimated by summing the adjusted frequencies
from the ISDS (7.83E-5 + (6.42E-5/20)). Therefore, CDF~, (7.83E-5 +
3.2E-6) '.2EC 1.8E-8 per year

According to the ISDS, the main contributors to ignition frequency (per year)
are: pumps (1.73E-3), electrical cabinet (5.28'), transients (7.83E-5),
welding/ordinary combustibles (4.84'), and fire protection panels (7.72E-
5).

7.4E-S

~Pum s: There are 3 small pumps (condensate pumps IA and IB, and ICC-
E006) in this area. There are no fixed combustibles in the vicinity of these

pumps. The majority of cables (i.e. in-situ combustibles and potential
targets) in this area are routed in cable trays about 15'bove floor elevation.
Therefore, the risk from pump induced fires were judged to be insignificant,

(continued on next page)
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Areal
Compartment

Table 4-5: Summary Results for the Detailed Fire Evaluation

Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
(per year)

1-A-2-MP Fire rotection anels: Based on the panel construction (no ventilation
louvers, covered top, seal cable penetrations, and external cables in conduits)
and on the area geometry, fires originating from these panels were judged to
be insignificant.

Electrical cabinet: Similar to the fire protection panel, fires originating from
MCC-IE22 was judged to be insignificant based on the cabinet construction
and on the area geometry.

I-A-5-HVA

Transient and weldin fires: It was conservatively assumed that a worst case

transient induced fire would disable all the equipment with cabling and/or
components in this compartment. The frequency of such fires was estimated

by summing the frequencies of significant welding and transient ignition
source induced fires. The CDF is given by: CDFiwt ~ (Fq + FQ ~

CCDP~„where F„ is the frequency of transient ignition source induced
fires, (7.83E-5), F~ is the frequency of welding ignition source induced fires
( 4.84' 20 = 2.4E-5 per year), and CCDP~B is the conditional core
damage probability given loss of all safe shutdown equipment in the area (~
7.2'rom PSA requantification). Thus, CDFiBii, (2.4E-5 + 7.83E-5) ~

7.2EQ = 7.4E-8 per year

Based on the ISDS, the significant contributors to the ignition frequency (per
year) for this area are: electrical cabinets (3.69E-3), fans/HVAC (2.32'),
transients (7.83E-5), and welding/ ordinary combustibles (2.26E-4). Fires
originating from junction boxes and cable fires due to welding were not
considered since all area cables meet the qualification requirements of
IEEE-383.

1.3E-8

This area is very similar to area 1-A-BAL-C. Therefore, for the most part,
the writeup for 1-A-BAL-Cwill also be applicable here.

Electrical Cabinets: Using arguments similar to those for I-A-BAL-C,these
cabinets were shown not to be risk significant.

~Fans VAC: Similar io area f-A-BAL-C,ibe frequency of fires capable
of propagating beyond the fans, F„, is given by: F„= F„* U ~ P„, where

Fff is the ignition frequency, U is the probability that a transient combustible
will be located in an area close enough such that the heat from the fire can

ignite the transient, and P„ is the probability that the transient will be
exposed.

(continued on next page)
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Area/
Compartment

Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
(per year)

1-A-5-HVA
(continued)

Again, similar to area I-A-BAL-C.P„= 0.1 and U = (2.8 * 2.8 * 3. 14) /
(4100) = 6.0E-3, where 4100 is the total area of the 1-A-5-HVA fire area.
Thus, F„= 2.32' 6.0E-3 ~ 0.1 ~ 1.4E-7 per year.

Since this frequency is less than 1E-6 per year, the risk from this type of
fires was not considered any further.

Transients and weldin /ordina combustibles: The core damage frequency,
CDF, is given by: CDF = Fit * U 'CDP«„, where Fit is the ignition
frequency, U is the probability that a fire will occur in a location such that
the overhead cables could sustain damage, and CCDPHyA is the conditional
core damage probability given the loss of cables and components located in
this fire area.

Similar to area 1-A-BAL-C, U= 0.1 and F„= 7.83E-S + 1.13E-5 =
8.96E-5 per year.

Although there are Division B power cables in this area, many of these cables
are embedded in concrete. In the other cases, separarion is provided so that
a fire will not fail both division A and B power. Therefore, the CCDP„„„=
1.44E-3 based on the unavailability of all Division A powered components.

The CDF is thus: CDF = 8.96E-5 * 0.1 * 1.44E-3 = 1.3E-8 per year.

Total Screenin CDF: CDFT = CDF 1.3E-8 per year
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Table 4-5i Summary Results for the Detafled Fire Evaluation

'rea/
Compartment

1-A-4-COM B

Summary Description of Analysis Findhgs

Based on the ISDS and on the plant walkdown, the significant contributors to
fire ignition frequency for the area are transients (6.3E-S per year) and
welding/ordinary combustibles (1.93'er year): Cable trays in this area
are routed approximately 20'bove the floor elevation. Also, cable
protection is provided by utilizing one-hour cable wraps, or by spatial
separation of at least 20'o ensure that at least one SSD path willbe available
in this area. Therefore it was concluded that only a large fire would be able
to disable more than one SSD path in this compartment.

Screening CDF
(per year)

6.0E-7

Transients: The following FDS's were postulated:

FDS COMB1 - It was conservatively, assumed that transient ignition source
induced fires which are manually or automatically suppressed would still
result in the unavailability of all but one SSD path. The CCDP for this FDS
was thus based on the failure of B power division (~ 3.89E-3). The ignition
frequency was calculated as 6.3E-S ~ (14.02) = 6.3E-S. The CDF is:
CDFco», = 6.3E-S 3.89E-3 = 2.4E-7 per year

FDS COMB2 - Since cables associated with one SSD path are protected by
one-hour rated fire wrap, sufficient time will be available (before cable
damage) for manual or automatic suppression. It was conservatively assumed
that transient fires which are not suppressed would result in the unavailability
of all SSD paths. With a suppression failure probability of 0.02, the FDS
frequency is 6.3E-S ~ 0.01 ~ 1.3E-6. Therefore with a CCDP of I,
CDFcoMiu 1.3E-7 ' 1.3E-7 per year

Weldin /ordina combustibles fires: Using an argument similar to that
discussed in section 4.6.2.1.2, the frequency of significant "welding/ordinary
combustibles induced fires was estimated to be 9.7E-6 per year. FDS's
postulated for this fire area are:

FDS COMB3 - It was conservatively assumed that fires which are
suppressed in the incipient stage will still result in the unavailability of all but
one SSD path. Therefore, CDFcoMiu ~ (9.7E-6 0.98) '.89E-3 = 3.7E-
8 per year

FDS COMB4 - It was conservatively assumed that fires which are not
manually or automatically suppressed will result in the unavailability of all
SSD paths (CCDP= I). Therefore, CDFcoitai = (9.7E-6 '.02) ' =
1.9E-7 per year

Total Screenin CDF:

CD' CDFcow» + CDFcoMM + CDFcoNiu + CDFcoMai = 6.0E-7 per
year
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Areal
Compartment

Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
(per year)

I-A-4-COME-W Based on the ISDS, ihe total ignition frequency for the area is 5.90'er
year with the significant contributors being: electrical cabinets (5.28'er
year) and welding/ordinary Combustibles (2.79E-S per year).

6.8E-7

The electrical cabinet located in this compartment is MCC-1A35-SA. This
cabinet does not have ventilation louvers. The top is covered and cables
enter through sealed penetrations. All cables are protected by cable wrap.
The cabinet is divided into several sub-panels and each sub-panel has only a
few cables routed through it. Therefore, it was postulated that fires
originating in these cabinets would not propagate outside the cabinet (i.e. no
flames would extrude from the cabinets).

Based on the SSA, cable protection in the area is provided by the use of one-
hour cable wraps to ensure the availability of at least one SSD path.

The following FDS's were postulated for this area:

FDS COMEI: This FDS represents fires originating in the MCC-1A35-SA.
It was assumed that these fires will result in loss of ail A division power
(CCDP 1.44E-3). CDF is calculated as follows:

CDFcogEi = F« * CCDPUia = F« ~ F, ~ CCDPtaa

where F„ is the frequency of fires capable of causing significant damage, F«
is the ignition frequency and F, is the fraction of fires originating in an
electrical cabinet that have the potential to go beyond the incipient stage. In
section 4.6.2.1.2, F, was evaluated to be equal to 0.69. Thus, CDFcoMe, =
5.28' 0.69 ~ 1.44E-3 ~ 5.2E-7 per year

FDS COME2: The impact of incipient fires originating from the other
identified ignition sources (including weldingl ordinary combustibles) are
lumped together in this FDS. The sum of the ignition frequency for these
sources is 6.2E-S per year. The probability for suppression before damage to
protected cables is (1 - 0.02 0.98). The worst case damage for this
scenario would be bounded by the loss of all division A power (CCDP =
1.44E-3). Thus, CDFcoMei = 6.2E-S * 0.98 * 1.44E-3 = 8.7E-8 per year

FDS COME3: This is similar to FDS COME2 except that the fires in this
case are unsuppressed. Here, the CCDP calculated assuming the failure of
all components and cables in the area is 5.5E-2. Thus, CDFcowai = 6.2E-S
~ 0.02 * S.SE-2 6.8E-8 per year

Total Screenin CDF:

CD' CDF«„«+ CDFcowei + CDFcoMei = 6.8E-7 per year
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Table 4-5: Summary Results for the Detailed Fire Evaluation

Summary Description of Analysis Findings Screening CDF
(per year)

1-A-4-COME-E Based on the ISDS, the significant ignition sources in this area are: electrical
cabinets (5.28EQ per year) and welding/ordinary combustibles (6.98E-5 per
year).

8.6E-S

Electrical Cabinet Induced Fires: Only one electrical cabinet is located in
this compartment (1B35-SB MCC). The construction for this cabinet is
similar to that for MCC-1A35-SA (in area I-A-4-COME-W). Therefore,
fires are not postulated to propagate beyond the cabinet and the impact of the
fires originating in the MCC is limited to the loss of the MCC itself (CCDP
= 7.19E-6). This is represented by the COMFA FDS. CDF is calculated as

follows:

CDFcowa ~ Fv c CCDPcowes = Fe c Fc c CCDPcoMEs

where F„ is the frequency of fires capable of causing significant damage, F„
is the ignition frequency and F, is the fraction of fires originating in an
electrical cabinet that have the potential to go beyond the incipient stage. In
section 4.6.2.1.2, F, was evaluated to be equal to 0.69. Thus, CDFcoMKs ~
5.28' 0.69 * 7.19E-6 = 2.6E-9 per year

Weldin and Cuttin Fires: Using an argument similar to that discussed in
section 4.6.2.1.2, the frequency of significant welding/ordinary combustibles
induced fires was estimated to be 3.5E-6 per year. FDS's postulated for this
fire area are:

FDS COMES - It was conservatively assumed that fires which are
suppressed in the incipient stage will still result in the unavailability of all but
one SSD path. Based on equipment present in the area and on the cable
protection available, the failed train was assumed to be components powered
from the B division. Therefore, CDFcoM~ = (3.5E-6 ~ 0.98) ~ 3.89E-3
1.3E-8 per year

FDS COME6 - It was conservatively assumed that fires which are not
manually or automatically suppressed will result in the unavailability of all
SSD paths (CCDP~ 1). Therefore, CDFc~E6 ~ (3.5E-6 c 0.02) c

1 ~
7.0E-S per year

Total Screenin CDF:
CDF> = CDFcoMEc + CDFcoMes + CDFcoMs6 = 8.6E-8 per year
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Table 4-6

Mode of Fire Termination For Electrical Cabinet Induced Fires

No. Of Fires

AUX. BLD

REC. BLD

DG RM

SWGR

CSR

TB

TOTALS

De-Energ.
or Self
Extin.

~ 4

26

Manually
Supp. w/t

Known
Method

10

10

35

Manually
Supp. w/t
Unknown
Method

20

Auto. Supp. Total

15

24

19

16

84
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Table 4-7t Screening Quantification of Control Room Fire Scenarios

Scenario

IAI

IA2

IA3

~ IA4

IA6

IA7

IAS

IA9

IBI

IB2

Scenario DescripBon

Fire in PIC-Pl with early
suppression

Fire in PIC-P2 with early
suppression

File in PIC-P4 with early
suppression

Fire in PIC-C12 with early
suppression

Fire in PIC-C14SB with
early suppression

Fire in PIC-C13SA with
early suppression

Fire in PIC-C IOSB with
early suppression

Fire in PIC-P3 with early
suppression

Fire in PIC-C9SA with early
suppression

Fire pmpagation between
PIC-CS and PIC-Pl

Fue pmpagation between
PIC-C7. PIC-P3 and
PIC-Cll

Systems Affec(ed

AFW SRI/SPM
ESFAS SRI
RCRPC SA/SR I/SPM

AFW SR2/SPM
ESFAS SR2
RCRPC SB/SR2/SPM

ESFAS SR4
RCSPC SB/SR4/SPM

CWS SA/SB

CWS SB

HCRC SB
'HDGB SB

CWS SA/SB
HCRC SA
HDGB SA

AFW SB
ESW SB

AFW SR3/SPM
ESFAS SR3
RCSPC SA/SR3/SPM

AFW SA
ESW SA
PDSAC SA

AFW SRI/SPM
ESFAS SRI
RCRPC SA/SR I/SPM

AFW SR3/SPM
ESFAS SR3
RCSPC SR3/SA/SPM

FDS Frequency

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

7A3E-5

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

1.24E-S

1.86E-S

, Transient ModeOed

Small LOCA. DiviYionA powered
components failed

Small LOCA. Division B powered
components faded

Small LOCA. Division B powered
components failed

Transient. CWS failed

Transient. CWS SB failed. (Per
the PSA, HCRC and HDGB will
not affect CDF)

Transient. CWS failed. (Per thc
PSA, HCRC and HDGB willnot
affect CDF)

Transient. Division B powered
components failed

Small LOCA. Division A powcrcd
components failed

Transient. Division A powcrcd
components failed

Small LOCA. Division A powered
components failed

Small LOCA. Division A
unavailable

CCDP

5.86E-3

6.23E-3

6.23F 3

1.85E-S

<1.85E-S

1.85E-S

3.89E-3

5.86E-3

1.44E-3

5.86E-3

5.86E-3

Screening CDF

4.4E-7

4.6E-7

4.6E-7

1.4E-9

(1.4E-9

1.4E-9

2.9E-7

4.4E-7

I.IE-7

7.3E-S

I.IF 7



Table 4-7: Screening QuantiTieation of Control Room Fire Scenarios

'cenario

IB3

IB4

IBS

IB6

ICI

IC2

IC3

IC4

ICS

IC9

Scenario Description

Fire propagation between
PIC-C6, PIC-P2 and
PIC-C16

Fire propagation between
PIC-C3, PIC-P4 and
PIC-C12

Fire propagation between
PIC-CIOSB and PIC-C14SB

Fire propagation bctwcen
PIC-CI 5, PIC-C13SA and
PIC-C9SA

Fire in IC-IBIwith early
suppression

Fire in IC-IB2 with early

suppression

Fire in IC-2B2 with early
suppression

Fire in IC-3A with early
suppression

Fire in IC-3B with early
suppression

Fire in IC-IAIwith early
suppression

Systems Affected

AFW SR2/SPM
ESFAS SR2
RCSPC SR2/SPM/SB

CWS SA/SB

AFW SB

CWS SB
ESW SB

HCRC SB
HDGB SB

AFW SA
CWS SA/SB
ESW SA
HCRC SA
HDGB SA
PDSAC SA

RCSPC SB

ESW SB

EDGS SB
HCRC SB

HCRM SB
HDGB SB

AFW SA
CWS SA
ESW SA

AFW SB
ESW SB

RCSPCSA

FDS Frequency

1.86E-S

1.24E-S

1.24E-S

1.86E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

7.43F 5

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

Transient Modelled

Small LOCA. Division B
unavailable

Transient
CWS failed

Transient
Division B unavailable

Transient
CWS failed
Division A unavailable

Small LOCA

Transient
Division B unavailable

Transient
Division B unavailable

Transient
Division A unavailable

Transient
Division B unavailable

Small LOCA

CCDP

6.23E-3

1.&SE-S

3.89E-3

5.8E-3

2.9E-S

3.89E-3

3.89E-3

1.44E-3

3.89E-3

2.9E-S

Screening CDF

1.2E-7

2.3E-IO

4.8E-&

I. IE-7

2.2E-9

2.9F 7

2.9E-7

I. IE-7

2.9E-7

2.2E-9
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Table 4-7t Screening Quantification of Control Room Fire Scena'rios',

Scenario

ICIO

ICII

IC12

Scenario Description

Fire in IC-IA2with carly
suppression

Fire in IC-2AI with early
suppression

Fire in IC-2A2 with early

suppression

Systems Affected

ESW SA

ESW SA

EDGS SA
HCRC SA
HCRM SA/NON
HDGBSA/NON

- FDS Frequency

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

'-,. Tramienl Modelled

Ttanslcllt
Division A unavailable

Ttaltslclit
Division A unavailable

Trallslcnt
Division A unavailable

CCDP

1.44E-3

1.44E-3

1.44E-3

Screening CDF

I IE-7

I. IE-7.

I. IE-7

IDI Fire propagation between
Isolation cabinets IB IB I,
IBIB2, 2B281, 282B2,
33A I & 33A2, and

Annunciator Cabinets I Bays
1,2&3

AFW SA/SB
CWS SA
EDGS SB

ESW SA/SB
HCRC SB
HCRM SB
HDGB SB
RCSPC SB

5.57E-S Small LOCA
No AFW
No ESW, however NSW availablc
Only have train A F&B

will not screen-
more detailed analysis required

ID2

IEI

Fire propagation between
Isolation cabinets IAIAI,
IAIA2,2A2AI & 2A2A2,
and Annunciator Cabinets I
Bays 4 & 5 and Cabinets 2
Bays I &2

Fire in the SSPA Input sub-
cabinct with early

suppression

Fire in the SSPA Logic sub-
cabinet with early
suppression

EDGS SA
ESW SA
HCRC SA
HCRM SA/NON
HDGB SA/NON
RCSPC SA

ESFAS SRI/ SR2/
SR3/ SR4

ESFAS SA

5.57E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

Small LOCA
Division A unavailable

ESFAS SB available

ESFAS SB available

5.86E-3 3.3E-7

«IE-6

« IE-6
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Table 4-7: Screening Quantilication of Control Room Fire Scenarios

Scenario Scenario Description

Fire in thc SSPA Output I
subwabinet with carly
suppression

Systems Affected

AFW SA
EDGS SA
ESFAS SA
ESW SA
RCSPC SA
SIS SA
SPRCP SA

FDS Frequency

7.43E-5

Transient Modelled „

Small LOCA
Division A unavailable

CCDP

5.86E-3

Screening CDF

4.4E-7

IE6

IE9

IEIO

Fire in the SSPA Output 2
su@cabinet with early
suppression

Fire in thc SSPB Input sub-
cabinet with early
suppression

Fire in the SSPB Logic sub-
cabinet with early
suppression

Fire in thc SSPB Output I
subwabinct with early
suppression

Fire in thc SSPB Output 2
submbinct with carly
suppression

Fire in the auxiliary relay
rack AR-I with early
suppression

Fire in the auxiliary relay
rack AR-2 with early
suppression

CCW SA
RCSPC NON

ESFAS SR I/SR2/
SR3/ SR4

ESFAS SB

AFW SB
EDGS SB

ESFAS SB

ESW SB

SIS SB

SPRCP SB

CCW SB

RCSPC SB/NON

RCSPC SA/SB

RCSPCSB

7.43E-5

7.43E-5

7.43E-5

7.43E-5

7.43E-5

7.43F 5

7.43E-5

Small LOCA
Division A unavailable

FSFAS SA available

ESFAS SA available

Transient
Division B unavailable

SmallLOCA
Division B unavailable

Small LOCA

Small LOCA

5.86E-3

3.89E-3

6.23E-3

2.9E-5

2.9E-5

4.4E-7

« IE-6

« IE4

2.9E-7

4.6E-7

2.2E-9

2.2E-9



Table 4-'71 Scree'ning QuantiTicaiion of Control Ro'oin Fire Scenarios

Scenario

IEI I

IF

IG

2AI

2A4

Scenario Description

Fire in the auxiliary relay
rack AR-3 with early
suppression

Fire propagation among the
following SSPA cabinets:
Demultiplexes, input, Logic,
Ourput //I, Output K, Test //
I, &Test tf2

Fire pmpagation among the
followingSSPB cabinets:
Demultiplexes, Input, Logic,
Output El, Output t2, Test //
I, &Test it2, and AR-I,
AR-2 & AR-3

Fire in the auxiliary relay
panel ARP-19SA with early
suppression

Fire in the auxiliary relay
panel ARP-2ASA with early
suppression

Fire in the auxiliary relay
panel ARP-3ASA with carly
suppression

Fire in the auxiliary relay
panel ARP-2BSB with carly
suppression

Systems Affected,

SPRCP SB

AFW SA
CCW SA
EDGS SA
ESFAS SA/ SR I/ SR2/
SR3/ SR4
ESW SA
RCSPC SA/NON
SIS SA
SPRCP SA

ESFAS SRI/ SR2/
SR3/ SR4
RCSPC SA/SB
SPRCP SB

AFW SA
ESW SA
HCRM SA
RCSPC SA

CWS SA
HCRC SA

CWS SA
HDGB SA

CWS SB

HCRC SB

C

-, FDS Frequeri'cy, ',

7.43E-S

4.33E-S

5.57E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

>.-', a,',.',,'1Transient hfodelled.

Ttallsle lit
Division B unavailable

Small LOCA
Division A unavailable

Small LOCA
Division B unavailablc

Small LOCA
Division A unavailable

Transient
Division A unavailable

TMlslent
DivisionA unavailable

Transient
Division B unavailable

3.89E-3

5.86E-3

6.23E-3

5.86F 3

IA4E-3

IA4E-3

3.89E-3

Screening CDF

2.9E-7

2.5E-7

3.5E-7

4.4E-7

I. IE-7

I.IE-7

2.9E-7



Table 4-7l Screening Quantilicatlon of Control Roolii Fire Scenarios

Scenario . Scenario Description.. Systems Affected FDS Frequency ,',:. Translcrit Modelled . CCDP, Screening CDF

2A6

2Bl

Fire in the auxiliary relay
panel ARP-3BSB with carly
suppression

Fire in the auxiliary relay
panel ARP-4BSB with carly
suppression

Fire propagation among
panels ARP-1ASA, 19SA,
2ASA, &3ASA

HDGB SB

CWS SB
HCRM SA

CWS SA
HCRC SA
HDGB SA
OSP A

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

2.48E-S

Not an initiator according to PSA

Trallslcn't
Division B unavailable
Failure of HCRM is not
risk significant

Transient with Division A electric
power (including offsite power)
unavailable

3.89E-3

7.50E-3

2.9E-7

1.9E-7

2B2

2C

2D1

2D2

2D3

2El

Fire propagation among
panels ARP-1BSB, 2BSB,
3BSB & 4BSB

Fire in ARP-19BSB.
Propagation is not a factor
because this cabinet is not
physically attached to other
cabinets

Fire in the auxiliary relay
panel ARP-4ASA with early
suppression

Fire in MTC-11ASAwith
early suppression

Fire in MTC-11BSB with
early suppression

Fire propagation between
cabinets ARP-4ASA and
MTC-11ASA

CWS SB
HCRC SB

HCRM SA
HDGB SB

OSP B

AFW SB

ESW SB
HCRM SB
RCSPS SB

CWS SA
HCRM SA
HDGB SA

HCRC SA

HCRC SB

CWS SA
HCRC SA
HCRM SA
HDGB SA

2.48E-S

8.05E-S

7.43F 5

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

1.24E-S

Transient with Division B electric
power (including offsitc power)
unavailable. Loss of HCRM SA is
not risk significant.

Small LOCA
Division B unavailable

Tralislent
Division A unavailablc

Not an initiator according to PSA

Not an initiator according to PSA

Transient
Division A unavailable

7.13E-3

6.23E-3

1.44E-3

1.44E-3

1.8E-7

S.OE-7

1.1E-7

1.8F 8
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Table 4-7t Screening Quantification of Control Room Fire Scenarios

Scenario Scenario Description

Fire pmpagation between
cabinets MTC-IIBSB and
MTC-16

Systems Affected

HCRC SB

. FDS
Frequency'.24E-S

Transient Modelled

Not an initiator according to PSA

CCDP Screening CDF .

SAI

SA3

SA4

Fire in the Computer Room
multiplexcr bank

Fire in a cabinet in the Rod
Control Cabinets Room

Fire in MTC-IASAwith
carly suppression

Fire in MTC-2ASA with
carly suppression

Fire in MTC-3ASA with
early suppression

Fire in MTC-8ASAwith
carly suppression

RCSPC SB/NON

RCSPC SA

CCW SA
RCSPC SA
SIS SA
SPRCP SA

ESFAS SA
RTS SA

ESW SA

8.05E-S

8.05E45

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

Small LOCA

A fire in any cabinet in this room
will result in plant trip with all
SSD equipment available. 'Ibis
scenario is bounded by thc PSA
transient initiating events.

Small LOCA

Small LOCA
Division A unavailable

Tfallslcllt
Division A unavailable

Transient
Division A unavadable

2.9E-S

2.9E-S

5.86E-3

1.44E-3

1.44E-3

2.3E-9

2.2E-9

4.4E-7

1.1 E-7

I.IE-7

Fire in MTC-4 with carly
suppression

RCSPC SA/SB
SIS SA/SB

7.43E-S Potential small LOCA
with SIS unavailable

willnot screen-
more detailed analysis

rcquircd

SA6

SA7

SA8

Fire in MTC-6 with carly
suppression

Fire in MTC-IBSB with
carly suppression

Fire in MTC-2BSB with
early suppression

RCSPC SA/SB/NON

RCSPC SB
SPRCP SB

CCW SB
RCSPC SB
SIS SB
SPRCP SB

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

7.43E-S

Small LOCA

Small LOCA
Division B unavailable

Small LOCA
Division B unavailable

2.9E-S

6.23E-3

6.23E-3

2.2E-9

4.6E-7

4.6E-7
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" ": = ',. Table'4-7: Screening Quantlficatioii 'of Control Room Fire Sc'enarios ':,"'-'..'- '".':".":,,j;,'.,:." . ".'",''
Scenario -,. Scenario Description .,"' Systems Affected FDS Frequency .:,,":,.;; ..',Transient Itfodelled '.':- -CCDP. Screening CDF-

'A9

5AIO

5AII

5A12

5B

5CI

5DI

Fire in MTC-3BSB with
early suppression

Fire in MTC-8BSB with
early suppression

Fire in MTC-5 with early
suppression

Fire in MTC-7 with early
suppression

Fire propagation among
MTC-IOSB, MTC-9B,
MTC-8BSB, MTC-IBSB,
MTC-2BSB & MTC-3BSB

Fire propagation among
MTC-IASA,MTC-2ASA&
MTC-3ASA

Fire propagation among
MTC-8ASA, MTC-9A&
MTC-IOASA

Fire propagation among
ARP-IO, ARP-12, MTC-5,
MTC-7 & MTC-13

CCW SB
ESFAS SB
RTS SB

ESW SB

RCSPC SA/SB

NIS SA/SB

CCW SB
ESFAS SB

ESW SB

RCSPC SB

RTS SB

SIS SB

SPRCP SB

CCW SA
ESFAS SA
RCSPC SA
RTS SA
SIS SA
SPRCP SA

ESW SA

NIS SA/SB
RCSPC SA/SB
OSP

7.43E-5

7.43E-5

7.43E-5

7.43E-5

3.72E-5

1.86E-5

1.86E-5

3; IOE-5

Transient
Division B unavailable

Transient
Division B unavailable

Small LOCA

Minimal effect on safe shutdown

Small LOCA
Division B unavailable

Small LOCA
Division A unavailable

Transient
Division A unavailable

Small LOCA with OSP
unavailable.

3.89E-3

3.89E-3

2.9E-5

6.23E-3

5.86E-3

1.44E-3.

1.35E-2

2.9E-7

2.9E-7

2.2E-5

2.3E-7

I. IE-7

2.7E-8

4.2E-7

5D2 Fire propagation among
ARP-9, ARP-I I, MTC-4,
MTC-6 &MTC-15

RCSPC SA/SB/NON
SIS SA/SB

3.10E-5 Potential small LOCA with SIS
unavailable

will not screen-
more detailed analysis

required
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Table 4-Zt Screening QuantiTication of Control Room Fire Scenarios

Scenario

5FI

5F4

5G

5H

5I

5JI

5J2

5J3

Scenario Description

Fire in the RVLIS/ICC-SB
panel

Fire in IDP-IA-SI with
early suppression

Fire in IDP-IA-S3 with
early suppression

Fire in IDP-IB-S2 with
carly suppression

Fire in IDP-IB-S4 with
early suppression

Fire propagation between
IDP-IB-S2 4 IDP-IB-S4

Fire propagation between the

RVLIS/ICC-SB panel and

the H, Analyzer Remote
Control Panel IB-SB

Fire propagation between thc

H, Analyzer Remote Control
Panel IA-SA, IDP-IA-SI /tc

IDP-IA-S3

Fire in cabinet
C 10-IIH-0051ASA

Fire in cabinet
C IO-IIH-005IBSB

Fire in cabinet NFMS-BSB

Systems Affected

RCSPC SB

CWS SA
NIS Sl
RCSPC SRI

SIS SA

NIS S2
RCSPC SR2

CWS SB

RCSPC SR4
SIS SB

CWS SB

NIS S2

RCSPC SR2/SR4
SIS SB

RCSPCSB

CWS SA
NIS Sl
RCSPC SRI
SIS SA

AFW SA
CCW SA
ESWS SA
SIS SA

ESWS SB
SIS SB

NIS S2

FDS Fretluencp

7.43F 5

7.43F 5

7.43E-5

7.43E-5

7.43E-5

1.24F 5

1.24E-5

1.86E-5

8.05E-5

8.05E-5

8.05E-5

. Transient Modelled

Small LOCA

Small LOCA
Division A unavailable

Transient
Division A unavailable

Small LOCA

Small LOCA
Division B unavailable

Small LOCA
Division B unavailable

Small LOCA

Small LOCA
Division A unavailable

Small LOCA
Division B unavailable

Transient
Division B unavailable

Minimal cffcct on safe shutdown

CCDP

2.9E-5

5.86E-3

1.44E-3

2.9E-5

6.23E-3

6.23E-5

2.9E-5

5.86E-3

6.23E-3

3.89E-3

Screening CDF

2.2E-9

4.4E-7

I. IE-7

2.2E-9

4.6E-7

Z.ZE4

2.2E-9

I. IE-7

4.6E-7

3.1E-7



Table 4-7: Screening Quantification of Control Room Fire Scenarios, '-,
Scenario Scenario Description .. Systems Affeded FDS Frequency Transient Modelled CCDP Screening CDF

6AI

6B

Fire in the NIS-I cabinet
with early suppression

Fire in the NIS-2 cabinet
with early suppression

A fire in any cabinet in Fire
Zone 12-A-6-CR that is not
suppressed within 15 minutes

Fire in the Auxiliary
Equipment Panel AEP-I

Fire in the RVLIS monitor
cabinet

NIS SI

NIS S2

CWS SA/SB
HCRC SA/SB
RCSPC SA/SB

RCSPC SB

7.43E-5

7.43E-S

I.98'.05E-S

8.05E-S

Minimal effect on safe shutdown

Minimal cffcct on safe shutdown

Shutdown from thc ACP assumed

Small LOCA
CWS unavailable

Small LOCA

n/a

< IE-2

2.9E-5

< IE-6

2.3E-9

6H CR EVAC 2.48E-5
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Table 4-8: Screening Status for, SHNPP Fire Areas'I Compartments

Fire Area,.

1-A-BAL-C

1-0-PA

1-0-PB

1-A-BATA

1-A-BATB

1-A-CSRA

1-A-CSRB

1-A-EPA

1-A-EPB

1-A-SWGRA

1-A-SWGRB

1-D-DGA

1-D-DGB

1-D-DTA

1-D-DTB

5-0-BAL

5-F-BAL

5-S-BAL

5-W-BAL

12-0-TA

12-0-TB

12-A-BAL

12-A-CR

12-A-CRC1

12-A-HVAR

12-I-ESWPA

12-I-ESWPB

Screened Out - Screened.Out.. Screene'd Out Ushg
Qualitatively 'uantitatively "COMPBRN
(Note I) ' '(Note 2) Arguments (Note 3)

CDF
Calculated

3.1E-6

4.0'ce

section
4.6.3

see section
4.6.3
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~ „„. ''"'-.',Table 4-8:. Screening Status for SHNPP Fire,Areas l Compartmeiits.':.!'';, ';:.',;.,',

TG

Fire'A'r'ea',~''.: " ':Screened Out..'"., Screened Out'„':»,
Qualitatively, ~ -. Quantitativ'ely

'

(Note,I)" ',... (Note.2)

''Screened'.Out Using
':

COMPBRN-",:.,;".
-Arguments;(Note:;3) i,

CDF:'ilculited..::.

'-A-4-CHF

B

I-A-4-CHFA

I-A-4-COMI

I-A-4-CHFC

I-A-3-COR

I-A-3-MP

I-A-34-RHXA

HP STORAGE RM A-467C

CHG PUMP IA-SA

CHG PUMP IC-SAB

CHG PUMP IB-SB

SPARE ROOM A-467

I-A-34-RHXB

I-A-3-PB

BORIC ACID TRF PUMP

I-A-3-COMB

LETDOWN HX AREA

I-A-3-COME

I-A-3-COMI

HV-AREA

MECH PEN AREA

I-A-2-MP

I-A-2-PT

I-A-I-PA

I-A-I-FD

I-A-I-ED

I-A-I-PB
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,:; . Table 4-8:- Screening Status for SHNPP Fire Areas./.Compartments

Screened Out
Qualitatively

'NoteI)

Screened Out Screened Out Using
Quantita'tively 'OMPBRN'"
(Note 2) Arguments (Note 3)

CDF:
. Calculated ' ',

I-A-3-TA

I-A-5-HVA

I-A-5-HV3

I-A-5-CEH

1-A-5-9ATN

1-A-4-CHLR

1-A-4-COR

I-A-4-TA

I-A-46-ST

VCT

I-A-4-COMB

BORIC ACID TANKAREA

VALVEGALLERY-A

VALVEGALLERY-B

I-A-4-COM-E-E

I-A-4-COM-E-W

Note i:

Note 2:

Note 3:

No safe shutdown equipment and no plant trip initiator in thc area/comparuncnt

Conservative ealeuhtlon shows that core damage frequency ls less than 1E4 per year

COhfPBRN results show that damage to components is limited and bounding CDF is less than tE4 per year
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SECTION 5

OTHER EXTERNALEVENTS

5.0 INTRODUCTION

The individual plant examination of external events (IPEEE) requires an evaluation of the impact
on the plant of hazards that are external to it. The hazards are classified into seismic, fire, and
other. In NUREG-1407, (NRC, 1991) the conclusion was reached that, of the other external
events, only the following need be considered on a plant specific basis; high winds, external
floods, and transportation and nearby facility accidents. However, there is also a requirement
that there be a review performed to confirm that there are no external hazards unique to the site,
that would invalidate the conclusions of NUREG-1407. This section'of the report documents
the analysis of other external hazards for the SHNPP.

The approach used follows the method described in NUREG/CR-4839 (NRC, 1992) by
performing'an initial screening analysis, followed by bounding or detailed analyses as necessary.

Section 5.1 gives a brief description of SHNPP, extracted from the FSAR (CP&L, FSAR).
Section 5.2 describes the initial screening analysis approach, and presents the conclusions.
Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 discuss high winds, floods, and transportation and nearby facility
accidents respectively. Conclusions are given in section 5.6, and references in section 5.7.

5.1 GENERIC PLANT DESCRIPTION

5.1.1 Site Description

The site is in central North Carolina, located in the extreme southwest corner of Wake County
and southeast corner of Chatham County. The City of Raleigh is approximately 16 miles NE,
and the City of Sanford is about 15 miles SW. It is located also 69 miles ESE of Greensboro
and 117 miles ENE of Charlotte. Coordinates of the site are latitude 35'8.0'N and longitude
78'7.4'W. The principal water source for the plant is the main reservoir which is formed by
an impoundment of Buckhorn Creek just below its confluence with Whiteoak Creek. The power
block structures are located on the northwest shore of the main reservoir about 4.5 miles N of
the main dam. There is also an adjoining and independent auxiliary reservoir for emergency
cooling purposes. The site occupies approximately 10,723 acres of land. The environment is
rural and primarily devoted to farming and dairying. Local industrial activity is centered in an
area WSW from the plant. Another major center of industrial and research activity is located
to the north-northwest. The shortest distance to the exclusion boundary is 6,640 ft. in the
northwest direction; the longest distance is 7,200 ft. in the south direction. The low population
distance is three miles. The region surrounding the site is generally characterized by a gently
rolling topography resulting from extensive'eathering and erosion of the underlying bedrock.
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The foundations have'been placed on sound rock. The inland location of the plant site (115
miles from the Atlantic Ocean) modifies the effects of coastal storms, both tropical and

extratropical, so that they are reduced in intensities to levels which are generally no greater than
those produced by regional thunderstorms. The severity of continental air mass systems
approaching from the northwest is modified by the Appalachian mountain range which acts as

a protective barrier. The area is not on a usual path of either continental or coastal cyclonic
'tormcenters, although frontal passages are frequent. The major weather influence in the region

is the predominance of the subtropical belt of high pressure. The thermal effects of the ocean
coupled with the barrier formed by the mountain range, result in a high frequency of occurrence
of northwesterly winds in the fall and of southwesterly winds in the spring.

The major structures of the plant are the Containment Building, Auxiliary Building, Turbine
Building, Waste Processing Building, Diesel Generator Building, Service Building, Fuel
Handling Building, Tank Building, and Cooling Tower. A general plan of the building
arrangements is shown in Figure 1.2.2-2 of the FSAR.

5.1.2 Identification ofStructures, Systems and Components Susceptible to External Events

A principal concern in a study of external events is the identification of structures, systems or
components which are susceptible to damage, and which, ifdamaged, could lead to a loss of
capability to safely shut down the reactor. The equipment necessary to achieve safe shutdown
to hot standby is addressed in the Individual Plant Examination (CP&L, 1993). The majority
of that equipment is safety related and, as such, is protected by the major structures, namely the
Containment Building, the AuxiliaryBuilding, Diesel Generator Building, ESW Structures, the
Condensate Storage Tank Building, and the Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tank Building. These are
seismic class I structures, designed to withstand tornado impact. However, there are important
components which are not protected by these structures and are consequently vulnerable. These
include:

the switchyard,
the main transformers,
the power conversion system which is housed in the turbine building,
the refueling water storage tank,
the fire pumps located beside the ESW intake structure

In addition to potential damage to this equipment, there is a concern as to whether there exists
the possibility for damage to the class I structures sufficient to damage the equipment they
contain. This damage may be as a result of a direct impulsive force, or by ingress of harmful
agents through penetrations in the structures. The most obvious of the latter are water, due to
flooding, or toxic gases leading to control room habitability problems.
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5.2 SCREENING OF EXTERNALHAZARDS

5.2.1 Description of Approach

The objective of this screening analysis is to provide confirmation of the NUREG-1407
conclusion that there are no hazards unique to the site that require evaluation, other than those
posed by high winds, external floods, and transportation'and nearby facility accidents.

The PRA Procedures Guide (NRC, 1983a) provides an exhaustive list of potential external
hazards which provides the starting point for the analysis. An extensive review of information
on the site region and plant design is made to identify external events that are applicable using
the screening criteria below. The data in the safety analysis report on the geologic, seismologic,
hydrologic, and meteorological characteristics of the site region as well as present and projected
industrial activities (i.e., the building of a reservoir, increases in the number of flights at an
airport, construction of a road that carries explosive materials, etc.) in the vicinity 'of the plant
are reviewed for this purpose. The set of screening criteria has been formulated to minimize
the possibility of omitting significant risk contributors while reducing the amount of detailed
analyses to manageable proportions. The following screening criteria have been adopted from
those given in the PRA Procedures Guide.

An external event is excluded if:

1. The event is of equal or lesser damage potential than the events for which
the plant has been designed. This requires an evaluation of plant design
bases in order to estimate the resistance of plant structures and systems to
a particular external event. For example, it is shown by Kennedy,
Blejwas, and Bennett (NRC, 1983b) that safety-related structures designed
for earthquake and tornado loadings in Uniform Building Code Zone 1 can
safety withstand a 3.0 psi static pressure from explosions. Hence, if the
PRA analyst demonstrates that the overpressure resulting from explosions
at a source (e.g., railroad, highway or industrial facility) cannot exceed
3 psi, these postulated explosions need not be considered.

2. The event has a significantly lower mean frequency of occurrence than
other events with similar uncertainties and could not result in worse
consequences than those events. For example, the PRA analyst may
exclude an'event whose mean frequency of occurrence is less than some
small fraction of those for other events. In this case, the uncertainty in
the frequency estimate for the excluded event is judged by the PRA
analyst as not significantly influencing the total risk.

3. The event cannot occur close enough to the plant to affect it. This is also
a function of the magnitude of the event. Examples of such events are
landslides, volcanic eruptions and earthquake fault ruptures.
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4. The event is included in the definition of another event. For example,
storm surges and seiches are included in external flooding; the release of
toxic gases from sources external to the plant is included in the effects of
either pipeline accidents, industrial or military facility accidents, or
transportation accidents.

In addition to these, another criterion is-added.

5. The event is slow in developing and there is sufficient time to eliminate
the source of the threat, or to take precautionary measures to minimize the
consequences.

Each of the potential other external hazards listed in the PRA Procedures Guide was reviewed
with respect to the above criteria and determined to meet one or more of these screening criteria
as summarized in Table 5-2.

In accordance with the recommendation of NUREG-1407, a structured plant walkdown was
performed to confirm the conclusions of the paper study. The walkdown documentation is
included in the analysis file. The plant site is generally very clean with no accumulation of
objects that could become airborne during a tornado strike. There are large open areas with no
possibility for ponding during heavy downpours. Plant structures containing safety related
structures have relatively few openings and penetrations that would be susceptible to external
hazards.

5.2.2 Results of Screening Analysis

Each of the external hazards listed in the PRA Procedures Guide was reviewed. Based on
information in the FSAR, and on the basis of the walkdown, it was determined that the
conclusions of NUREG-1407 were valid for SHNPP, namely that there are no known plant-
unique other external events that pose a significant threat of severe accidents within the context
of the NUREG-1407 screening approach. The next three sections discuss the potential for
significant impact of the three hazards identified by NUREG-1407 for plant-specific evaluation,
namely, high winds, external floods, and transportation and nearby facility accidents.



Table 5-2
Screening of External Events for SHNPP

Event

Avalanche

Biological Events

Coastal Erosion

Drought

Fire

Fog

Forest Fire

Frost

Hail

High Tide, High Lake

High Summer Temperature

Ice Cover

Landslide

Lightning

Low Lake or River Water Level

Low Winter Temperature

Meteorite

Pipeline Accident

Intense Precipitation

River Diversion

Sandstorm

Applicable Screening Criteria

3

2,5

1,4

1,5

3, 4, 5

1,5

treated under external flooding
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Table 5-2
Screening of External Events for SHNPP

(Continued)

Seiche

Snow

Event Applicable Screening Criteria

Soil Shrink-Swell Consolidation

Storm Surge

Tsunami

Toxic Gas

Turbine Generated Missiles

Volcanic Activity

Waves
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5.3 HIGH WINDS

5.3.1 Straight Winds and Tornados

The 100-year recurrence extreme-mile wind speed at the plant site was determined to be 90 mph.
The extreme-mile wind is defined as the one-mile passage of wind with the highest speed and.

includes all meteorological phenomena except tornadoes, which are dealt with separately. It
does not include gustiness occurring during a short-time interval. Adjustment for gustiness (a
factor of 1.3) yielded an instantaneous gust of 117 mph at the 30 ft level once in a 100-year
period. This speed (117 mph) is conservative compared to the observed one-minute fastest mile
wind speeds recorded at Raleigh-Durham (73 mph from WNW, in October 1954), at
Greensboro (63 mph from N, in July 1932), and at Charlotte (59 mph from SW, in July 1962),
(Sec. 2.3.1.2.7).

Wind loading was based on ANSI A58.1-1972 "Building Code Requirements for Minimum
Design Loads in Buildings and Other Structures", the recommendations of ASCE Paper No.
3269, "Wind Forces on Structures" for cases not covered by A58.1, and ASCE Paper No. 4933,
"Wind Loads on Dome-Cylinder and Dome-Cone Shapes" for detailed containment dome
pressure coefficients. (Sec. 3.3.1) The plant seismic category I structures are designed to
withstand the effects of the design wind, a maximum wind of 179 mph at 30 ft above plant
grade. The design wind is based on a 1,000-yr return period is much more conservative than
the 100-yr return wind speed of 117 mph. Standard Review Plan 3.3.1 requires that the design
wind speed be based on a 100-yr return period "fastest mile of wind". Therefore, the SHNPP
design is conservative. (Sec. 3.3.1.1)

The plant site lies within region I for determining design basis tornadoes according to Regulatory
Guide 1.76. Region I has the following tornado characteristics:

Maximum wind speed
Rotational wind speed
Translational speed
Radius of maximum
rotational speed

Pressure drop
Rate of pressure drop

360 mph
290 mph
70 mph max., 5 mph min.

150 ft
3.0 psi
2.0 psi/sec

The tornado strike probability was calculated to be 0.00106 per year. (Sec. 2.3.1.2.1)
Structures, systems, and components whose failure, due to design wind loading, tornado wind

1 'ection nos. refer to the FSAR (NRC, 1993a).
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loading, or associa'ted missiles, could prevent safe shutdown of the reactor are protected from
such failure by one of the following methods:

(a) the structure or the component is designed to withstand design wind, tornado wind and
tornado generated missiles, or
the system or components are housed within a structure which is designed to withstand"
the design wind, tornado wind and tornado generated missiles. (Sec.3.3)

The plant design conforms with the standard review plan criteria and hence tornadoes are not
considered a significant hazard. The most likely damage by a tornado would be a loss of offsite
power with a long recovery time. This is already included in the IPE model.

5.3.2 Hurricanes

Sustained hurricane force winds (winds above 74 mph) have never been reported by the Raleigh-
Durham Weather Service (19 miles NNE). Hurricanes usually deteriorate rapidly as they move
on shore. Since the SHNPP site is 115 miles from the nearest coastline, the major effect on the
plant area due to hurricanes is usually heavy precipitation. The maximum 24-hour precipitation
of 5.20 in. at the Raleigh-Durham Weather Service was the result of Hurricane Diane in August
1955.

The fastest one-minute wind observed at Raleigh-Durham was 73 mph associated with Hurricane
Hazel in October 1954. The intensities of wind and precipitation produced by hurricanes at the
plant site are generally no greater than those produced by severe thunderstorms in the area.

Since hurricane winds are far less damaging than tornados, and the plant is designed against
floods, hurricanes are considered to be bounded. Hurricanes and tornados may cause debris to
build up in the service water reservoirs. However, in the case of SHNPP, there are two
separate reservoirs, the main reservoir and the auxiliary reservoir. In addition, the cooling
tower basins provide another reservoir for an ultimate heat sink, albeit for a limited time. Thus
a loss of ultimate heat sink is extremely unlikely. (This diversity also protects the plant from
the impact of biological impacts, which would appear gradually with enough lead time for a
deterioration in performance to be noticed, and preventive measures taken.)

The walkdown confirmed that the potential concerns raised in IEN 93-53, Supplement 1 (NRC,
1993) about the potential for failures of non-safety equipment leading to failures of safety-related
equipment, were not an issue at SHNPP.

5.4 EXTERNAL FLOODS

The general area of the site is subject to local intense precipitation. The plant island faces the
Main Reservoir and its grade, 260 ft, is 40 ft above the nominal water level of the main
reservoir (220 ft) and 8 ft above the nominal water level of the auxiliary reservoir (252 ft).
Most of the site is drained to the main reservoir, while a small portion of the run-off is drained
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to the auxiliary reservoir via the ESW intake and discharge channels. Thus, the site drainage
does not pose any potential problems.'Sec 2.4.2.3) The PMF (probable maximum flood) in
the Cape Fear River is not considered because of the large difference in elevation between the
river bank (approximate elevation of 160 ft) and the top of the main dam (elevation of 260 ft).
(Sec. 2.4.2.2)

Most of the runoff from the plant grade- is drained by means of a graded ground surface with
inlet structures and associated underground reinforced concrete pipe. Along the peripheral areas

of the plant island, the drainage system consists of open ditches and underground reinforced
concrete pipe. The plant drainage system is designed for a 5 in./hr rainfall intensity. Storm
runoff will flow into the main reservoir through the underground reinforced concrete pipe and
into the auxiliary reservoir via the ESW intake and discharge channels. Should the flow through
the drainage system become blocked during a period of such rainfall intensity, the plant island
is capable of being drained by overland flow on the open roads and ground surface directly to
the main reservoir or the ESW intake and discharge channels. Sediment buildup i's monitored
in accordance with the requirements in Regulatory Guide 1.127, Rev. 1. (Sec. 2.4.1.1)

Both the main dam and auxiliary dam have uncontrolled spillways to release floods. The top
of the main dam, the top of the auxiliary dam, and nominal plant grades are all at 260 ft, while
the maximum water level at the corresponding locations resulting from the PMF coincident with
the corresponding designed wind velocity and wave runup are 243.1 ft, 258 ft, and 257.7 ft,
respectively. (Sec. 2.4.1.1, 2.4.2.2. and 2.4.3.6.2) Thus, the facilities located on the plant
island willnot be subject to any flooding caused by probable maximum events such as the PMF
and the probable maximum hurricane (PMH), coincident with the wave runup and wind setup.
Moreover, seismic category I structures, systems, and components requiring flood protection for
safe shutdown are protected against floods in the main and auxiliary reservoirs. (Sec. 3.4.1.1.)

The accumulated water depth during the probable maximum precipitation (PMP) considered was
approximately 14.8 in. This depth was calculated based on the PMP estimates given in the
Hydrometeorological Reports No. 51 and 52 (dated June 1978 and August 1982, respectively),
the plant site drainage for runoff of 4 in. per hour, and the assumption of a complete blockage
of the entire drainage system. NUREG-1407 requires the use of these two PMP reports for
onsite flooding and roof ponding. Thus, the maximum elevation to which water willpond on
the plant site during a PMP event is 261.23 ft. All structures on the plant site are protected to
at least elevation 261 ft, and no structure has any access openings below 261 ft. However,
ponding to elevation 261.23 ft will not impact the plant ability for safe shutdown, if it were
necessary, because safety-related structures which have entrances at elevation 261 ft. are

protected against any ponding during a PMP event by artificial barriers such as water tight or
air tight doors, or low structural barriers such as curbs with the minimum elevation of 262 ft,
with the exception of the two entrances of the Waste Processing Building which are not protected
against any ponding above elevation 261.06 ft. These doors, however, do not provide access to
areas that house any safety-related equipment. Electrical manholes and duct runs for auxiliary
and emergency power system cables are capable ofnormal function while completely or partially
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flooded. None of the structures housing safety-related equipment have personnel access openings
below elevation 261 ft.

While water ponding on the flat roofs of safety related structures is possible as a result of there

being a surrounding parapet, roof drains are supplied that are adequate to prevent ponding. In
addition, the required load capacity of the roof would support water to the level of the parapet
even if the drains were to be blocked.

No safety-related structures will be jeopardized as a result of the maximum still w'ater level or
wave run-up resulting from a PMF, or storm water accumulated at the plant site due to a PMP,
and therefore, it will not be necessary to bring the reactor to a cold, shutdown for flood
conditions (Sec. 3.4.1.1).

The plant as designed therefore meets the 1975 Standard Review Plan criteria, and external
floods are not a significant hazard.

5.5 TRANSPORTATION AND NEARBY FACILITYACCIDENTS

5.5.1 Aircraft Impact

There are three small aviation airports within a ten-mile radius of the plant: Raleigh Executive
Airport (six miles E), Deck Airport (eight miles N), and Cox Airport (10 miles NNE). Traffic
consists entirely of light aircraft and none of these airports has a commercial service. Since no
records of the traffic were maintained by these airports, estimates of the traffic were obtained
from the Federal Aviation Agency at Raleigh-Durham Airport. The nearest major commercial
airport is the Raleigh-Durham Airport (19 miles NNE). Three of the ten major airways from
this airport pass within ten miles of the site. The closest military aviation is located at Pope Air
Force Base, 35 miles S. A National Guard AirFacility is located at Raleigh-Durham Airport.
(Sec. 2.2.2.5) The FSAR concludes that the aircraft hazards analysis is not required because:

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

no federal airways or airport approaches pass within two miles of SHNPP,
no airports are located within five miles of SHNPP,
the movements per year from the three general aviation airports and the major
commercial airport are below the aircraft analysis limits per year (18000, 32000,
50000,and 361000, respectively), and
the closest military airport is 35 miles from SHNPP. (Sec. 3.5.1.6)

These criteria were still met in 1993. Data obtained from the FAA for the number of
movements through November 1993 at the RDU airport showed an annual number ofmovements
less than 300,000.

However, there is a military flight path that is used by helicopters that passes relatively close
to the plant. It is considered that this presents a low hazard to the plant, because of the low
momentum of the aircraft and the design of the structures.
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5.5.2 Road and Rail Accidents

The issues of concern are road and rail accidents leading to explosions or releases of flammable
or toxic chemicals.

The Cities of Raleigh and Durham, both located 16 miles NE from the plant serve as railroad
and highway transportation centers for the area. The highways in and around these cities carry
large amounts of traffic. Approximately 8,000 vehicles daily use U.S. Highway 1, which passes
approximately 6,600 ft NNW from the plant site. Rail transportation is principally for freight
to and through the major cities. (Sec. 2.2.1) Three railroad segments come within five miles
of the plant site, which carry scheduled railroad traffic. The three segments are:

(a) the Bonsai-Durham segment, 2.5 miles NW
(b) the Fuquay-Varina-Brickhaven segment, 4.3 miles S

(c) the Raleigh-Moncure segment, 1.9 miles NW

Only the Raleigh-Moncure segment carries hazardous materials on a regular basis.
(Sec. 2.2.3.3.1)

Review of combustible materials transported within five miles of SHNPP identified rail and/or
truck transportation ofhigh explosives as the sources for a potential hazard. (Sec. 2.2.3.1) The
complete and instantaneous detonation of one train car load of TNT (200,000 lb) at the closest
point to the plant was evaluated to determine the blast loadings on critical plant structures. The
maximum loads were determined to be 0.4 psi or less within 0.062 seconds. This loading, as

well as any missiles generated by the explosion, will be satisfactorily resisted by seismic
category I structures and critical storage tanks. In addition, other safety-related equipment which
is not capable of withstanding this pressure pulse is protected against the pressure pulse by
location inside an enclosure. The complete and instantaneous detonation of one truck load of
TNT (approximately 50,000 lb) would be comparatively less severe to the critical plant
structures. (Sec. 2.2.3.1. 1)

The release of toxic chemicals causing a control room habitability concern due to a railroad
accident in the vicinity of the site has been calculated to be an event with a probability of
occurrence of less than 1.0E-7 per year. A national average probability value of 2.2E-8 per
mile of travel per year was used in the calculation. This is reasonable as CSX, which runs the
railroad, has an average accident rate close to that of the national average. No known railcar
accident have ever occurred on the segment of the railroad considered in the analysis. Although
two chemicals (anhydrous ammonia and vinyl chloride) were considered in the evaluation, the
results of the consequence (dose) analysis were not presented because of the low probability of
accident occurrence. (Sec. 2.2.3.3.1) The area close to the plant has no industrial development,
and thus the volume of hazardous materials transported on the 2-lane section of US Route 1

should be low. Furthermore, the road is further away from the plant than the Department of
Transportation impact radius for any of its classes of hazardous materials. In addition, an
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analysis of a chlorine spill done for the FSAR, revealed no control room habitability concern
for SHNPP.

5.5.3 Fixed Facility Accidents

5.5.3.1 Industrial Facilities

In the area surrounding the plant within a 50-mile radius, tobacco manufacturing and processing
is the principal industry in Durham County, furniture manufacturing in Range, Alamance, and
Guilford Counties, and textile manufacturing in Guilford and Alamance Counties. The Research
Triangle Park, approximately 20 miles NNE, has some light industry such as electronic
component manufacturing, electronic research, fiber chemistry research,'harmaceutical
research, health statistics studies, and air pollution control studies. There is a local
concentration of industry including wood products, adhesive resins, and synthetic fibers in the
vicinity of Moncure, about seven miles W. There is no industrial development within a five-
mile radius of the plant site. (Sec. 2.2.2. 1) There are two mining operations (clay and shale,
and crushed stone) and five inactive quarries within a ten-mile radius of the plant site.
(Sec. 2.2.2.2)

5.5.3.2 Military Facilities

There are no significant military facilities within a 25 mile radius of the plant site. The nearest
active military facility is Fort Bragg (35 miles S), a support base for Army training operations,
and the adjoining Pope AirForce Base. A National Guard facility is located at Raleigh-Durham
Airport (19 miles NNE). (Sec. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.5)

The FSAR does not present analyses related to industrial or military facility accidents. The
industrial facilities and their products are located such distances from the plant site that they will
pose no safety hazard to the plant site. Significant military facilities (support base for Army
training operations) are located beyond 30 miles from the plant site, and therefore they willnot
pose any safety hazard to the plant site. (Sec. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.1)

5.5.3.3 Pipeline Accidents

An 8-in. liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) pipeline, operated by the Dixie Pipeline Company, and
buried three feet underground, passes in excess of 8,500 ft. (W) of the closest plant critical
structures. It carries approximately 1,600 barrels per hour at peak flow at a maximum pressure
of 1,440 psi. (Sec. 2.2.3.2) The line terminates at Apex, North Carolina, where the fuel is
stored and distributed for local use. The pipeline is not used for storage of gas at higher than
normal pressures. There are no plans to carry any product other than liquified propane in the
pipeline. There are no other petroleum operations within a ten-mile radius of the plant site.
(Sec. 2.2.2.3) The effects on the plant safety-related structures resulting from a break in the
LPG line have been evaluated on the assumption of double-ended rupture or slot rupture with
the slot size equal to twice the flow area of the pipeline and instantaneous rupture at the closest
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location to the plant. It was further assumed that propane dispersed toward the plant at 1m/sec
as an airborne cloud, or alternatively, drifted by gravity toward the plant. It would take
approximately 5 to 10 min. to detect and isolate a major line leak or rupture during the day, or
30 min. at night. It was estimated that the detonation strength would be somewhere between the
8.9 and 100 tons of TNT, but closer to the 8.9 tons. The resulting peak overpressures were
0.10 psi at 8.9 tons and 0.5 psi at 100 tons, and the peak accelerations at 0.002 g and 0.023 g,
respectively. Critical plant structures are designed so that they are able to withstand these
overpressures and ground motions, and hence it was concluded that a detonation of propane that
had escaped from a break in the 8-in. LPG line would not result in unacceptable consequences.

For a non-explosive release, the cloud containing escaped LPG would have to travel a minimum
of 500 ft to reach the auxiliary reservoir, and after reaching the reservoir, the cloud would
continue to disperse so that at the point of closest approach the fringe of the flammable cloud
would be more than 2,200 ft from safety-related structures. However, fires from such clouds
would pose no hazard to the plant because none of the flammable cloud would re5ch any part
of the plant site. But average concentration of propane in a cloud that continues slumping
toward the plant should fall below the lower flammable limit. (Sec. 2.2.3,2)

5.6 CONCLUSIONS

This review of the impact on SHNPP of other external events leads to the conclusion that there
are no significant events of concern. A comprehensive screening analysis of those other external
hazards identified in the PRA Procedures Guide resulted in supporting the NUREG-1407
conclusion that only high winds, external floods, and transportation and nearby facility accidents
required to be reviewed in detail. The plant as designed meets the intent of the criteria of the
Standard Review Plan of 1975 and thus it is not surprising that these events also do not pose a
significant threat to the plant.
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SECTION 6

'LICENSEE PARTICIPATIONAND INTERNALREVIEW TEAM

6.1 IPEEE PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

Management of the overall IPEEE project at CP&L was provided by Mr. R. E. Oliver,
Manager-PWR Safety Analysis, who is responsible for all PRA related work performed for the
two PWR plants owned and operated by CP&L.

Responsibility for the technical aspects of the project was divided by technical area.
Mr. R. L. Knott was responsible for the seismic analysis, and Mr. A. J. Howe was responsible
for the fire analysis and the analysis of Other External Events.

6.1.1 Seismic Analysis

The seismic review was performed through the efforts of a CP&L project engineer and a site
project manager. The project engineer facilitated the completion of engineering activities while
the project manager provided for effective plant interface. The project engineer and project
manager worked closely to coordinate site walkdowns, implement repairs and plan for
modifications. CP&L's consultants for engineering activities were as follows:

~ EQE International, Inc. (EQE)
~ System and Reliability Optimization Services, Inc. (SAROS)
~ Vectra Technologies, Inc.

The seismic analysis required various organization structures depending on the task being
performed. A summary of the various responsibilities by task is addressed below.

Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL) Development:

The SSEL development was facilitated by a preliminary walkthrough by SAROS, CP&L and
EQE personnel to search for potential low seismic capacity components. The success path logic
and supporting information for SSEL development was completed by Ricky Summit (formerly
SAROS) and reviewed by CP&L.

Seismic Walkdowns and Reviews:

A seismic review team (SRT) was assembled following the guidance provided in EPRl NP-6041
drawing on the experience and expertise of EQE and CP&L personnel.
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Each walkdown team included a minimum of two SRT members who had completed the Seismic
Qualification Utility Group (SQUG)-Walkdown Screening and Seismic Evaluation training
course, as well as EPRI's add-on training for IPEEE. Joint walkdown teams generally consisted
of at least one EQE Engineer and at least one CP&L Engineer. Component screening and
HCLPF analysis candidate selection was performed jointly between CP&L and EQE. HCLPF
calculations were performed by EQE and reviewed by CP&L.

Relay Evaluation:

The relay evaluations were primarily performed by SAROS. However, early involvement was
provided by operations personnel.

Peer Review:

The seismic peer review was performed by Vectra Technologies, Inc. CP&L and EQE
supported the peer reviews by participating in the site walkdown review and providing responses
for reviewer questions,

6.1.2 Fires and Other External Events

The analysis was, for the most part, performed by NUS at their Gaithersburg office. In order
to ensure that CP&L personnel are fully conversant with the IPEEE methods and are in a

position to fully integrate the knowledge gained from performing the work into operating
procedures, training programs and appropriate hardware changes, a cognizant CP&L engineer
was appointed to be the point of contact throughout the study, and CP&L engineers performed
an in-depth review of each of the separate analyses that make up the study, and outlined below.

~ Qualitative fire area screening analyses
~ Fire frequency analyses
~ Deterministic fire modeling assumptions
~ Fire induced accident sequence analyses
~ Human reliability/recovery action analyses
~ Other external events analyses

In addition, CP&L engineers performed the quantification of the conditional core damage
probabilities for the various plant damage states that were identified during the course of
performing the fire analysis.

6.2 COMPOSITION OF THE INDEPENDENT REVIEW TEAM

An independent review team considered the final results of the IPEEE analysis in order to assess

potential vulnerabilities, evaluate alternatives to address them and recommend actions to resolve
severe accident issues using the NUMARC.closure guidelines. The composition of the team is
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shown below. The depth ofexperience of the plant operations, training, fire protection, licensing
and nuclear engineering personnel assigned to this team ensured appropriate disposition of the

issues identified in the IPEEE.

Corporate Support

Fred A. Emerson, Director - NEI Regulatory and INPO Affairs
Andrew J.. Howe, Project Engineer - Risk Assessment
Rudy E. Oliver, Manager - PWR Safety Analysis

SHNPP Staff

David L. Markle, Senior Specialist - Fire Protection
James F. Nevill, Manager - Design Engineering
A. Wayne Powell, Manager - Operations Training
Robert L. Prunty, Manager - Licensing
Lewis S. Rowell, Project Engineer - Licensing
Vann Stephenson, Manager - Civil Engineering
Anthony Williams, Manager - Operations

The SHNPP and corporate support staff groups were convened to review the technical
assumptions, bases, results, and conclusions of the analyses, and either provide confirmation that
the results appeared valid or provide recommendations for revising the analyses based on
adjusted assumptions. The results were then reviewed by a group of cognizant managers from
corporate and SHNPP management. The group then decided (using the NUMARC 91-04
criteria for IPE closure and a qualitative cost-effectiveness criterion) how best to resolve the
issues. Possible resolution pathways for each sequence with a core damage frequency above
1E-6/year ranged from modifications to procedure changes or consideration for inclusion in
Severe Accident Management Guidance to be developed at a later date. Allsequences with core
damage frequencies below 1E-6 were not evaluated further, in accordance with the NUMARC
91-04 guidelines. Finally', the results and conclusions were reviewed and accepted by plant
senior management.
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SECTION 7

PLANT'IMPROVEMENTSAND UNIQUE SAFETY FEATURES

As this IPEEE has confirmed, SHNPP has been designed to cope with the occurrence of
energetic external events and internal fires. The plant is located in such an area that there are
few significant external hazards, and for those that are possible, such as tornadoes, the plant is
well designed by protecting equipment required for safe shutdown.

In terms of fire hazard, the risk is minimized by a combination of features including a

minimization of potential fire sources, and mitgation of the impact of fires by a combination of
measures, which include detection, suppression, and separation of potential targets from the fire
sources.

Because of these design features, the IPEEE has been able to demonstrate that there are no
significant issues that need to be resolved. The fire analysis identified three fire scenarios that,
on application ofNUMARCevaluation criteria, require Severe Accident Management Guidelines
(SANG) be in place with emphasis on prevention/mitigation of core damage or vessel failure,
and containment failure.

The scenarios are the following:

Switchgear Room B (Fire Area 1-A-SWGRB)

This fire area is located at 286'levation of the Auxiliary Building. It houses equipment and
cabling associated with the safety train B and other non-safety equipment. Significant fire
ignition sources for this area include electrical cabinets, transformers, and battery chargers.
Cable insulation is the primary source of combustible material for this area. The transient
combustible loading for this area is negligible.

The dominant scenario for this area results from fires originating in any bus that is not
suppressed within the cabinet, and therefore has the potential for impacting cables from several
cabinets. Such fires were, conservatively, assumed to be able to ignite substantial quantity of
combustibles before they could be suppressed. The contribution of these fires to CDF was
estimated to be 4.0E-6 per year.

Switchgear Room A (Fire Area 1-A-SWGRA)

This fire area is similar to Switchgear Room B, but houses equipment and cabling associated
with the safety train A and other non-safety equipment. The contribution of fires in this area
to CDF was estimated to be 3.1E-6 per year.
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The independent review team identified in section 6.4 reviewed the fire scenarios for the two
switchgear rooms. No cost 'effective modifications were identified which could substantially
reduce the likelihood of these fire scenarios. The current plant fire response procedures and
operating procedures for plant shutdown after, a fire adequately address these scenarios, and no
enhancements to the procedures were required.

Control Room Scenarios 1D1 and 6B

The SHNPP Control Room Area is located at elevation 305'f the AuxiliaryBuilding. The area
contains control panels, computer consoles, radiation monitoring panels, alarms, incore
instrumentation, desk relay panels, exhaust fans, a component cooling water surge tank and
associated controls, wiring in conduit, a kitchen, and an office area.

The two scenarios that are not screened out are assumed to require control room evacuation with
control of safe shutdown components from the ACP. Operator action at the ACP includes the
closing of the appropriate PORV block valve if it is necessary to mitigate a LOCA resulting
from a spurious opening of a PORV.

~ Scenario 1D1—This scenario results in loss of control for the AFW and ESW systems
from the main control room. In addition, control functions for many train A
components (including those for feed and bleed) are unavailable in the control room.
Shutdown from the ACP is assumed to be necessary. A potential LOCA can be
mitigated by the closing of the appropriate PORV Block valve from the ACP. It was
conservatively assumed that 10% of all fires in this scenario will result in hot shorts
causing a PORV to spuriously open. Thus, the scenario results in a transient with
a frequency of 5.01E-S per year, and a small LOCA with a frequency of 5.57E-6 per
year. Even though it is not explicitly identified as an entry condition into AOP-004,
it was assumed that the inability to control AFW and ESW from the control room
will lead the operators to the remote shutdown procedure. It was further assumed
that, using the values for conditional core damage probabilities given in section
4.6.3.4, the human error probability for failing to take control is dominant. The total
core damage frequency is estimated as 1.25E-6 per year.

~ Scenario 6B—This scenario involves a fire in any cabinet that is not suppressed
within 15 minutes. The assumption here is that the effects of smoke produced will
necessitate control room evacuation. Plant shutdown is assumed from the ACP. This
scenario does not involve damage to any equipment, but requires an orderly shutdown
from the ACP. The frequency of core damage is estimated to be 3.0E-6 per year.

The frequency of core damage for each scenario is comprised of a frequency of the fire scenario
combined with a human error probability for failure to successfully shut down the plant at the
ACP. The independent review team identified in section 6.4 reviewed the fire scenarios for this
area. No cost effective modifications were identified which could substantially reduce the
likelihood of these fire scenarios. The team identified an enhancement to the procedure for
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remote shutdown (outside of the main control room) which would improve the response to these
fire scenarios. The procedure willbe revised to specifically check the status of the pressurizer
PORVs after transfer to the ACP to require closure of a block valve ifnecessary to isolate a

failed open relief valve. The current results reported in this document do not credit this
procedural enhancement. This procedure change will be implemented prior to startup after
refueling outage 6, which is currently scheduled for fall 1995.
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SECTION 8

SM EARY AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1 SUMMARY

S.I.I Overview of IPEEE

Carolina Power and Light (CP8cL) has completed an examination of the potential for events
external to the plant to cause core damage accidents at its Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant,
Unit No. 1 (SHNPP). This report describes the results of the examination and illustrates the
acomplishment of one of the principal goals of the study, namely compliance with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 4 (NRC, 1991), requesting that
every licensee conduct an Individual Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE). This
analysis complements the analysis presented in the Individual Plant Examination (IPE) (CP8cL,
1993), which addressed internal initiating events. By the performance of this project, COL
has achieved for the most part the four primary objectives of the IPEEE, which were, for
initiating events resulting from events external to the plant systems:

~ to develop an appreciation of severe accident behavior,

~ to understand the most likely severe accident sequences that could occur at the plant
under full power conditions,

~ to gain a qualitative understanding of the overall likelihood of core damage and
fission product releases, and

~ if necessary, to reduce the overall likelihood of core damage and fission product
release by modifying, where appropriate, hardware and procedures that would help
prevent or mitigate severe accidents.

The results of this study are not however directly comparable with those of the IPE. The
methodology used to perform the IPE is based on a systems analysis approach that has a

achieved an accepted degree of maturity. The analysis of external initiating events, by contrast,
has not reached the same degree of maturity. For example, some of the potentially damaging
external initiating events have very low frequencies that cannot be estimated using actuarial data
without considerable extrapolation, so that the frequency estimates are subject to a large
uncertainty. Many of the events can occur with a range of severity with the damage potential
being a function of that severity. Analyzing the impact of such events can be very complex and
time consuming. Because of this, the methods that have been developed to analyze the impact
of external initiating events are essentially screening analyses, designed either to identify the
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most significant contributors, while minimizing the need for detailed analyses, or to identify
specific weaknesses without explicitly estimating risk.

The method chosen to analyze the impact of seismic events, the seismic margin method, is the
latter type of analysis. There is no estimation of core damage frequency. Instead, the analysis
is an assessment of whether the plant has sufficient margin over and above the design basis to
withstand what is known as the review.;level earthquake. The analysis of the other external
events for SHNPP is essentially a confirmation that the plant meets the Standard Review Plan
(NRC, 1975) criteria, and again does not require that core damage frequency be evaluated:

The fire analysis does, on the other hand, result in the evaluation of the core damage frequencies
from a set of fire initiated scenarios. However, even in this case, the core damage frequency
is not evaluated in the same way as was done for the internal initiating events. The analysis is
based on a successive screening approach, at each stage of which, fire scenarios are screened
from further consideration on the basis that a conservative analysis shows that the frequency of
core damage is less than 1E-6 per year. However, since for scenarios that are screened, the
analysis is not further refined, the degree of conservatism is not estimated, and therefore it
would be inaccurate to sum the screening core damage frequencies to obtain the overall core
damage frequency. Instead, the analysis has been used to identify the scenarios that have the
highest likelihood of leading to core damage.

There is an additional difference in that, for the purposes of screening, and for comparison with
the Severe Accident Issue Closure Guidelines (NUMARC, 1992), the sequences in the IPE were
grouped by functional type. In the fire analysis they were grouped by fire location. The reason
for this is that it is the vulnerable locations that are of interest.

8.1.2 Results

The only items resulting fron the seismic margin assessment that are outstanding are minor
repairs or modifications which will be completed prior to startup from refueling outage 7,
currently scheduled for Spring 1997. No vulnerabilities were identified during the analysis of
the other external events.

Only four fire scenarios, one in each switchgear room and two in the control room, were
identified as having a contribution to core damage frequency greater than 1E-6 per year. These
are described below:

Area 1-A-SWGRB

This fire area is located at 286'levation of the Auxiliary Building. It houses equipment and
cabling associated with the safety train B and other non-safety equipment. Significant fire
ignition sources for this area include electrical cabinets, transformers, and battery chargers.
Cable insulation is the primary source of combustible material for this area. The transient
combustible loading for this area is negligible.
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Fire protection consists of early warning ionization detection located throughout the fire area.

Hose stations, fire extinguishers and manual alarm stations are located in and adjacent to the
area.. Safety train A, powered by equipment located in the Switchgear Room A fire area, will
be relied upon for'lant shutdown in case of a fire in this fire area.

The dominant scenario for this area (scenario 2) results from fires originating in any bus that.
is not suppressed within the cabinet, and therefore has the potential for impacting cables from
several cabinets. Such fires were, conservatively, assumed to be able to ignite a substantial
quantity ofcombustibles before they could be suppressed. The impact of such fires was assumed
to be loss of the entire division B safe shutdown path (i.e. loss of 1B-SB and 1E buses and all
equipment that are powered from these buses). In addition, bus 1D was assumed to be initially
de-energized due to either loss of control power to or spurious opening of its supply breaker.
Operator action to locally close the breaker and restore offsite AC power to bus 1D (and
therefore to bus 1A-SA), as directed by emergency procedures, was credited.

The frequency of this fire was estimated as:

Fsz = Fsr*Prs

where F„= frequency of significant electrical cabinet induced fires = 3.5E-3
P<, = probability of failure to suppress = 0.1 (EPRI, 1992b)

Therefore, F~ = 3.5E-3 * 0.1 = 3.5E-4 per year.

For cases where operator recovery of offsite power to bus 1D (and hence to 1A-SA) is
successful, the consequence of the fire is limited to the loss of the 1B-SB and 1E buses. The
CCDP for this case is 7.1E-3 and the resultant CDF was estimated as:

CDF~, = F~ CCDP~, = 3.5E-4 7.1E-3 = 2.5E-6 per year.

For cases where operator recovery of offsite power is not successful (from the IPE, this HEP
is 1E-2), the CCDP is 7.5E-2, and the resultant CDF was estimated as:

CDF~, = F~ * HEP~ * CCDP», = 3.5E-4 * 1E-2 *7.5E-2 = 2.6E-7 per year.

Thus the total contribution from this scenario to CDF is:

CDF~ = 2.5E-6 + 2.6E-7 = 2.8E-6 per year.

The second most significant scenario is that which results in loss of the 1B-SB bus from fires
contained within the cabinets in which they originate. These contributions are estimated to add
1.1E-6 per year to the CDF. The total contribution to CDF for Switchgear Room B is therefore
estimated to be 4.0E-6 per year (including a small contribution from welding/cutting fires).
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Area 1-A-SWGRA

'his

area is similar to Switchgear Room B, except that there is no potential for the loss of the
turbine-driven AFW pump, and no potential for loss of offsite power to division B. The
contribution to CDF from the dominant scenarios is 2.6E-6 per year.

Control Room Scenarios 1D1 and 6B

The SHNPP control room is located at 305'levation of the Auxiliary Building and contains
control panels, computer consoles, radiation monitoring panels, alarms, incore

instrumentation,'esk

relay panels, exhaust fans, a component cooling water surge tank and associated controls,
wiring in conduit, a kitchen, and an office area.

~ The fire postulated for this area assumes ignition and subsequent development into the most
severe single fire expected in the area of localized concentrations of combustibles permanently
present in the area. Propagation of the postulated fire willbe reduced by early detection using
ionization-type smoke detectors installed at the ceiling and in the panels of the main control
board. The automatic detection system senses products of combustion generated by the incipient
fire and alerts employees both at the location of the local fire detection control panel and in the
control room via the communications room. As such, manual fire response can be initiated
promptly; this fire area is permanently occupied. In addition, ready access is provided to the
area from adjacent plant areas facilitating initial use of area fire extinguishers on incipient fires
and supplemental use of standpipe hose lines on developing fires by employees responding to
the fire. The postulated fire is not considered to have sufficient potential for spread to cause
failure of redundant safety-related plant equipment and associated cabling and controls.

The two scenarios that are not screened out are described below. The scenarios are assumed
to require control room evacuation with control of safe shutdown components from the auxiliary
control panel (ACP). Operator action at the ACP includes the closing of the appropriate power-
operated relief valve (PORV) block valve if it is necessary to mitigate a LOCA resulting from
a spurious opening of a PORV.

~ Scenario 1Dl—This scenario results in loss of control for the auxiliary feedwater
(AFW) and emergency service water (ESW) systems from the main control room.
In addition, control functions for many train A components (including those for feed
and bleed) are unavailable in the control room. Shutdown from the ACP is assumed
to be necessary. A potential LOCA can be mitigated by the closing of the
appropriate PORV block valve from the ACP. It was conservatively assumed that
10% of all fires in this scenario will result in hot shorts causing a PORV to
spuriously open. Thus, the scenario results in a transient with a frequency of
approximately 5.01E-5 per year, and a small LOCA with a frequency of 5.57E-6 per
year. Even though it is not explicitly identified as an entry condition, it was assumed
that the inability to control AFW and ESW from the control room will lead the
operators to the remote shutdown procedure. It was further assumed that, using the



values for CCDPs given in section 4.6.3.4, the human error probability for failing
to take control is dominant. The total core damage frequency is estimated as 1.25E-6
per year.

~ Scenario 6B - This scenario involves a fire in any cabinet that is not suppressed
within 15 minutes. The assumption here is that the effects of smoke produced will
necessitate control room evacuation. Plant shutdown is assumed from the ACP. This

. scenario does not involve damage to any equipment, but. requires an orderly shutdown
from the ACP. The frequency of core damage is estimated to be 3.0E-6 per year.

CP&L has reviewed these three fire scenarios and has determined that no plant modifications
or administrative changes need to be made. However, the procedure for remote shutdown
(outside of the main control room) will be enhanced to check the status of the pressurizer
PORVs after transfer to the ACP and require closure of a block valve ifnecessary to isolate a
failed open relief valve. The current results reported in this document do not credit this
procedural enhancement. This procedure change will be implemented prior to startup after
refueling outage 6, which is currently scheduled for fall 1995.

S.2 CONCLUSIONS

The IPEEE has demonstrated that the SHNPP has no significant vulnerabilities to external
events. By performing this IPEEE, CP&L has not only addressed the requirements of the
Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 4 (NRC, 1991), but has also addressed other regulatory
requirements.

Three programs, i.e., (1) the external event portion of USI A-45, (2) GI-131, and (3) the
Eastern U.S. Seismicity issue, are subsumed in the IPEEE.

Any vulnerabilities associated with decay heat removal (USI-A-45) would have been revealed
and resolved during this process. By virtue of the fact that no seismic vulnerabilities were
uncovered in the seismic margin study, and that the safe shutdown paths analyzed in that study
included equipment for decay heat removal, there are no seismic vulnerabilities specific to decay
heat removal. Three of the scenarios identified during the fire analysis involve loss of control
or power to the AFW system, and therefore are relevant to the USI-A-45 resolution. In the
case of switchgear room fire scenarios, the loss of power to the complete division is a
conservative assumption. In the case of the control room fire scenario, the frequency has been
assessed to be 1.25E-6 per year, and when compared with the overall CDF, is not a significant
contributor.

The Eastern U.S. Seismicity Issue is resolved by the seismic part of the IPEEE. Since CP&L
exercised the seismic margins option, the resolution was achieved by an appropriate choice of
review level earthquake. GI-131 deals with the seismically induced failure of the flux mapping
transfer cart that would lead directly to the rupture of instrumentation tubes at the seal table.
Since this is applicable to Westinghouse plants, it is applicable to SHNPP. Ithas been addressed
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in the IPEEE. USI-A-46 has subsumed USI-A-17, "Seismic Interactions in Nuclear Power
Plants". Although SHNPP is not an A-46 plant, USI-A-17 was addressed through the seismic
walkdown that was performed to meet the requirements of the IPEEE.

The FRSS issues, NUREG/CR-5088, were examined through comparison to standardized
checklist questions and through specifically tailored plant walkdowns according to the FIVE.-
Methodology. The FRSS issues are discussed in section 4.8. The issue of seismic-fire
interactions has been addressed and is discussed in section 3.1.6.

The revised "Design Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP)" criteria were assessed with the
other external events as requested in Generic Letter 89-22, Supplement 4. The conclusions are
presented in section 5.4.

IEN 93-53, Supplement 1 requested that the IPEEE address the lessons learned from the effects
of Hurricane Andrew on the Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Station (NRC, 1993). This was
addressed during the performance of a walkdown that was conducted to confirm the conclusions
of the review of the plant design with respect to Other External Events, as discussed in
section 5.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY SELECTION

In the Commission policy statement on severe accidents in nuclear power plants

issued in 1985, the Commission concluded, based on available information, that

existing plants pose no undue risk to the public health and safety and that there is

no present basis for immediate action on any regulatory requirements for these

plants, However, the Commission recognized that systematic examinations are

beneficial in identifying plant-specific vulnerabilities to severe accidents that could

be fixed with low-cost improvements. In 1988 the Commission requested that

each licensee conduct an individual plant examination (IPE) for internally initiated

events including internal flooding. Many PRAs indicated that, in some instances,

the risk from external events could contribute significantly to core damage.

In July 1990, following public comments and a workshop, the Commission issued

Supplement 4 to Generic Letter 88-20 (Reference 1) requesting that each licensee

conduct an individual plant examination of external events (IPEEE). The general

objectives of the IPEEE are similar to that of the IPE - that is, for each licensee (1)

to develop an appreciation of severe accident behavior, (2) to understand the most

likely severe accident sequences that could occur at its plant under full-power

operating conditions, (3) to gain a qualitative understanding of the overall likelihood

of core damage and fission product releases, and (4) if necessary, to reduce the

overall likelihood of core damage and fission product releases by modifying, where

appropriate, hardware and procedures that would help prevent or mitigate severe

accidents.

The staff has concluded that five external events need to be included specifically in

the IPEEE: seismic events, internal fires, high winds, floods, and transportation and

nearby facility accidents. This report addresses seismic events.

Acceptable methodologies for performing the seismic IPEEE are summarized in

NUREG-1407 (Reference 2). This evaluation may be conducted by performing a
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seismic PRA or a Seismic Margins Assessment (SMA). The SMA methodology was ~

designed to demonstrate sufficient margin over the Safe Shutdown Earthquake

(SSE) to ensure plant safety and to find any "weak links" that might limit the plant

shutdown capacity to safely withstand a seismic event larger than the SSE or lead

to seismically induced core damage. The SMA may in turn be performed using the

methodology developed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories (LLNL), or by,
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). CPRL has opted to perform a SMA using

the EPRI methodology (Reference 3).

Harris was placed in the focused-scope category for margin assessment. The basic

information used was the 1989 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory seismic

hazard estimates for nuclear. power plant locations in the eastern United States

(Reference 4) and the EPRI hazard study (Reference 6).

New seismic hazard data were published in October, 1993 that demonstrates that

the seismic hazard at existing eastern United States nuclear power plants is much

less than what the NRC staff originally believed (Reference 5). The data

demonstrate a much lower annual probability of Harris exceeding the 0,15g design

basis earthquake based on the 1993 LLNLmean hazard curves than the annual

probability of exceeding the 0.3g review level earthquake (RLE) based on the

revised hazard curves. Furthermore, the LLNL results confirm that the mean

seismic hazard for Harris is lower than the 1989 seismic hazard estimates for the

group of plants that were originally designated as reduced-scope.

CP&L elected to complete the Harris SMA following NUREG 1407 and EPRI NP-

6041 as a focused-scope plant without schedule delays or major scope changes.

The new information and extensive seismic evaluation performed for the recent

vintage plant were, however, considered when determining the quantity of

components selected for high-confidence-of-low-probability of failure (HCLPF)

evaluation and the level of evaluation for issues such as soils, structures and NSSS

components.
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Detailed plant walkdowns are considered the most cost-effective and beneficial

aspect of the SMA program. Harris walkdowns were performed by teams of CP&L

and consultant Seismic Review Teams (SRTs) in accordance with EPRI NP-6041.

Pre-walkdown activities included prescreening of success path components with

available data entered into EHOST;"a microcomputer database developed by EQE

International. Walkdowns were performed using pen-based computers and the

program EWALK. EQE proprietary software EWALK is compatible with EHOST to

facilitate efficient data collection and subsequent data management.

These walkdowns identified several housekeeping, maintenance and systems

interaction issues that lead to cost effective improvements as a result of the SMA

program. Analyses to determine to high confidence of low probability of failure

(HCLPF) capacity of selected success path elements confirmed that the plant

HCLPF meets or exceeds the 0.3g Review Level Earthquake (RLE).
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2. REVIEW OF PLANT INFORMATION

A brief description of the general plant, ground response spectra, structures,

equipment, distribution systems is presented below. All the information presented

in this section is contained in existing plant licensing documents including the Final

Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). The purpose is to provide a review of the plant

design.

2.1 GENERAL PLANT DESCRIPTION

The Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) for the Unit is a pressurized water

reactor (PWR) consisting of three closed reactor coolant loops connected in parallel

to the reactor vessel, each containing a reactor coolant pump and a steam

generator. An electrically heated pressurizer is connected to the "hot" leg of one of

the loops. The NSSS, along with the design and fabrication of the initial fuel core,

is supplied by Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

The Containment is a steel lined reinforced concrete structure in the form of a

vertical right cylinder with a hemispherical dome and a flat base with a recess

beneath the reactor vessel. The Containment is designed by Ebasco Services

Incorporated, architect/engineer for Harris.

The Unit is designed for an initial licensed power output of 2785 megawatts

thermal (Mwt), which includes 10 Mwt from the reactor coolant pumps. This

output corresponds to approximately 900 megawatts electric (Mwe). The NSSS is

capable of producing approximately 2910 Mwt (approximately 940 Mwe), which

includes 10 Mwt from the reactor coolant pumps. Although the license application

is for 2785 Mwt, all safety systems, including Containment and engineered safety

features, are designed and evaluated for operation at the higher power level of

2910 Mwt.
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2.1.1 Site Location and Area

The Harris site is located in the extreme southwest corner of Wake County, North

Carolina, and the southeast corner of Chatham County, North Carolina. The city of

Raleigh, North Carolina, is approximately 16 miles northeast, and the city of

Sanford is about 15 miles southwest.

Maps of the site area are included as Figures 2-1 and 2-2. Indicated on these maps

are the site boundary line (which is the same as the station property boundary), the

principal plant structures, the exclusion area, and the principal transportation routes.

The station requires approximately 10,800 acres. Carolina Power 8c Light Company

owns all land within the site boundary lines. There are no private, residential,

industrial, recreational, institutional, or commercial structures (other than those

related to plant operation) within this area.

The environment is rural and primarily devoted to farming and dairying. Local

industrial activity is centered in an area west-southwest from the plant. Another

major center of industrial and research activity is located to the north-northwest.

2.1.2 H drolo

The plant site is located at the confluence of Buckhorn and Whiteoak Creeks, just

north of the Cape Fear River. The power block area is located between Tom Jack

and Thomas Creeks. These two creeks are tributaries of Whiteoak Creek; Whiteoak

Creek is a tributary of Buckhorn Creek. Figure 2-1 shows a plan of the site

development.

The principal water source for the plant is the Main Reservoir which is formed by an

impoundment of Buckhorn Creek just below its confluence with Whiteoak Creek.

The project design also includes an adjoining and independent Auxiliary Reservoir

for emergency cooling purposes. See FSAR Section 2.4 for a more detailed

discussion of hydrology.
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2.1.3 Geolo and Seismolo

r

The region surrounding the site is generally characterized by a gently rolling

topography resulting from extensive weathering and erosion of the underlying

bedrock. Elevations of the hill tops.and ridge crests are mostly between 250 feet

and 275 feet (msl) and local relief is generally less than 60.feet. The finished grade

elevation is approximately 260 feet.

The site is located in the southeastern part of the Durham Basin, which is in the

northern part of the Deep River Triassic Basin. Sediments that underlie much of the

southeastern portion of the Durham Basin were placed as alluvial fans and stream

channels and flood plain deposits. Below an occasional thin layer of alluvial sand

and/or clay, there are from 0 to 15 ft. of residual soil. The depth of weathering

below this to sound rock generally varies from about 0 to 15 ft. depending on the

type of underlying rock. The foundations have been placed on sound rock.

A small fault was discovered during excavation for the Waste Processing Building.

The studies performed showed that this fault is not a capable fault, as documented

in the Shearon Harris Fault Investigation Report submitted to the NRC in 1975.

The nearest known fault outside the site is one lying just west of Merry Oaks about

three miles to the southwest of the site. Test borings showed nothing that would

indicate the development of faults, joints, slickensides or other structural weakness

since the late Triassic and early Jurassic time.

Based on historical seismicity, the maximum potential earthquake which might

affect the site would be a recurrence of the Charleston, South Carolina earthquake

of 1886 which was probably felt as an intensity Vl at the site. The largest

earthquakes in the site region which are not attributable to any particular geologic

structure or seismic zone have been of intensity V. However, it is considered

possible that some intensity Vll earthquakes in the eastern Piedmont and the

Coastal Plain may have been related to exposed or buried Triassic Basins.
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Therefore, a shock of intensity Vll occurring in the Deep River Basin is considered

to be the maximum potential earthquake.

The safe shutdown earthquake is designated as an intensity Vll earthquake

occurring close to the site. The resulting maximum horizontal ground acceleration

at foundation level within the competent bedrock at the site is estimated to be less

than 12 percent of gravity. In order to provide an additional margin of

conservatism, a value of 15 percent of gravity is assigned as the maximum

horizontal ground acceleration. All safety related structures and systems are

designed to assure safe plant shutdown for two horizontal excitations and one

vertical excitation simultaneously. Seismic Category I systems and components are

designed for a minimum of 10 loading cycles under safe shutdown earthquake

conditions.

The operating basis earthquake is designated as one with half the accelerations of

the safe shutdown earthquake and equivalent to an Intensity Vl earthquake near the

site. The corresponding horizontal acceleration at foundation level in the bedrock

would be less than 7.5 percent of gravity.

The site maximum horizontal ground accelerations for the Safe Shutdown

Earthquake (SSE) and Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) are 0.150g and 0.075g,

respectively. See FSAR Section 2.5 for a more detailed discussion of geology and

seismology.

2.2 GROUND RESPONSE SPECTRA

Two earthquake motions were considered in the dynamic analyses of all Seismic

Category I structures, systems, subsystems, and equipment: the operating basis

earthquake (OBE) and safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). The design value of the

maximum horizontal ground acceleration is 0.150g for the safe shutdown

earthquake and .075g for the operating basis earthquake.
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The design response spectra used for all Seismic Category I structures, systems,

and components, except dams and dikes, were developed in accordance with

Regulatory Guide 1.60. The horizontal and vertical design response spectra,

normalized to 0.150g for the SSE and 0.075g for the OBE, are presented on

Figures 2-3 through 2-6 and were applied at the foundation level.

The design response spectra used for the Seismic Category I dams and dikes were

based on a modified form of a smoothed response spectra developed from the

strong motion record of the 1935 Helena, Montana earthquake, normalized to the

maximum horizontal ground accelerations of the safe shutdown earthquake and the

operating basis earthquake. This record was obtained from a seismograph that was

established on competent bedrock and is, therefore, considered appropriate for the

proposed plant site.

The horizontal design response spectra for the dams and dikes, normalized to

0.150g for the SSE and 0.075g for the OBE, are presented on Figures 2-7 and 2-8,

respectively. The vertical design response spectra for the dams and dikes,

normalized to 0.10g for the SSE and 0.05g for the OBE, are presented on Figures

2-9 and 2-10, respectively. The seismic analysis of the dams and dikes, based on

the design response spectra presented on Figures 2-7 through 2-10, is discussed in

the FSAR, Section 2.5.6. An evaluation of the behavior of the dams and dikes

during an earthquake whose response spectra were developed using the Regulatory

Guide 1.60 methodology, is also presented in Section 2.5.6 of the FSAR.

2.3 STRUCTURES

Seismic Category I structures are cast-in-place reinforced concrete structures. The

floors are supported on beams and girders which are in turn supported on interior

columns and/or exterior walls. Where interior shear walls are installed, the beams

and girders are supported on the shear walls. All interior shielding walls and

partitions, other than shear walls, are either reinforced concrete or concrete block,
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and are not load bearing. The buildings are supported on separate foundation mats

10 feet thick,which are founded on suitable rock.

The seismic analyses of the Seismic Category I structures were performed by using

the normal mode time-history technique. The structures, considered as seismic

systems and analyzed in this manner, are Containment, Reactor Auxiliary Building,
1

Fuel Handling Building, Waste Processing Building, Tank Building, Diesel Generator

Building, Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Building, ESWS Intake Structure, ESWS Discharge

Structure and ESWS Screening Structure.

These structures are founded on sound rock which has a shear wave velocity of

5600 ft/sec. The lumped mass-spring approach was used to develop the

mathematical model for the dynamic analyses of the structures. The mathematical

model assumes a single cantilever or multi-cantilever lumped mass system. The

lumped masses are connected by weightless elastic bars which represent the

stiffness of structural walls and/or columns. Each mathematical model is supported

by a mass which represents the foundation mat; the interaction of the foundation

mat with the supporting rock medium is represented by linear elastic springs.

The lumped masses are located at floor levels and at any other points where the

dynamic responses are important. The dead weights of the structural floor system,

steel framing, grating, miscellaneous steel, equipment, piping, and electrical cables

and trays (considered as a uniform load distributed over the floor) are included in

the lumped mass at the corresponding level. The dead weights of columns and

structural walls are evenly distributed between the levels over which they span.

The dead weights of block walls are lumped at the levels at which they are

supported.

Ebasco's in-house computer program DYNAMIC2037 was used to generate floor

response spectra. The damping values used were 4 percent for structures and 2

percent for rock for OBE and 7 percent and 5 percent, respectively for SSE. The

floor response spectra calculations were based on the exact analytical solutions of
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the governing differential equations for the successive linear segments of the

excitation, specified at equal time intervals. The method is described in detail in

Reference 35. The floor response spectra were generated separately for three

directions of earthquake motion.
E

The peaks of the floor response spectra are broadened plus or minus fifteen percent

in frequency according to the example shown on Figure 1 of Regulatory Guide

1.122. The broadening on the frequency axis is to account for variations in

parameters, such as the material properties of the structures and soil, damping

values, soil-structure interaction techniques and approximations in the modeling

techniques.

The seismic analysis of all Seismic Category I structures takes into consideration

three orthogonal directions of seismic motions; two horizontal and one vertical. The

maximum responses to each of the three components of motion are determined

separately and combined by the square root of the sum of the squares (SRSS)

method to obtain the total seismic responses in accordance with.,Regulatory Guide

1.92.

The Seismic Category I structures listed above conform with the applicable

requirements of the following codes, standards, regulatory guides and

specifications listed below:

General Codes and Standards

OSHA- Occupational Safety and Health Administration, Federal Safety

Regulations (1975 listing)

NCSBC - North Carolina State Building Code, 1969 Edition

ACI - American Concrete Institute Standards

211 ~ 1-1974 Recommended Practices for Selecting Proportions for Normal and Heavy

Weight Concrete
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301-1975 Specifications for Structural Concrete for Buildings

304-1973 'ecommended Practice for Measuring, Mixing, Transporting, and Placing

Concrete

305-1972 Recommended Practice for Hot Weather Concreting (Use this edition

except Paragraph 4.4.3. Comply with ACI 305-1974 Paragraph 4.4.3

only)

306-1966 Recommended Practice for Cold Weather Concreting

309-1974 Recommended Practice for Consolidation of Concrete

315-1974 Manual of Standard Practice for Detailing Reinforced Concrete Structures

318-1971 Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete

347-1968 Recommended Practice for Concrete Formwork

SP-2-1975 Manual of Concrete Inspection

AISC - American Institute of Steel Construction

Specification for the Design, Fabrication, and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings

(AISC Specification) (2/12/69, with Supplements 1- 11/1/70, 2- 12/8/71, and 3-

6/12/74)

ASME - American Societ of Mechanical En ineers

"Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code," 1975 Edition

Section II - Material Specifications

Section III, Division 1 - Nuclear Power Plant Components

Subsection ND "Class 3 Components"
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Subsection NE "Class MC Components"

Sectio'n III, Division 2- Code for Concrete Reactor Vessels and

Containments (as required by ASME Section III,

Division 2/ACI 359 Code, exceptions to the ASME

Section III, Division 2/ACI 359-74 Code are listed

in Appendix 3.8A of the FSAR

AWS - American Weldin Societ

D 1.1-75 Structural Welding Code, with Revisions 1 (1976) and 2 (1977) for

services performed after 4/29/77

NRC Re ulator Guides

1.10 Mechanical (Cadweld) Splices in Reinforcing Bars of Category I Concrete

Structures

1.15 Testing of Reinforcing Bars for Category I Concrete Structures

1.18 Structural Acceptance Test for Concrete Primary Containment

1.19 Nondestructive Examination of Primary Containment Liner Welds

1.54 Quality Assurance Requirements for Protective Coatings Applied to

Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants

1.55 Concrete Placement in Category I Structures

1.57 Design Limits and Loading Combinations for Metal Primary Reactor

Containment System Components

1.60 Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear, Power Plants

1.61 Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants
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1.63 Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures for Water-Cooled

Nuclear Power Plants

1.76 Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants

1.92 Combination of Modes and Spatial Components in Seismic Response

Analysis

1.94 Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection, and Testing of

Structural Concrete and Structural Steel during the Construction Phase of

Nuclear Power Plants

1.122 Development of Floor Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of

Floor-Supported Equipment or Components

The following specifications specify the requirements for materials, design criteria,

fabrication, erection, inspection, and quality assurance. These specifications, in

general, reflect and expand on the requirements set forth in ASME Section III,

Division 2/ACI 359 Code.

a) Ebasco Specification CAR-SH-AS-1 "Containment Liner, Air

Locks, and Hatch"

b) Ebasco Specification CAR-SH-AS-7 "Structural Steel"

c) Ebasco Specification CAR-SH-M-54 "Mechanical Penetrations"

d) Ebasco Specification CAR-SH-E-30 "Electrical Penetrations"

e) Ebasco Specification CAR-SH-CH-6 "Concrete"

f) Ebasco Specification CAR-SH-CH-7A "Concrete Reinforcing

Steel"

g) Ebasco Specification CAR-SH-CH-7 "Weldable Concrete

Reinforcing Steel"
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h) Ebasco Specification CAR-SH-CH-12 "Waterstops"

i) Ebasco Specification CAR-SH-CH-13 "Waterproofing"

j) Ebasco Specification CAR-SH-CH-15 "Mechanical Splicing of

Concrete Reinforcing Steel"

k) Ebasco Specification CAR-SH-CH-16 "Dome Hub Plates and

Reinforcing Steel Splice Assembly"

Ebasco Specification CAR-SH-CH-22 "Structural Integrity Test

of Concrete Containment Building"

2.4 EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED BY THE NSSS VENDOR

Seismic qualification of safety related electrical equipment is demonstrated by

either type testing, analysis or a combination of these methods. The choice of

qualification method employed by Westinghouse for a particular item of equipment

is based upon many factors including; practicability, complexity of equipment,

economics, availability of previous seismic qualification to earlier standards, etc.

The qualification method employed for a particular item of equipment is identified in

the individual equipment qualification document.

The qualification and documentation procedures used for equipment and supports

which were purchased prior to March 1, 1977, are in compliance with

IEEE 344-1971 and Standard Review Plan 3.10 (Revision 1), Section II.1.a or the

Supplemental Qualification Program, Reference NS-CE-692, Letter dated July 10,

1975 from C, Eicheldinger (Westinghouse) to D. B. Vassllo (NRC). The

qualification and documentation procedures for equipment and supports purchased

on or after March 1, 1977, are in compliance with IEEE 344-1975.

The methods and procedures for equipment qualified in compliance with IEEE

344-1971 and Standard Review Plan 3.10 (Revision 1), Section II.1.a is as follows:
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A. Type Test - From 1969 to mid-1974 Westinghouse seismic test procedures

employed single axis sine beat inputs in accordance with IEEE 344-1971 to

seismically qualify equipment, Much of this early testing was reported in

WCAP-7817 and WCAP-7821 as referenced in the FSAR, Table 3.10.1-1.

The input form selected by Westinghouse was chosen following an

investigation of building responses to seismic events as reported in WCAP-

7558, "Seismic Vibration Testing With Sine Beats." Further, this input has

been justified with respect to the methods of IEEE 344-1975 and

documented in WCAP-8373 "Qualification of Westinghouse Seismic Testing

Procedure for Electrical Equipment Tested Prior to May 1974." In addition,

Westinghouse has conducted seismic retesting of certain items of equipment

as part of the Supplemental Qualification Program, This retesting was

performed at the request of the NRC staff on agreed selected items of
4

equipment employing multi-frequency, multi-axis test inputs, Reference

WCAP-8624 and WCAP-8373, to demonstrate the conservatism of the

original sine-beat test method with respect to the modified methods of

testing for complex equipment recommended by IEEE 344-1975.

B. Analysis - The structural integrity of safety related motors is demonstrated

by a static seismic analysis in accordance with IEEE 344-1971, with

justification. Should analysis fail to show the resonant frequency to be

significantly greater than 33 Hz, a test is performed to establish the motor

resonant frequency. Motor operability during a seismic event is

demonstrated by calculating critical deflections, loads and stresses under

various combinations of seismic, gravitational and operational loads. The

worst case (maximum) values calculated are tabulated against the allowable

values. On combining these stresses, the most unfavorable possibilities are

considered in the following areas; 1) maximum rotor deflection, 2) maximum

shaft stresses, 3) maximum bearing load and shaft slop at the bearings, 4)

maximum stresses in the stator core welds, 5) maximum stresses in the
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stator core to frame welds, 6) maximum stresses in the motor mounting

bolts and, 7) maximum stresses in the motor feet.

The analytical models employed and the results of the analysis are described

in the individual equipment qualification document.

The methods and procedures for equipment qualified in compliance with IEEE

344-1975 is as follows:

A. Type Test - The original single-axis sine beat testing and the additional

retesting completed under the Supplemental Test Program have been the

subject of generic review by the NRC staff. Both test programs are

described later in this section. For equipment which has been previously

qualified by the single axis sine beat method and included in the NRC seismic

audit and, where required by the NRC staff, the Supplemental Qualification

Program (Reference 3.10.2-2), no additional qualification testing is required

to demonstrate acceptability to IEEE 344-1975, provided that:

1) The Westinghouse aging evaluation program for aging effects

on complex electronic equipment located outside Containment

demonstrates there are not deleterious aging phenomena. In

the event that the aging evaluation program identifies materials

that are marginal, either the materials will be replaced or the

projected qualified life will be adjusted.

2) Any changes made to the equipment due to 1) above or due to

design modifications do not significantly affect the seismic

characteristics of the equipment.

3) The previously employed test inputs can be shown to be

conservative with respect to applicable plant specific response

spectra. The equipment that requires no additional testing is

identified in WCAP-8587, Table 7.1 and the test results in the
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applicable Equipment Qualification Data Packages (EQDP's) of

Supplement 1 to WCAP-8587.

For equipment tests after July, 1974 (i.e., new designs, equipment not

. previously qualified, or previously qualified equipment that does not meet 1),

. 2), and 3), above, seismic qualification by test is performed in accordance

with IEEE 344-1975. Where testing is utilized, multi-frequency multi-axis

inputs are developed by the general procedures outlined in WCAP-8624 and

WCAP-8695. The test results contained in the individual EQDP's of

Supplement 1 to WCAP-8587 demonstrate that the measured test response

spectrum envelopes the applicable required response spectrum (RRS) defined

for generic testing as specified in Section 1 of the EQDP. Qualification for

plant specific use is established by verification that the generic RRS

specified by Westinghouse envelopes the applicable plant specific response

spectrum. Alternative test methods, such as single frequency, single axis

inputs, are used in selected cases as permitted by IEEE 344-1975 and

Regulatory Guide 1.100.

B. Analysis - The structural integrity of safety related motors (Supplement 1 to

WCAP-8587, Table 3.10.1-1 EQDP-AE-2 and 3) is demonstrated by a static

seismic analysis in accordance with IEEE 344-1975, with justification.

Should analysis fail to show the resonant frequency to be significantly

greater than 33 Hz, a test is performed to establish the motor resonant

frequency. tAotor operability during a seismic event is demonstrated by

calculating critical deflections, loads and stresses under various

combinations of seismic, gravitational and operational loads. The worst case

(maximum) values calculated are tabulated against the allowable values. On

combining these stresses, the most unfavorable possibilities are considered

in the following areas; 1) maximum rotor deflection, 2) maximum shaft

stresses, 3) maximum bearing load and shaft slope at the bearings, 4)

maximums tresses in the stator core welds, 5) maximum stresses in the
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stator core to frame welds, 6) maximum stresses in the motor mounting

bolts; and 7) maximum stresses in the motor feet.

The analytical models employed and the results of the analysis are described

in Section 4 of the applicable EQDP's, Supplement 1 to WCAP-8587.

2.5 EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED BY OTHER THAN NSSS VENDOR

The safety related electrical (includes instrumentation and control) and mechanical

equipment and their supports which are within Ebasco's scope, have been qualified

by testing and/or analysis to Seismic Category I requirements to verify their ability

to withstand the effects of earthquakes and other applicable accident-related

loadings (i.e., dynamic loadings).

In addition, the qualification and documentation procedures for Seismic Category I

electrical equipment and their supports have been prepared utilizing the guidance of

IEEE 344-1975 and Regulatory Guide 1.100. Such equipment and supports which

are Class 1E are qualified in accordance with IEEE 323. IEEE 344 is considered

ancillary to IEEE 323 and any exceptions taken to age testing requirements have

been evaluated and accepted with applicable justification for the exception.

The purchase specifications for safety related equipment contain seismic input data

for the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) and operating basis earthquake (OBE) ~

This input data consist of floor response spectra (for the appropriate damping

values) and/or appropriate "G" values for the various levels of the building (taking

into consideration the location of the equipment on the floor) or other mounting

locations such as pipes, ducts, etc. Each set of curves consists of two horizontal

and one vertical design response spectra curves at the floor elevation of the

equipment mounting location.

The equipment supplier's seismic qualification program demonstrates the ability of

the equipment to perform its required function during and after the time it is

subjected to the forces resulting from the application of five consecutive OBE's
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followed by one SSE, with a proper combination of other applicable concurrent

loads.

Depending upon the practicability of the method for the type, size, shape, and

complexity of the equipment and the reliability of the conclusion, the equipment

supplier uses testing, analysis, or a combination of testing and analysis as a method

of qualification, as follows:

Testing - Testing has been the preferred method of qualification. It is

performed by subjecting the equipment to vibratory motions, which

conservatively simulate the OBE and SSE responses at the equipment

mounting locations. The SSE test is preceded by five events of the OBE.

The test input motions are such that the resulting response spectra envelope

the design floor response spectra.

Thermal and radiation aging is performed prior to seismic testing for

equipment qualified in accordance with IEEE 323-1974 unless it could be

justified that the equipment would not approach the end-of-life condition

during the installed life, when subjected to the specified service conditions.

Instrumentation and electrical equipment are tested in the operational mode

and their operability is verified before, during, and after the testing, Test

methods described in Section 6.6, "Test Methods," of IEEE 344-1975 are

utilized to perform the required qualification testing. The test input motion

has generally been of the random type.

B. Analysis - Analysis without testing is accepted when the equipment

functional operability can be assured by its structural integrity alone. The

procedures described in Sections 5.2 through 5A of IEEE 344-1975 are

utilized. Component fatigue is checked for the effect of five OBE's and one

SSE when the analysis method of qualification is used.
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C. Combination of Testing and Analysis - When the equipment cannot be

qualified by testing or analysis alone because of its size and complexity, a

combined testing and analysis method is utilized. Methods described in

Section 7 of IEEE 344-1975 are used for qualification.

2.6 PIPING

The stress analysis of Seismic Category I, ASME, Section III, Safety Class 2 and 3

piping is in accordance with ASME B 5 PV Code, Section III, subarticles NC/ND,

and is described below. The design criteria is in accordance with formulations

given in subarticle NC/ND-3600.

The seismic analytical procedure using the computer methods, described in Section

3.7.3.8.1.1 of the FSAR, involves an analysis of the piping systems using

characteristic spring rates of various rigid constraints and snubbers. Restraint loads

based on this analysis were used to design particular controls (i.e., rigid restraints or

snubbers). The final design analysis is based on characteristic spring rates.

Equipment having frequencies 33 Hz or higher was assumed rigid for the purpose of

analyzing the connected piping. Where the frequency search of equipment

indicated a frequency less than 33 Hz, the equipment was considered nonrigid. In

such a case, a dynamic model of the equipment having the same response in two

orthogonal horizontal directions and the vertical direction was prepared. This

'ynamicmodel of the equipment was included in the stress analysis of the piping.

Welded attachments were avoided to the degree practicable. However, where

integral attachments could not be avoided, local stress generated in the pipe due to

their presence were considered.

Design criteria was based on formulations and allowable stress limits given in ASME

Section III, subarticle NC/ND-3600, with load combinations which consider OBE and

SSE effects along with other coincident loading conditions as delineated in design

specifications.
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For the seismic design of piping,.the two orthogonal horizontal and vertical loadings

were obtained from the floor response spectra that were generated for the

appropriate structures and elevations. Relative displacements within buildings and

between buildings due to seismic response were also considered in the design of

the piping.

An alternative method for broadening of the structure peaks can be based on a

probabilistic approach. In the particular case where there is more than one piping

frequency located within the frequency range of a widened spectrum peak that is

associated with a structural frequency, the floor spectrum curve may be more

realistically applied in accordance with the following criterion. Based on the fact

that the actual natural frequency of the structure can possibly assume only one

single value within the frequency range defined by fja hfj, but not a range of

values, only one of these piping modes can respond with a magnitude indicated by

the peak spectral value.

Therefore seismic analysis of piping systems using the broadened floor design

response spectra may be accomplished by applying the method of peak shifting as

described in the Summer 1984 Addendum of ASME Section III, Appendix N,

paragraph N-1 226.3(d).

All Seismic Category I, Safety Class 2 and 3 piping systems were seismically

analyzed utilizing the methods described in the FSAR, Sections 3.7.3.8.1.1 or

3.7.3.8.1.2. Piping 2-1/2 in. nominal size or larger with design temperature above

275 F, were analyzed by the computer method described in Section 3.7.3.8.1.1.

All other piping subsystems were analyzed by either the computer method

described in Section 3.7.3.8.1.1 or by the simplified method described in Section

3.7.3.8.1.2.

2.7 BURIED PIPING

Ebasco's design procedure for seismic analysis of Seismic Category I buried piping

was based upon Newmark's method, Reference 36 and Hetenyi's theory in beams
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on elastic foundations, Reference 37. The analysis procedure included calculation

of stresses in the buried portion of the piping due to loads acting on the non-buried

portion of the piping inside the building (interaction effect), superimposed on the

stresses due to various loads acting on the buried portion of the piping. The

resultant stresses were within allowable stress criteria based on the applicable

ASME Section III Code.

The buried piping in the yard was analyzed using the above procedure. It was

assumed that the piping would be distorted in the same fashion as the earth and,

therefore, would assume a sinusoidal wave shape. The wave length and maximum

displacement were calculated and the bending moment and stress effects on the

piping were obtained. Settlement in the fill along the piping due to differential

depth of backfill did not cause any significant stresses in the piping and the

resultant stresses were still within allowable'stress limits.

At points where piping leaves the ground and is attached to structures, the

maximum possible differential movement between the ground and the structure

was determined. The differential movement was absorbed either by providing

sufficient flexibilityin the piping from the ground to the structure or by the use of

flexible joints in the piping such as ball joints.

In certain instances, piping which enters structures is supported or anchored within

the structure and not at the wall penetration. Wall penetrations were sized to

provide sufficient room for differential pipe movement. Flexible membranes

provided a moisture seal between the pipe and the structure wall.

The excavated area under the 30 in. diameter and 8 in. diameter service water pipe

lines between the Tank Building and Turbine Building walls and the rock or natural
r

ground was backfilled with concrete which will have insignificant differential

settlement.

Seismic Category I electrical conduits in the yard were also analyzed by Newmark's

method. The electrical conduits and electrical manholes were both buried in fill or
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backfill. Both of them would move with the fillwith no local differential settlement.

to cause shear in the conduit. Moreover, the ends of conduits are not anchored in

the wall of manholes and pass through sleeves with elastic boots which permit free

movement of the conduits in any direction. Settlement in the fill or backfill along

the conduit due to differential depth of fill did not cause any significant stresses in

the c'onduit and the resultant stresses were well within the allowable stress limits.,

The sleeves at the electrical manhole will permit rotation of the conduit end due to

differential settlement of the manhole and the adjacent soils, if any.

The fill in the yard area supporting Seismic Category I piping and conduits is not

subject to liquefaction during a seismic event.

2.8 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

Seismic Category I cable trays, conduits, HVAC duct systems and equipment

supports were analyzed by the method of modal response spectra. This accounted

for the effects of multiple spans and multiple modes on seismic response.

A three dimensional mathematical model was constructed with a sufficient number

of dynamic degrees of freedom to closely simulate the dynamic behavior of the

subsystems. All of the significant modes of the subsystems were selected for the

determination of the seismic response. When the supports for a subsystem were all

mounted at the same floor, the relative displacement among supports was not

considered. This relative displacement was considered where the supports of the

same subsystem were located at different floors.

For the case where the supports of the same subsystem were located in different

buildings, the maximum relative displacements among the different supports were

considered in the seismic dynamic analysis of the subsystem.
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2.9 SEISMIC SPATIAL SYSTEM. INTERACTIONS

The following sections describe the minimum clearance requirements between

components and the Seismic II/I criteria for Harris.

2.9.1, Interdisci line Clearances

Various structure systems and components for Harris have been designed with

consideration for minimum clearance requirements to prevent detrimental effects to

safety related components due to seismic interactions with non-seismically

designed components. Nuclear Engineering Department (NED) Design Guide

Number DG-II~ 17, Reference 30 was written to address minimum clearance

requirements. This design guide describes the walkdown that took place at the end

of construction to identify,any clearance violations that may have occurred during

installation due to physical constraints.

The design guide provides Tables with minimum clearances between components,

eg. 1" diameter conduit to 1" diameter conduit requires 1.187" clearance, 2"

diameter pipe to a 2" diameter conduit requires 1.653" clearance, 2" diameter pipe

to tube track requires 0.396" clearance, top of cable tray to duct requires 0.528"

clearance and etc. Any violations noted during the walkdown were documented

and resolved in accordance with the design guide.

The design guide is a current document and is used for continuing compliance to

the clearance requirements.

2.9.2 Seismic II I Criteria

Various structures, systems and components for Harris have been designed in

accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.29 to ensure that all safety related

components remain functional following the postulated failure of non-seismically

designed components. The provisions of this Regulatory Guide have been fully

considered in the original design and in design changes. During the design process,
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interdiscipline drawings were reviewed to identify interaction between safety

related and non-safety related components. These include system piping drawings,

HVAC duct layout drawings, conduit and cable tray drawings general arrangements

and civil/structural design drawings. Close coordination between design disciplines

was maintained to assure that interpretation of the design drawings was accurate

and that all spatial considerations were incorporated in the design. During field

design and modification work, any potential seismic interactions that were identified

were reviewed and dispositioned by design engineering.

Nuclear Engineering Department (NED) Design Guide Number DG-II,19, Reference

31 was written to address seismic II/I criteria. This design guide describes the

walkdown that took place at the end of construction. The intent of the walkdown

was to confirm that existing design and quality controls required by Regulatory

Guide 1.29, Sections C.2 and C.4 were implemented correctly during erection of

both design and field-located components. These walkdowns were systematically

performed in accordance with established zone areas. All cases identified during

the walkdown were documented and resolved in accordance with the design guide.

The design guide is a current document and is used for continuing compliance to

Regulatory Guide 1.29.
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3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND SUCCESS PATH SELECTION

This task involves the identification of components and structures for in-plant

review. A preliminary walkthrough was performed by Safety and Reliability

Optimization Services, Inc. (SAROS), CP5L, and EQE personnel to search for

potential low seismic capacity components. Reference 3 was utilized in choosing

the items and identifying boundary conditions and assumptions.

The functions involved in the plant response to the RLE are reactivity control,

reactor coolant system inventory control, reactor coolant system pressure control,

and decay heat removal. In addition, the following were identified as support

systems for ensuring critical plant functions:

~ Safety and some Non-Safety Related AC Power

~ Safety Related DC Power

~ HVAC for Charging and Safety Injection Pumps, Diesel

Generators, and Control Room

~ Emergency Service Water

Chilled Water System

The structures housing the components included in the above systems are:

Reactor Auxiliary Building (including main steam tunnel)
/

Containment Building

Emergency Service Water Intake Structure

Diesel Generator Building

Tank Building

The resulting success path logic diagram (SPLD) evolved from studying available

plant equipment function as well as the plant's normal and emergency operating

ph52214>SHNpr pttirv
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procedures. Two or more success paths are required for each of the four major

system functions. The SPLD considers two conditions, one being a 1 inch loss of

coolant accident (LOCA) and the other being a transient without Reactor Coolant

System (RCS) leakage.

The SPLD was reviewed and agreed upon by Harris operations personnel.

Equipment selected for inclusion on the (SSEL) was evaluated in a manner similar to

that described in the SQUG Generic Implementation Procedure (GIP), Reference 7.

Guidance from EPRI NP-6041 (Reference 3) was also used in preparing the format

for the list of components. The SSEL (Reference 38) used for the IPEEE walkdown

is presented in Appendix B.
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4. SEISMIC IVIARGINEARTHQUAKE DEIVIAND

The Harris plant is a relatively modern plant with all Seismic Category I structures,

except for Seismic Category I Electrical Manholes, Seismic Category I Underground

Electrical Conduits, and some Seismic Category I piping, founded on sound rock

(shear velocity of 5600 fps). A shallow layer of soil varying from 15'o 25'eet in ~

depth, with average shear wave velocity of roughly 610 fps exists over the rock

base. Using the simple relationship,

fspii = Vs/4H where:

f,pii fundamental soil column frequency

V, = Shear wave velocity of soil column

H = Height of soil column

the fundamental frequency of the soil column is estimated to be in the 6 - 10 Hz

range. The Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) for Harris is the Regulatory Guide 1.60

(Reference 8) spectra anchored to 0.15g. In the design analysis, this motion was

introduced at the foundation level of the structure and is therefore directly

transmitted into the building basemat. For other structures founded above the rock,

a SHAKE analysis was performed to propagate the rock motion through the soil

column. The design analysis also used soil springs to represent soil-structure

interaction effects. However, these springs actually represent stiff rock and should

not result in any inertial interaction effects. A uniform damping of 7% was

assumed for the rock/structure system.

For the seismic IPEEE program, the Review Level Earthquake (RLE) is defined as the

NUREG/CR-0098 median amplification response spectrum anchored to 0.30g.

NUREG/1407 made the general statement that the ground motion should be

considered at the surface in the freefield. It also states that if secondary conditions

such as shallow soil conditions are considered, appropriate procedures should be

used to determine the freefield motion in the vicinity of those affected structures

and components. To follow the NUREG/1407 recommendation, a CR-0098 median

P:t52214$ SHNPr pter v
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soil spectrum geared to 0.30g need to be defined on the soil surface, and a

deconvolution study performed to determine the motion on the rock interface at

foundation level. Such a deconvolution analysis would show the motion at depth

on top of the rock to be deamplified in the 6 - 10 Hz range, when compared to the

ground surface motion. Therefore,'or structures such as the RAB-Common, RAB-

Unit'1, and Containment with structural frequencies within this range, some relief

may be obtained. The DGB with fundamental structural frequency of 12.4 Hz falls

outside of the deamplified range, and hence is not expected to derive much benefit

from deconvolution. The deconvolution effect is difficultto quantify without

performing the actual analysis. Hence, it was decided to conservatively ignore

deconvolution by specifying the NUREG/CR-0098 median rock spectrum at

foundation level. This approach is in line with the original design basis in which the

DBE was also applied at foundation level. Given that Reference 3 considers the CR-

0098 median spectrum and the Regulatory Guide 1.60 ground response spectrum

to be similar in shape, scaling of the design basis floor spectra to the RLE is readily

accomplished. Scale factors were conservatively determined in Calculation 5224-

C-001 (Reference 9) based on the methodology described in detail in Reference 3.

The values indicate both the scaled peak and zero period acceleration (ZPA) in-

structure acceleration values for the appropriate elevation in the Reactor Auxiliary

Building, Containment Building and Diesel Generator Building. It should be noted

that in the scaling process, the available design basis floor response spectra with

either N-411 or 4% damping, were treated as 5% damped spectra, thereby

introducing some added conservatisms. Scale factors range from 1.60 to 1.67 for

the North-South direction, 1.56 to 1.67 for the East-West direction, and 1.11 to

1.33 for the vertical direction. An exception is the diesel generator pedestal, Node

5, which is rigid. The diesel generator scale factors are 2.00 for horizontal, and

1.33 for vertical.

Calculation 52214-C-001 (Reference 9) is provided in Appendix A, "In-Structure

Response Spectra".
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5. SEISMIC IVIARGINASSESSMENT SCREENING AND WALKDOWN

Section 2 summarizes activities that were performed in preparation of the Seismic

Review Team (SRT) walkdowns. The activities include selection of the SRT,

systems description and success path selection, development of seismic margin

earthquake demand, walkdown preparation and pre-screening, and establishment of

screening criteria.

5.1 SEISMIC REVIEW TEAM

The SRT was assembled following guidance provided in Reference 3, drawing on

the experience and expertise of EQE International, Inc. (EQE) and Carolina Power &

Light Company (CP&i) personnel.

Each walkdown team included a minimum of two SRT members who had

completed the Seismic Qualification UtilityGroup (SQUG) Walkdown Screening and

Seismic Evaluation training course, as well as EPRI's add-on training for IPEEE.

Joint walkdown teams generally consisted of at least one EQE Engineer and at least

one CP&L Engineer. The following persons participated in the SRT walkdowns:

~ Jeffrey H. Bond (CP&L)

~ Steven R. Bostian (CP&L)

Martha C. Cook (CP&L)

Daryl W. Hughes (CP&L)

Ronald L. Knott (CP&L)

Robert N. Panella (CP&L)-

Kevin N. Poythress (CP&L)

Ronald W. Cushing (EQE)

Gregory S. Hardy (EQE)

Timothy Mason (EQE)

Thomas R. Roche (EQE)
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Among all the team members there is strong experience in each of the areas listed

below:

Knowledge of the failure modes and performance of

structures, tanks, piping, process and control equipment, and

active electrical and mechanical components during strong

earthquakes.

Knowledge of nuclear design standards, seismic design

practices, and equipment qualification practices for nuclear

power plants.

Abilityto perform fragility evaluations including

structural/mechanical analysis of essential elements of nuclear

power plants.

Knowledge of the plant system functions and normal and

emergency operating procedures.

The qualifications of each of the CPSL and EQE seismic walkdown team members

are presented in Appendix A.

5.2 WALKDOWNPREPARATION AND PRE-SCREENING

The purpose of pre-screening was to ensure efficiency in the walkdowns and

evaluations with a goal of completing the maximum amount of data entry in

advance of the walkdown. This was accomplished by incorporating existing data

onto the seismic IPEEE documentation forms prior to the walkdowns. Data that

was reviewed consisted of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), design criteria,

stress reports, equipment qualification reports (testing and analysis), structures and

equipment support drawings, equipment location drawings, anchorage calculations.

and records from other related programs previously performed at Harris. An initial
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walkdown was performed by CP@L and EQE personnel as part of the pre-screening

task to review the SSEL and to group items according to the "Rule of the Box."

Pre-screening was performed with three purposes in mind:

~ To identify critical failure modes to be specifically reviewed on

the walkdown.

~ Assemble qualification and installation data for use as a basis

for screening in the margins review.

~ To provide data to be utilized in HCLPF calculations.

A considerable amount of information was extracted from the existing

documentation and was subsequently recorded on the Screening and Evaluation

Work Sheets (SEWS) prior to commencing the detailed walkdowns. Information

entered into SEWS during prescreening was intended to provide available data to

the SRT to assist in equipment screening. An example of data is comparison of

MCC Test Response Spectrum (TRS) Zero Period Acceleration (ZPA) to the RLE ZPA

based on equipment qualification summary data. The information is not intended as

the sole basis for screening, but assists the SRT in their review.

Pre-screening was enhanced by the use of the software program EHOST. EHOST is

a data base program which has been adapted specifically for use in performing

Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-46 and IPEEE evaluations. The program is set up

so that the data is incorporated onto SEWS forms which are consistent with those

recommended in EPRI NP-6041. In this manner the walkdown teams, using

portable computers with the companion program EWALKwere then able to work

more efficiently by having access to SEWS that had already been partially

completed.
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5.3 SCREENING CRITERIA

The Harris seismic IPEEE was completed following the EPRI seismic margins

methodology recommended by NUREG-1407 (Reference 2) for a focused scope

plant.

Civil structures, equipment and subsystems were screened following the

methodology provided in EPRI NP-6041 (Reference 3) for a focused-scope plant.

Screening criteria are provided in Tables 2-3 and 2-4 of Reference 3 for civil

structures and equipment and subsystems, respectively. The criteria corresponding

to 5 percent-damped peak spectral acceleration less than 0.8g were used for Harris

based on the RLE. The guidelines are supplemented by Appendix A of the EPRI

seismic margins methodology which provides the basis for the seismic capacity

screening guidelines. Walkdown data sheets provided by EPRI NP-6041

(Reference 3) were used during the SRT walkdowns.

SEWS were loaded into EQE's computer program EWALKfor field screening and

data collection using portable pen-based computers. Prescreening information was

downloaded from the database program EHOST. The effectiveness of in-plant

reviews was improved by access to SEWS forms enhanced with plant specific data.

This also allowed the walkdown teams to be alerted to specific concerns that may

have been identified during pre-screening.

The SRT had liberal access to plant design drawings, analyses and test reports to

use in conjunction with the screening criteria. Much of this information was

reviewed and summarized in the SEWS prior to the field walkdowns. This
provided'he

SRT with information such as:

Seismic coefficients used in motor operated valve weak-link

analyses to verify that the intent of valve mass and

'ccentricityguidelines were satisfied.
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Valve yoke material from vendor drawings to rule out cast iron

material.

~ Test report for battery chargers used to verify capacity of the

base channels.

Anchorage calculation for CCW heat exchanger indicated that

the closely spaced cast-in-place anchors were considered as a

single group (shear cone) and not as individual anchors.

~ Test report for 6.9 KV switchgear used to verify margin

between TRS and SSE level and then compared to RLE level.

~ Chiller qualified by using finite element analysis, and separate

qualification by test for control panel was reviewed during pre-

screening.

~ Anchorage data from design drawings were reviewed for

anchor bolt type and embedment for various components.

5.4 SEISMIC MARGIN WALKDOWNRESULTS

The Harris seismic margin walkdown was completed during the winter and spring of

1994 in two phases, balance of plant (BOP) and outage walkdowns.

BOP walkdowns were completed in January 1994 prior to refueling outage RFO-5 in

order to capture elements that could be reviewed during plant operation. Outage

walkdowns were performed in March during RFO-5, capturing items located inside

of containment as well as electrical and control equipment that needed to be de-

energized for access or was critical to plant operation.

Completed SEWS are included in Reference 32 with copies of photographs included

in Reference 33.
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The procedure for performing walkdowns is described in the Harris Project Plan,

Reference 10. Some equipment was found to be inaccessible during the

walkdowns for various reasons, such as high radiation, sealed confined spaces, etc.

The following equipment was inaccessible during the walkdown: regenerative heat

exchanger 1X-SN; motor operated valves 1SI-300 and 1SI-301; and temperature

elements 1TE-410, 1TE-420 and 1TE430. In these cases, thorough drawing reviews

were performed as well as reviews of equipment known to be similar in design and

configuration. In addition, photographs of the regenerative heat exchanger were

available for review from the radiation control group, These inaccessible equipment

were screened out based on these reviews.

The walkdown concentrated on the strength and load path of the equipment to the

structure as well as function and integrity. The review of equipment anchorage

was a prime objective for the walkdown teams. The anchorage evaluation

addressed both physical attributes of the anchorage installation and the capacity

relative to other success path items as well as the postulated demand at the RLE.

Anchorage capacities were addressed in the pre-screening, as most of the

components already had been evaluated for seismic capacities. The anchorage

calculation for the Transfer Panels was the only calculation that was not found during

the reviews/walkdown. The Transfer Panels were included as a component for HCLPF

evaluation based on the anchorage configuration and the fact that the calculation was

not reviewed. The walkdown teams also verified that the anchorage was generally in

accordance with the design configuration. The anchorage of the components was

screened based on the high capacity anchorage and the SRT walkdown.

Interaction reviews were performed to identify falling, impact, spray and flood

issues that could affect success path items. Housekeeping issues were also

identified, e.g. compressed gas cylinder not sufficiently secured, fuel board not

restrained, storage cabinets that were unrestrained, etc. Thirteen items were

identified that had minor interaction, housekeeping or maintenance issues. No

spray or flood issues were noted during the SRT walkdown.
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Tools, test equipment and other maintenance items used during the outage were

not noted as. housekeeping issues during the outage walkdown. Housekeeping

walkdowns were conducted subsequent to the outage to verify that non-plant

equipment is in compliance with the Harris housekeeping procedures, Reference 27

and 28. These procedures were revised to enhance the storage and restraint

provisions for non-plant equipment.

Suspended systems, such as conduit, cable trays and ductwork were evaluated on

a sampling basis in the plant. A general survey was performed to obtain an

overview of the suspended system construction throughout the plant. This included

a review of the variety of system layouts, support configurations, and construction

details. The inspection also included known concerns for suspended systems, such

as taut cables, sharp edges, or overloading of cable trays and supports, and

potential anchor point displacements. The ceiling above the control room was also

reviewed to verify if the light fixtures and ceiling grid were adequately supported,

and to evaluate the potential for ceiling panels to fall.

Containment penetrations were reviewed on an area basis to identify anomalies that

might affect containment performance. Concerns such as falling and differential

building displacement were considered.,Also reviewed were displacement concerns

between the containment shell and internal structure. Containment isolation valves

were also reviewed on a walk-by basis based on the caveats listed on the valve

SEWS.

Seismic margin walkdown results are summarized for structures and equipment and

subsystems in Tables 5-1 and 5-2, respectively.

Table 5-1 lists civil structures following the format of EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-3,

along with screening results for the Harris plant. All Harris civil structures were

screened from further review based on EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-3, screening criteria

and Section 3.8 of the Harris FSAR.
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Table 5-2 lists equipment and subsystems following the format of EPRI NP-6041,

Table 2-4, along with screening results for the Harris plant. Equipment and

subsystems that were not screened were grouped into 5 categories:

Thirteen items had minor interaction, housekeeping or

maintenance issues that will be resolved through routine

maintenance activities via work requests (WR/JO). These items

are listed in Table 5-3 along with the corresponding work request

number. Work was completed by December 31, 1994 with the

exception with WR/JO 95ACLTL which will be completed by
the'nd

of RFO-7.

~ Six items were identified as requiring repairs or modifications.

These items are listed in Table 5-4 along with the description of

the repair or modification required for the item. This work is

scheduled to be completed by the end of RFO-7.

~ One potential interaction issue was identified due to relative

building displacement. This issue is addressed in Section 9.

~ Two components were identified due to interaction issues with

HVAC ducts. These items are addressed in Section 5.8.2.

~ Several other items were identified as candidates for HCLPF

evaluation.

At the conclusion of plant walkdowns SRT members, including senior level

participants from CPBcL and EQE, convened to complete the ranking and screening

task. SRT members reviewed SEWS and categorized components into the

following resolution categories:

~ Screened out by the SRT

~ Housekeeping or maintenance issue
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~ Repairs or modification required

~ ~ 'pecific issues require clarification

~ Candidate for HCLPF evaluation

Next, SRT members re-walked items not screened out and re-visited existing design

and qualification documentation. SRT members that performed the initial

walkdowns presented and discussed issues with remaining SRT members.

Categorization was refined by group consensus.

The first pass through SSEL items categorized about 45 items representing about

15 specific issues for HCLPF evaluation. Following these group walkdowns and

follow-up discussion, 16 items were selected for HCLPF evaluation to address 5

issues. Several of the unscreened components were unique issues such as no top

supports on RHR Heat Exchangers while others, such as low voltage switchgear

located relatively high in the structure, were selected to represent a group of

equipment. These 5 issues are considered to represent the most vulnerable issues

observed by the SRT. Other items may have comparable seismic capacity but are

considered representative of the selected items.

~ Sixteen components were selected for HCLPF evaluation (See

Table 5-5). The 16 components were further grouped into five

issues:

Group 1: Six Panels Having Anchorage with 45'elson Studs

Group 2: Four Low Voltage Switchgear

Group 3: Two Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Heat Exchangers

Group 4: Two Flat Bottom Storage Tanks

Group 5: Two Emergency Service Water Pumps

HCLPF evaluations are summarized in Section 6.

The following sections summarize the review of each major equipment class.
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5.4.1 Motor Control Centers

The SSEL contains sixteen motor control centers (MCC's) that are located in the

Diesel Generator Building (DGB), Reactor Auxiliary Building (RAB) and the

Emergency Service Water Intake Structure (ESWIS) at various elevations. The

MGC'.s are typical Gould lnc. 5600 series, 480 volts, consisting of 20" wide by 20"

deep by 90" high sections. Each section weighs approximately 500 lbs. The MCC

has a solid load path down to the shipping channels. The anchorage consists of the

MCC being bolted to shipping channels and the shipping channels are welded to

embedded channels. The MCC's are screened by SRT based on the walkdown,

anchorage calculations and the seismic testing performed on the MCC.

Three MCC's were noted to have missing latches on the breaker panel doors. Work

requests have been issued to replace the latches, see Table 5-3. Refer to the

individual MCC SEWS for specific screening and walkdown results.

5.4.2 Low Volta e Switch ear

The SSEL contains four low voltage switchgear. The switchgear are located in the

RAB at elevation 286'. The switchgear are Gould Inc. indoor single ended
7

substation, 480V, type LK, with a 2000kVA transformer. The switchgear were

evaluated to be of good seismic design. The switchgear are constructed of

structural steel framing and sheet metal panels with an integral structural steel base

which provides adequate stiffness and a good load path. The anchorage of the

switchgear uses a variation of structural shapes, embedded plates and expansion

anchors. No interaction issues or maintenance issues were noted during the

walkdown regarding the switchgear. The transformer was noted as not having any

top bracing. The low voltage switchgear were selected for HCLPF evaluation based

on the anchorage design margin and the transformer anomalies during the seismic

testing (without top bracing), see section 6. Refer to the individual SEWS for

specific screening and walkdown results.
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5.4.3 Medium Volta e Switch ear

The SSEL contains two medium voltage switchgear. The switchgear are located in

the RAB (Unit 1) at elevation 286'. The switchgear are Seimens-Allis Inc. 6.9kVA,

model FB 500 consisting of thirteen cubicles. Each cubicle is 36" wide by 94"

deep by 90" high and weighs approximately 3200 lbs. The switchgear were

evaluated to be of good seismic design. The switchgear are mounted on three sill

channels. The sill channels are welded to a plate. The plate is anchored via 5/8

inch diameter cast-in-place J-bolt anchors. The anchors are spaced on 36" centers.

Each switchgear cubicle has six plug welds, two to each sill channel. No

interaction issues or maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown regarding

the medium voltage switchgear. The medium voltage switchgear are screened by

SRT based on the walkdown, anchorage calculations and the seismic testing

performed on the switchgear. Refer to the individual SEWS for specific screening

and walkdown results.

5.4.4 Transformers

The SSEL contains eight transformers. Four transformers are mounted in MCC's

and the other four transformers are mounted in the low voltage switchgear. These

MCC's and switchgear are located in the RAB at elevation 286'. The transformers

have been treated as rule-of-box in which the transformers are evaluated as part of

the MCC or switchgear.

5.4.5 Horizontal Pum s

The SSEL contains eighteen horizontal pumps. The pumps are located in the RAB

(Unit 1) at elevation 236'ith the exception of two fuel oil transfer pumps, two

chill water pumps and three relief valve oil pumps (rule-of-box). The fuel oil transfer

pumps are located in the Fuel Oil Building at elevation 246'nd the chill water

pumps are located in the RAB (Unit 1) at elevation 261'. The pumps have been

evaluated to be of good seismic design. No interaction issues or maintenance
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issues were noted during the walkdown regarding the pumps. The horizontal

pumps are screened based on the walkdown, anchorage calculations and the review

of the seismic qualification documentation. Refer to the individual SEWS for

specific screening and walkdown results.

5.4.6'ertical Pum s

The SSEL contains four vertical pumps. Two of the pumps are RHR motor driven

pumps located in the RAB (Unit 1) at elevation 190'nd the other two pumps are

the ESW suction pumps located in the ESWIS at elevation 261'. The RHR pumps

have been evaluated to be of good seismic design. No interaction issues or

maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown regarding the RHR pumps.

The RHR pumps are screened based on the walkdown, anchorage calculations and

the review of the seismic qualification documentation. Refer to the SEWS for

specific screening and walkdown results.

The ESW suction pumps were selected for HCLPF evaluation, see section 6, No

interaction issues or maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown regarding

the ESW suction pumps. Refer to the SEWS for specific screening and walkdown

results.

5.4.7 Pneumatic 0 crated Valves

The SSEL contains twenty-three pneumatic operated valves including one safety

relief valve. These valves are located in the RAB and Containment Building (CB) at

various elevations. These valves have been evaluated to be of good seismic design.

No cast iron components were noted for these valves during pre-screening and the

walkdown. The operator height and weight were evaluated/judged to meet the

intent of the caveat. No interaction or maintenance issues were noted during the

walkdown. The pneumatic operated valves are screened based on the walkdown

and the review of the seismic qualification documentation. Refer to the individual

SEWS for specific screening and walkdown results.
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5.4.8 Motor 0 crated Valves

The SSEL contains fifty-seven motor operated valves. These valves are located in

the RAB and CB and Main Steam Tunnel at various elevations. These valves have

been evaluated to be of good seismic design. No cast iron components were noted

for these valves during pre-screening and the walkdown. The operator height and

weight were evaluated/judged to meet the intent of the caveat. No interaction or

maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown except for valve 1AF-55, see

Table 5.3. The motor operated valves are screened based on the walkdown and

the review of the seismic qualification documentation. Refer to the individual

SEWS for specific screening and walkdown results.

5.4.9 Fans

The SSEL contains four fans. The fans are associated with the emergency diesel

exhaust system and are located in the DGB. The fans are Joy Manufacturing

Company, model S-1000, 54-26/~-1170. The weight of the fans is approximately

2161 lbs. The fans are mounted horizontally in-line to structural steel supports with

six 1/2" diameter, SAE grade 2 bolts. There are no vibration isolators. No

interaction or maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown. The fans are

screened by SRT based on the walkdown and the seismic analysis of the fans.

Refer to the individual SEWS for specific screening and walkdown results.

5.4.10 Air Handlin Units

The SSEL contains four air handling units (AHU's). The AHU's are located in the

RAB (Unit 1) with two units at elevation 236'nd two units at 305'. The AHU's

are associated with cooling the charging/safety injection pump rooms, electrical

cabinet rooms and the control room. The AHU's are manufactured by Bahnson.

The units at elevation 236'eigh 6,000 Ibs and the units at elevation 305'eigh
8200 lbs. The base of the AHU's is constructed of C8 x 13.75 structural steel.

The bases are secured to the structure with a minimum of sixteen 5/8 inch
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diameter cast-in place anchors. There are no vibration isolators. No interaction or

maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown. The AHU's are screened by

SRT based on the walkdown. Refer to the individual SEWS for specific screening

and walkdown results.

5 4.1'1 Chillers

The SSEL contains two chillers. The chillers are located in the RAB (Unit 1) at

elevation 261' The chillers provided chilled water to the AHU's. The chillers are

manufactured by York (division of Borg Warner Corp.), model OTS4G1-IMBS,

752 tons per unit. The weight of the entire assembly is approximately 60,000 lbs.

The fundamental frequency of the unit is greater than 33 Hertz based on the

seismic analysis. Each chiller is anchored with (28) 1-3/4 inch diameter A307 cast-

in place anchors of length 2'-5". There are no vibration isolators. No interaction or

maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown. The chillers are screened by

SRT based on the walkdown, anchorage calculations and the seismic analysis.

Refer to the individual SEWS for specific screening and walkdown results.

5.4.12 Air Com ressors

The SSEL contains four air compressors. The compressors are located in the DGB

at elevation 261'. The compressors are associated with the air start system of the

emergency diesel generator. The compressors are manufactured by Ingersoll-Rand,

model H251BKMX2, Type 40. The weight of the entire assembly is approximately

at 2860 lbs. The base of the assembly is constructed of structural steel channels.

The base is anchored with six 3/4 inch diameter by 33" long cast-in place anchors .

There are no vibration isolators. No interaction or maintenance issues were noted

during the walkdown. The air compressors are screened by SRT based on the

walkdown. Refer to the individual SEWS for specific screening and walkdown

results.
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5.4.13 Motor Generators

The SSEL does not contain any motor generators.

5.4.14 Distribution Panels

The SSEL contains fourteen distribution panels. Six of the 'distribution panels are an,

integral part of MCC's. The MCC's are located in the RAB at elevation 286'.

. These distribution panels have been included as rule-of-box components and are

evaluated with the associated MCC.

Four of the distribution panels are located in the RAB at elevation 305'. The

equipment tag numbers are IDP-1 A-SI, IDP-1 A-SIII, IDP-1 B-Sll and IDP-1A-SIV.

These distribution panels are manufactured by Gould Inc., and are constructed in a

similar manner to the Gould 5600 series MCC. The anchorage is the same as an

MCC being bolted to shipping channels and the shipping channels are welded to

embedded channels. These distribution panels are screened by SRT based on the

walkdown and the seismic testing performed on MCC's with the exception of the

maintenance issues listed in Table 5.3. Refer to the individual SEWS for specific

screening and walkdown results.

The remaining four distribution panels are located in the DGB at elevation 261'nd
the RAB at elevation 286'. The distribution panels are manufactured by Gould Inc.

The weight of the distribution panels are estimated at 800 Ibs (DGB distribution

panels) and 1550 Ibs (RAB distribution panels). The base of the DGB distribution

panels are welded to channels that are welded to embedded plates. No interaction

or maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown. The DGB distribution

panels are screened by SRT based on the walkdown and seismic testing of the

distribution panels. The two distribution panels in the RAB, 1A-SA and 1B-SB were

selected for HCLPF evaluation due to the embedded channel with nelson studs at

45 degree angle, see section 6. These two distribution panels were also included in

Table 5.4 for repair of the access doors with stripped screws, Refer to the

individual SEWS for specific screening and walkdown results.
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5.4.15 Batter Racks

The SSEL contains two battery racks. The battery racks are located in the RAB

(Unit 1) at elevation 286'. The two step, four bay battery racks were supplied by

C&D Batteries. The weight of one rack and 30 cells is approximately 8,550 lbs.

The packs are constructed of a welded structural steel frame with cross bracing.

Each rack is anchored with (40) 1/2" diameter by 2'-6" long, A193 Grade B8 cast-

in-place J-bolt. No interaction or maintenance issues were noted during the

walkdown. The battery racks are screened by SRT based on the walkdown,

anchorage calculations and the seismic testing performed on the racks. Refer to

the individual SEWS for specific screening and walkdown results.

5.4.16 Batter Char ers and Inverters

The SSEL contains two battery chargers and four inverters. The battery chargers

are located in the RAB (Unit 1) at elevation 286'. The battery chargers were

manufactured by CRD Batteries, model ARR130K150F. The weight of one battery

charger is approximately 800 lbs. The battery charger base is constructed of

structural steel channels and is anchored with (4) 3/8" diameter by 2'-6" long,

A193 Grade B8 cast-in-place J-bolt. No interaction or maintenance issues were

noted during the walkdown. The battery chargers are screened by SRT based on

the walkdown, anchorage calculations and the seismic testing performed on the

battery chargers. Refer to the individual SEWS for specific screening and

walkdown results.

The inverters are located in the RAB (Unit 1) at elevation 305'. The inverters were

manufactured by Westinghouse. The weight of one inverter is approximately 1150

lbs. The inverters are welded with 1/4" fillet welds by 4" long spaced at 9"

centers. The internal frame is bolted to the bottom skid with 5/8 inch diameter

bolts in each corner, No interaction or maintenance issues were noted during the

walkdown. The inverters are screened by SRT based on the walkdown. Refer to

the individual SEWS for specific screening and walkdown results.
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5.4.17 En ine Generators

The SSEL contains two engine generators, the emergency diesel generators (EDG).

The EDG are located in the DGB at elevation 261'. The EDG were supplied by

DeLaval Turbine Inc. model DSRV,,1 6-4. The engine weighs 235,000 Ibs and the

generator weighs 63,500 lbs. The engine is anchored with (22) 2" diameter by 65"

long (45" embedment) cast-in-place anchors. The generator is anchored with (12)

1-1/4" diameter by 40" long (33-5/8" embedment) cast-in-place anchors. No

interaction or maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown. The EDG are

screened by SRT based on the walkdown, anchorage calculations and the seismic

qualification documentation. Refer to the individual SEWS for specific screening

and walkdown results.

5.4.18 Automatic Transfer Switches

This category covers flow switches, flow transmitters,'evel switches, level

transmitters, pressure switches and pressure transmitters. The SSEL contains

sixty-two switches and transmitters. These instruments are located through out

the plant and are mounted directly to the concrete structures, instrument racks or

cabinets. These instruments were generally of rugged construction. No interaction

or maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown. The switches and

transmitters are screened by SRT based on the walkdown and the seismic

qualification documentation. Refer to the individual SEWS for specific screening

and walkdown results,

5.4.19 Instrument Racks

The SSEL contains twenty instrument racks. The racks are located in the CB at

elevation 236', the Tank Building at elevation 236'nd the RAB at elevations
236'nd

261'. The instrument racks are generally rigid and construction of structural

steel tubing, channel and angle. The racks are either secured to the structure by

welds or expansion anchors. No interaction or maintenance issues were noted
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during the walkdown except for a fluorescent light interaction with rack A21-R15,

see Table 5.3. The instrument racks are screened by SRT based on the walkdown

and the seismic qualification documentation. Refer to the individual SEWS for

specific screening and walkdown results.

5.4.20 Tem erature Sensors

The SSEL contains thirteen temperature indicators, elements, controllers or sensors.

These instruments are located through out the plant and are mounted directly to the

concrete structures, instrument racks or piping. These instruments were generally

of rugged construction. No interaction or maintenance issues were noted during the

walkdown except for a misaligned U-bolt attaching 1TIS-658A to a pipe, see Table

5.3. The temperature components are screened by SRT based on the walkdown

and the seismic qualification documentation. Refer to the individual SEWS for

specific screening and walkdown results,

5.4.21 Control and Instrumentation Cabinets

The SSEL contains thirty control and instrumentation cabinets. The cabinets are

located in the DGB at elevation 261'nd the RAB at elevations 236', 286'nd
305'. The cabinets have all been evaluated to be of good seismic design. In

general, the cabinets are constructed of structural steel framing and sheet metal

panels with an integral structural steel base which provides adequate stiffness and

a good load path. The cabinets are secured to the structure by expansion anchors,

cast-in-place anchors, embedded plates or embedded channels. The anchorage of .

the cabinets were all screened with the exception of four cabinets in the RAB at

elevation 286'. The four cabinets are the transfer panels 1A and 1B and the

sequencer panels 1A-SA and 1B-SB. These cabinets were selected for HCLPF

evaluation due to the embedded channel with nelson studs at 45 degree angle, see

section 6. Also, nine cabinets were noted as having interaction or maintenance

issues, see Tables 5.3 and 5.4. Refer to the individual SEWS for specific screening

and walkdown results.
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5.4.22 Buried Tanks

The SSEL contains two buried tanks, main fuel oil storage tanks. The tanks are

located in the Fuel Oil Building at elevation 242'. The tanks are associated with the

fuel oil system of the emergency diesel generator. The fuel oil storage tanks

consists of a concrete structure that has an internal steel liner. The tank is partially

buried in the ground. The tank has a concrete cover that is exposed. the cover has

a large concrete cap that can be removed by a crane which is used to service the

tank. The piping routed to the transfer pumps is well supported. No interaction or

maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown. The fuel oil storage tanks

are screened by SRT based on the walkdown. Refer to the individual SEWS for

specific screening and walkdown results.

5.4.23 Vertical Tanks and Heat Exchan ers

The SSEL contains twenty vertical tanks and two vertical heat exchangers. Twelve

tanks are associated with the air start system of the emergency diesel generator,

four air dryers, four air separators and four air tanks (compressor receiver). These

tanks are located in the DGB at elevation 261'nd were evaluated to be of good

seismic design. No interaction or maintenance issues were noted during the

walkdown. The tanks associated with the air start system are screened by SRT

based on the walkdown. Refer to the individual SEWS for specific screening and

walkdown results.

The eight remaining vertical tanks are the diesel generator fuel oil day tanks (two),

boron injection tank, boric acid tank, volume control tank, boric acid filter,

condensate storage tank (CST) and refueling water storage tank (RWST). The two

largest tanks, CST and RWST were selected for HCLPF evaluation since these tanks

are important and high profile elements of the shutdown paths, see section 6. The

CST anchorage consists of (80) 3" diameter cast-in-place bolts and the RWST

consists of (76) 3" diameter cast-in-place bolts. The HCLPF capacity is estimated

to be over 1g based on methodology provided in Reference 3, see Section 6. No
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interaction or maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown. These vertical

tanks are screened by SRT based on the walkdown, anchorage calculations, HCLPF

evaluation, and seismic analysis of the tanks. Refer to the individual SEWS for

specific screening and walkdown results.

The two vertical heat exchangers are for the RHR system.. The RHR heat

exchangers are located in the RAB at elevation 236'. The heat exchangers are

manufactured by Joseph Oat 5. Sons, Inc., and are 40" diameter and 26'-9/~" high.

The heat exchangers weigh 38,000 lbs. The baseplate is 1/~" thick steel plate and

is stiffened by a 3/4" thick steel skirt of the heat exchanger. The baseplate is

attached to the structure with eight 1 ~/~" diameter by 42~/z" long cast-in-place

anchors. Upper lateral restraints were included in the original design but were not

installed based on analyses that justifies this configuration for DBE levels. The heat

exchangers were selected for HCLPF evaluation based on the upper lateral supports

not being installed, see section 6. Refer to the individual SEWS for specific

screening and walkdown results.

5.4.24 Horizontal Tanks and Heat Exchan ers

The SSEL contains fifteen horizontal tanks and heat exchangers. The horizontal

tanks and heat exchangers are located throughout the plant. These tanks and heat

exchangers were evaluated to be of good seismic design and to have adequate

anchorage. No interaction or maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown.

The horizontal tanks and heat exchangers are screened by SRT based on the

walkdown, anchorage calculations, and seismic qualification documentation. Refer

to the individual SEWS for specific screening and walkdown results.

5.4.25 Solenoid 0 crated Valves

The SSEL contains sixteen solenoid operated valves. Six of the solenoid valves are

associated with the power operated relief valves (PORV's). The PORV's are located

in the CB at elevation 315'. These solenoid valves have been included as rule-of-
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box components and are screened with the PORV's. Eight of the solenoid valves

are associated with the air start system of the emergency diesel generator. The

emergency diesel generator air start system is located in the DGB at elevation 261'.

These solenoid valves have been included as rule-of-box components and are

screened with the emergency diesel generator air start system..

The remaining two solenoid operated valves are the fillvalves to the diesel fuel oil

day tanks. These valves are located in the DGB at an approximate elevation of

263'. The valves are Target Rock, model 790-007 and are of good seismic design.

No interaction issues or maintenance issues were noted during the walkdown

regarding these solenoid valves. These two solenoid operated valves are scieened

by SRT based on the walkdown and the seismic qualification documentation. Refer

to the SEWS for specific screening and walkdown results.

5.5 STRUCTURES

All Harris Seismic Category I buildings are founded upon reinforced concrete mats

resting on suitable rock or on concrete fill founded on suitable rock. The structural

dynamic analysis of the Seismic Category I buildings is based on use of the

response spectra developed for 0.075g for the operating basis earthquake and

0.15g for the safe shutdown earthquake.

Harris Category I structures are all screened from further review based on

Reference 3, Table 2.3 and Section 3.8 of the FSAR. A brief description of each of

the buildings within seismic IPEEE success paths is provided in the following

subsections.

5.5.1 Concrete Containment

The concrete containment is a steel lined reinforced concrete structure in the form

of a vertical right cylinder with a hemispherical dome. The 4 ft. 6 in. thick

cylindrical wall measures 160 ft. in height from the liner on the base to the

springline of the dome and has an inside diameter of 130 ft. The inside radius of
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the 2 ft. 6 in. thick dome is equal to that of the cylinder so that the discontinuity at"

the spring line due to the change in thickness is on the outer surface. The base mat

consists of a 12 ft. thick structural concrete slab and a metal liner. The liner is

welded to inserts embedded in the concrete slab. The base liner is covered with

concrete, the top of which forms the floor of the containment. The base mat is

supported by sound rock.

The basic structural elements considered in the design of the containment structure

are the basemat, cylinder wall, and dome, These act essentially as one structure

under all loading conditions. The liner plate is 3/8 in. thick in the cylinder, t/i in.

thick on the bottom, and /i in. thick in the dome. The liner is anchored to the

concrete shell by means of anchor studs fusion welded to the liner plate so that it

forms an integral part of the containment structure. The liner functions primarily as

a leaktight membrane.

The containment design loads and loading combinations included earthquake loads

using the safe shutdown earthquake horizontal ground acceleration is 0.15g. To

account for the simultaneous action of the three spatial components of the

earthquake, the representative maximum value of a particular response is obtained

by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the corresponding maximum

values of the response to each of the three spatial components calculated

independently.

The analysis of the containment shell is based on the classical theory of thin elastic

shells of revolution in accordance with Section CC-3300 of the ASME Code,

Section III, Division 2. The shell is assumed to be ideally elastic, homogeneous, and

isotropic. Reinforcement and the steel liner are neglected in calculating the member

stiffness. The design of the Containment demonstrates that, for factored load

conditions, the following requirements are met:
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a) The summation of.external and internal forces and moments

', satisfies the laws of equilibrium and does not bring any

structural section to a general yielding state.

b) Tensile yielding in the reinforcement is acceptable when

thermal gradient temperature effects are combined with other

applicable loads, provided that the temperature induced forces

and moments are reduced as yielding in the reinforcement

occurs, and the increased concrete cracking does not cause

deterioration of the Containment.

The liner plate is not used as a strength element. Interaction of the liner with the

Containment is considered in determining liner behavior.

The containment wall is independent of adjacent interior and exterior structures;

sufficient space is provided between the containment wall and adjacent structures

to prevent contact under any combination of loading. The interior grating platforms

and concrete slabs are supported on steel beams which span between the

secondary shield wall and the containment wall. These beams are independently

supported, near the containment wall, by steel columns resting on the concrete

mat.

5.5.2 Internal Structures

The reinforced Concrete Containment Structure encloses the concrete structures

and structural steel components which comprise the Containment Internal

Structures. The Containment Internal Structures provide support for the NSSS

equipment during all operational phases and, in the unlikely event of an accident,

act to mitigate the consequences of the accident by protecting safety-related

equipment and other engineered safety features from the effects induced by the

accident.
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The concrete internal structures, which consist of the primary and secondary shield

walls and other concrete enclosures, form compartments within which the entire

RCS is located. The main components are the concrete primary shield wall, which

encloses the reactor cavity, the semicircular concrete secondary shield walls, which

forms the steam generator compartments, the reinforced concrete walls and floors,

the fuel storage area, refueling pool and reactor internals laydown areas, the

concrete enclosure wall around the pressurizer, the containment steel floors, stairs,

and platforms, reactor vessel supports, steam generator supports, and reactor

coolant pump supports. The concrete and steel internal structures are supported on

a concrete foundation mat 5 ft. thick, resting on the 12-ft. thick concrete

containment structure foundation mat. The internal foundation mat is placed on top

of the bottom liner plate; no anchorages of the internal structures and internal mat

penetrate through the containment liner plate into the external mat. 'The walls of

the internal structures are anchored into the internal foundation mat.

The structural acceptance criteria for the Containment Internal Concrete Structures

and the internal and other Seismic Category I structural steel structures consists of

compliance with the following requirements:

a) Concrete Structures - To assure that the structural integrity of

Category I concrete structures is maintained for the service

and factored load conditions, the limits of the stress and strain

intensity of concrete generally follow the strength design

method requirements of American Concrete Institute (ACI)

318-71.

Using the factored loads, the various components have the required load capacity if

the stresses in them do not exceed the yield strengths of the materials used. To

provide for the possibility that small, adverse variations in dimensions and control,

while individually within required tolerances and the limits of good practice,

occasionally may combine to result in a net under capacity of the component, the
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load capacities of the individual sj;ructural members are reduced by a reduction

factor ")" fo'. the design cases.

The factors were established for the design on the basis of the function of the

component and the effect on its net capacity of the variations enumerated above.

These factors are generally in accordance with the ACI 318-71 Code and are

tabulated in Table 3.8.3-1 of the FSAR.

a) Steel Internal Structures - Structural steel framing is designed

for the loading combinations, given in Section 3.8.3.3.3 of the

FSAR, to exhibit either elastic or plastic behavior in all load

carrying elements. To assure that the structural integrity of

Seismic Category I steel structures is maintained, limits on the

resulting stresses and the reduced strength capacities are

observed.

5.5.3 Reactor Auxiliar Buildin

The Reactor Auxiliary Building (RAB) houses engineered safeguards and supporting

systems, switchgear, sampling rooms, and the Control Room. The Seismic

Category I building consists of two independent structures. One section is

designated as RAB-1. The adjacent section is designated as RAB-Common.

The RAB-1 is a reinforced concrete structure, 207 ft. long by 187 ft. wide, varying

in height from 69 ft. to 134 ft. from the top of foundation mat to the top of roof.

The top of the foundation mat varies from 24 ft. to 70 ft. below finished grade,

Elevation 260 ft.

The RAB-Common is a reinforced concrete structure,,120 ft. long by 187 ft. wide

by 88 ft. high from the top of mat to the top of roof. The top of the foundation mat

is at Elevation 236 ft. except for the pipe tunnel area, which is at Elevation 216 ft.
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These buildings are cast-in-place reinforced concrete structures. The floors are

supported on beams and girders which are in turn supported on interior columns

and/or exterior walls. Where interior shear walls are installed, the beams and

girders are supported on the shear walls. All interior shielded walls and partitions,

other than shear walls, are either reinforced concrete or concrete block, and are not

load bearing. Provisions are made for installation of these walls after the framing,

floor systems, and equipment have been installed.

The buildings are supported on separate foundation mats 10 ft. thick which are

founded on suitable rock.

5.5.4 Diesel Generator Buildin

Diesel-Generator Building (DGB) houses the stand-by diesel generators, day tanks,

silencers, and associated equipment. The building is a Seismic Category I, missile-

proofed, reinforced concrete structure, approximately 153 ft. long and 114 ft. wide.

The building is constructed on concrete fill, which is founded on suitable rock. The

top of the foundation mat is 3.5 ft. below the grade floor Elevation 261.0 ft.; there

is a space (gap) between the foundation mat and the grade floor (within the building

walls) that is filled with sand for the electrical main leads and pipe lines. The

foundation mat is 6 ft. thick.

The building is cast-in-place concrete with reinforced concrete exterior and interior

shear walls, and reinforced concrete floors. The floors are supported on wall

beams. Interior walls, other than shear walls, are reinforced concrete walls or

concrete masonry (block) walls and are not load bearing walls. All reinforced

concrete floor slabs are designed to act as horizontal diaphragms to transfer

horizontal forces to shear walls and to carry vertical loads simultaneously.
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5.5.5 Tank Buildin

The Tank Building houses the refueling water storage tank, reactor make-up water

storage tank, condensate storage tank, and other associated equipment. The Tank

Building also houses the waste monitoring tanks, secondary waste sampling tank,

their associated pumps, and other facilities.

The Tank Building is a reinforced concrete structure, approximately 142 ft. long by

63 ft. wide, and 83 ft. high. The top of the foundation mat is at Elevation 236 ft.

and the top of the roof, which provides for missile protection, is at approximately

Elevation 319 ft. The foundation mat is 8 ft. thick and is founded on suitable rock.

The top of the foundation mat is 24 ft. below the finished grade elevation of 260 ft.

The Tank Building has cast-in-place reinforced concrete exterior walls, interior shear

walls, and reinforced concrete floors, supported on shear walls, beams, and

columns. All interior shielding or partition walls, other than shear walls, are either

reinforced concrete or concrete block walls and are not load bearing walls.

The overall tank building analysis was run using a time history seismic input forcing

function. Response spectra were developed from that analysis for Elevation 261

ft., the elevation of the bottom of the tank. These response spectra were

broadened by plus or minus 15 percent as required by Regulatory Guide 1.122.

These broadened response spectra resulted in higher accelerations for essentially

the entire range of frequencies of the spectra curves, thus increasing the seismic

input which in turn increased the accelerations and moments at the common points

in detailed tank analysis as compared to overall tank building analysis.

The seismic input for the detailed tank analysis for the fundamental frequency of

the tank of 15.67 cycles/sec is 0.61g is compared to 0.39g of the actual

unbroadened spectra curve indicating a margin of approximately 56 percent.
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5.5.6 Diesel Fuel Oil Stora e Tank Buildin

The Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tank Building consists of a below grade reinforced

concrete structure which provides for two reinforced concrete diesel oil tanks and

two pumps.: The structure is 94 ft. long, 86 ft. wide, and 24 ft. high (including the

foundation mat); the top slab is at Elevation 263 ft. The building is supported on a

reinforced concrete foundation mat which is founded on sound rock. The top of the

foundation mat is at Elevation 242.25 ft; the mat is 3 ft. 3 in. thick.

The tanks have a capacity of 175,000 gallons each. Each compartment is 66 ft.

long, 21 ft, wide, and 18 ft. 6 in. high; the free board is at least 12 in, The inside

surfaces of the concrete compartments are lined with carbon steel to prevent

leakage.

The pumps are housed in below grade cubicles separated by reinforced concrete

walls.

5.5.7 Structures for the Emer enc Service Water S stem

The Seismic Category I structures of the ESWS consist of the Emergency Service

Water Intake Channel, Emergency Service Water Screening Structure, Emergency

Service Water and Cooling Tower Makeup Intake Structure, Emergency Service

Water Discharge Structure, and the Emergency Service Water Discharge Channel.

Retaining walls are provided at the Emergency Service Water Screening Structure.

All Concrete structures are reinforced and founded on sound rock.

Cooling water is drawn from either the Auxiliary Reservoir or the Main Reservoir.

Water drawn from the Auxiliary Reservoir is carried by a series of steel pipes from

the Emergency Service Water (ESW) Screening Structure to the Emergency Service

Water and Cooling Tower Makeup Intake Structure. Cooling water is discharged

into the Auxiliary Reservoir through the Emergency Service Water Discharge

Channel.
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a) Emergency Service Water Intake Channel - The Emergency

Service Water Intake Channel extends from the Auxiliary

Reservoir to the Emergency Service Water Screening

Structure. The bottom of the channel is at Elevation 238 ft.,

except at the intake screening structure where it slopes down

to Elevation 231 ft. Channel side slopes in rock are

approximately four vertical to one horizontal; a 15 ft. wide

beam is cut at the interface of soil and rock. Side slopes in

soil are one vertical to two horizontal. The channel bottom is

50 ft. wide at all sections except at the intake structure. The

lowest water level in the channel is Elevation 246.5 ft. and the

maximum velocity in the channel is less than one ft. per sec.

at this level.

b) Emergency Service Water Screening Structure - The ESW

Screening is located at the eastern end of the ESW Intake

Channel. It contains eight bays separated by reinforced

concrete walls. Only two bays are used for the ESW system.

Each ESW bay, 8 ft. 2 in. wide, is sized for seven ft. wide

traveling screens. A reinforced concrete enclosure covers the

deck to protect the traveling screens and valve pit from

tornado missiles. A reinforced concrete skimmer wall, at the

front of the intake structure, extends to Elevation 247.5 ft.

and prevents ice and floating trash from entering the intake

structure.

c) Emergency Service Water and Cooling Tower Makeup Intake

Structure - The ESW and Cooling Tower Makeup Intake

Structure is located at the northern end of the Cooling Tower

Makeup Water Intake Channel. The intake structure has

fourteen bays. Two bays are used for cooling tower make up

pumps and two bays are used for ESW system. The screen
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bays, containing ESW pumps, have a concrete dividing wall

'with an eight by ten ft. butterfly valve. The dividing wall-

butterfly valve arrangement permits operation of the ESW

pumps from either the Main or Auxiliary Reservoir. A

reinforced concrete enclosure covers the deck to protect all

ESWS equipment from tornado missiles.

d) Emergency Service Water Discharge Channel - The ESW

Discharge Channel extends from the ESW Discharge Structure

to the Auxiliary Reservoir. The bottom of the channel is at

Elevation 240 ft. and it is 50 ft. wide. Channel side slopes in

rock are approximately four vertical to one horizontal and in

soil they are one vertical to two horizontal. A berm 15 ft.

wide is cut at the interface of the soil and rock.

e) Emergency Service Water Discharge Structure - The ESW

Discharge Structure, is located at the eastern end of the ESW

Discharge Channel. It is a reinforced concrete structure which

serves as the termination point for the service water discharge

piping. The discharge structure has eight bays whereas only

two bays are used.

f) Retaining Wall - Reinforced concrete retaining walls, where

required, are located at the end of the Cooling Tower Makeup

Water Intake Channel and at the ESW Screening structure.

The walls are utilized to contain the earth adjacent to the

concrete structures.

Harris Category I structures are all screened from further review based on

Reference 3, Table 2.3 and Section 3.8 of the FSAR. No further action is required.
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5.6 SOILS EVALUATION

Soil failure is deemed not a significant issue based on a review of the FSAR. Brief

discussion on soil failure modes, embankments and dams is provided below.

In the spirit of the IPEEE program, CPRL does not believe that a detailed

assessment of soils, embankments and dams is warranted. Key objectives of the

IPEEE program are to gain useful insights in identifying plant specific vulnerabilities

to severe accidents that could be fixed with low-cost im rovements. CP&L does

not believe that either of these objectives are furthered by a detailed margins

assessment of soils, embankments and dams given that no design concerns exist.

5.6.1 Soil Failure Modes

The plant is founded on gently dipping, well-consolidated Triassic siltstones and

sandstones. All Seismic Category I structures within the plant area, except for

Seismic Category I Electrical Manholes, Seismic Category I Underground Electrical

Conduits, and some Seismic Category I pipes, are founded on sound rock.
The'oundationof the plant has no potential for liquefaction because it consists of hard

sound rock.

The Seismic Category I underground piping systems, underground electrical

conduits and electrical manholes, founded on soil, compacted fill, of weathered

rock, are the only Seismic Category I structures that are not founded on sound

rock. The fill in the yard area supporting Seismic Category I piping and conduits is

not subject to liquefaction during a seismic event (FSAR 3.7.3.12).

Programs of subsurface exploration based primarily on trenching and borehole

sampling and drilling were conducted for both the preliminary site investigation and

the site fault investigation. In addition, the floors and walls'of excavations for plant

foundations were mapped geologically. No areas of actual or potential surface or

subsurface subsidence, uplift, or collapse were found.
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5.6.2 Embankments and Dams

Two dams were constructed in the Buckhorn Creek watershed to impound cooling

water for the Harris Nuclear Plant. The Main Dam impounds a reservoir used

primarily for cooling tower makeup, water which has a normal water level elevation

of 220 ft. and a water surface area of approximately 4,000 acres. The Main

Reservoir also serves as a backup source of emergency service water. The

Auxiliary Dam impounds a reservoir for emergency service water which has a

minimum pond elevation of 250 ft. and a surface area of 317 acres. An Auxiliary

Separating Dike and Auxiliary Reservoir Channel control the flow of discharged

emergency service water through the east and west arms of the'uxiliary Reservoir.

The dike, constructed across the east arm of the reservoir, prevents discharged

emergency service water from flowing directly back to the emergency service

water intake area. The Auxiliary Reservoir Channel connects the east and west

arms of the Auxiliary Reservoir, allowing emergency service water discharge to

enter the west arm of the reservoir for maximum cooling before circulating back to

the intake area.

The Main Dam, Auxiliary Dam, Auxiliary Separating Dike, Auxiliary Reservoir

Channel, and Emergency Service Water Intake and Discharge Channels are designed

and constructed to Seismic Category I criteria and to withstand the effects of

natural phenomena. The slope of the dams, dike, and channels are designed to a

factor of safety of 1.5 under static conditions, 1.2 for simultaneous OBE and 100-

year return period flood level, and 1.1 for simultaneous SSE and 25-year return

period flood level.

The Main Dam is a rockfill dam with a maximum height of 108 ft. and a length of

approximately 1550 ft. at the beam elevation of 260 ft. Its outside slopes are 2,0

horizontal to one vertical. The main dam's spillway, with a crest elevation of 220
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ft., is uncontrolled. The spillway crest has a net length of 50 ft. with a pier at its

mid-length.

The Main Dam has a core of compacted silty clay and clayey silt material protected

on each side by two 8-ft. thick transitional filter zones and a rockfill shell ~ The core

is founded on suitable rock and the rockfill shell is founded. on weathered rock.

The Auxiliary Dam is an earth dam approximately 4060 ft. long with a maximum

height of approximately 73 ft. and a beam elevation of 260 ft. Its outside slopes

are 2.5 horizontal to one vertical. The basis for its hydraulic design is the probable

maximum flood (PMF).

The Auxiliary Dam area is in the Deep River Basin and is underlain by sedimentary

rocks which, like those underlying the plant site, belong to the lower part of the

Triassic Sanford Formation. The bedrock consists of four major lithologic units:

medium-to coarse-grained sandstone, fine-to medium-grained sandstone, siltstone,

and shaky siltstone.

The Auxiliary Dam has a compacted core of silty clay and clayey silt material

protected by a transition filter zone and a random rockfill shell on each []side. The

downstream shell is provided with two horizontal drainage blankets, each three ft.

thick, which are connected with the transition filter zone adjacent to the core of the

dam. In addition, a 200 ft. wide drainage layer is provided under the shell in each

of two areas where pre-existing creeks had been located. The foundation of the

dam was excavated into weathered rock and the cutoff trench was excavated to

suitable rock.

The Auxiliary Reservoir Separating Dike is located across the east arm of the

Auxiliary Reservoir about 1700 ft. north of the Auxiliary Dam. It is approximately

1200 ft. long with a maximum height of approximately 55 ft. Its outside slopes are

2.5 horizontal to one vertical.
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The bedrock underlying the Auxiliary Reservoir Separating Dike consists of clastic

sedimentary rocks of the Triassic Sanford Formation and is similar in most respects

to the strata underlying the Auxiliary Dam.

The Auxiliary Reservoir Separating Dike has a core of compacted silty clay and

clayey silt material protected by a random-rockfill shell which is size graded near

the core, with the finer material placed adjacent to the core. The core and rockfill

shell are founded either on weathered rock or on a thin layer of stiff residual soil

overlying weathered rock.. Slope protection is provided by riprap placed on random

rockfill.

The Emergency Service Water Intake and Discharge Channels are conservatively

designed to carry the service flow required for normal and emergency shutdown of

Harris. The intake channel is approximately 3580 ft. long and 50 ft. wide at its

invert elevation of 238 ft. The discharge channel is approximately 2170 ft. long.

The walls of both channels have a slope of two horizontal to one vertical in soil and

one horizontal to four vertical in rock. Portions of the slopes were shaped to grade

by backfilling with an impervious material. Diabase dikes were capped with

concrete where they crossed channels.

The Auxiliary Reservoir Channel is approximately 1570 ft. long and 140 ft. wide at

its invert elevation of 235 ft. Its walls have a slope of two horizontal to one

vertical in soil and one horizontal to four vertical in rock. The Auxiliary Reservoir

Channel is sized to carry the maximum ultimate discharge of the Service Water

System coincident with a PMF flow for the upstream drainage basin.

All three channels are underlain by gently dipping strata of the Triassic Sanford

Formation. Bedrock is lithologically and structurally similar to that at the Auxiliary

Dam. Foundation conditions were explored by means of borehole drilling, sa'mpling,

and testing.

Embankments and dams are designed to a factor of safety of 1.1 for simultaneous

SSE and 25 year flood. Further evaluation is not expected to identify any
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significant vulnerabilities considering the revised hazard curves which support

g'rouping Harris in the reduced-scope category (References 5 and 6). No further

action is required.

5.7 NSSS REVIEW

A review of the Harris NSSS system was performed based on available information

in accordance with Reference 3. The system is a modern 3 loop pressurized water

reactor supplied by Westinghouse. In the spirit of the IPEEE program, CP&L does

not believe that a detailed assessment of soils, embankments and dams is

warranted. Key objectives of the IPEEE program are to gain useful insights in

identifying plant specific vulnerabilities to severe accident that could be fixed with

low-cost im rovements. CP&L does not believe that either of these objectives are

furthered by a detailed margins assessment of NSSS system and components given

that no design concerns exist. The NSSS system and components are screened

from further review.

5.7.1 NSSS Primar Coolant S stems and Su orts

The primary coolant system and supports are screened from further review based

on Appendix A of Reference 3.

5.7.2 Reactor Internals

The fuel assembly component stresses induced by horizontal seismic disturbances

were analyzed through the use of finite element computer modeling. The fuel

assembly safety analysis was performed for combined seismic and loss of coolant

accidents (LOCA). The recent vintage reactor internals, such as Harris are screened

from further review since they were designed for combined SSE and LOCA.
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5.7.3 Control Rod Drive Mechanisms

The Control Rod Drive Mechanisms (CRDMs) were seismically analyzed to confirm

that system stresses under combined loading conditions do not exceed allowable

levels as defined by the ASME Code, Section III~ The CRDM was modeled as a

system of lumped and distributed masses and analyzed under appropriate seismic

excitation and the resultant seismic bending moments along the length of the CRDM

were calculated. The corresponding stresses were combined with the stresses

from the other loadings required and the combination was shown to meet ASME

Code, Section III requirements.

Additionally, the SRT verified that the CRDMs have seismic support tie rods to

resist seismic loads (References 25 and 26). Therefore, CRDMs are screened from

further review.

5.8 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

The following sections address the distribution systems; cable tray and conduit,

HVAC duct and piping.

5.8.1 Cable Tra and Conduit

Cable tray and conduit were reviewed on an area basis during SRT equipment and

subsystem walkdowns to identify any anomalies that could lead to failure. No such

anomalies were observed, Cable and conduit are screened from further review

based on Appendix A of Reference 3, and SRT walkdowns.

5.8.2 HVAC Duct

HVAC duct was reviewed on an area basis during SRT equipment and subsystem

walkdowns to identify any anomalies that could lead to failure. Two specific cases

were noted during these walkdowns which are described below:
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A large span of duct above the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)

motor driven pump, 1A-SA require further review. The duct is

30 inches by 30 inches with a 24 ft. span between supports.

This span has a vertical branch duct with a register attached

to the bottom. The original design calculations were reviewed

and was judged acceptable for RLE. Refer to'the SEWS for

AFW motor driven pump, 1A-SA for the basis of acceptance.

2. A non-safety non-seismic duct was noted as a potential

interaction above motor operated valve, 1SW-40. The duct is

10 inches by 10 inches with duct span of approximately 14 ft.

The duct and supports were judged to be acceptable for RLE.

Refer to the SEWS for motor operated valve 1SW-40.

HVAC duct are screened from further review based on Appendix A of Reference 3,

and SRT walkdowns.

5.8.3 Pi in

Harris Seismic Category I, ASME, Section III, Safety Class 2 and 3 piping is

analyzed in accordance with ASME B &, PV code, Section III, subarticles NC/ND.

The design criteria was based on formulations and allowable stress limits given by

in ASME, Section III, subarticle NC/ND-3600, with load combinations which

consider operating basis earthquake (OBE) and SSE effects along with other

coincident loading conditions. The two orthogonal horizontal and vertical loadings

were obtained from the appropriate floor response spectra.

Piping system were reviewed on an area basis during SRT equipment and

subsystem walkdowns. The SRT looked for any anomalies related to potential

displacement induced failure modes, No such anomalies were observed.

Additionally, the SRT looked for potential failure modes of piping system

appurtenances such as instrument tubing and associated instruments, vent valves
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and drain valves. Seismic interaction and seismic anchor motion were considered

potential failure modes for small bore lines attached to larger piping systems. No

anomalies noted that could lead to the loss of a pressure boundary of a success

path list system were observed.

Containment penetrations were also reviewed on an area basis to identify any

anomalies that may affect containment performance. Anomalies such as seismic

interaction (falling) and differential building displacement were considered. A walk-

by of containment isolation valves for the intent of the caveats identified on the

valve SEWS was also performed. No anomalies that could effect containment

performance were observed.

Harris piping was screened from further review based on Appendix A of Reference

3, and SRT walkdowns.

5.9 OTHER COMPONENTS

The following sections discuss the in-core flux mapping system and masonry walls.

5.9.1 In-core Flux Ma in S stem

In 1984, CPSL discovered that the In-Core Flux Mapping System was not

seismically designed. Seismic induced failure of the In-Core Flux Mapping System

components above the seal table could cause failures of the flux mapping tubing or

fittings which would produce a small break LOCA. CPRL notified Westinghouse of

the potential failure of the In-Core Flux Mapping System and informed the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) of a potentially reportable item under both

10CFR50.55(e) and 10CFR21. Information Notice 85-45, (Reference 22) was

issued as a result of this information provided by CPSL. CPSL notified the NRC

that this item was reportable under 10CFR50.55(e) and 10CFR21 on January 16,

1 985.
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CP&.L designed and installed wheel stops on the Flux Mapping Control System

Trolley to prevent seismic interaction between the trolley and the In-Core

instrumentation tubing or fittings. The wheel stops are of substantial size and are

fabricated from 1/2" and 3/4" thick structural steel plate, The design details for

the wheel stops are provided on Drawing CPL-2168-S-9479. The installation of the

wheel stops was visually verified by using the Harris Surrogate Tour system. The tour

program uses the combined technology of laser videodiscs and the personal computer

to effectively simulate travel through the plant and provide detailed visual information

about plant areas. The surrogate tour shows the wheel stops installed. The wheel

stops have sufficient design margin to be screened out for the RLE.

5.9.2 Masonr Walls

The guidelines for assessment of nuclear power plant seismic margin (Reference 3)

recommends a review of masonry walls, in particular unreinforced or lightly

reinforced walls. There are no unreinforced masonry walls located in safety related

areas at Harris.

The masonry (block) walls in the Containment Building and Diesel Generator

Building are all seismically designed. All masonry walls in the Reactor Auxiliary

Building are seismic except in the hot shop area on Elevation 236 ft., between
'B'nd

'H'ines and '43'nd '45'ine where seismic and non-seismic walls are

utilized. Both seismic and non-seismic walls are used in the Fuel Handling Building

and Waste Processing Building. These walls are utilized for shielding and equipment

removal purposes or support of non-safety equipment.

The following codes are used for the analysis and design of masonry block walls

and any associated steel framing:

~ ACI 531-79, American Concrete Institute, "Building Code

Requirements for Concrete Masonry Structures"
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~ UBC-79, Uniform Building Code, by International Conference of

'. Building Officials

~ AISC, American Institute of Steel Construction, "Specification

for Seventh the Design, Fabrication and Erection of Structural

Steel for Edition Buildings"

~ ACI 318-71, American Concrete Institute, "Building Code

Requirements for Reinforced Concrete"

Also, the design criteria utilized in the design of masonry walls located in Seismic

Category I structures complies with the NRC Structural Engineering Branch Criteria

for Safety Related Masonry Wall Evaluation, dated July 1981.

Four masonry walls were chosen for further evaluation to demonstrate the high

design margin that exists. These four specific cases were noted being adjacent to

SSEL components during the SRT walkdown. The wall location, description,

allowable stress level, calculated stress level and interaction coefficient for the four

walls are given in Table 5-6.

The maximum interaction coefficient of the four masonry walls is 0.53. The RLE to

DBE scaling factor is approximately 1.6. Therefore, these masonry walls are

screened out for RLE. These walls are typical of other safety related masonry walls

within the plant which are also screened out for RLE based on the above

evaluations. No further action is required.
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Table 5-1

SUMMARYOF CIVILSTRUCTURES SEISMIC MARGIN EVALUATION

(Format Follows EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-3)

".TYPE'.OF STRUCTURE"'.;, ;... "'"„,': ';"-;DISPOSITION:-"'."','.',;..':."'','"

Concrete containment Screened based on EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-3

Containment internal
Structure

Screened based on EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-3. The
structure was designed for greater than 0.1g.

Shear walls, footing and
containment shield walls

Screened based on EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-3. The walls
were designed for greater than 0.1g. ~

Diaphragms Screened based on EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-3.
Diaphragms were designed for greater than 0.1g.

Category I concrete
frame structures

Screened based on EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-3. Concrete
frame structures were designed for greater than 0.1g.
See Section 5.5 for a summary of the evaluation.

Masonry walls Screened based on existing analyses. See Section 5.9.2
for a summary.

Control room ceilings Screened. The control room ceiling was judged
adequate by the SRT.

Impact between
structures

Screened based on EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-3

Category II structures
with safety-related
equipment or with
potential to fail Category
I structures

Screened based on EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-3 and SRT
walkd owns.

Dams, levees, dikes Designed to a factor of safety of 1.1 for simultaneous
SSE and 25 year flood. Further evaluation is not
expected to identify any significant vulnerabilities. See
Section 5.6.

Soil failure modes Screened based on the FSAR. See Section 5.6 for a

summary.
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Table 5-2

SUMMARYOF EQUIPMENT AND SUBSYSTEMS SEISMIC MARGIN EVALUATION

(Format Follows EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-4)

,'EQUIPMENT TYPE .; " '-" ':-'-'",",:.'"''DISPOSITION.""', '"" '-'

'SSS

primary coolant
system

Screened based on EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-4. See
Section 5.7 for a summary of the evaluation,

NSSS supports Screened. See Section 5.7 for a summary of the
evaluation.

Reactor internals Screened. See Section 5.7 for a summary of the
evaluation.

CRDM mechanisms Screened. See Section 5.7 for a summary of the
evaluation.

Category I piping

Active valves

Screened by the SRT. See Section 5.8.3.

Screened based on EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-4 and SRT
walkdowns. See Section 5A.7, 5.4.8, and 5,4.25.

Passive valves Screened based on EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-4.

Heat Exchangers The RHR Heat Exchanger HCLPF is estimated to be
0.29g (see Section 6). All other heat exchangers were
screened by the SRT, see Sections 5A.23 and 5.4.24,

Atmospheric storage,
tanks

RWST and CST HCLPF capacities are much greater than
the RLE (see Section 6 for evaluation results). All other
tanks were screened by the SRT, see Sections 5.4.23
and 5.4.24.

Pressure vessels Screened by the SRT. See SEWS for each success path
pressure vessel.

Buried tanks The diesel fuel oil storage tanks were considered to be
buried tanks. These tanks consisted of a Seismic
Category I concrete structure that has an internal steel
liner. See Sections 5.4.22 and 5.5.6.

Batteries and racks Screened by the SRT. See SEWS for battery racks. See
Section 5.4.15.
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Table 5-2 (Continued)

SUMMARY.OF EQUIPMENT AND SUBSYSTEMS SEISMIC MARGIN EVALUATION

EQUIPMENT TYPE -DISPOSITION '.:.''-'""

Diesel generators Screened by the SRT. See diesel generator SEWS. See
Section 5.4.17.

Horizontal pumps Screened by the SRT. See horizontal pump SEWS. See
Section 5.4.5.

Vertical pumps Service Water Pump HCLPF is greater than the RLE (see
Section 6). All other vertical pumps were screened by
the SRT. See Section 5.4.6.

Fans Screened by the SRT. No fans are supported on vibration
isolators. See individual SEWS. See Section 5.4.9.

Air handlers Screened by the SRT, No air handlers are supported on
vibration isolators. See individual SEWS. See Section
5.4.10.

Chillers Screened by the SRT. No chillers are supported on
vibration isolators. See individual SEWS. See Section
5.4.11.

Air Compressors Screened by the SRT. No air compressors are supported
on vibration isolators. See diesel air start SEWS. See
Section 5A.12.

HVAC ducting and
dampers

Screened by the SRT. See Section 5.8.2.

Cable trays

Electrical conduit

Screened by the SRT. See Section 5.8.1.

Screened by the SRT. See Section 5.8.1.

Electrical power
distribution panels,
cabinets, switchgear,
motor control centers

HCLPF capacities were estimated to be greater than the
RLE for low voltage switchgear and miscellaneous
electrical panels. See Section 6 for a summary of the
evaluations. All other electrical gear were screened by
the SRT. See Sections 5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5A.3 5 5.4.14.
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Table 5-2 (Continued)

~ SUMMARY OF EQUIPMENT AND SUBSYSTEMS SEISMIC MARGIN EVALUATION

- EQUIPMENT".TYPE
V

DISPOSITION""

Transformers Included in the low voltage switchgear and MCC's, see
above item.

Battery chargers Screened by the SRT. See battery charger SEWS. See
Section 5.4.16.

Inverters Screened by the SRT. See inverter SEWS. See Section
5.4.1 6.

Instrumentation and Screened by the SRT. See panel and rack SEWS. See
control panels and racks Sections 5.4.19 and 5.4.21.

Temperature sensors Screened by the SRT. See temperature sensor SEWS.
See Section 5.4.20.

Pressure and level
sensors

Screened by the SRT. See instrument SEWS. See
Section 5.4.18.
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Table 5-3

COMPONENTS REQUIRING MAINTENANCEREPAIRS

\,

;,",EQUIP
IDH',

NO,,
~"

EQUIPIVIENT'ESCRIPTION
LOCATION COIVIMENT .;,;";, '. ':: ~'~;"".-'.

';,"":WR/JO; NO

1A-SA 1DG-E036
Diesel
generator
control panel

DGB 261'lose both ends of the "S". hooks on
the hanging fluorescent lights in the
DG control panel room

94-ANQC1

1 B-SB 1DG-E037
Diesel
generator
control panel

DGB 261'lose both ends of the "S" hooks on
the hanging fluorescent lights in the'G control panel room

94-ANQE1

1A1,1A2
2A1 52A2

1EE-E064, 65,
68 and 69
Isolation
cabinets

RAB 305'he row of fluorescent lights needs to
be relocated on the existing Unistrut
three inches to the west (away from
the cabinets)

95-ACLT1

AUX-RLY-
PNL-19A

Train A Aux.
relay panel
19A

RAB 305'nstall missing mounting screw for
relay CR-1-1273

94-AAPQ1

AUX-RLY-
PNL-1 9B

Train B Aux.
relay panel 19B

RAB 305'nstall three missing mounting screws
relay CR-1191

94-AAPP1

1B31-SB MCC 1B31-SB
(Includes panel
and
transformer
PP-1 831 1-SB)

RAB 286'eplace missing latch on breaker panel
door missing latch

90-AEMY1

1 A32-SA Motor control
center
1 A32-SA

ESWS261'eplace missing latch on breaker panel
door

92-AFHI1

1 B32-SB Motor control
center
1B32-SB

ESWS261'eplace missing latch on breaker panel
door

89-AISZ1

IDP-1 A-SI 120 Vac
instrument
panel (Includes
IDP-1 A-SIIII

RAB 305'eplace three missing access panel
screws, and replace two missing
latches for breaker panel doors

94-ANKZ1
and
94-ANXK1
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Table 5-3 (Continued)

COMPONENTS REQUIRING MAINTENANCEREPAIRS

:,:EQUIP ID;.,
NO

IDP-1 B-SII

...„EQUIPMENT, „.

: DESCRIPTION ~~

120 Vac
, instrument
panel (Includes
ID P-1 B-SIV)

LOCATION

RAB

305'COMMENT~'C

Replace three missing access panel
screws

WRIJO:NO

'4-ANX

J1

1TIS-
658A

RHR heat
exchanger
1A-SA temp.
switch

RAB 236'-Bolt has slipped off top of pipe and
needs to be reworked

94-ANXL1

A21-R15 Instrument
rack,
LT-901 0B

TANK236'lose both ends of the "S" hooks on
the hanging fluorescent light above
rack

94-APBY1

1AF-55 Electric motor
operated valve

MST 261'ompressed gas cylinder adjacent to
valve needs to be removed or
restrained in accordance with AP-003

Compressed
gas cylinder has
been removed
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Table 5-4

ITEMS REQUIRING REPAIR OR MODIFICATION

ENGINEERING SERVICE REQUEST (ESR) 94-152

EQUIP.'..' .- EQUIPMENT:; ",,='',

ID NO';:..'„,', -': „.„-'. DESCRIPTION ",,
k

LOCATION".. i , COMMENT;,,;„-,',.',"; k

1B-SB 1DG-E037 Diesel
generator control
panel

DGB 261'our of the hanging fluorescent fixtures in the DG
control panel room "B" are not the spring loaded
fluorescent tube design. These fixtures require
fluorescent tube clamps/clips to prevent the tube
from coming loose due to vibration.

AUX-RLY-
, PNL-4A

Train A Aux.
relay panel 4A

RAB 305'uxiliary relay panel 4A needs to be physically
attached w/ cabinet main termination cabinet
11A-SA . Potential impact/interaction between
cabinets is not acceptable since 4A contains
essential relays.

AUX-RLY-
PNL-1B, 2B,
3B, AND 4B

Train B Aux.
relay panels: 1B,
2B, 3B, and 4B

RAB 305'he fuel status board lwhich is on wheels) needs to
be restrained, possibly with cables to the wall.
Potential impact/interaction with cabinets is not
acceptable since cabinet contains essential relays.

AUX-RLY-
PNL-19B

Train B Aux.
relay panel 19B

RAB

305'AIN-CTRL-8

DARD
Main control
board -1AA,
1A1, 1A2, 1BB,
1B1, 1B2, 1C,
1D1 and 1D2

RAB 305'abinets, carts, and etc. that are to the south of the
main control board need to be restrained. Potential
impactfinteraction with Main Control Board (MCB) is
not acceptable.

DP-1A-SA Distribution panel
fof vital DC
1A-SA

RAB 286'elay access door not properly secured - stripped
screws. The door/fastening mechanism needs to be
repaired.

DP-1 B-SB Distribution panel
for vital DC
1B-SB

RAB 286'elay access door not properly secured - stripped
screws. The door/fastening mechanism needs to be
repaired.
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Table 5-5

COMPONENTS REQUIRING HCLPF CALCULATIONS

GROUP EQUIP ID NO. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

1A

IB

1A-SA

1B-SB

DP-1A-SA

DP-1B-SB

1A2-SA

1A3-SA

1B2-SB

1B3-SB

1A-SA

1B-SB

1X-SAB

1X-SN

1A-SA

Transfer panel 1A

Transfer panel 1B

1DG-E038 ESS panel

1DG-E039 ESS panel

Distribution panel for vital 1A-SA

Distribution panel for vital 1B-SB

Low voltage switchgear 1A2-SA

Low voltage switchgear 1A3-SA

Low voltage switchgear 1B2-SB

Low voltage switchgear 1B3-SB

RHR heat exchanger 1A-SA

RHR heat exchanger 1B-SB

Condensate storage tank

Refueling water storage tank

ESW suction pump A

1B-SB ESW suction pump B
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Table 5-6

REVIEW OF MASONRY WALLS ADJACENT TO SSEL COMPONENTS

;WALL. DESCRIPTION „ ~-, 'COMPRESSION,-':,', INTERACTION '
fa/Fa, +- fmIFm

x

SHEAR

AXIAL = FLEX

DGB Type IV fa ~ 21 psi fm ~ 125 psi 0.1 6 fv ~ 2psi

EL.261'a = 633 psi Fm = 955 psi Fv = 48psi

RAB

EL.
236'TAIR

NO. A4

North Wall

Type II

fa 32 psi fm = 153 psi

Fa 513 psi Fm 950 psi

0.22 fv ~ 10psi

Fv 48 psi

South Wall

Type II

West Wall

Type II

fa 37 psi

Fa = 547 psi

fa ~ 29psi

Fa ~ 535 psi

fm = 382 psi

Fm = 950psi

fm ~ 287 psi

Fm = 950 psi

0.46

0.36

fv = 26 psi

Fv = 48 psi

fv = 15 psi

Fv 48 psi

RAB

EL.
261'TAIR

NO. A3

North Wall

Type II

fa = 29psi

Fa I 535psi

fm = 225 psi

Fm ~ 950 psi

0.25 fv = 12 psi

Fv ~ 48psi

RAB

EL.

305'ast
Ilr West

Walls Type II

West Wall

Type II

North, South &
East Walls

Type II

fa = 4psi

Fa ~ 585 psi

fa = 39psi

Fa = 553 psi

fa = 31 psi

Fa = 535 psi

fm 160 psi

Fm = 950 psi

fm 433 psi

Fm ~ 955 psi

fm = 301 psi

Fm = 955 psi

0.18

0.53

0.38

fv = 23 psi

Fv = 48 psi

fv 31 psi

Fv 48 psi

fv ~ 26 psi

Fv = 48psi
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6. ASSESSMENT OF ELEMENTS NOT SCREENED OUT

Sixteen items were selected for HCLPF evaluation by the SRT. The items were

grouped into 5 HCLPF calculations based on similar characteristics. Results of the

HCLPF evaluations are summarized. below.

1. Panel Anchorage with 45'elson Studs

The SRT observed several panels that met all screening guidelines during the

field visual review, however, a suspect load path to structural concrete was

noted during a drawing review. Embedded 6 x 8.2 structural channels are

anchored to a raised pad via Nelson studs welded to the inside corners of the

channel. The detail was considered suspect because the studs are relatively

small and short (3/8" diameter, 2-9/16" long, and spaced at 30").

Initial analyses indicated HCLPF capacities of less than 0.3g. Upon further

refinement of the model, assuming shear loads are transferred directly to the

concrete by the channel legs rather than through the studs, a HCLPF

capacity of 0.59g was calculated. The governing failure mode was

determined to be concrete cone failure. The evaluation is documented in

Reference 11.

2. Low Voltage Switchgear

Low voltage switchgear were selected for HCLPF evaluation due to a test

response spectrum (TRS) that did not exceed the scaled required response

spectrum for RLE by an appreciable margin. Additionally, transformer

anchorage anomalies were observed during the test and the anchorage

calculation for the switchgear indicated a small margin using SSE loads.

Initial analyses indicated a HCLPF capacity significantly less than 0.3g due

to the low margin between the TRS and RRS. Seismic floor response

spectra at the location contain a sharp peak between about 6 and 8 Hz,
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within the frequency range of interest. The spectra were peak clipped in

accordance with Reference 3 to significantly reduce the RLE seismic
V

demand. The resulting HCLPF is 0.35g.

Transformer anchorage details observed were substantially more robust than

the details that experienced anomalies during the test, leading to an

anchorage HCLPF of 0.70g. The evaluation is documented in Reference 12.

3. RHR Heat Exchangers

Harris RHR heat exchangers were selected for HCLPF evaluation since upper

lateral restraints for the vertical heat exchangers were not installed. Top

supports were included in the original design but were not installed based on

analyses that justifies the configuration for DBE levels.

The CCW inlet piping attached near the top of the RHR heat exchangers is

supported differently for Train A and B. The piping for the Train 8 heat

exchanger has more supports than the Train A piping. The stress analysis of

the piping gives higher nozzle loads on the Train B heat exchanger than on

the Train A heat exchanger even though Train B has more supports on the

inlet piping. This was noted as an observation during the peer review

walkdown.

Upon review of the two stress calculations, the response spectra and

damping levels used in the two analysis were not the same. The Train B

stress analysis conservatively used one percent and two percent damping for

OBE and DBE, respectively and enveloped the Reactor Auxiliary Building and

Containment Building spectra for elevation 261'nd below. The Train A

stress analysis used code case N411 (PVRC) damping for Reactor Auxiliary

Building, elevation 261'nd below. Both methods are acceptable with Train

B being more conservative. The piping configuration and supports are

correctly reflected in each stress analysis. The higher loads on the Train B
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heat exchanger are attribUted to the difference in the response spectra used
"

in the. stress analysis.

Anchor bolts holding the based of the RHR heat Exchangers to the

foundation were identified as the critical item. The HCLPF was estimated by

scaling existing analyses and eliminating some of the conservatism.

Conservatism in the combination of heat exchanger nozzle loads was

eliminated by combining seismic loads by square-root-sum-of-squares and

actual concrete strength was used rather than design strength. This led to a

HCLPF of 0.29g. It should be noted that additional margin may be extracted

from piping dynamic analyses for nozzle loads. The evaluation is

documented in Reference 13.

4. CST and RWST Flat Bottom Storage Tanks

The HCLPF capacity of the Condensate Storage Tank (CST) and the

Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) were estimated since these tanks are

important and high profile elements of the shutdown paths.

The HCLPF capacity is calculated to be over 1g based on the methodology

provided in Reference 3. The evaluation is documented in Reference 14.

5. Emergency Service Water Pumps

The emergency service water pumps were selected for HCLPF evaluation

because the seismic qualification indicated low margin to allowable stress

levels in the long vertical column.

The HCLPF capacity was estimated by scaling existing analyses, considering

the pump column and sole plate as potential failure modes. The seismic

contribution to pump column stresses was low due to the numerous bearing

supports. The governing failure mode was determined to be the sole plate

with a sufficiently high HCLPF of 0.67g. The evaluation is documented in

Reference 15.
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Four of the 5 groups of equipment have a HCLPF capacity of greater than the RLE.
'he

RHR He'at Exchanger HCLPF capacity is calculated to be 0.29g. Further

refinement of the associated piping analyses to eliminate any unnecessary

conservatism in the nozzle loads may raise the HCLPF capacity above the RLE,

Conservatism also exists in the RLE spectra as discussed in Section 4. This

refinement is not considered necessary since the HCLPF capacity is essentially

equal to the RLE.
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7. RELAY EVALUATION

As described in NUREG-1407, for the focused-scope plants (including Harris), the

evaluation of relay chatter emphasizes consideration of relays with known low

seismic ruggedness. These relays are to be evaluated for potential plant impact

The seismic margins analysis (SMA) process developed by EPRI is being used to

satisfy the generic letter for Harris. For the SMA methodology, the effect on the

plant safety is determined by examining the potential impact of chattering of low-

ruggedness relays on the operation of the equipment in the safe shutdown paths. If

it can be shown that there are no low-ruggedness relays, or that they would have

insignificant effect if they chattered during an earthquake, the evaluation is

complete.

'The relay study was performed by Safety and Reliability Optimization Services, Inc.

(SAROS) and documented in SAROS Report No. 93-9, Reference 20. The relay

study focused on identifying low-ruggedness relays. Fifty-one relays were

evaluated because they were identified to be potentially low-ruggedness models.

These identifications were made based on a comparison of the makes, models, and

configurations (energized vs. de-energized, normally open vs. normally closed

contact pairs) to the list of low-ruggedness relays provided in Appendix E of EPRI

NP-7148-SL, Reference 18.

Further review of these 51 relays were performed with the following results,

Reference 20, Section 4:

~ Twelve of the 51 relays were determined not to be low-

ruggedness relays because they were not in a configuration

that had been determined to be subject to chatter for the

relevant model.

~ Twenty-nine of the 51 relays were determined to be non-

essential relays in which chatter is not a concern.
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Four of the 51 relays were determined to be essential.

However, chatter of these four relays would not produce any

unacceptable consequences.

~ The remaining six relays, of the 51, were determined to be

essential relays. These are the differential relays (one for each

phase) that would actuate the lockout relays on the two 6.9kv

emergency buses (switchgear units). These relays are all

General Electric model 12PVD21B1A relays, The equipment

tag no. for these six relays are 87SA-A-1738, 87SA-B-1738,

87SA-C-738, 87SB-A-1739, 87SB-B-1739 and 87SB-C-1739.

The relays are mounted in the doors of cubicle 10 and 6 on the

emergency buses 1A-SA and IB-SB, respectively. The relays

are mounted within 18 inches of the floor. Further discussion

on these relays is given below:

This make and model relay, GE 12PVD21B1A, is on the low-ruggedness relay list as

a result of Licensee Event Report (LER) No, 84-020, Docket No. 352, Reference 23.

The event involved an inadvertent trip of the D14 bus 'A'hase differential relay

which caused the D14 bus to de-energize. The cause of the event was described

as follows: "Maintenance personnel were working on a door stop inside breaker

cubicle number 6 of bus D14. The D14 bus 'A'hase differential relay is mounted

on the door of this cubicle, While work was being performed on the door stop the

'A'hase differential relay was bumped causing the relay to trip and isolate the

bus." This is defined as a high frequency vibration issue.

The configuration of these relays provide an inherent seismic margin. The following

description of the differential relay function is presented in Reference 24, Section 4:

"These differential relays are normally de-energized; when two of three on a

particular bus are operated, they cause the lockout relay for that bus to operate.

Each of the differential relays has three coils, each with a set of auxiliary contacts.

Simultaneous chatter of these contact pairs on two or more of the relays for a
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particular bus would cause that bus to be locked out. Operation of the lockout

relay would cause the associated emergency diesel generator to trip, and would trip

open the supply breakers to the bus and the feeds to the 6.9kv safety equipment

and to the 6.9kv/480v transformers. If this were to occur on both buses, a station

blackout would result. These breakers could not be re-closed or the diesel

generators started until the lockout relays were manually reset. This could only be,
done locally (i.e., at the respective 6.9kv emergency bus). Although there are seal-

in circuits for the differential relays, these relays would be de-energized after the

lockout relays had operated. After the initial chatter, the contact pairs should be in

their normal (open) positions. They should not impede subsequent attempts.to

reset the lockout relays."

Sufficient margin exists in the seismic qualification of the relay that inadvertent trip

of the relay is not a concern. The 6.9kv emergency buses, including the differential

relays and the lockout relays are seismically qualified per the Seimens-Allis

Qualification Report No. 90365-1, Reference 24. As described above, chatter on

two of three differential relays is needed for the lockout relay to operate. When the

lockout relay is operated the associated bus would be de-energized. During the

seismic test, the differential relays were not monitored for contact chatter.

However, they were energized and configured consistent with design requirements.

The lockout relay was monitored for contact chatter greater than 2 milliseconds.

This monitoring would detect any unacceptable chatter of the differential relays.

No contact chatter greater than 2 milliseconds was recorded for the lockout relay

during the seismic testing.

The SSE test response spectra (TRS) envelops the review level earthquake (RLE) for

the Reactor Auxiliary Building, Unit 1, at elevation 286'. The SSE TRS horizontal

ZPA for the front-to-back and side-to-side directions were recorded as 1.87g (test

run 11) and 1.90g (test run 20), respectively, Reference 24, Table I. The RLE ZPA

for the Reactor Auxiliary Building, Unit 1, at elevation 286's 0.773g, N-S and

0.613g, E-W. This results in a margin of 2.4 above the RLE and a margin of 3.9

above the Design Basis Earthquake for Harris.
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In addition to the review of the seismic qualification, the emergency busses were

reviewed foi.interaction issues during the SRT walkdown. No interaction issues

were noted that would cause high frequency vibration to the emergency buses.

The floor in front of cubicle 6 and 10 for emergency buses 1B-SB and 1A-SA,

respectively are painted yellow the full width of the door and approximately 18

inches out from the door. This yellow area has black lettering stating "STAY

CLEAR." Cautionary labels are also attached to the cubicle doors. These labels

state the follow "Vibration Sensitive Relays. Jarring Switches or Cabinet Will

Cause a Reactor Trip." These labels are precautionary measures that identify the

sensitivity of these components. Therefore, inadvertent relay trip is not a concern

for the differential relays located on the emergency buses based on the system

configuration, seismic qualification review, no interaction issues, and the cautionary

labels on and in front of the cubicles with the relays.

The relay study also noted some relays with unidentified make and models, see

Tables 5 and 6 of SAROS Report No. 93-9. IVlake and models were subsequently

identified through further reviews. None of the relays listed in Tables 5 and 6 were

identified to be low-ruggedness relays and the Equipment Database System (EDBS)

has been updated to reflect the results of the further reviews.

The results of the relay evaluation meets the intent of generic letter 88-20 and no

further action is required.
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8. SEISMIC INDUCED FiRE AND FLOOD EVALUATION

Seismic/fire interactions, effects of suppressants on safety equipment, and control

system interaction should be addressed in the IPEEE per NURE6-1407, Reference 2.

The majority of seismic/fire issues 'are identified in the NUREG/CR-5088 "Fire Risk

Scoping Study," Reference 16 and NRC Information Notice'94-12, "Insights Gained,

from Resolving Generic Issue 57," Reference 17. A description of the fire

suppression systems is given below. Specific fire issues are addressed later in this

section.

The following four types of automatic fire suppression systems are used at Harris:

1. Water spray system

2. Wet pipe sprinkler system

3. Pre-action sprinkler system

4. Multi-cycle sprinkler system

The water spray system consist of dry pipe with a one-step release. The water

flow is controlled by a deluge valve which is activated by a signal from a thermal

detector. The water is discharged through open sprinkler heads. This type of

sprinkler system is used in the Turbine Building, There is no success path

equipment located in this area.

The wet pipe sprinkler system are supplied through hydraulically designed piping

systems charged with water up to the sprinkler heads. Water is discharged through

the sprinkler heads upon the melting of fusible links. This type of sprinkler system

is provided in areas where inadvertent operation will not have a negative effect,

such as the Warehouse and Administration Building. There is no success path

equipment located in these areas.

The pre-action sprinkler system is a two-step water release system. The system is

supplied through hydraulically designed piping, which downstream of the deluge

valve controlling the water flow contains air under supervisory air pressure. The
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deluge valve is automatically actuated by a thermal fire detection system installed

in the same area as the sprinklers, and are manually shut off after the fire is

extinguished. Pre-action systems are provided in safety related or non-safety

related areas where inadvertent sprinkler operation is not acceptable. Pre-action

systems limit discharge because water will not flow unless the pre-action valve is

opened by a signal from the fire detection system and the sprinkler heads near the,
fire are fused open by heat from the fire.

The multi-cycle sprinkler system is a pre-action system modified to provide the

capability for on and off cycling. Because of their ability to limit water discharge,

multi-cycle sprinklers are used in areas where radioactivity may be a problem and

the drainage from these areas must be treated or areas where drainage is pumped,

out of the area, and water discharge should be limited.

Piping for all four types of automatic fire suppression systems is seismically

supported to assure system pressure integrity after a safe shutdown earthquake

(SSE). Piping and valves are designed to comply with ANSI B31.1 ~

Standpipe and hose stations are located throughout the plant at approximately 100

ft intervals so that all portions of the plant can be reached by two effective hose

streams. This system is basically passive and is not susceptible to inadvertent

actuation, The Post SSE Standpipe system piping is analyzed for SSE loading and

seismically supported to assure system pressure integrity after a SSE.

The following seismic/fire issues are identified in the NUREG/CR-5088 "Fire Risk

Scoping Study," Reference 16:

Identify unanchored CO2, halon, oxygen or hydrogen tanks.

Gas bottles are stored in the following locations:

1. RAB, elev. 236'utside the Reactor Containment

Building (RCB) personnel hatch - These bottles are

stored in seismically designed storage rack.
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2. RAB, elev. 236', hot machine shop located in the Unit 2
0

side of the RAB common area - The hot machine shop

does not contain permanent plant equipment.

3. RAB, elev. 261'etween column lines Gz/43 and H/43

in the Unit 2 side of the RAB common area - This area

does not contain any permanent plant equipment.

4. RAB, elev. 286't column line E/13 - A halon

bottle/cart is located away from permanent plant

equipment and is chained to the wall.

5. RAB, elev. 286'tairwell near column line D/35 - A

halon bottle/cart is located under the stairs. The

stairwell does not contain permanent plant equipment.

A first aid storage cabinet and other non-plant equipment

is stored in the stairwell ~ The first aid cabinet potentially

could impact the halon bottle during a seismic event. This

does not affect any safe shutdown equipment. A

potential personnel safety issue is a concern if personnel

need to use the stairwell. An adverse condition and

feedback report (ACFR) number 95%128 was initiated to

document this condition. As a result of this ACFR, the

halon bottle has been relocated to the turbine building.

The gas bottles are'adequately stored/restrained within

the power block to preclude any damage to SSEL

equipment and permanent plant equipment.

Identify actuation systems that are sensitive to vibration, relay

chatter, and/or locking circuits:
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Typical relays contained within the fire protection system are

'. listed in Table 8-1.

These are small relays that plug-in to printed circuit board

cards within the fire,.detection panels. These are not low-

rugged relays with respect to the list of low rugged relays

provide in Appendix E of EPRI NP-7148-SL, Reference 18.

Therefore, no further action is required.

~ Identify fire detection systems with only ionization detectors

where dust may cause a spurious alarm:

Table 8-2 lists areas within buildings that contain success path

items that have ionization detectors only. This may result in

an alarm but will not cause an inadvertent actuation of the fire

suppression system.

~ Identify fire pumps that may have weak mounts or vibration

mounts:

There are three non-safety related fire pumps located at the

Emergency Service Water Screening Structure. The pumps are

anchored to the concrete without vibration isolation mounts.

In addition, if a seismic event affects the operation/

functionality of these pumps, the backup water supply can be

provided by the Emergency Service Water pumps to the Post

SSE Standpipe System, per the Design Basis Document (DBD)

No. 306, "Fire Protection and Detection System," Reference

19. Therefore, the mounting of the non-safety related fire

pumps is not a concern.

~ Identify fire mains that are of cast iron material:

The material for the outside underground piping is ductile iron

per DBD No. 306, Reference 19. The standpipe, hose system
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and automatic suppression system piping material is carbon

steel. No cast iron material was identified within the fire

piping system.

~ . Verify that all electrical cabinets are properly anchored and

have sufficient slack in the cables entering the cabinet:

The SRT walkdown included an interaction review between

SSEL electrical cabinets and adjacent non-SSEL electrical

cabinets. The SRT walkdown also verify that there is

sufficient slack existing in the cables entering the electrical

cabinets. The results from the SRT walkdown did'not identify

any vulnerabilities in this area.

~ Identify credible interactions between sprinkler systems and

adjacent piping:

The automatic fire suppression system piping is seismically

supported to assure system pressure integrity after a SSE. No

interaction issues between the sprinkler system and adjacent

piping were noted during the SRT walkdown.

The following seismic/fire issues are identified in NRC Information Notice 94-12,

"Insights Gained from Resolving Generic Issue 57," Reference 17:

~ Mercury Relays:

No mercury relays have been located in the fire protection

circuits.

Seismic Dust/Smoke Detectors:

Several fire zones within the power block have ionization

detectors only which sends an alarm to the control room.

Actuation of the fire suppression system (pre-action sprinklers)
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is only by thermal detection and, is independent of the

detection. Therefore, inadvertent actuation will not occur.

~ Water Deluge Systems:

The SRT walkdown included an interaction review for potential

sources that could flood or spill onto the electrical cabinets.

This is specifically addressed on the SEWS form. No

interaction issues, with respect to flooding or fire protection

systems flooding electrical cabinets, were noted during the

SRT walkdown. No further action is needed.

~ Fire Suppressant AvailabilityDuring a Seismic Event:

There are three non-safety related fire pumps located at the

Emergency Service Water Screening Structure. If a seismic

event affects the operation/functionality of these pumps, the

backup water supply can be provided by the Emergency

Service Water pumps to the post SSE standpipe system, per

the Design Basis Document (DBD) No. 306, "Fire Protection

and Detection System," Reference 19. The post SSE

standpipe system piping is analyzed for SSE loading and

seismically supported to assure pressure integrity after a SSE.

Therefore, the operation/functionality of the non-safety related

fire pumps is not a concern.

Switchgear Fires:

The SRT walkdown included screening/evaluation of

switchgear. The SRT walkdown verified adequate switchgear

anchorage, sufficient slack in cables entering the switchgear

and sufficient separation to other electrical cabinets. The

Train "A" and Train "8" switchgear are also physically

separated by a reinforced concrete wall. The results from the
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SRT walkdown did not identify any seismic/fire interaction

. concerns with regards to the switchgear.

~ Electro-Mechanical Components in Cable Spreading Room:

'he cable spreading rooms only contains two electrical

cabinets, Auxiliary Transfer Panel SA and SB; The SSEL

includes both of th'ese electrical cabinets and were screened

out from further review during the SRT walkdown. These

electrical cabinets are seismically anchored which addresses

this issue. No interaction issues were noted in the cable

spreading rooms.

In addition to the seismic/fire interactions addressed above, fire sources are to be

identified and evaluated. The following fire sources were identified:

Hydrogen Hazard - Hydrogen is supplied to the Turbine

Building from the Hydrogen storage tank for the main

generator and from the Turbine Building into the Reactor

Auxiliary Building to the Volume Control Tank. The hydrogen

lines within the Turbine Building are not a concern since this

area does not contain any SSEL equipment. The hydrogen line

in the Reactor Auxiliary Building is non-safety, non-seismic

from the Turbine Building to the air operated valve 1-CS-322

and is Class 2 from valve 1-CS-322 to the Volume Control

Tank. Two exceedances of the recommended ANSI B31.1

spans were observed. Both exceedances are approximately

15 foot spans. The 15 foot spans are not considered a

significant seismic hazard based on the inherent ruggedness of

small bore socket welded pipe as demonstrated by earthquake

experience, test and analytical data.
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2. Liquid Fire Hazard .- There are two liquid fire hazards that

', were identified in areas where safety related equipment are

present; the diesel generator fuel oil day tanks located in the

Diesel Generator Building, and the reactor coolant pump (RCP)

oil collection system in the Containment Building. The seismic

walkdown list included the diesel generator fuel oil day tanks

and were screened out from further review during the SRT

walkdown. The RCP oil collection system was evaluated by

reviewing the oil collection system drawings, CPRL drawing

no. 1364-53480, Reference 29 and viewing the RCP's using .

the Harris Surrogate Tour system. The tour program uses the

combined technology of laser videodiscs and the personal

computer to effectively simulate travel through the plant and

provide detailed visual information about plant areas. The oil

collection system is well supported and is screened out based

on these reviews.

Other sources of liquid fire hazards are the lube oil systems of various pumps (excluding

the RCP's). These sources are insignificant in terms of risk and can be ignored in

the seismic/fire walkdown. Even though these may be insignificant, the lube oil

systems of the pumps included on the SSEL were considered rule-of-box and

evaluated/screened with the pump during the SRT walkdown. The results from the

SRT walkdown did not identify any vulnerabilities in this area.

No further action is required as a result of the seismic/fire evaluations reviews and

walkdown.
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TYPICALFIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM RELAYS

. Description

Relay., Signal, 24VDC

Make,,„''-

Potter 5 Brumfield

Model'- ..

'10-E6210-15.
R10-E1x4-V700

Relay, Transfer, Power

Relay, Trouble (Alarm
Only)

Potter 5. Brumfield

Telemecanique

R1 0-E1-M2

TF1 54-2C-2C
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Table 8-2

FIRE ZONES WITH ONLY IONIZATIONDETECTORS

hr

BUILDING ZONE L'OCAT.ION BUILDING'- ZONE.;,'"'.;:LOCATION::.=
h

ROB 1-7A ELEVATOR RAB 1-43 1-A-ACP

RAB 1-10 1-A-1-FD RAB 1-44 1 2-A-5-DIH

RAB 1-A-1-ED RAB 1-185 1-A-5-COMA

RAB 1-1 5 5-W-1-C1 RAB 1-46 1 2-A-6-RT1

RAB 1-23 1-A-4-COR RAB 1-47 1 2-A-6-RCC1

RAB 1-33 1-A-5-HVA RAB 1-48 1 2-A-6-CR1

RAB 1-34 1-A-5-HVB RAB 1-49 1 2-A-6-ARP1

RAB 1-35 1-A-5-SWGR A RAB 1-50 1 2-A-6-CR

RAB 1-36 1-A-5-SWGR B RAB 1-51 1 2-A-6-1 RR

RAB 1-37 1-A-5-BAT A RAB 1-52 1 2-A-6-PICR1

RAB 1-38 1-A-5-BAT N RAB 1-55 1 2-A-7-HV

RAB 1-39 1-A-BAT N RAB 1-56 ELEVATOR

RAB

RAB

1-41 A 1-A-PICA

1-42A 1-A-5-PIC-B

RAB

RAB

1-122

1-123

CONTROL BOARD

HVAC ROOM

Duct Detector Zones 1-150 through 1-177 are also only ionization detectors.
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9. CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY

The main objective of the containment analysis is to identify vulnerabilities that

involve early failure of containment functions. This includes consideration of

containment integrity, containment isolation, and other containment functions.

The guidance provided in NUREG-1407, Reference 2 states that "generally

containment penetrations are seismically rugged; a rigorous fragility analysis is

needed only at review levels greater than 0.3g, but a'walkdown to evaluate for

unusual conditions (e.g., spatial interactions, unique penetration configurations) is

recommended." With regard to containment systems, the guide'nce provided is that

"seismic failures of actuation and control systems are more likely to cause isolation

system failures and should be included in the examination." The major concern

deals with relay chatter which is addressed in Section 7 of this report.

A review of seismic capacities for containment's of similar design to Harris

indicates that the containment structure is expected to have a seismic capacity far

above the review level earthquake, Reference 21. In addition to the containment

structure, NUREG-1407, Reference 2 suggests that certain considerations could

require some additional study. Hatches that employ inflated seals is one potential

area for concern. The Harris design does not employ this type of seal. Another

concern is the post-operation of penetration cooling that is present in some designs.

Harris, however, does not employ this design feature. Finally, air-closed valves

used for isolation are also listed as a possible concern. Harris does not utilize air-

operated valves for containment isolation that require a supply of air to function.

Thus, failures in containment isolation would not be expected due to containment

system failures.

Containment heat removal is an important aspect in evaluating containment

performance. If heat is not adequately removed from the containment the

containment pressure may increase to the containment failure pressure. Two

mechanisms can lead to energy being transmitted to the containment. The first is
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due to the small LOCA. As RCS inventory is lost through the break it carries stored

energy which is then release to the containment and pressurization occurs. Feed-

and-bleed cooling also results in energy being transferred to the containment.

Containment fan coolers can reduce the pressurization due to these mechanisms.

Based on Modular Accident Analysis Program MAAP analyses performed for the

individual plant evaluation (IPE) the containment pressure is not expected to

increase to the design limit as long as the RHR heat exchangers are available to

remove heat. Thus, the fan coolers represent an additional heat removal

mechanism but are not required for successful containment cooling as long as the

RHR heat exchangers are present. Failure of this heat removal function will result in

containment heatup and pressurization.

The pressurization, however, is predicted to occur over many hours and would not

result in an early, rapid containment over pressurization. It is concluded that

containment fan coolers are not needed to ensure early containment integrity. As a

result, the only containment issues to be addressed are the seismic relay review

and walkdown. The relay review is addressed in Section 7.

The containment walkdown consisted of looking/evaluating unusual

conditions/configurations (e.g., spatial interactions, unique penetrations, piping hard

spots, items/components bridging the seismic gap between the containment liner

and interior structure, and etc.). The containment walkdown was performed by the

SRT (see section 3).

No unusual conditions/configurations where noted except for the platform in the

equipment hatch at elevation 286 ft. The platform is supported/welded to the liner

at the equipment hatch barrel and is anchored to the floor of the interior structure at

elevation 286 ft. Therefore, the platform bridges between the inteiior and exterior

containment structures. This interaction issue is evaluated in calculation

HNP-C/PLAT-1023 and is determined not to be detrimental to the containment

integrity.
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As stated previously, the main objective of the containment analysis is to identify

vulnerabilities that involve early failure of containment functions. The SRT reviews

and walkdown performed of the containment did not reveal any significant

vulnerabilities. Therefore, the HCLPF for the containment is greater than 0.3g,

based on SRT reviews, walkdowns and Appendix A of Reference 3.
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10. PEER REVIEW

The Harris IPEEE peer review was performed by Mr. Charbel M. Abou-Jaoude and

Mr. Steve Reichle of Vectra Technologies, Inc. during December, 1994. Peer

reviewer resumes are included in Appendix A.

Peer review comments on the draft IPEEE report, SSEL report and relay evaluation

report were submitted to CP&L (Reference 34). The comments were constructive

and incorporated into their respective reports to improve the clarity and presentation

, of the seismic IPEEE program. Excerpts from the peer review summary are included

in Sections 10.1 and 10.2 for the walkdown and systems peer review, respectively.

'10.1 WALKDOWNPEER REVIEW

The following documents were reviewed by Charbel M. Abou-Jaoude:

~ EQE Document No. 52214-P-001, "Project Plan, CP&L Harris IPEEE", dated

January 10, 1994.

~ EQE Calculation No. 52214-C-001, Revision 0, "CP&L Shearon Harris:

Scaling of In-Structure Spectra for Seismic IPEEE", dated August 6, 1993.

~ EQE High Confidence of Low Probability of Failure (HCLPF) calculations:

52214-C-002, Rev. 0

52214-C-005, Rev. 0

52214-C-006, Rev. 0

52214-C-007, Rev. 0

52214-C-008, Rev. 0

~ EQE Document No. 52214-R-001, "Seismic IPEEE, Shearon Harris Nuclear

Power Plant", Draft, dated December 5, 1994.

In addition, a plant visit of all accessible areas, excluding Containment, high

radiation areas, and the Emergency Service Water, was conducted. Representative
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SEWS and data packages were also sampled, A comparison of the reviewer's field

walkdown notes and the corresponding SEWS shows that all plant conditions that

required further actions had been captured by the SRT. One minor housekeeping

concern near the Diesel Control Panels was noted during the Peer Walkdowns: this

condition was apparently introduced after the original Plant-Wide Walkdowns by the

SRT.

Based on the above, the Peer Reviewer finds that the IPEEE program is being

conducted in a very thorough and competent manner. The seismic examinations

follow the guidance of EPRI NP-6041 for seismic margin reviews, and meet the

objectives stated in NUREG-1407. The Peer Reviewer concurs with the overall

results documented in the draft summary and has validated the judgment that has

been exercised by the SRT during the walkdowns; also, the selection of equipment

that require further reviews or detailed HCLPF calculations was found to be

satisfactory given the vintage of the plant and the conservatisms associated with

the original seismic designs. In view of some of the conservatism in the estimation

of the in-structure demand for a 0.3g RLE, the Peer Reviewer judges that the plant

structures, equipment, and systems are very rugged and are capable of

withstanding a Review Level Earthquake greater than 0.3g.

The observations that follow primarily deal with areas that the reviewer believes

could use some additional clarifications in order to capture some of the SRT's

thought process. Also, one technical issue relative to the In-Structure RLE demand

is being identified as requiring further discussions in order to better support some of

the screening decisions and the limited scope of the HCLPF calculations.

10.2 SSEL AND RELAY PEER REVIEW

The following CPRL documents were reviewed by Mr. Steve Reichle:

"Success Path Logic Diagram and Supporting Information Development",

RSC 94-01, Revision 1, dated August 1994.
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"Relay Study for the Shearon Harris IPEEE", SAROS 93-9, Volume 1, dated

December 1993.

~ CPS.L Drawings (flow diagrams):

2165-2-0542, Rev. 20
2165-2-0544, Rev. 25
2165-2-0545, Rev. 41
2165-2-0547, Rev. 26
2165-2-0550, Rev. 12

2165-S-1330, Rev. 17
2165-S-1301, Rev. 6
2165-S-1303, Rev. 9
2165-S-1305, Rev. 15
2165-S-1307, Rev. 6

2165-S-1308, Rev. 9
2165-S-1309,'ev. 15.
2165-S-1310, Rev. 10
2165-S-1324, Rev. 9
2165-S-1344, Rev. 4

The peer review of the safe shutdown equipment selection and relay review work

completed for the KNPP was performed against the guidance provided in EPRI NP-

6041 and NUREG-1407. The methodology utilized to select and document the safe

shutdown paths and equipment selection, as documented in RSC 94-01, fully meets

the intent of EPRI NP-6041.

In addition to reviewing the above reports against the referenced guidance

documents, a detailed check of the AFW and CVCS SSELs was performed with

their respective flow diagrams. This review was made to determine if all applicable

components were identified, and whether the correct review types (i.e. seismic

and/or relay) were specified.

As a result of these reviews the following observations and comments were made

and provided to Ricky Summitt Consulting. The "Response" to each comment was

provided by Ricky Summitt Consulting. Based on a follow-up conversation with

Messrs Ricky Summitt and Daryl Hughes of CPtkL, action items have been identified

under the "Recommended Follow-up" section for Items 3, 18 and 21.

The comments made by the Peer Reviewer are mostly questions presented to the

preparer of the documents, and do not necessarily indicate that an error or omission

had been made. Following the completion of the recommendations made in this

attachment, the Peer Reviewer finds that the SSEL and Relay Review work

followed the guidance of both EPRI NP-6041 and NUREG-1407, and are complete

and acceptable.
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11. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

The Harris seismic IPEEE was completed in accordance with NUREG 1407

guidelines using the EPRI seismic margins methodology provided in EPRI NP-6041.

The most important aspect of the program was plant walkdowns. Detailed SRT

walkdowns were performed using the methodology, criteria and SEWS provided in

EPRI NP-6041. Several components were identified for subsequent HCLPF

evaluation.

The Harris plant is a modern late vintage pressurized water reactor which

underwent thorough engineering review with extensive documentation.

Nevertheless, the SRT identified 13 issues related to maintenance, housekeeping

and seismic interaction that required work orders to satisfy SRT field issues. Six

items were noted as requiring repairs or modifications. The SRT also identified

design issues that required aggressive evaluation to establish HCLPF capacities that

met or exceeded the RLE. The lowest calculated HCLPF capacity is for the RHR

heat exchangers. A HCLPF of 0.29g based on conservative RLE spectra compares

favorably to the RLE.

A minor potential plant seismic vulnerability surfaced while preparing for the

walkdowns. The systems analyst identified five instruments that are powered. from

sources that may not be available after a seismic event, off-site power and the non-

safety uninterruptible power supply (UPS). Alternate instruments or actions have

been identified and have been determined to meet the intent of Generic Letter 88-

20. The site Abnormal Operating Procedures (AOP's) are being updated to address

the alternate instruments or actions that were identified by the system analyst.

A personnel safety issue was noted during the walkdown with regards to the

potential for a first aid storage cabinet to fall on a halon bottle located in the

stairwell of the RAB 286 ft. This does not affect safe shutdown equipment and
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was documented in ACFR number 95-0128. As a result of this ACFR, the halon

bottle was relocated to the Turbine Building.

The relay evaluation identified 51 potentially low-ruggedness relays within the

Harris Plant." Six of the relays did not pass systems review screens. These relays

are components of the 6.9K switchgear. A detailed review of the seismic

qualification documentation for the 6.9K switchgear, including the relay

qualification was performed. As a result of this review, it was determined that

sufficient margin exists in the seismic qualification in which the intent of Generic

Letter 88-20 is satisfied.

All issues identified by the SRT were satisfactory resolved. The evaluation

concluded that the Harris plant HCLPF capacity meets the 0.3g RLE.
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JEFFREY H. BOND

Jeffrey H. Bond has over seventeen years of experience in the design, analysis,

testing, and qualification of industrial and nuclear systems, structures, and

components. His responsibilities have included finite element modeling and

analysis; vibration testing and analysis; and load, shock, vibration, and

environmental testing for hardware qualification. His experience includes fourteen

years with an engineering consulting organization with primary responsibilities in the

area of equipment qualification for both manufacturers and utilities. His three years

of experience at CPRL have included design responsibilities, NRC audit preparations,

forced-outage plant material condition resolution programs, and responsibility for

SQUG/IPEEE implementation at CPS.L's Brunswick Plant, He completed the SQUG

and IPE Seismic Add-On courses in preparation for participation in USI A-46/IPEEE

resolution at all CP&L's nuclear power plants. He holds both BS and MS degrees in

mechanical engineering, and is a registered professional engineer in. the state of

North Carolina.

STEVEN R. BOSTIAN

Steven R. Bostian has over thirteen years of experience in nuclear plant

construction and design. This experience includes two years of on-site field

engineering during the construction phase of the Comanche Peak Nuclear Plant,

three years of on-site field engineering during the construction phase of the Shearon

Harris Nuclear Plant, six years of civil/structural design engineering for the three

nuclear plants operated by Carolina Power and Light Company, and two years in the

USI A-46/Seismic IPEEE project. Primary engineering responsibilities have been in

seismic support design and justification of mechanical and electrical components

including electrical raceway,.small and large bore piping systems, instrumentation,

HVAC equipment, cabinets, and panels. He was selected for CPRL's USI A-

46/Seismic IPEEE project in late 1992. He completed the SQUG and IPE Seismic

Add-On courses in preparation for participation in the USI A-46/Seismic IPEEE
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resolution at all CP5L's nuclear facilities in early 1993. He is currently the

responsible engineer for the A-46/Seismic IPEEE project for the Robinson Nuclear

Plant in Hartsville, SC. He has also participated in the efforts for the Harris and

Brunswick plants. He is a graduate. of North Carolina State University with a

Bachelor of Science Degree in Civil Engineering. He is currently registered as a

professional engineer in both North and South Carolina.

MARTHAC. COOK

Martha C. Cook graduated from North Carolina State University in December, 1992

with a BS in Civil Engineering. She accepted an associate engineering position with

CPSL in March, 1993. She was responsible for maintaining the SSEL databases

and coordinating walkdown preparations for all three CPRL nuclear power plants

including review of equipment qualification reports (testing and analysis), structures

and equipment support drawings, equipment location drawings and anchorage

calculations. She attended the SQUG Walkdown Screening and Seismic Evaluation

Video Training Course in preparation for the USI A-46 and Seismic IPEEE

walkdowns at CPtkL's Harris, Brunswick and Robinson nuclear power plants.

RONALD W. GUSHING

At EQE, Mr. Gushing is a principal engineer for EQE Engineering Consultants

involved in the application of earthquake experience data for component seismic

verification at nuclear power plants. Mr. Gushing has investigated sites which have

experienced major seismic activity for the SQUG earthquake experience database.

He has extensive experience in performing nuclear power plant walkdowns for

seismic adequacy in association with A-46 and IPEEE programs. Mr. Cushing is

responsible for maintaining a database of replacement parts and components for

equipment in nuclear power facilities. He is an author of the industry guidelines for

the seismic technical evaluation for replacement items (STERI).
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Mr. Cushing has over 17 years experience in nuclear plant walkdowns and startup

testing, including valve testing, pump performance and vibration testing, system

functional and preoperational testing on such systems as plant cooling water,

condensate, main and auxiliary steam, turbine control and lube oil, main and

auxiliary feedwater, chemical injection, service gas, and demineralizer systems.

Mr. Gushing is an instructor for the SQUG walkdown screening and seismic

evaluation training course. He has also completed the SQUG equipment selection

and relay evaluation training course and the EPRI add-on and seismic IPE training

course. He is a registered Mechanical Engineer in the State of California.

GREGORY S. HARDY

Mr. Hardy has over 18 years experience in the design, analysis and testing of

chemical, nuclear and aerospace structures and components. His responsibilities

have included probabilistic risk assessments, earthquake experience data-based

studies, stress analysis, finite element analysis, seismic margin studies, mass

property studies, and shock and vibration environmental testing for hardware

qualification.

Mr. Hardy has served as project manager on many projects including multi-million

dollar efforts for Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant and for the Department of

Energy K, L and P reactors at the Savannah River site. He also managed a seismic

probabilistic risk assessment for the Chinshan Nuclear Power Plant in Taiwan, a

seismic margin study for the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory ICPP facility,

seismic research efforts for Mitsubishi Atomic Power in Japan and numerous

seismic related projects for the commercial nuclear industry, the Department of

Energy and the oil/gas industry. Mr. Hardy participated in the seismic safety

margins research project SSMRP (the original margin research effort for LLNL) and

was instrumental in the original development of the equipment fragility methods.

He has also been a consultant to the Seismic Qualification Utilities Group(SQUG) for
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9 years. He has directed and/or participated in the capacity evaluations of

mechanical and electrical components on over 25 Probabilistic Risk Assessments

(PRAs) for nuclear power plants. He has played a major role in both the

development of the methodology and in the completion of the equipment fragility

studies.

DARYLW. HUGHES

Daryl W. Hughes has over fourteen years of experience associated with structural

design, analysis, testing and construction of nuclear power plant systems,

equipment and components. He responsibilities have included seismic qualification

of mechanical and electrical equipment and their supporting structures, review and

approval of vendor seismic qualification reports, providing seismic requirements for

equipment specifications, and evaluating equipment modifications. He has

coordinated and directed reverification efforts of HVAC air handling units, plenums

and equipment supports including supervision of personnel, design of hardware

modifications, evaluation and resolution of design changes. He has four years of

on-site design and construction experience of two nuclear plants. He completed the

SQUG Walkdown Screening and Seismic Evaluation Training Course and the Add-

On Seismic IPE Training Course in preparation for participation in USI A-46 and

Seismic IPEEE resolution at CP5L's Harris, Brunswick and Robinson nuclear power

plants. He holds a BS in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Illinois. He

is a registered professional engineer in the state of North Carolina.

RONALD L. KNOTT

Ronald L. Knott has over eleven years of experience associated with the design and

construction of nuclear power plants. For the majority of that time he has been

involved with the seismic qualification of equipment. He has reviewed vendor

reports and prepared calculations and reports documenting the dynamic analysis

and qualification of distribution systems, structures, tanks, valves, and mechanical
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and electrical equipment for seisrhic loads. He served as equipment seismic

qualification supervisor for the nuclear engineering department at CP&L. He was

assigned to the probabilistic risk assessment section and later assigned to the

Brunswick Plant for restart following a dual unit shutdown associated with

structural deficiencies. In this capacity, he was responsible for the reanalysis of

250 masonry walls under the IEB 80-11 criteria, plant walkdowns and evaluations

for material condition deficiencies, electrical equipment anchorage assessments,

HVAC ducting upgrade and instrument rack replacements. He has completed the

SQUG and the IPEEE Seismic Add-on courses. He has participated development of

a resolution approach for CPSL, performed walkdowns and documentation reviews.

He holds a BS in Civil Engineering. He is a registered Professional Engineer in North

Carolina.

TIMOTHYMASON

At EQE International Dr. Mason has been involved in structural assessment, ranging

from the use of hand calculations to complex numerical modeling. He has gained

experience in seismic analysis using the finite element program ANSYS. He has

experience in nuclear plant walkdowns and seismic qualification, including structural

and pipework assessments, equipment inspection for seismic adequacy and the

investigation of thermal and seismic interactions. He has also carried out a

comprehensive study on nuclear plant equipment identifying similarities between

equipment at UK power stations and that found in the US SQUG seismic experience

database. This project involved site walkdowns and data collection in the UK,

equipment assessment and comparison with equipment documented in the

database.

Dr. Mason's experience of analytical techniques for the seismic qualification of

nuclear plant has been extensive. This work has included soil structure interaction

to generate building responses from pre-defined ground motion and the use of this

secondary response to assess the integrity of both the buildings and other major
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structures. These analyses have'been performed using time histories and, in the

frequency domain, using response spectra.

Dr. Mason has completed the SQUG walkdown screening and seismic evaluation
k

training course. He has a B.Sc. an'd a Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering.

ROBERT N. PANELLA

Robert N. Panella has over twelve years of experience associated with design and

construction of nuclear power plants. He has experience in seismic response

spectra development, masonry wall analysis, pipe stress analysis, pipe and conduit

support design, and seismic qualification of equipment. He has served as

department expert in computer-assisted design of steel frames and re-analysis of

existing structures. He has also provided training to engineering personnel on

structural design issues to ensure consistency of approach among designers. He

completed the SQUG Walkdown Screening and Seismic Evaluation Training Course

and the Add-On Seismic IPE Training Course in preparation for participation in USI

A-46 and Seismic IPEEE resolution at CPRL's Harris, Brunswick and Robinson

nuclear power plants. He was the project manager for the USI A-46 and Seismic

IPEEE programs of all three plants from 1992 through 1993. He holds a BS in Civil

Engineering.

KEVINN. POYTHRESS

Kevin N. Poythress has over four years of experience in structural design and

analysis. He has been working for CPS.L in the HESS civil stress subunit for 1 1/2

years performing pipe stress analyses, and has completed Harris Basic Systems

Training, He was the lead pipe stress analyst for the replacement of the Brunswick

Emergency Diesel Generator Service Water Piping. This MOD replaced a significant

amount of piping and therefore required careful attention to schedule, budget and

technical issues. He has also performed pipe stress operability and long term

evaluation for the RESS Piping Improvement Program. He completed the SQUG
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Walkdown Screening and Seismic Evaluation Training Course and the Add-On

Seismic IPE Training Course in preparation for participation in USI A-46 and Seismic

IPEEE resolution at CPSL's Harris, Brunswick and Robinson nuclear power plants.

He has a BS and MS in civil engineering, and is a licensed engineer in the State of

Tennessee.

THOMAS R. ROCHE

Mr. Roche has over eleven years of experience in the design, engineering, startup

and analysis of systems and equipment at power, industrial and nuclear facilities.

His responsibilities have included evaluation and analysis of systems and equipment

for seismic events, preoperational testing of nuclear power plant systems, system

engineer for nuclear and non-nuclear power plant systems, equipment qualification

and post earthquake investigations. Mr. Roche is a Technical Manager with EQE

International, He is responsible for various seismic evaluation'efforts for nuclear

facility systems and equipment. Mr. Roche is the Electric Power Research Institute

(EPRI) Principal Investigator for investigating the 1989 Lorna Prieta, 1994

Northridge and 1995 Great Hanchin earthquakes. He completed the SQUG

walkdown and relay evaluation courses as well as the EPRI seismic individual plant

evaluation of external events add-on course. He is a registered Mechanical Engineer

in the State of California.

Mr. Roche has contributed to the development of the earthquake experience data

base generated for the Seismic Qualification Utilities Group (SQUG). He

concentrates on the response of systems to earthquakes at power and industrial

facilities. Systems are investigated for the effects of power interruption, relay

actuations due to vibration, relay actuations due to system transients, spurious

electrical and pneumatic signals, and control room alarms. This seismic experience

data is being utilized by the nuclear industry to resolve the seismic issues

associated with the NRC's Unresolved Safety Issue A-46.
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PEER REVIEWER RESUMES

CHARBEL M. ABOU-JAOUDE, P.E.

Mr. Abou-Jaoude is a Project/Service Area Manager in VECTRA's Boston Office,

with a broad technical and managerial experience in the power industry. His areas

of technical expertise are Structural Mechanics and Seismic Design; he has an in-

depth knowledge of various industry codes/standards such as Sections III 5 XI of

the ASME Code, ANSI B31.1, IEEE-344 and 382, various USNRC Reg. Guides and

NUREG Reports, WRC Bulletins, AISC,.and ACI-349. He is well versed in the

Generic Implementation Procedure developed by the Seismic Qualification Utility

Group for the resolution of USI-A-46, and the methodologies developed by the

industry for the response to Generic Letter 88-20 as outlined in NUREG-1407; he

has completed the SQUG/EPRI sponsored A-46 and Seismic IPEEE training courses

and has participated in several A-46/IPEEE walkdowns as an SRT member. While

at VECTRA, he has lead the engineering efforts of various work scopes; his

responsibilities have included: Criteria development, training and personnel

development, project execution, interface with regulators and outside organizations,

and overall project management.

STEPHEN P. REICHLE

Mr. Reichle has over 20 years of power plant engineering, design, maintenance, and

operations experience. As Technical Services Consultant for Mechanical Systems

in VECTRA's Boston office he is currently assigned as the Project Manager for the

Fire Hazards Analysis (FHA) project for the New York Power Authority. This project

consists of updating the FHAs for both the James A. FitzPatrick and Indian Point 3

nuclear plants. The project also includes the preparation of an analysis that

assesses the effects of pipe rupture, inadvertent actuation and manual use of fire

protection systems on safety-related equipment at JAF and IP3.
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Mr. Reichle is also currently serving as the Systems Project Engineer on the NRC's

Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-46 projects for: Northeast Utilities (Millstone 1, 2

and Connecticut Yankee), Philadelphia Electric (Peach Bottom and Limerick) and

Public Service Electric 5 Gas (Salem). In this role, he is responsible for the

identification of safe shutdown paths and the development. of a Success Path

Component List for each unit. These NRC programs deal with the seismic

adequacy, or margin of equipment in operating plants.
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APPENDIX B

SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

SUCCESS PATH LOGIC DIAGRAMAND

SUPPORTING INFORMATION DEVELOPMENT

RSC 94-01

REVISION 1 AND ADDENDUM 1
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1.0 Success Path Lo ic Dia am

As a part of the individual plant examination of external events (IPEEE)~, an evaluation
of plant response to a seismic event that exceeds the design basis earthquake is required.
A successful response is defined by the ability to maintain plant frontline systems that
provide critical plant functions.,The functions involved are: reactivity control, reactor
coolant system inventory control, reactor coolant system pressure control, and decay heat
removal. In addition the systems that support frontline system operation, for example,.ac
power, service water, etc., must be available. The Electric Power Research

Institute'EPRI)

has developed a process for seismic margins assessment (SMA) and it is
documented in EPRI report NP-60412. This document outlines the steps required to
perform the assessment and identifies the boundary conditions and assumptions that are
required for this assessment. The major assumptions are summarized below.

~ OfBite power is assumed to be lost following the seismic event. The analyst should,
however, consider the potential for adverse effects should ac power not be lost or ifit
should be restored.

~ The success paths must be capable of maintaining the plant in either hot or cold
shutdown for a period of72 hours.

~ The SMA should address two conditions. The first is a transient without RCS leakage
and the second is a 1" LOCA condition. For the LOCA case, one reactor coolant
system inventory control path must be capable of mitigating a 1 inch LOCA.

~ Success is measured at the system level for success path logic diagram elements that
represen't multiple train systems. In other words, ifone train is sufficiently rugged the
other trains should provide similar seismic capacity.

~ Non-seismic component failures should not be explicitly addressed within the EPRI
process. The analyst should provide a check to ensure that the reliability of
components willbe adequate to exclude random failures. This is. especially important
for single train systems.

~ The potential for relay chatter should be addressed. Note: Relay identification is
provided in a separate analysis.

~ Only core damage prevention systems should be addressed. Containment mitigation
systems are not in the scope of the seismic margins evaluation.

The NRC, in their generic letter (Reference 1), indicated that the EPRI methodology is
acceptable given two proposed supplements are adopted. Non-seismic failures and human
actions should be considered in accordance to the guidance provided in NUREG-14073
and containment isolation and required mitigation systems should be examined as
appropriate.
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NUREG-1407 (Reference 3) indicates that non-seismic failures and human errors should
be considered during the selection of systems needed to respond to a seismic event. It
further suggests that a method similar to the method provided in NUREG/CR48264
(Maine Yankee evaluation) is considered acceptable. In this evaluation quantitative
guidance is provided for determining if non-seismic or human error events should be
included.

The EPRI approach adopts a more qualitative criterion that. serves as a guide for choosing
systems and equipment for the success path logic diagram. In choosing the systems.
required for the SHNPP success paths, the equipment train reliability is qualitatively
considered and only the most reliable alternative is chosen.

With regard to the analysis of the containment, NUREG-1407 (Reference 3) states that
"the primary purpose of the evaluation for a seismic event is to identify vulnerabilities that
involve early failure of containment functions. These include containment integrity,
containment isolation, prevention of bypass functions, and some specific systems
depending on a containment design (e,g., ignitors, suppression pools, ice baskets)." The
major concern presented is for early containment failure modes.

The guidance further states that "generally containment penetrations are seismically
rugged; a rigorous fragilityanalysis is needed only at review levels greater than 0.3g, but a
walkdown to evaluate for unusual conditions (for example, spatial interactions, unique
penetration configurations) is recommended." With regard to containment systems, the
guidance provided is that "seismic failures of actuation and control systems are more likely
to cause isolation system failures and should be included in the examination." The major
concern deals with relay chatter that is out of scope for this evaluation. Isolation valves
are expected to be seismically rugged and the walkdown should confirm this belief. The
containment walkdown should also examine containment systems, for example,
containment spray and fan coolers.

In considering this guidance, there appears to be only a marginal benefit to be gained by
preparing a listing for containment functions (which is not required by either the EPRI or
NRC guidance) and only a brief discussion is provided in Section 5.0 of this report to
assist in performing the walkdown.

The information provided in the EPRI report outlines each step in the seismic margins
evaluation process. This report documents the performance of step 3 of the EPRI process
which involves the development of the success plant logic diagram (SPLD) for Shearon
Harris, the development of equipment walkdown lists for systems of interest, and the
execution of a pre-walkdown to provide early identification of any components with
potentially low seismic ruggedness.

The SPLD is in the format of a reliability block diagram which identifies the systems
required for success. The methodology requires that two or more success paths be
provided for each of the major functions that must be accomplished to meet the success
criteria. It is read in a similar fashion to an electrical diagram. Single entries indicate that
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the system must function to ensure success. Parallel entries indicate two or more options
for success. The following discussion outlines the development of success paths for
Shearon Hams and serve as the basis for the SPLD.

1.1 Required Support Systems

Along with the frontline systems that are assigned to the success paths, the status of
support systems necessary to maintain required &ontline functions must be identified. To
define these systems a review of the draft Shearon Harris IPE system notebooks was
performed to identify interfaces between frontline and support systems. The information
contained in the IPE system notebooks provides a concise source for identifying support
system requirements, In addition to frontline systems, some support systems require
cooling or power. Table 1-1 summarizes the links between the frontline and support
systems addressed in the SPLD.

Using the information presented in Table 1-1, the support systems which must be
addressed in the assessment are chosen. As the table demonstrates, ac power is required
by most equipment following a seismic event. Some systems, however, are only needed
for selected equipment. For example, HVAC is only required for operation of the
charging pumps and the diesel generators. Other components do not require HVAC
cooling over the period of interest. The pressurizer power-operated reliefvalves (PORVs)
are equipped with air accumulators which provide sufficient air for PORV operation. The
compressed nitrogen and instrument air systems, therefore, are not required or addressed
by this evaluation. Based on this assessment six support systems are identified as
important and are examined by this report. These support systems are:

~ Safety-related ac power (including diesel generators)

~ Safety-related dc power (including 120 Vac)
~ HVACcooling for CSIPs and diesel generators

~ Emergency service water

~ Component cooling water

~ Essential chilled water (ECW)

Each of these systems provides an important support function which must be assured
following a seismic event. As such, the important components in each support system
success path must be included in the development of the safe-shutdown equipment list
(SSEL) and evaluated.
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Frontline/Support
Svstem

Ac Dc Emergency
Power Powc Service Water

Component HVAC Compressed
Cooling Water Nitrogen

AuxiliaryFeedwater X" X
System

Charging/Safety
Injection System

Residual Heat Removal/
Low Pressure Injection
System

Pressurizer PORVs

Steam Generator
PORVs

HVAC/ESCW

Component Cooling
Water System

Emergency Service
Water

Control Room

Ac Power (diesel
enerators

X X

X X

X X

X X

X

Xd

X

Xc

xf

Xe

a - Many systems require dc power to start equipment.
b - Ac power is not directly required for steam4riven pump operation.
c - CCW required for recirculation and RHR cooling.
d - ESCW is also required for some HVAC.
e - The PORV accumulators have suQicient nitrogen for PORV operation.
f - Control room cooling required over the 72 hour period.
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Following the convention established by the EPRI document (Reference 2), the next block
involves the ability of the plant to establish and to maintain adequate shutdown margin
following the seismic event,: Two paths are identified for this function. The primary path
is the insertion of the control rods. This is the normal method for reactor shutdown and
occurs automatically when a reactor trip signal is generated. As a backup action the
operators can execute a reactor trip from the main control board. Another possibility is
that the loss of offsite ac power will result in a loss of power to the control rod motor
control centers. This willresult in rod insertion by gravity as the motor control rod drives
unlatch and release the control rods. Since the EPRI guidance suggests that the analyst
should consider averse effects due to power not being lost, this'ath is not considered a
success and a trip signal must be received to ensure rod insertion. The control rods
provide adequate shutdown margin to allow for the control rod of the highest worth to hil
to insert.

As the RCS temperature decreases, additional boration may be required to maintain
adequate shutdown. This function can be accomplished using the normal charging system,
Ifnormal charging is not present the RCS may begin to heatup which will increase the
temperature component of negative reactivity and trend the reactor to shutdown. RCS
inventory control addresses the need to monitor and maintain long-term shutdown.

Should an inadequate number of control rods be inserted, a backup action can be initiated
by the operators to introduce makeup water with a high boron concentration using either
of two paths. Inadequate control rod insertion could be the result of control rod binding
caused by a shift in reactor internals due to the seismic event. The operators can align the
charging system to the boration system and provide highly borated water to the RCS to
increase shutdown margin using the emergency boration steps of the Shearon Hams plant
ATWS procedure (EOP-FRP-S.1). The operators can also use the RWST source as a
means of increasing boron concentration and negative reactivity. The use of the RWST is
somewhat slower due to the lower concentration of boron but is adequate to ensure
shutdown.

The component review identified that instrumentation called for in the emergency boration
procedure may not be available following the seismic event. Flow meter FT-110 is used to
monitor flow from the boric acid storage tank to the charging pump suction. This
instrument is powered from a non-safety power bus that may not be available is offsite
power is disrupted. An acceptable alternative is the level instruments mounted on the
boric acid storage tank (LT-106, LT-161). These instruments are powered by vital power
supplies and can be used to confirm flow from the tank to the charging pumps. Level
indication is provided in the control room and the operators could substitute this
information in the absence of the specified flow meter.

The high reliability of the control rod drives and the need for operator supports the use of
the control rod drives as the primary path and emergency boration is chosen as a
secondary option. The block diagram for reactivity control is shown below in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1. Success Path Logic Diagram: Reactivity Control Block

13 Reactor Coolant System Inventory Control

RCS inventory control requires that the operators be able to maintain core coverage and
decay heat removal. Inventory may be lost from the RCS due to normal letdown. The
normal letdown lines can be isolated to preclude this path but would preclude other
normal activities such as chemistry control or the addition of- additional boron for long-
term shutdown. The RCP seals also provide a path for small inventory losses
(-8 gpm/pump). For these smaller leakage paths the normal charging process is adequate.

At Shearon Harris, the RCS high pressure makeup capability is provided by the combined
charging and safety injection pumps (CSIPs). The normal makeup f'unction is provided by
taking suction from the volume control tank (VCT) to the CSIPs and then discharging
through the normal charging paths to the RCS. As an alternative, the RWST can be
employed as a suction path when the VCI's unavailable with the CSIPs discharging
through the safety injection cold and hot leg injection points. This path is also available
for responding to the 1" LOCA required to be evaluated by the EPRI guidance.

Evaluation of the VCT level instrumentation identified that level transmitters LT-115 and
LT-112 are powered f'rom non-vital power supplies. This may result in a loss of these
instruments which will reduce the operator's ability to maintain adequate inventory
control. The loss of the level instrumentation, however, willmost likely result in one of
hvo outcomes. Ifboth instruments are lost, an automatic signal will swap the charging
pump suction from the VCI'o the RWST and this will eliminate the need for level
monitoring. Ifonly one instrument is lost, the operators may elect to swap to the RWST.
In either case, the loss of instrumentation would not greatly impact the potential for
success,

The use of the CSIPs to support RCS makeup is governed by procedure EOP-EPP-004
which deals with the response to a reactor trip and operating procedure OP-107 which
addresses chemical and volume control. Because of the potential for a loss of the VCT
and since both the normal charging and safety injection paths require the same pumps a
secondary alternative path is considered.
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Based on procedural ~ guidance (EOP-EPP-009, Post-LOCA Cooldown and

Depressurization) the operators. are directed to cooldown and depressurize the RCS if
safety injection is not available and use the RCS accumulators and residual heat removal

system to'provide makeup. Analysis performed for the IPE using the MAAP code
indicate that the accumulators are not required for a 1" LOCA and their operation does
not preclude successful injection using LPI. This requires the availability of secondary-
side heat removal and some operator action. The use of this path does provide a means

independent of the other paths with the exception of the common injection lines. For
cases involving a LOCA, the need for additional makeup will also require the use of the
RWST in a similar manner as used in the CSIP path.

In considering the success paths for this function several factors influence the final choice.
First, isolation of normal letdown would significantly reduce the need for RCS makeup
such that normal charging may not be required. Over 72 hours, however, RCS shrinkage
and small leaks within the range of technical specification allowances may result in
unacceptable RCS inventory loses and a need for additional makeup. Additional boron
may be required to maintain adequate shutdown margin after many hours of decay heat
removal. To increase boron concentration the letdown path is, although not required,
desirable. These considerations lead to the conclusion that the isolation of letdown is
overly restrictive and not necessary to ensure RCS inventory control.

For cases without a LOCA the use of normal charging seems the most logical choice since
it is the normal method of control and provides reactor coolant pump seal injection. The
combination of makeup and letdown provides the operators with a flexible means to
control RCS inventory and is a method familiar to the operators. The normal charging
path, therefore, is chosen as the primary path for RCS inventory control. Although
letdown is not required; its presence would improve the operators ability to respond to
any challenges.

The normal charging flow is not capable of mitigating a 1" LOCA. The use of the CSIPs
in their safety injection mode provides an adequate response to a 1" LOCA and is a
secondary means of RCS inventory control. It does require the use of the same pumps as
the charging function but utilizes different suction sources and discharge paths. Based on
seismic evaluations for other plants', the pumps are not expected to be a potentially
limiting component for the either path. Past studies have indicated median capacities for
pumps on the order of 1.5 mpga (Pe = 0.45). This converts to a HCLPF value of about
0.34g which exceeds the Shearon Hams review level earthquake.

The use of the RHR system does provide additional independence but requires that
additional systems function. Further, the use of this success path requires additional
operator actions and monitoring. Thus, the use of the CSIPs in their safety injection path
is considered the alternative with the RHR path being a secondary alternative. Figure 1-2
summarizes the success paths for this function.
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Figure 1-2. Success Path Logic Diagram: RCS Inventory Control

1.4 Reactor Coolant System Pressure Control

The potential exists for a seismically-induced loss of offsite power and for an RCS
pressure challenge due to the sudden loss of condenser cooling and an isolation of the
power conversion system due to the closure of the main steam isolation valves, This, in
turn, temporarily increases RCS temperature and pressure and may require RCS pressure
relief and control.

Several potential paths exist for pressure control. Under normal situations the pressurizer
sprays can be used to reduce RCS pressure. The spray driving force is provided by the
reactor coolant pumps. The assumption that ac power is lost results in a loss of the
reactor coolant pumps and normal sprays as a means of pressure control. It is possible to
provide auxiliary spray from the normal charging system. RCS pressure reduction would
not occur sufficiently to preclude a relief valve challenge. This option is covered by
procedure AOP-019 "Malfunction of RCS Pressure Control" which is consulted
immediately after trip and referenced in EPP404 and EPP-005.

Two sets ofdiverse pressure reliefvalves also provide pressure control. These pressurizer
relief valves provide adequate capacity to mitigate any pressure transient as a result of a
loss of offsite power. The pressurizer PORVs are considered the primary means of
pressure control with the secondary path involving the pressurizer safety relief valves.
Three PORVs are provided with each having sufficient capacity to mitigate the pressure
rise associated with a loss of ofIsite power. The PORVs require dc power control power
and either compressed nitrogen or air to function. Two sources of compressed gas are
available, instrument air and nitrogen. Following a loss ofpower the instrument air system
is lost and the containment air supply line is isolated. Accumulators present on the PORV
supply lines maintain adequate pressure to allow PORV operation (98 psi). This provides
a more than adequate supply of compressed gas for RCS pressure challenges following
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reactor trip. Three spring-loaded safety relief valves are present. The safety relief valves

are designed to function at a preset pressure and do not require any support system in

order to function.

The PORVs have the benefit of an ac-powered block valve which may be closed if a

FORV fails to close. The block valves, however, are not needed for pressure control. By
code requirements, the safety reliefvalves do not have an associated block valve.

Due to the presence of block valves and the fact that the PORVs willbe utilized for other
functions, the PORVs are chosen as the preferred path for RCS pressure control with the

safety reliefvalves being considered as the alternative path. The two success paths for this
function are identified in Figure 1-3.
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Figure 1-3. Success Path Lagic Diagram: RCS Pressure Control

1.5 Decay Heat Removal

The final function addressed is decay heat removal. Generally, decay heat removal
followinga reactor trip is provided using the steam generators (Reference EPP-005). The
auxiliary feedwater system provides steam generator makeup. In addition to a supply
source the steam generators must be able to dump steam. Given that the condenser is
isolated following the event, steam can be relieved by either the steam generator safety
relief valves or the steam generator PORVs. The safety relief valves cannot be used to
perform an RCS cooldown to allow the use of RHR cooling. In order to simplify the
analysis, only the steam generator PORVs are included for steam removal. The use of the
steam generator PORVs allows both normal steam generator cooling and provides an
alternative long-term cooling mechanism.

An RCS cooldown may be initiated ifeither the condenser or steam generator PORVs are
available and the residual heat removal (RHR) system initiated when RCS conditions are
within the operating limits of the RHR system. The mission time is 72 hours. Based on
the inventory present in the condensate storage tank (CST) the tank willempty prior to
meeting 72 hours of decay heat removal.
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Two options are available to extend cooling for 72 hours. The operators can maintain hot
shutdown conditions by aligning the emergency service water header to the suction of the
AFW pumps (Reference procedures OP-137 and EPP-005). This willprovide a source of
water which will exceed that required for 72 hours of core cooling but requires manual
action.

As an option, the operators can. perform RCS cooldown and establish cold shutdown
using RHR cooling (using the RHR pumps and heat exchangers) prior to CST depletion.
The RHR system circulates RCS inventory through the RHR heat exchanger and transfers
RCS decay heat to the component cooling water system. One consideration in
establishing RHR cooling is the presence of adequate instrumentation, The normal RCS
temperature instruments do not provide an adequate representation of the temperatures
within the reactor vessel ifthe reactor coolant pumps are stopped, as is the case during
shutdown cooling, For this situation, the instruments provided in the RHR system are
required. On the basis of an instrumentation review associated with 'the SSEL
development, the normal temperature indication (TE-606A, TE-606B) may not be
available to the operators. These instruments are powered by non-vital power supplies an
may be lost following the seismic event. As a result, the operators will need to use
alternative temperature indicators to ensure that adequate margins are met,

The use of RHR is not an immediate action and there is considerable time between the
seismic event and the time that operators achieve RHR entry conditions. This provides
time for operator mitigative actions and the investigation of other alternatives. Two local
instruments (TI-5551A, TI-5551B) are mounted near the RHR heat exchangers and are
available to provide temperature indication ifrequired. These instruments are located in a
radiation area and personnel exposure is a concern. The expected dose, however, would
not exceed acceptable dose limits.

In the absence of secondary-side heat removal, an alternative cooling method is possible.
The CSIPs and pressurizer PORVs may be used to establish feed-and-bleed cooling. 'The
CSIPs inject cool water into the RCS and the PORVs relieve heated water to the
containment which transfers the decay heat from the RCS to the containment. This option
is addressed in EOP-CSFST "Critical Safety Function Status Tree" and EOP-FRP-H.1.

For the PORVs to function, dc power and a compressed gas supply must be present. Two
sources of compressed gas are available, instrument air and nitrogen from accumulators.
Following a loss ofpower the instrument air system is lost and the containment air supply
line is isolated. Accumulators present on the PORV supply lines maintain adequate
pressure to allow PORV operation (98 psi). The leakage rate through the lines is
estimated to be on the order of two pounds per hour. The operational range for the
PORVs is from about 80 to 60 psi. Given the leakage rate, the PORVs will remain open
for approximately 19 hours. At this point the PORVs would fully close and the CSIPs
would increase RCS pressure to the SRV setpoint. The CSIPs can continue to inject at
the SRV opening setpoint. This mode of feed-and-bleed cooling provides adequate heat
removal given the reduced decay heat load at 19 hours. This conclusion is supported by
plant-specific MAAP analysis. The PORVs and the pressurizer SRVs, therefore, must be
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available for successful feed-and-bleed cooling or the RCS pressure must be lowered to
allow for shutdown cooling.

The inventory used during feed-and-bleed comes from the RWST. Once this inventory is
depleted, the operators establish high pressure recirculation. This involves the automatic
alignment of the RHR pumps to the containment sump, manually establishing CCW flow,
to the RHR heat exchangers, and swapping the CSIP suction from the RWST to the
discharge of the RHR pumps. The RHR heat exchangers provide necessary cooling to
maintain RCS conditions within limits. Required operator actions are identified, in
procedure EPP-EOP-010. I

The primary method for decay heat removal utilizes the steam generators. This involves
the use ofAFW, steam generator PORVs, and a source of water. The CST provides the
water source initially. After this source is depleted, the emergency service water system is
used. The alternative method for decay heat removal is the use of feed-and-bleed cooling
as described by EOP FRP-H.1. This requires the operation of the CSIPs in safety
injection mode, the operation of the pressurizer PORVs, and the pressurizer SRVs. The
use of RHR cooling is included as a long-term alternative to aligning AFW to essential
service water. Figure 1-4 presents the success logic associated with decay heat removal.

1.6 Overall Success Path Logic Diagram

The individual functions are combined to develop an overall success path logic diagram.
Two diagrams (Figur'es 1-5 and 1-6) are used to address the two different cases. The first
case addresses the transient and assumes that no leakage is present. The second logic
diagram is provided for the LOCA case. For both cases, the first consideration is the
status of the support systems. Success indicates that all support systems are functioning,
The next block addresses the ability to control reactivity. This block is equivalent for both
cases.

The RCS inventory control block is somewhat different for the two cases. In the transient
case success requires that makeup using charging flow rates be provided. The LOCA case
requires that additional RCS makeup be provided using either safety injection or low
pressure injection. In the case of the transient event, a need for RCS pressure control
exists and the RCS pressure control block is included. Following a 1" LOCA, the RCS
pressure willdecrease and no pressure challenge sufficient to lift the RCS relief valves is
expected. The pressure control block is, therefore, not included. Finally, the decay heat
removal function required for both cases is the same.
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In examining the SPLD it is important to realize that the earlier failure of some paths may
preclude success of other functions. As an example, ifthe CSIPs fail the RCS inventory
control path the path for feed-and-bleed cooling willalso be lost. In other words, the loss
of particular paths within functions due to a system failure may result in other paths also
being failed for other f'unctions. The converse of this is also true in that the failure of a

particular path may not preclude any paths for other f'unctions. As an illustration, ifthe
'SIPssucceed in maintaining RCS inventory following a LOCA, the operators may have

successful heat removal by either the AFW system or bleed-and-feed cooling. The success
of CSIP injection for the RCS inventory function does not require that only bleed-and-feed,
cooling be used for secondary-side heat removal.
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~ As part of the process of identifying the components necessary for ensuring safe shutdown
following a seismic event, an early walkthrough was performed. This walkthrough
identified, at an early stage, any components which have the potential for low seismic
capacity and are identified in the shutdown paths. The walkthrough did not involve a
detailed evaluation of all components but concentrated on some of the more critical
components for each system. The walkthrough did not examine components in the
containment or areas requiring significant radiation protection. Detailed screening arid
evaluations will occur during the required walkdown that is performed by the seismic
review team (SRT).

Prior to the walkthrough a component listing was generated which identified equipment to
be examined. This listing is based on the SPLD paths and engineering judgment. For
most cases the components chosen represent active components which are required to ~

function following a seismic event (pumps, motor-operated valves, diesel generator).
Components with the potential for low seismic capacities, as found in other seismic
assessments, are also included (batteries, tanks). The list developed for Shearon Hams is
provided as Table 2-1.

Table 2-1
Walkthrou h E ui ment List for SHNPP Seismic IPEEE

SPLD Function

Reactivity Control

RCS Inventory Control

S stem

Control Rod Drives

E ui ment

Control cabinets and MCCs

Charging/Safety Injection CSIPs 1A-SA, 1B-SB

RWST and suction valves
1CS-291, 1CS-292

VCI'nd suction valves
1CS-165, 1CS-166

CSIP safety injection
discharge valves 1SI-1,
1SI-2, 1SI-3, 1SI-4

Residual Heat Removal
(low pressure injection
mode)

RHR pumps 1A-SA,
1B-SB

RHR heat exchangers
1A-SA, 1B-SB
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Table 2-1 (continued)
Walkthroui.h Equi ment List for SHNPP Seismic IPEEE

SPLD Function S stem E ui ment

RCS Inventory Control RWST suction valves
1SI-322, 1SI-323

RCS Pressure Control

Decay Heat Removal

Nitrogen System

AuxiliaryFeedwater

RHR to CSIP suction
valves 1RH-25, 1RH-63

Storage Tanks

Pumps 1A-SA, 1B-SB,
and, 1X-SAB

SD pump steam inlet valves
1MS-70, 1MS-72 and,
1MS-G

Decay Heat Removal AuxiliaryFeedwater Control valves 1AF-131,
1AF-130, 1AF-129, lAF-
51, 1AF-50, 1AF<9

Condensate storage tank

Support Systems

Steam Dumps

Ac Power

SWS to AFW suction
valves 1SW-121, 1SW-
123, 1SW-124, 1SW-126,
1SW-129, 1SW-127,
1SW-130, and 1SW-132

Steam generator power
operated steam dump
valves 1MS-58, 1MS-60,
1MS-62

Diesel generators and
support equipment (day
tank, jacket cooler, etc.)

Fuel oil transfer pumps
1A-SA, 1B-SB

Dc Power

Buses 1A-SA, 1B-SB

Batteries and racks
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Table 2-1 (continued)
Walkthrough E ui ment List for SHNPP Seismic IPEEE

SPLD Function S stem E ui ment

Dc Power Chargers and buses 1A-SA
and 1B-SB

Support Systems (cont.) Service Water System ESW pumps 1A-SA,
1B-SB

Expansion joints 2A, 2B

Normal service water
isolation valves 1SW-39,
1SWAO

SWS return valves
1SW-275, 1SW-276
and 1SW-274

CCW to SWS heat
exchangers 1A-SA, 1B-SB

Component Cooling Water CCW surge tank
System

CCW pumps 1A-SA,
1B-SB

HVAC

ESCW system

RHR to CCW heat
exchangers 1A-SA and 1B-
SB discharge isolation
valves 1CC-147 and
1CC-167

Airhandling units AH-9
(1A-SA) and AH-9
(1B-SB) cooling for CSIPs

Pumps P4 (1A-SA) and P4
(1B-SB)

Chiller/condenser WC-2 for
1A-SA and 1B-SB
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A standard form was developed which documented the findings of the walkthrough. The
form provided guidance to the walkthrough team in investigating the potential for low

- seismic capacity components. In addition to identifying the component the form
addressed anchorage, elevation, orientation, interaction, and structural issues, An example
form is provided as Figure 2-1.

The walkthrough was performed using four individuals. Three of the team members were
&om CP&L's Nuclear Engineering Department. Two had been to the EPRI course on
seismic walkdown. The fourth member was a consultant who was familiar with th
Shearon Harris IPE and had considerable experience in the performance of seismic risk
analyses. The walkthrough was performed on January 14-15, 1993 and included as many
components as possible. To expedite the process, like components were not examined if
they were of similar function, kind, and location, For example, only one CSIP pump was
examined since they are from the same manufacturer and are located at the same elevation
and have the same orientation. Some listed components were not examined due to
radiation control concerns. The volume control tank was an example of an item not
examined due to this consideration. The team examined approximately 50 components.
The findings are documented in Appendix A.

The general purpose of the walkthrough is to search for any potential low seismic capacity
components which could result in low system seismic capacity. Additionally, the
information can streamline the detailed walkdown and capacity evaluation. The insights
obtained from the walkthrough are provided below.

~ The examination'of pumps and drivers did not uncover any significant factor which
would lead to the potential for low seismic capacity. The components examined are
mounted on common skids with what appears to be adequate anchorage. It is
reasonable to assume that average component capacities will be present and that
pumps willnot be a "weak link".

~ The anchorage for the motor-operated" valves, where present, did not involve the
potential for operator and valve differential displacement due to using two different
anchorage surfaces.

~ The examined heat exchangers are well anchored on common pads and should provide
adequate seismic capacity. The RHR heat exchanger anchorage design, however,
should be examined since it was not visible during the walkthrough.

~ The battery racks appear rugged and should provide adequate seismic capability. The
inclusion of crush resistant spacers also supports this conclusion. The eyewash
stations located in each room, however, are of some concern. It is unclear ifthey are
seismically rugged. Given their proximity to the batteries, their similar design,
location, and orientation, they should be examined further.
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A~nchcrs es:

Concrete pad

Elevation from floor: Orientation: (forvalve
orientation ofoperator)
s

Bolted.

Welded

S~eismic ii: Ad'oinin structures: Nearb wallsor i in:

Su rt E ui ment Mountin exibilit:

Comments nsi ts:
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~ The mounting flange for the vital chargers may be a potential weak point for the long-
term availability of dc power. The mounting Qange was thin and could tear which
would allow the charger to topple. The strength of the material should be examined
along with the weight distribution in the charger.

~ A diesel generator control panel found near the diesel generator is welded to a support
plate only on one side at the,.four corners. This may be a concern if the panel is
needed. Other more important panels could not be explicitly examined due to base
plates. These panels should be more closely examined due to their proximity.

~ Examination of the steam generator PORVs found that they may be capable of
meeting the required seismic capacity. Their proximity to walkways and light fixtures
may be somewhat important but should not be a significant concern,

~ The essential service water system equipment provides a key support system link
through the need for diesel generator cooling and a long-term AFW source. The
service water intake structure and equipment were not examined during the
walkthrough.'he pumps should be examined to ensure that they are adequately
supported. This is especially true for the long shaft associated with vertical suction
pumps. Given the observations from the plant walkthrough and the vintage of the
plant design this is not expected to be a concern but should be verified.

As previously noted, the above observations are based on the initial walkthrough. The
final results and conclusions are derived Rom the detailed screening and evaluation
performed by the SRT.
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The draft SPLD was provided to SHNPP operations personnel to provide a plant review
of the success paths and the required equipment. The reviewer examined the paths and
components for correctness, applicability to plant procedures, and to identif'y any other
alternatives that are not addressed. A meeting was held between the plant reviewer and

'heteam responsible for the development of the SPLD with two main purposes. The first
was to resolve any comments generated during the plant review and the second purpose
was to refine the required instrumentation listing. The plant reviewer concluded that the
SPLD and'required systems are appropriate and did reflect the various success paths that
would be available and utilized by the plant operators following a seismic event. The
important comments and resolutions are summarized below.

~ Control room HVAC may be important over a 72 hour period and should be
considered. Resolution: Control room air handlers (AHU-15 and AHU-16) were
added to the HVAClisting.

~ The steam4riven pump supply line could be used as a means for dumping steam ifthe
steam generator PORVs are unavailable and that plant operations are familiar with this
option. Resolution: The group resolved that this option would only be included ifthe
steam generator PORVs could not meet the required seismic capacity.

~ The procedures direct the operators to use both accumulators and low pressure
injection following a loss of the CSIPs which is not reflected by the present text.
Resolution: The text was changed to include the accumulators. Based on MAAP
analysis, however, the accumulators are not included in the SPLD required equipment.

~ The operators are directed to open the reactor head vents if the PORVs are
unavailable. This may provide a bleed path for feed-and-bleed cooling, Resolution:
The reactor head vents are considered too small to provide adequate feed-and-bleed
cooling and are not included in the SPLD listing,

Other comments were more editorial in nature and were resolved accordingly.

A review of the instrumentation listing was performed for each system. The process used
involved a discussion of the function required of the system, a listing of available
instrumentation, and the identification of the minimal set of instruments required to
maintain the system. In some cases the components performed multiple functions. For
these systems each function was reviewed individually. A final instrumentation list was
developed based on this review.
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4.0 Modifications to ui ment Listin Based on Seismic Walkdown

Several modifications were made to the SSEL following the completion of the seismic
walkdown. Changes were made to address the addition or deletion of some components
to the SSEL listing and corrections due to input errors. The largest addition to the listing
is instrumentation racks and cabinets housing essential relays. Using the "rule of the box",
definition several instruments were grouped according to their common instrumentation
rack and the rack was added to the SSEL listing. In addition, a complete review of the
SSEL component list was performed to ensure that contponent information (i.e, tag
numbers, reference drawings, etc.) was correct. Examples of changes to the SSEL are

'resentedbelow with an associated rationale.

Action: Removed switchgears 1A1, 1B1, transformers 1A1, 1B1, and motor control
centers 1A22, 1B22, 1A24, and 1B24 from the ac power system listing.

Rationale: These components are not required to support SSEL components.

Action: Remove items 23 and 24 from the essential chilled water system listing.

Rationale: The purpose of these temperature switches, TS-6522A1-SA(Bl-SB), is to
provide control for air handling units which supply cooling to CSIP A & B. This control
is only applicable for cases without a safety injection signal. For the SSEL the CSIPs are
used to respond to two situations, a small LOCA and feed-and-bleed cooling. For the
small LOCA, the loss'of RCS coolant willresult in a safety injection signal and, therefore,
the temperature switch will be overridden. In a similar manner the implementation of
feed-and-bleed cooling will result in a loss of RCS inventory and a subsequent safety
injection signal ~ Thus, for the cases covered by the SSEL the control function of the
devices will be overridden and they can be removed from the list. From information
obtained during the 3/25/93 SSEL review meeting, no important instrumentation function
is provided by these components.

Action: Components PS-2250A, PS-2250B, and PS-2270 should be listed as pressure
switches and not pressure sensors. The SSEL review will include both the switches and
the signal transmitted to the control room.

Rationale: From the 3/25/93 meeting, SHNPP operations indicated that suction pressure,
along with a table provided in AOP-004, would be used to determine CST level if level
indication were lost. It is important, therefore, that suction pressure indication be
provided in the control room.

Action: Added components associated with the diesel generator starting air system.

Rationale: These components were inadvertently omitted Rom the report. Adding these
components to the SSEL corrects this omission.
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Action: Added nitrogen/air accumulator tanks for PORVs to SSEL.

Rationale: The accumulators provide air to the pressurizer PORVs and serve as an
alternative to instrument air. These accumulators are added to allow the removal of the
dependence on instrument air.

Action: Added PORV control solenoid valves to listing. Action: The valve tag numbers
were changed from 1SI-411, 1SI-412, 1SI-415, and 1SI-416 to 1RC-114:002, 1RC-
114:003, 1RC-118:002, and 1RC-118:003 respectively to reQect current valve tags.

Rationale: These valves are separate from valve control and should be listed separately.

Action: Deleted valve ICS-282 Irom the SSEL listing.

Rationale: This valve is associated with an alternative boration path that is not utilized in
the SSEL.

Action: Deleted duplicate listings for components associated with more than one function.

Rationale: The initial report listed several components, such as the steam generators,
under different systems. Duplicate listings have been deleted to avoid future confusion.

Action: Deleted ECS instruments PS-9426A and PS-9426B from the SSEL listing.

Rationale: These instruments are not required for operation ofECW.

Action: Added rugged valves associated with the starting air system to the SSEL.

Rationale: Including the rugged valves is consistent with other system listings in the SSEL
and provides a clear indication of the success path.

Action: Added boric acid tank level transmitters LT-106 and LT-161, and RHR
temperature instruments TI-5551A and TI-5551B to the SSEL.

Rationale: As discussed earlier in this report, additional instrumentation was found to be
necessary and has been added to the listing.
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Based on the requirements for maintaining a safe stable state following a seismic event the

required frontline and support systems are identified. The equipment required for the

system to function is evaluated to ensure a high degree of confidence of a seismic capacity
which exceeds the review level earthquake. Although not required, a form similar to that

specified by the Generic Implementation Procedure (GIP) for Seismic Verification of
Nuclear Plant Equipment6 is utilized for recording the equipment necessary. for system
function.

For Shearon Hams a total of 11 systems are included in the search to identify required
equipment. Components included in the listing are chosen based on one-line flow
diagrams and guidance contained in EPRI report NP-6041 (Reference 2). NP-6041
suggests that the components be specified by system and that the following information be

made available:

~ General description (e.g., 6 inch MOV)
~ Component identification (tag identifier)

~ General building location (e.g„reactor auxiliary building)

~ Additional comments

This information is contained on the forms. In addition to the required information, the
drawing number, normal state, desired state, and power requirements are included. For
components requiring support systems, the support system interface is identified (e.g., 1A-
SA, CCW, DP-1A, ...). The expected type of evaluation is also included. Acronyms are
used in some cases. Each column is briefly described below.

Column 1- Line Number

This column provides each component a unique number for each system.

Column 2- Train

A numeric value is provided for frontline systems that represents the associated system
train. For example, AFW train 1 includes the components associated with auxiliary
feedwater motor-driven pump 1A-SA.

Column 3 - Equipment Class

This column provides the equipment classification according to a standard listing provided
in the GIP (Reference 6, Table 3-1). In addition to the standard listing, two other
characters are used. Components which are considered seismically rugged and do not
require evaluation are specified by an "R". Some components identified for the IPEEE are
not required to be evaluated by the GIP. For these components an "'" is used to show
that no equivalent GIP class is provided.
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This column lists the equipment tag number, or equivalent, which can be used to identify
the speci fic component on P &IDs and during the walkdown.

Column 5 - System/Equipment Description

This column provides a brief description of the component being addressed.

Column 6 - Drawing No.

This column lists the drawing which was used to locate the component and serves as a
documentation reference.

Columns 7, 8, &9 - Building, Floor Elevation, and Room or Row/Column

The location of the component is given in terms of building and the plant elevation. The
followingbuilding codes are used for location information:

~ SW Emergency Service Water Intake

~ RAB Reactor AuxiliaryBuilding
~ CB Containment Building
~ DG Diesel Generator Building
~ MST Main Steam Tunnel

~ TANK Tank Area

~ YARD Yard Area

~ FO Fuel Oil Storage Area

The elevations reflect the floor elevation and may or may not represent the actual
component elevation. The specification of room or row/column information is beyond the
scope of this effort and is not input into the table.

Column 10 - Evaluation Type

This column specifies the type of evaluation which may be required for the component.
Three different responses are provided. An "S" indicates that a seismic loading evaluation
is needed. The addition of an "R" indicates that if relay chatter were to occur the
component could react in a way which may impact the successful operation of the system
or subsystem. For these cases, and if low ruggedness relays are identified, a relay
evaluation may be necessary. The final classification is "None". This classification is used
for any component which is listed for completeness but does not require evaluation.
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Column 11 - Notes

This colu'mn provides reference numbers for important assumptions and other information
which is provided below the component listing.

Columns 12 & 13 - Normal State and Desired State

These columns specify the normal state of the component and the desired state after the

seismic event. The following abbreviations are used:

~ OP - Open

~ CL - Closed

~ CL/OP - Component cycles over mission time

~ OFF - Equipment stopped

~ ON - Equipment functioning

~ N/A - State not applicable

Column 14 - Power Required

This column indicates ifac or dc power is required in order for the component to perform
its function or maintain its desired state.

Column 15 - Required Supporting Systems or Components

This column lists the support system interfaces with the component being addressed. For
example, in order for AFW MDP 1A-SA to start and function the following support
system interfaces must function:

~ AC switchgear 1A-SA

~ DC distribution center DP-1A

~ Engineered safeguards actuation relay K640A

These three interfaces are identified in an abbreviated format. The required support
systems are listed in a specific order to aid the reader. The order is presented below:

Ac power bus; Dc power bus; Cooling source; Control signal

Only those support systems which are necessary, as defined by the Shearon Hams IPE
system notebooks, are listed. The system equipment lists are based on information from
the IPE system notebooks and other plant sources, including the plant walkthrough and
walkdown. The system equipment listings are provided in Appendix B.
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In addition to the equipment listings, other important issues must be addressed in the
development of the SPLD and to complete the information needed for the SMA. The
following discussion provides the resolution of these issues for the Shearon Harris
evaluation within the context of this report.

Nuclear Steam Su l S stem NSSS Cpm onents

In.addition to the system equipment lists provided in Appendix B, NP-6041 requires that
other components be evaluated. This includes an evaluation of major NSSS component's, .

or more specifically the component supports, to ensure that component failure will not
occur following the seismic margin earthquake. Thus, the following components should
be examined and screened ifpossible

~ Reactor vessel and supports

~ Steam generators and supports

~ Pressurizer and supports

~ Reactor coolant pumps and supports

~ Reactor coolant piping

In addition to these components, the reactor vessel internal package and the control rod
drive packages must be examined. A comparison of prior plants has been compiled and is
documented in Reference 5. This information indicates that an average expected median
component capacity would be greater than 1.2g and that the HCLPF value should exceed
the SME acceleration level. Based on the plant vintage and design considerations it is
unlikely that these components will provide plausible "weak-links". A screening
evaluation to ensure this, however, is necessary.

S stem Pi in

A general rule was applied when piping was considered. Safety-related piping which is
adequately anchored has been shown to be very rugged and would not be challenged by an
earthquake level postulated for the SME. A high seismic capacity is anticipated and the
piping is expected to be screened from assessment. A verification walkdown will be
required to ensure this conclusion which will include examination of instrumentation and
other connections to the piping path for potential vulnerabilities. Since a verification
walkdown will be necessary, it was deemed more appropriate and efficient to examine
piping concerns during the walkdown and not to include each connection in the
component listing. Further, a specific listing is not required by the procedure and this
approach does not represent a deviation from the methodology. The walkdown will
ensure that the preliminary conclusion about the piping strength willbe verified.
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The main objective of the containment analysis is to identif'y vulnerabilities that involve
early failure of containment functions. This includes consideration of containment

integrity, containment isolation, and other containment functions

The guidance provided in Reference 3 states that "generally containment penetrations are

seismically rugged; a rigorous fragility analysis is needed only at review levels greater than

0.3g, but a walkdown to evaluate for unusual conditions (e:g., spatial interactions, unique
penetration configurations) is recommended." With regard to containment systems,

the'uidanceprovided is that "seismic failures of actuation and control systems are more likely
to cause isolation system failures and should be included in the examination." The major
concern deals with relay chatter which is addressed in Reference 8.

The containment isolation function is expected to be rugged with respect. to seismic
events. Awalkdown that examines representative containment penetrations to ensure that
the Shearon Harris design does not have any unique configurations that would lead to
conclusions which are contrary to those found in prior studies willbe accomplished.

A review of seismic capacities for containments of similar design to Shearon Harris
indicates that the containment structure is expected to have a seismic capacity far above
the review level earthquake>. In addition to the containment structure, NUREG-1407
(Reference 3) suggests that certain considerations could require some additional study.
Hatches that employ inflated seals is one potential are for concern.. The Shearon Hams
design does not employ this time of seal. Another concern is the post-operation of
penetration cooling that is present in some designs. Shearon Harris, however, does not
employ this design feature. Finally, air-closed valves used for isolation are also listed as a

possible co'ncern. Shearon Hams does not utilize air-operated valves for containment
isolation that require a supply of air to function. Thus, failures in containment isolation
would not be expected due to containment system failures.

Containment heat removal is an important aspect in evaluating containment performance.
Ifheat is not adequately removed from the containment the containment pressure may
increase to the containment failure pressure. Two mechanisms can lead to energy being
transmitted to the containment. The first is due to the small LOCA. As RCS inventory is
lost through the break it carries stored energy which is then release to the containment and
pressurization occurs. Feed-and-bleed cooling also results in energy being transferred to
the containment. Containment fan coolers can reduce the pressurization due to these
mechanisms.

Based on MAAP analyses performed for the IPE the containment pressure is not expected
to increase to the design limitas long as the RHR heat exchangers are available to remove
heat. Thus, the fan coolers represent an additional heat removal mechanism but are not
required for successful containment cooling as long as the RHR heat exchangers are
present. Failure of this heat removal function will result in containment heatup and
pressurization.
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The pressurization, however, is predicted to occur over many hours and would not result

in an early, rapid containment overpressurization. It is concluded that containment fan

coolers are not needed to ensure early containment integrity. As a result, containment
issues are not addressed in this report and are expected to be addressed through a mixture
of the seismic relay review and walkdown.

Random Com onent Failures and Human Errors

Reference 3 indicates that non-seismic failures and human'errors should be considered

during the selection of systems needed to respond to a seismic event. It further suggests
that a method similar to the method provided in NUREG/CR-48264 (Maine Yankee
evaluation) is considered acceptable. In this evaluation quantitative guidance is provided
for determining ifnon-seismic or human error events should be included.

The EPRI approach (Reference 2) adopts a more qualitative criteria which serves as a

guide for choosing systems and equipment for the success'ath logic diagram.
Specifically, the analyst should consider equipment train reliability and required operator
actions when choosing the systems required for the SHNPP success paths. The analyst is
directed to only consider the most reliable paths.

The reliability of components identified in the success paths were considered to ensure
that only the more reliable systems and components were included. Where more than one
system was available to meet a particular function, the most reliable components were
chosen. In addition, system alignments which required considerable operator action or
were not well documented in procedures were avoided.

The primary paths chosen for the SPLD require limited operator action. These actions are
long-term in nature and require the operators to perform actions many hours after the
event occurs and provides considerable time for the operators to prepare. For alternative
paths some operator action is required within a shorter time frame. The major operator
actions are identified in Table 4-1 along with procedures which direct the action.

The first operator action is associated with the alternative reactivity shutdown path,
Emergency boration requires the operators to align the chemical volume and control
system suction to the boron transfer tanks. The required actions can be performed from
the control room and adequate indication is provided to the operators to monitor the
success of the operation.

Feed-and-bleed cooling is an alternative to the normal decay heat removal path. To start
feed-and-bleed cooling the operators must manually open the pressurizer PORVs and
initiate safety injection. The actions to open the valves and to start the pumps are
performed from the control room and the operators are well trained on these actions.
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Table 4-1
Ma'or 0 erator Action's Re uired in the SPLD

0 erator Action

Emergency boration

Feed-and-bleed cooling

Procedure

EOP-FRP-S.1/AOP-002'OP-FRP-H.1

RCS cooldown (non-LOCA)

RCS cooldown (LOCA)

Swapover ofAFW source

Recirculation swa over

EOP-EPP-005

EOP-EPP-009

EOP-EPP-005

EOP-EPP-010
Notes:
1. EOP-FRP-S.1 addresses ATWS and requires the implementation ofAOP402 (emergency botation)

RCS cooldown requires the operators to utilize the steam generators to reduce RCS
pressure to establish shutdown cooling using the residual heat removal system. Two
different situations are addressed in the SPLD. The actions required by the operators is
similar in both cases. As with the prior operator actions, the operator actions can be
performed from the control room.

The AFW swapover is performed many hours after the postulated seismic event has
occurred and allows considerable time for remedial actions. The operators must open
paths between the AFW and service water systems by opening several motor-operated
valves. This action can be accomplished from the control room. Recirculation swapover
is similar to AFW swapover and involves operator action many hours after the seismic
event. Most of. the recirculation swapover is automatic with the operators only
performing a few actions from the control room.

Instrumentation and Control

The identification of component control is limited to identifying only those signals which
are needed to operate equipment and does not include actuation circuits and relays which
are beyond the scope of this effort and require special consideration. Since Shearon
Harris is not an A-46 plant, NUREG-1407 (Reference 3) requires that only low
ruggedness relays be evaluated. A limited number of relays were identified based on a
search of relay information. This evaluation is documented in Reference 8. The impact of
these low ruggedness relays on operating equipment is examined in this report.
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Instrumentation identification is limited to that which is required to maintain system
function and does not include local indicators which are not required. Two conditions are
considered and reflect assumptions used in the Shearon Hams IPE. Instrumentation is
only addressed ifit (1) controls active components or (2) ifit is required by the operators
in order to maintain system operation.

It is believed that this level of investigation meets the intent of the IPEEE for a focused
scope plant and provides the necessary information required for the walkdown associated
with EPRI report NP-6041. Although limited in this evaluation, other tasks will be used
to provide assurance that any potentially important control malfunction or instrumentation
failure will be addressed. The piping walkdown will be used to insure that unlisted
instrumentation does not effect system performance or piping integrity.

The detailed screening process for potential low ruggedness relays (Reference 8) identified
any relays for which relay chatter is a concern. This work also. examined if identified
relays could impact system operation and what operator actions might be necessary.
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Com nent Identification:
CSIP 1A-SA

Seismic Walkthrout.h Checklist~CT
Motor-driven um

A~cchcrs es:

Mounted on common skid
which is anchored to
concrete pad -4" high by
16 -1" bolts.
~Seismic ii:
A fire header is located
above the um and motor

Elevation from fioor:

Ad'oinin structures:
Inside reinforced concrete
room

Orientation:
90 degrees from CCW
pumps but parallel to other
CSI pumps at same
elevation
Nearb wallsor i in:
Not a concern

Su rt ui ment Mountin exibilit:
The pump is well mounted and the piping appears rugged. A non Q-list switch is
located on separate wall and the potential exists for short.

The control cabling does not have as much slack as was found at some other pumps.
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Seismic Walkthroueh Checklist
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Com nent Identification:
CS-291

~CCTT
Electric motor o crated valve

A~cchora es:

Piping is anchored but
operator is not

Elevation from floor:
1 ft from floor about
elevation 246 above CSIP
rooms

Orientation:

UP

~Seismic ii
HVACduct sections above
which are bolted to ether

Ad'oinin structures:
none

earb wallsor i in:
none

Su rt ui ment Mountin lexibilit:
Anchorage for piping includes pipe being welded to anchor

C~i
Aunrelated piping restraint device is about 2" from valve operator
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Com nent Identi fication:
RHR um 1A-SA

Seismic Walkthrough Checklist
~CCTT
Vertical suction um

A~nchora es:

Pump anchored to stand
which is, in turn, anchored
to concrete pad about 8
inches tall. The stand had
three legs for which 2"

bolts were used for
anchorage. The motor did
not have apparent
anchorage except for that
from the um connection.
S~eismic li:
HVACduct sections above
which are bolted to ether

Elevation from fioor:
5 ft f'rom floor mounted to
metal stand.

Ad'oinin structures:
none

Orientation:
The pump was located near
the containment wall and
was elevated from the
floor.

earb wallsor i'n:
Containment wall

Su rt ui ment Mountin exibilit:
It is unclear how the pump was anchored to the motor. Could not examine closely due
to contamination.

Near the pump valve SI-322 was found.
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Com nent Identification:
RHR heat exchan er lA-SA

~c

err�
Vertical heat exchan er

A~achcra es:

Due to skirt around base
could not examine the
actual anchorage

Elevation from floor:
Mounting approximately 1

ft from Qoor

Orientation:
The heat exchanger was
vertically mounted with
what appeared to be a skirt
arrangement.

~Seismic 11

None identified
Ad'oinin structures:
Permanent scaffolding
surrounded the heat

exchanger about 8 ft from
floor

Nearb wallsor i in:
Inside reinforced wall
structure. No block walls

Su rt E ui ment Mountin exibilit:

Comments nsi hts:

RSC-9441, Revision 1



Com nent Identification:
Seismic Walkthrough Checklist

52214-R-001 Rev. 0
~ Appendix B

Page B-44.

RH-25 Electric motor o crated valve
A~nchora es:

Valve is not anchored but
piping is

Elevation from floor:
Located approximately 4 ft
from floor

Orientation:

UP

~seismic ii:
One light fixture directly
above the o erator

Ad'oinin structures:
none

Nearb wallsor i in:
Reinforced wall structure.
No block walls

Su rt ui ment Mountin lexibilit:
Cables a flexible

The valve hand wheel release is very close to a mounted ladder and could strike it if
movement occurred.
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Seismic Walkthrou h Checklist
Com nent Identification:
Nitro enstora e tank Vertical and horizontal tanks

A~nchora es:

vertical tank mounted on
pad using 4 one inch bolts

Elevation from fioor:
. Located approximately 4 ft
from ground level

Orientation:
Three tanks horizontal, one
large tank vertical. The
vertical tank is
approximately 20 ft tall

~Seismic II d'oinin structures: Nearb wallsor i in:

Su rt E ui ment Mountin exibilit:

Located in yard. Ifneeded would be difficultto provide acceptable due to long
distances ofpiping and tank supports.

RSC-9441, Revision 1





Com nent Identification:
AFW MDP 1A-SA

Seismic Walkthrou h Checklist

e~cT~
Motor driven um

52214-R-001 Rev. 0
Appendix B

Page B-46

A~cchcre 'es:

Pump and motor bolted to
common skid. The skid is
bolted to 4" pad using eight
1" bolts
~Seismic ii

Elevation from floor:
Located about 3 ft from
floor

d'oinin structures:
Missile shield wall is
reinforced and not block

Ortentatron:
Located in parallel to other
AFW pumps

Nearb wallsor i in:

Su rt ui ment Mountin exibilit:

Comments/Insi hts:
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Com nent Identification:
AFW MDP 1B-SB

Seismic Walkthrout.h Checklist
T

Motor driven um

A~cchcrs es:

Pump and motor bolted to
common skid. The skid is
bolted to 4" pad using eight
1" bolts
~Seismic ii

Elevation from floor:
Located about 3 ft from
floor

Missile shield wall is
reinforced and not block

Orientation:
Located in parallel to other
AFW pumps

Nearb wallsor i in:

Su rt ui ment Mountin exibilit:

Comments nsi hts:
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Seismic Walkthrou h Checklist
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Com nent Identification:
AFW SDP XAB S team driven um
A~nchors 's:
Pump and turbine bolted to
common skid. The skid is
bolted to 6" pad using 10
1" bolts
~Seismic II:

Elevation from floor:
Located about 3 ft from
floor

Ad'oinin structures:
Missile shield wall is
reinforced and not block

Orientation:
Located in parallel to other
AFWpumps

Nearb wallsor 'i in:

Su rt ui ment Mountin exibilit:

Local control panel is located offskid and mounted to wall by angle iron
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Seismic Walkthrou h Checklist
Com nent Identification:
AFW valves AF-51, AF-SO, AF-49

C~T
Airo crated control valve

A~nchora es:

Valves are not anchored
although piping is.
Operators are not anchored

Elevation from Qoor:

Located about 3 ft from
floor

Orientation:
Valves located in parallel
with each other

UP

Seismic II: Ad'oinin structures: earb wallsor i in:
Block wall located next to
AF-49

Su rt E ui ment Mountin exibilit:
Piping strongly anchored. The operators are tall -3.5 ft and are not anchored.

Comments nsi hts:
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Seismic Walkthrough Checklist
Com nent Identification:
AFW valves AF-131, AF-130, AF-129

~C

H draulic motor valves
A~achora ea:

Valves are mounted with x-
y anchorage on operator.
Valve body and operator
are mounted to common
anchorage

Elevation from floor:
Located about 3 ft from
floor

Orientation:
Located in parallel to each
other

UP
"

~Seismic II: Ad'oinin structures: Nearb wallsor i in:

Su rt E ui ment Mountin exibilit:

Comments nsi hts:
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Com nent identification:
Condensate Tank

Seismic Walkthrou h Checklist

~c err
Vertical tank

~Anchora es:

Mounted to concrete pad
using 3" bolts spaced about
1'a art
~Seismic II:

Elevation from floor:

Ad'oinin structures:
Located in tank room

Orientation:

Nearb wallsor i in:

Su rt ui ment Mountin exibilit:
AFW discharge piping is Gxed to the tank and the concrete basemat without any
support.

Comments nsi ts:

Simple schematic of CST tank APV suction line (top and side view)
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Seismic Walkthrou h Checklist
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Com nent Identification:
SW valves SW-124, SW-126, SW-127,
SW-129; AFW su I

T
Electric motor operated

A~nchcrs es:

Piping anchored but valves
are not. In particular the
operators are not anchored.

Elevation from fioor:
Located about 3.5 ft from
floornearpost 28/C .

Orientation:
Located in parallel to each
other

UP

~Seismic II Ad'oinin structures: Nearb wallsor i in:

Su rt ui ment Mountin lexibilit:
The control and power cables for SW-127 seem somewhat tight

Comments nsi ts:

A-13 RSC-941, Revision 1





Seismic Walkthrou h Checklist
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Com nent Identification:
SW valves SW-121, SW-123

C~CTT
Electric motor o crated valve

A~nchora es:

Valves and operators are
not anchored. An xyz
anchorage is present on the

piping near the valves

Elevation from floor:
Located about 1 ft from
floor

Orientation:
Located in parallel to each

other

UP

~Seismic II: Ad'oinin structures: Nearb wallsor i in:
concrete walls nearbv

Su rt ui ment Mountin exibilit:
Control cabling seemed tight

Comments nsi hts:
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Seismic Walkthrou h Checklist
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Com nent Identification:
SG PORVs, SM-58, SM-60, SM-62

~CCTT
Electric-h draulic valves

A~nchora es:

PORVs are not anchored
Elevation from floor:
Located about 6 ft from
fioor

Orientation:
Located in parallel to each
other

UP

~Seismic ii
Light fixture is mounted
over valve SM-60

Ad'oinin structures: Nearb wallsor i in

Su rt ui ment Mountin exibilit:
Valves are close to walkway railing and steam lines could have interaction potential

Co ments nsi ts:
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Com nent Identi fication:
DG-1B 1A similar

Seismic Walkthrou h Checklist
~CCTT
Diesel Generator

52214-R-001 Rev. 0
Appendix B

Page B-55

A~cchora es:

Diesel generator is
mounted to common pad-
8" pad. Twoskids are
used, however, between the
diesel and some support
systems. Lubrication oil
cooler and jacket water
cooler are saddle mounted
with 3 brackets which are
1/2 up heat exchanger and
bolted to ad

S~eismic II

Elevation from floor:
Diesel is located about 3 ft
from floor

Ad'oinin structures:
in diesel enerator buildin

Orientation:
Located in parallel to each
other

Nearb wallsor i in:

Su rt ui ment Mountin exibilit:
Control panel 1E-23 has four filletwelds on only one side ofpanel anchorage.
Anchorage for other control panels needs to be examined.

Comments nsi hts:
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Seismic %alkthrou h Checklist
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Com nent Identification:
Fuel oil transfer um 1A-SA

T
Electric motor um

A~nchcra es:

Small motor mounted on 4"

pad by four 0.5" bolts

Elevation from fioor:
4" from floor on pad

Orientation:
Pumps are located at fuel
building about 20"

underground in separate
rooms.

~Seismic ii: Ad'oinin structures: earb wallsor i in:

Su rt E ui ment Mountin exibilit:
Piping for fuel oil in building is supported at the top of the run in the room but there
exists several 90-degree elbows which do not have support

Comments nsi ts:

1B-SB is similar in design
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Seismic Walkthrough Checklist
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Com nent Identification:
Vital batteries 1A-SA (1B-SB similar) DC batteries
A~anchors 'es:

Batteries are located on
two racks which are
mounted to the floor
through five "feet" which
are bolted to floor using
0.5" bolts with four bolts
for each "foot". Batteries
are braced and have crush
resistant s acers.
~Seismic ii:
Light fixtures are located in
room above batteries

Elevation from floor:
Batteries located on rack
from (6" to 2.5 ft from
floor It

Ad'oinin structures:
Inside reinforced structure

Orientation:

Side view
One bank (1B-SB)
orientation

Nearb wallsor i in:
Eyewash station located in
room with shower head
near position to spray
batteries

Su rt E ui ment ountin ex'b'lit:
Batteries are well mounted and anchored within each rack but are not anchored between
racks.

„~ih
The eyewash stations in both rooms are of some concern ifboth were to fail (similar
location, orientation, and elevation).

A-18 RSC-9441, Revision 1
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Seismic Walkthrouph Checklist
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Com nent Identification:
SW dischar e valves SW-274, SW-276

~T
Electric motor o crated valve

A~nchora es:

No anchorage for valve but

pipe is anchored

Elevation from floor:
5'rom floor

Orientation:

UP

~Seismic ii
None

Ad'oinin structures:
none

Nearb wallsor i in:
Reinforced wall

Su rt ui ment Mountin exibilit:
Adequate cable flexibility. Valve motor operator for valve SW-276 is -4" from adjacent
piping. The bottom ofvalve SW-274 is about 1" from piping anchorage.

Comments nsi hts:
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Com nent Identification:
CCWsur e tank

Seismic Walkthrou h Checklist
~re

rr�
Horizontal tank

52214-R-001 Rev. 0
Appendix B

Page B-60

A~cchcrs es:

Located on concrete pad
with 1" bolts for anchorage,
Eight bolts for each saddle.

Elevation from floor:
5'rom floor

Orientation:

sft

~Seismic II:
None

Ad'oinin structures:
Inside wall of tank room is
block

Nearb wallsor i in:
Block wall

Su rt E ui ment Mountin exibilit:
Tank appears to be well supported.

Comments nsi hts:

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

Anchorage Pattern
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Seismic Walkthrough Checklist
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Com nent Identification:
CCW um 1A-SA (1B-SB similar'

T
Electric motor um

A~nchora es:

Mounted on common skid
which is anchored to 4" pad
using 121" bolts. Five on
each side and two at each
end.
~Seismic ii:
HVACducting above 1A-
SA but not major issue.
For 1B-SB, lighting is
located above um

Elevation from floor:
5'rom floor

Ad'oinin structures:
none

Orientation:
Located at same elevation
and orientation as other
CCW pumps

Nearb wallsor i in:
4" ESW line located above

pump

Su rt ui ment Mountin lexibilit:
Electrical connections flexible. Local control and instrumentation is separate from skid
on nearby wall. For pump 1A-SA, the motor is located -1" from piping support.

Comments nsi hts:
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Com nent Identification:
CCW heat exchan er
A~cchcrs es:

Located on concrete pad
with two saddle supports
welded to heat exchanger.
Saddle supports are
anchored to pad by eight 3"
bolts

Seismic Walkthrout.h Checklist
e T
Heat exchan er

Elevation from floor: Orientation:
2'rom floor at base of heat
exchanger. 4'o horizontal
cente'rline

S~eismic ii:
None

Ad'oi in structures:
none

Nearb wallsor i in:

Su rt ui ment Mountin exibilit:
Tank appears to be well supported.
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Seismic Walkthrou h Checklist
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Com nent Identification:
RHR HX isolation valve CC-142

T
Electric motor o crated valve

A~cchcrs es:

Ualve is not anchored. The
pipe is welded to supports
in both lateral and vertical
directions

Elevation from floor:
1 ft from Qoor

Orientation:

UP

S~eismic ii
Some non-safety equipment
(speaker) located above
o erator

Ad'oinin structures:
none

Nearb wallsor i in:
Reinforced wall, RHR line
above (well supported)

Su rt E ui ment Mountin exibilit:
The operator for the valve is not supported and is located about 4'bove floor

Comments nsi ts:
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Seismic Walkthrough Checklist
fi « lfi i: . ~C

CSIP AHUAH-9-1A(AH-9-1B similar) Airhandlinp unit

52214-R-001 Rev. 0
Appendix B

Page B-64

A~nchora es:

Mounted on common skid
which is bolted to 6"

concrete pad using sixteen
0.5" bolts. Six on each side
and two at either end.
~Seismic II:
Ductwork shielded by other
anchora e su orts

Elevation from floor:
6ll

Ad'oinin structures:
none

Orientation:
Located above CSIP room
with all oriented in same
direction

Nearb wallsor i in:
Reinforced wall, RHR line
above well su orted)

Su rt ui ment Mountin exibilit:

Comments nsi ts:
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Seismic Walkthrough Checklist
Com nent Identification:
Essential chilled service water pump 1A-
SA

Electric motor pump

A~nchora es:

Mounted on skid which is
bolted to 6" concrete pad
using 10 1" bolts. Five on
each side.
S~eismic ii
None

Elevation from floor:
Pump about 2'rom floor

s

d oinin structures:
none

Orientation:
Located near chiller

earb wallsor i in:
Reinforced wall

Su rt ui ment Mountin exibilit:
Control cables are not supported over four foot span and then anchored to wall. Could
have some displacement

Comments/Insi hts:
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Com nent Identification:
Essential chiller unit WC-2

Seismic Walkthrou h Checklist
T

Chiller packa e

52214-R-001 Rev. 0
Appendix B

Page B-66

A~nchora es:

Unit on common skid with
tank and motor above. It is
setting on concrete pad
supported at the four end
points. No mounting
apparent although unable to
confirm due to coverin s

Elevation from floor:
Unit about 1'rom fioor

Orientation:

Ta k

Chiller Unit.

Pad

Motor

~Seismic ii:
None

d'oini structures:
none

Nearb wallsor 'n:
Reinforced wall

Su rt E ui ment Mountin lexibilit:

~C

Unit does not appear to be mounted to concrete pad. Additional information should be
obtained about anchorage. [ Later found to be well anchored.]
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Appendh B

Safe Shutdown Equipment Listing
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CL

OP

OP

I OP,

OP

OFF

OP

OP

OP

I OP

I OP

I OP

OP

OP

OP

OH

CUOP

OP

OP

OP

CUOP

CUOP

OP

OH

CUOP

OP

OP

OP

CUOP

CUOP

OP

OH

CUOP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

CUOP

CUOP

CUOP

CUOP

CUOP

CUOP

OP

OP

OP

No

Ycs

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

IA$A;DP.IA:K&40A

16$ 6: DP 16: K&406

DP-IB: K6llh/6

Ul

I«3

3J

P 0>a 0
rcl m
fD

6a ~ g7
m CL (

X
00 m 0
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ttrtcnacr Drew&a.
QcKAa

Drrtrse pulrrc ttrrtrtrroautporcpyrsrars
peltacst Irtutrsd sc Cre pa+a sr

Slate ts punrttorr

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

41

43

44

45

46

47

49

$0

51

52

53

54

5$

56

$7

58

59

60

61

O'I

63

64

65

66

67

68

12.3

1.2,3

M.3

1.2,3

143

I

2

2

3

I.L3

I.29

L2.3

I
1

I
I

3

3

2

1

3

3

3

3

3

1.7.3

M3
I

R

R

R

21

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

18

ld

18

ld

Id

Id

de

ds

da

da

da

da

da

da

da

da

R

R

R

da

7

ld

ld

18

IAF48

IAP 106

IAF47

IX$AB

ICE 34

ICB 3$

ICP 36

(GAS

ICM6
ICB-55

ICE 56

FT20SOA

Ff20$00

FI205OC

FfllSOA

Ff21SOB

F12170

ISW.I21

ISW-113

ISW.114

ISW.126

ISW-I27

ISW.129

ISW.130

ISW-131

IMS-70

IMS.71

IMS-71

IMS-73

(MS-74

IMS-T

LT-9010A

LT.90100

PS-22SOA

Check valve

Check valve

Greek valise

Coodcotatc stcsagc task

Mmual valve

Mauual valve

Check valve

Mauusl vd vc

Check valve

Maaual valve

Check valve

AFWDo ~Fr20$ 0A

AFW Dow tramm(ttts FT 20500

AFWDow trarrsmltter Ff20$ 0C

AFW gecssruc uarNm(ttcc PT 2 ISOA

AFWprcaurc trsusm(ttcr Pf 21508

AFWprcssure trarlru(ttcc PT 2170

Bcctrk motet opcratcdvatve

Hcrtrlcmotor operated valve

Bcctrk metcc operated vdvs

Bccrr(e motte opcratrd valve

Hcctr(c meats operated valve

Hcctrk metre operated valve

Bcctrk motte cpcrstcd valve

Hortrkmotor opcraud valve

Bcrsrk motte ctrcratcd valve (D.C)

Brett(c moror cerctatcd valve (D.C.)

Chock valise

Hcctrk motte carcratcd valve (D.C)

Bccnk btrkaudcvalve

Lcrd Isurrsuat (CST Icvd)

Late( btrtrumat ((Zl'Icvd)

Prcssure str(tcb

216S $ 454 4. Rcv. 20

216$ $4$ 44. Rcv. 20

216$ $ 4$ 44, Rcv. 20

216$ $ 4S4S. Rcv. 31

2165$ 4S4$ . Rcv. 31

2 IQ$4S4$ . Rcv. 31

,1165$ 454$ . Rcv. 31

216$ $4$4$. Rcv. 31

216S$ 4545. Rcv. 31

2 IQ$ 4545. Rcv. 31

216$ $4$4$ . Rcv. 31

216S $ 4544. Rcv. 20

116$ $4$ 4 I.Rcv. 20

116$ $ 4544. Rcv. 20

216$ $ 454 I, Rcv. 20

2 IQ$4544. Rcv. 20

216$ $ 4544. Rcv. 20

2 M$ 4547, Rcv. 22

2M$4S47. Rcv. 22

2 IQ$4$ 47. Rcv. 22

116$ $4$47. Rcv. 22

'216S $ 4547, Rcv. 22

2M$4547, Rcv. 21

216$ $ 4547. Rcv. 12

216S$ 4$47. Rev. 22

2 M$4$42, Rcv. 19

216$ $ 4S42. Rcv. 19

1165$ 4S42. Rcv. 19

216$ $4S42. Rev. 19

216$ $4$ 42, Rcv. 19

1IQ$4S42, Rcv. 19

2M$4$42, Rcv. 19

116$ $ 4$4S, Rcv. 31

2M$4SIS. Rcv. 31

216S$ 454S, Rcv. 31

RAB

CB

CB

'fANK

TANK

RAB

RAD

RAB

RAB

RAB

RAB

RAB

RAB

RAB

RAD

RAD

RAB

RAD

RAB

RAB

MST

MST

RAB

RAB

RAD

TANK

TANK

RAD

261

261

136

236

236

236

236

236

261

261

261

236

236

236

236

236

236

236

236

236

236

261

261

261

161

236

236

236

236

Ncoe

Ncoc

Nope

Hope

Ncee

Noae

None

S,R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S,R

Hope

Nope

S.R

24

24

24

24

24

2

24

24

3

Wh

OP

OP

CL

OP

CL

OP

CL

Nfh

N/A

Nfh

Wh

N/A

Nfh

CL

CL

CL

CL

CL

CL

CL

CL

,CL

CL

CI

CL

OP

QP

CL

N/A

N/A

Nfh

CUOP

CUOP

CUOP

WA

OP

OP

CUOP

OP

CUOP

OP

CUOP

WA

N/A

Nfh

WA

N/A

WA

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

CUOP

CUOP

OP

OP

OP

N/A

Nfh

N/A

Ho

Ho

No

Ho

Ycs

Ya
Ya

Ya
Ycs

Ya
Ya
Yca

Ya
Ycs

Ya
Ya
Ya
No

No

No

Ya
Ya
Ya

r
Ya

IDP.IA$3

IDP-10$2

IDP.10 $2

IDP.IA$3

IDP-ID$2

IDP I0$2

IA3S$ A

IA-3S$A

IA3S$ A

IA-3S$A

10.35 $0

IB-3$$ D

10.3$ $0

10-3$ $0

IDP-IA2$A

IDP.ID2$0

IDP-10$ 0

IDP-IA$3

IDP.10$ 2

IDP.IA$3

(Sl
hl

p o0
m

tt)

0)I o- e
X

((7 I 0
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erereea Ueee niece«
Iteeeber 7taia Crees

Eqelt at
IWfas

ttereeeeeec Dence see.
re@tercet

Deeltcaea pteer deeteeetteee Itecee Irereeet Decreed Foeeer tteqeceeet eueppeeet Syeeeaee
Leeaueee eeereteee 77pe tet)paces etpAaeaeat teqecewt ev Caw peeeeeere

SrNc Stale lee peeeee eton

71

n
73

74

75

76

79

dO

dl
02

03

04

Id

Id

Id

ld

ld

Id

Id

ld

ld
Ib

ld

Ib

Id

Id

lb
ld

Id

PS-2250B

PS-1270

PS431

Pf-2250A

Pf.1250 B

Ff-2270

PS.21SOA

PS.2ISOB

PS-2170

Al Rfd

Al.R14

AllR15

All-RI7

AI.R2d

AI.R29

AI.R17

Al-R33

Ptcmure switch

Ptcaurc switch

Prcssure switch

Ptcaurc transoincr fcc PS 2250A

Picture trutcoittcr f«PS-2250$

Ptcsaue uanamincr f«PS.2270

Pre«ore sa4tch f«Pf-21SOA

Prcaurc switch fa Pf-2150B

Pre«are switch fee Ff-1170

Iarirumcot raa f«safe shutdown heeo Nncat

hsrrumcot rack for safe shutdown laeulncat

aauuumcot rack f«safe rhetdoeen larawacnt

Iurrumcta tact fce safe shutdown Inruenncat

eecrnracat rack f«safe rhntdown Intueancnt

lorcrumcrn rack for safe shutdowa latneancnt

eacrumcra rack f«safe rhatdowa Inraeancnt

Iarusmcra rack fr« safe rhutdown hlnumca

216$ $ 4S45. Rcv. 31

216$ $ 4S45. Rcv. 31

216$ $ 4542. Rcv. 19

2165 $ 4S4$ . Rcv. 31

216$ $4$4$. Rev. 31

216$ $454$ . Rev. 31

,2165 $4S44, Rcv. 20

216$ $4$44. Rcv. 20

216$ $4544, Rcv. 10

Eoulpmcnt Rack

Eooio cc R a
Egal pmccs Rect

Eod~R a
Eoelpmcra Rect

Bead pcnent Rack

Eoaipmcrn Rect

Eoipmceu Ra*

RAB 90$ S.R

RAB 90S None

RAB 236 Hone

RAB 236 S,R

RAB 236 S.R

RAB 236 S.R

RAB 30$ S.R

RAB 90$ S.R

RAB 30$ S,R

RAB 236 S

RAB 236 S

RAB 236 S

RAB 236 S

RAB 261 S

RAB 236 S

RAB 261 S

RAB 261 S

H/A H/A

N/A N/A

H/A N/A

HIA NIA

NIA N/A

NIA N/A

H/h NIA

H/A Hfh

Hfh H/A

HIA N/A

H/A Nfh

H/A NIA

H/A H/A

N/A Hfh

NIA Hfh

H/A N/A

NIA N/A

Yca IDP.IB$2

Ycs IDP.IB$2

Ycs

Yca

IDP-IB$2

No

No

Ya PIC@ID

Ycs PIC@ID

Ya,r PIC@9~ ~
Ya PIC@ID

Yca PICCIO

CSI

Iel
Ie)

p
Q O>a 0

tfl CD

CD P9

CD g P
07 Cl. CD

X
O 09 O
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I c

RrrckcolHrst AreaocorISyarrec

ttscoso

nycccec Uaa nyctrce atpercat Ctavlpercce
It~acr Ztele Ctaaa ttt/rae

ttcrcrrecc Dracctaa.
trrtctos

Ootatfaa pacer Eratoaltoca ttotco I/crural Drctroct poorer 'trqatcact Sataaxt 5yctcaca
scarc/ocr trractoe pyJpaccae atpaacco lhtatrect or Csee pcacoaca

Slate stare lo Pe ac trace

I

2 I

3 I
I

5 I

6 I
7 18, 2

9 2

10 2

ll 2

12 2

13 2

14 1

15 I
16 I

17 2

IS 2

19 I
20 I
21 L2

21 I
13 2

14 L2

15 I

26 2

27 I

ld IPTd0$A

5 1848

R IRII47

21 IBSB

db IRIW6

R IRII-70

ld IFF4050

Sa 151.323

R ISI.321

8e ISI422

R ISI 310

Ss 151-311

Ss ISI.301

8e ISI.310

Sa 1$1.300

ld 111A06A

ld ITPAOCA

Id IZS6048

18 II6060
ld 71455IA

Id '1145518

Id Al-R6

flowtranatnina IIV-605A

RI IR motor driven pcstm I848
Manual val»

RIIR hest cschanga 1048

Abenacted vd»
Check val»

flowtrantrnlncr IFT. 6MB

Hcadc meta operated valve

Check vd»
Bcadc meter enacted valve

Clxckvalve

Bcctde motcr coasted val»

Hcctrle meta operated valve

Hcadc meta opastcd val»

Bcctde exec opastcd valve

Tcmpasnue dcmcnts TPAOSA

Tcmpaanxc danmta18604A

Tanpaamre dcmmte TBoN48

Tcmpaanuc dcmmts TPA060

Local xmpcraturclstttumcntTI455IA

Local trmpaannc Isxrumcnt 1145518

Iextumcnt rack Ia safe shutdown Intnumcnt

S IASA RIIRmotorchi»npumplh4h

R IRII.19 Mmual val»

21 IA4A RIIRhcN crthmga IASA

8b IRIISO Alropcratcd valve

R IRII.34 Clxdtvalve

'2165$ .1314, Rcv. 9

1165$ 1314, Rcv. 9

21654-13ll. Rcv.9

2 1654.1324. Rcv. 9

,2165$ -1314, Rcv. 9

216$ $-1314. Rcv. 9

21654.1324, Rcv. 9

2165$ -1324. Rcv. 9

21654.1324. Rcv. 9

2 165$ .1324, Rcv. 9

2165$ .1324. Rcv. 9

2 165$ .1314. Rcv. 9

21654-1 310. Rcv. 10

11654-1310. Rcv. 10

21654-1310, Rcv. 10

21654-1310, Rcv. 10

11654 1310. Rcv. 10

21654-1310, Rcv. 10

21654-IMO. Rcv. 10

21654-I 310, Rcv. 10

2165$ .1324, Rev. 9

2165$ -1314. Rcv. 9

2165$ .1324. Rcv. 9

216$ 4.1314, Rcv. 9

2165$ .1324. Rcv. 9

2165S-1324, Rcv. 9

Ectulpcncnt Rack

RAD 190 S.R

RAB 190 None

RAB 236 S

RAB 236 S.R

RAB 136 Hone

RAB 236 None

RAB 190 S,R

CG 216 None

RAD 236 S

CB 216 S,R

CO 216 None

RAO 236 None

RAB 236 S.R

RAD 190 None

RAG 236 S.R

RAD 190 Nooe

RAB 190 S,R

RAB 190 S.R

RAB 190 S,R

RAB 190 S.R

RAB 236 S.R

RAB 236 S.R

RAD 236 ~ S.R

RAB 236 S.R

RAB 236 S

OFP ON

OP OP

N/A Wh

OP OP

CL CL/OP

24 WA NIA

OFF ON

OP OP

Nfh Hfh

OP OP

CL CL/OP

24 N/A Nfh

OP OP

CL Q/OP

OP OP

CL CUOP

7 CL OP

7 CL OP

7 CL OP

7 CL OP

S N/A WA

8 WA N/A

8 H/A N/A

8 WA N/A

23 Nfh Wh

23 WA H/A

N/A Nfh

Ycs IAlSA:DP.IASA:CC .

Ho

No

No

Yce PIC<7

Ycs 10248:DP-I O.SII; CC

Ho

No

No

Ycs PIC-19

No

No

Ycs 101140: K740GAK739

Ycs 181140; K1408AK'741

Ycs IAZ ISA: K740AAK739

Ycs IAZISA: K140AAKllI
Ycs PIC~
Ycs PICC7

Yes PICQl

Ycs PICKS

Ho
C5l
Pc3

)> 0
gT3 0

CC3

CD ~ g7
Ul CL CD

X
.~ 133 0
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s

Cbc~¹I Vobsesr rssd Ccssrre/Syrtcal$ 7

lister el

orslcse Llec dresses etlpacso sts4ssecse
Iteasaer 7aeas Ctese ItrTee

Rcrssc ass Dress

tee�.

Rcststse
Dsslsest Passer RNtstscst 5eteeet Srstcess

Steaipesset Resect rest cr Ccespsnsets
State te hsesltse

6

7

d

9

10

ll
11

13

14

15

16

17

ld

19

20

21

22

23

14

25

26

17

28

29

30

31

32

33

1.2

Ll
Ll
ID
L'2

ID

L2

L2

I
I
I
I
2

2

2

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

L'2

1,2

L2

L2

I
I
I
I
I

5

R

R

R

5

R

R

R

da

21

ds

da

da ~

da

da

8a

ds

R

7

R

Id

ds

da

da

ds

da

R

21

'7

R

IASA

ICS-178

ICS-Id3

ICS-173

ICS.187

IBSB

ICS-192

ICS 197

ICS 167

ICS.I66

ICS.I4$

IXSH

ICS-291

ICS.292

ICS.294

ICS.171

ICS.169

ICS-168

ICS.170

ICS-135

ICS.234

ICS-231

ICS-228

IFI'I22
ICS.217

ICS-219

ICS.218

ICS-220

ICS-238

1~77
IXSN

ICS492

ICS497

CSIP mctaWsco tssmp IASA

Qsedt valve

Manual valse

Manual valve

Manual valve

CSIPmotaebiecst pump IBSB

ascds valve

Hccttk meta opcratcd valve

Vdumc cooed tsob

Hcctttemota opcratednlve

Hcade meta operated valve

Cbcdc valve

B«ask maa optratcd val ve

B«tslc alta operated vain

Bc«de meter op«at cd nice

Bcctsk mota opsratcd nlvc

Bccttk meta coasted valve

Manual valve

IIo« tranrmltta IIT.122

Hccttk meta operated valve

Heark meta operated valve

Hccttk mota operatcd valve

Bccttk meta opaated valve

Bcctsk meta operated nlvc

Cbcdt valve

Rcgcotradve b¹t cxchanscr

Alroperated valve

Cbcdc valve

216$ $ 130$ . Rcv. 12

2165$ .130S. Rcv. 12

2165$ .130$ . Rcv. 12

216$ $ .130$ . Rcv. 12

116$ $ .130$ . Rcv. 12

216$ $ 1305. Rcv. 12

216S$ .1305. Rcv. 12

216SS-130$ . Rcv. 12

216S$ .130$ . Rcv. 12

216$ $ .1305, Rcv. 12

216$ $ .130$ . Rcv. 12

1165$ .130$ . Rcv. 12

216$ $ .130$ , Rcv. 12

216$ $ .130$ . Rcv. 12

216S$ -130$ , Rcv. 11

216S$ .1305. Rcv. 11

2165$ .1305, Rcv. 12

2165$ -130$, Rcv. 12

216$ $ .130$ . Rcv. 12

2165$ -1305, Rcv. 11

116$ $ .1305, Rcv. Il
216$ $ -130$ . Rcv. Il
216$ $ .130$ . Rcv. 11

2165$ 1305. Rcv. 12

216$ $ .130S. Rcv. 12

216SS-130$ . Rcv. 12

216$ $ .1305. Rcv. 12

216$ $ .130$ . Rcv. I'I

216SS.1 303. Rcv. 9

'2 16$ $ -1303. Rcv. 9

216SS I30L Rcv. 9

216SS-1303. Rcv. 9

116$ $ .1303. Rcv. 9

236 S.R

236 Hooe

136 Ncoe

236 Ncee

236 Ncoe

236 S.R

236 None

236 Stcoe

261 None

261 S.R

261 S.R

236 S

236 S.R

236 S,R

236 Neoc

236 S,R

236 S,R

236 S,R

236 S.R

136 S.R

236 Ncoe

261 S.R

236 None

236 S.R

236 S.R

236 S.R

236 S.R

236 S.R

236 S.R

136 Noae

236 S

136 S.R

'2S7 Ncoe

OFF

CL

OP

OP

OP

OFF

CL

OP

CL

OP

OP

N/A

CL

CL

CL

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

ON

CUOP

OP

QP

OP

ON

CUOP

OP

CUOP

OP

OP

N/A

OP

OP

CUOP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

Cl/OP

Yca

No

No

No

Ycs

No

Ho

No

No

No

No

Y¹
Ycs

Ho

No

Ho

No

No

Ho

Ho

No

No

No

Ho

No

No

No

No

Ho

IASA:Dl'IASAAIIU- ~

IBSA:DP.IBSBWIU-

IASSSA:K602A

IB35SB:K602B

Ul

P 0ga 0

03 CL (
X

y 03 0
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Sycccw Uoe
trowaor

ttcrcrcocc tscoccha.
Cctct4ccc

ttcrwacs
Lococtcu

ibeccr ttcctcsccct Sceeccst Sycrcocs
ttcctclcro or Cowpoocucc

lo Fuocclcu

34 I
35 2

36 1.2

37 L2

38 L2

39 1.2

40 Ll
41 L2

41 L2

43 L2

L'2

45 I.l
46 1.2

47 12

48 L2

49 Ll
50 L2

51 L2

52 1.2

53 L'2

$4 1.2

5$ 1.2

56 I
$7 2

58 L2

59 L2

60 ~ 1.2

61 I

61 '2

63 I

cc c

21

18

da

da

11

da

da

R

R

R

R

R

Id

Id

18

18

18

da

da

18

Id

ld

18

18

ld

18

ICS$00

IXSN

IPT.943

ISI~ I

L51-2

IXSAB

ISIS

ISIS

L51$

1514

L51-7

L514

L51 9

151.10

ISI41

ISI42

ISI43

IPT-940

ILT-990

ILT-991

ILT.992

ILT.993

RI1-25

R1143

LT.115

LT-112

AI.R7

PICCAB.I

PICCAB4

PICCABS

PICCAB4

Cbcck valve

Rducling wsta storage tank

flowtrsnsndtta IPT.943

Bccrdc mora operated valve

Bcctdc tnetor otcratcd valvc

Bacon Iakalon teak

Hectdc tnota opcratcd valve

Hcctdetnotcx operated valve

Manual vdvs

Manual vdce

Manual vsl vs

Cbcck valve

Cbeck valve

Cbeck valve

Cbcck vslvc

Cbcck valve

Occck vdve

flowtrsnnnina IPT-940

Level tcsnscdncr ILT460

Lcvd tranndaer ILT49I

Leod nanndner ILT492

Lcvd nansnsna ILT.993

Hcctde tnota opcratcd valve

Hcctdc acta operated val ve

Lcvd transrdna LT.115

levd trsnscdner LTIll
Csttucncct rack fa safe sbutdown lnsauaat

Ptaccdon esblsct I

Prot cctkn cat@a ll
Protccnon aNsa tll
Protccden cablnct IV

1 l65$ .1303. Rcv. 9

216$ $4$50. Rcv. 12

2 165 $ -1308. Rcv. 8

116$ $ .130IL Rcv. 8

2 165 $ 13OL Rcv. 8

2 165 $ -1308. Rcv. d

2 16$ $ .13OL Rcv. d

2165$ .130L Rcv. 8

216$ $ .13OL Rcv. 8

2 165 $ -13@L Rcv. 8

116$ $ .13OL Rcv. d

1165$ .13OL Rcv. d

216$ $ .1308. Rcv. 8

'2165$ I30ILRcv. 8

2165'S.I30IL R~.d

2165$ 1308. Rcv. 8

'1 16$ $ .1308. Rcv. d

'2 165$ .130L Rcv. 8

116$ $45$ 0. Rcv. 12

216$ $4$$0. Rcv. 12

216$ $4550, Rcv. 12

2165$ 45$ tL Rcv. 12

1165$ .1324, Rcv. 9

2 165$ .1324. Rcv. 9

216$ $ .130$ , Rcv. 12

216$ $ .130$ . Rcv. 12

Ectdprnent Radc

1364 46574501

I3Q4657550I

13Q46$ 76501

13Q 46577501

CB

CB

CD

TANK

TANK

TANK

TANK

RAB

RAB

RAD

RAB

RAB

RAB

RAD

258

261

236

216

216

216

216

116

216

216

216

216

116

216

136

236

236

236

261

261

261

261

236

236

236

236

236

305

305

305

305

Nooc

Nunc 24

S.R

Nunc

Nunc

None

None

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

5

S.R

S.R

S.R

S,R

CL

NIA

N/A

CL

CL

OP

CL

CL

CL

OP

OP

CL

OP

OP

OP

CL

CL

NIA

Nfh

Nfh

N/A

NIA

CL

CL

N/A

Nfh

N/h

Nfh

Nfh

N/A

. N/A

CL/OP

N/A

NfA

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

CLOP

OP

OP

CLOP

OP

OP

OP

CI/OP

CL/OP

N/A

NIA

N/A

N/A

N/A

OP

OP

N/A

N/A

N/A

NIA

N/A

N/A

NIA

No

No

Ya DC. IASA

Ycs IA31$h:K60lb

Ya 10 31$ D;K6010

No

Ycs IA3 ISA:K603A

Ycs 1031$ 0:K6030

No

No

No

No

No

Ya DC.I0SD

Ycs PICCI

Ya PICC2

Ya PICC3

Ya PICC4

Ya IA3$$A

Ya '035$ B

Yes PICC$

Ycs PICC8

No

Ya IDP.IASI

Ycs IDP.IBSII

Ycs IDP.IASIII

Yci IDP. IBSIV

4$l
Ic3

p Q
O ~ Q

tD ~ g7I g. ID

X
OOmQ
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Reactor Coo)aot Syrtrao

sr~sr
gyorow Uor

)rowtor
ttrfurore Drooha. trotltars

Locanon
Drotrod puorr ~ toqotro4 Soppoot storrwo

evtlparrn Qcqc4rod or Coe pours u
stole to puoc non

6

7

8

9

10

11

11

)3

14

15

16

17

Id

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

2d

31

32

33

3

I

2

3

I

I

I
1

3

I
2

I
1

3

db

R

R

R

N
ld
ld

ld

ld
ld

Id

ld
18

ld

18

N
)d

18

ld

Id

18

ld

)8

21

21

21

db

IRC 113

IRC 114

IRC 11$

IRC.I)6

IRC 117

IRC ) ld

IRC-123

IRC 115

)RC 117

IPT444

IPT445

IPTA$5

IFW56

IPT457

IPT~
)PT403

ITPAIO

ITPA20

ITFA30

)PE)4
IPT47$

IPTA)6

IPT484

IPT485

IPTA86

IPT494

IPT49$

IPT496

IA$A

IB.NNS

IC$8

)RC-114:002

IRC 1)4:003

Bcctrk meter opcratcd valve

Sdcodd opcratcd valve

Bcctrk mrna operrtcdva)ve

Sclcncld opcrarcd valve

Bcctrk macr operated valve

Sckncld operated valve

Safctr tdkfvalve

Safctv tdlclvalve

Stfctv rdlcfvalve

hcsturc tranrndncr Pf~
hcaswc tranamtnct PTAS

heawe tranarnlna PTAS

hcaswc tranrtjdner PT456

hcsswe nsnaudnct PT457

hcawc nmcmlncr Ff~
hcawc uantndnet PTM3

Cbldkve) cmpcratwc dcmctg IPA)0

GeM level tcmpcrNwc dcmccs 1&420

Cctdkvd tcmpcramtc e)cmetn TEA)0

Sram generous tscsuue transmlna PT474

Scam grncratx ptesnnc nansmlna PTA)$

Stcam generator pfaune ttsnamlncf PT476

dram gcncrsror pressure ttanandnrr Pf~
Sram generator trcsuuc tranandnet Pf~
Stcam gmaatcc pramtc ttsnandncr PTM
Steam gmctatcr tscsnuc trsnrrnlncr PTA94

Scam gcncratw tscsnue nanrmlnct FT49$

Scam gcnaaax pr canoe nsncrrsncr PT496

Idnogcn/hlr accurn. tank Ih$Afa PORV

Idtrogcn/Atr serum. tan)t )84)NS fcr PORV

Iduoga/h)r sccaun. tant )C$8 fa PORV

So)cnad valve for PORV

Sckndd valve Cot PORV

2)6$ $ -1901. Rev. 6

216$ $ .1901. Rcv. 6

216S$ 1901. Rcv. 6

2 16$ $ 130). Rcv. 6

2 16S$ 190 ). Rev. 6

216$ $ .1901. Rcv. d

1165 $ .130 L Rcv. 6

116SS.)30). Rcv. 6

216$ $ 1301. Rcv. 6

2165$ -)30), Rcv. 6

2 16$ $ .130 ). Rcv. 6

116$ $ )30). Rcv. 6

2)6$$ .)90). Rcv. 6

2 16$ $ .)301, Rcv. 6

216$ $ -1344, Rcv. 4

2 )6$$-)344. Rev. 4

216$ $ .190tL Rcv. 17

21d$ $ .)300. Rcv. 17

216$ $-1300. Rcv. 17

116$ $4$42. Rcv. 19

216$ $4$4 LRcv. 19

216$ $ 4S42. Rcv. 19

1 )6$$ 4542. Rcv. 19

116S$ 4542. Rcv. 19

216S$ 4$42. Rcv. 19

2165$ 4$42. Rev. 19

216$ $ 4S42, Rev. 19

216$ $4$42. Rev. 19

216$ $ -1909. Rcv. 15

216S$ -1309. Rcv. IS

216$ $ .1909. Rcv. IS

116S $ .1909. Rev. 15

216$ $ )909. Rcv. 1$

CB

CB

CB

CB

CB

CB

286

286

286

307

307

307

136

236

236

236

2$5

2$ 5

2$$

261

261

261

261

261

26)

261

261

261

286

286

286

31$

315

S.R

S.R

S,R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S

S

S

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S

S

S

S.R

S.R

9

10

10

10

OP

CL

OP

CL

OP

CL

CL

CL

CL

NIA

Nfh

Hfh

Nfh

N/A

Hfh

N/A

N/A

Hfh

NfA

HfA

N/A

Hfh

NfA

H/A

N/A

Nlh

Hfh

HfA

H/h

N/A

N/A

CL

CL

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

CUOP

CUOP

CUOP

NIA

N/A

N/A

H/A

H/A

NIA

H/A

H/A

N/A

Hfh

N/A

N/A

N/A

Hfh

H/h

N/A

HIA

N/A

H/A

Nfh

N/A

N/A

CUOP

CUOP

Ycs

Ycs

Ycs

Ycs

Ya

Ya
No

No

Ycs

Ya
Ycs

Ya

Ya
Ya
Ycs

Ya
Ya
Ycs

Ya
Ya
Ycs

Ya

Ya

Ya
Ycs

Ya
Ya

Ya

Ycs

)A 24

DP.IA$A

18.24

DP IA I

1824

DP-18 $8

DP IA$1

DP-)AS)

DP.IA$ 1

DP.18 $2

DP.I A$3

DP.) A$1

DP-)A$1

DP-18 $2

DP.18 $2

DP.18 $2

DP-18 $2

DP-lh$ 3

DP-IA$3

DP-)8$ 2

DP IA$3

DP. IA$3

DP-18 $ 2

DP.)A$3

DP.IA$3

Trantfa panel
18'rans/a

pand I8

4$)
Iv3

Q C)0
tt2 tD
ID P)
tD

0) I, tD

X
PU)O
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Syeceee Uas Sreceee Otpdoseees
Heather Tress Crees IQfoa

tteteecnee Deavaea. Itelataea floor Eeecoectoa Iteceo Nocueel Decreed pveecr tteeteteed Support Slectues
eetetcee Location evctettoee 2)pc Ketdteeetea Ottoaeea ttcretcod or Ccmpeeeeete

State Stets 4 heeecnos

34 2

35 2

36 3

37 3

38 I
39 I

40 I
41 I
41

43

44

45

47

48

<e 1

ld
18

18

18

ld

R

AI-R45B

CI.R6

CI.RS

Cl-Rl2

CWI9

IRC.ldl

Sccrumcra rack fa safe shutdown lasaumcat

Cootdaacot asttrumcnt rack for safe shut. Ia

Cootalaacnt hstrumcat rack for safe shut. Ia

Ccntslruncat hstarumcat rack for safe shut. Ia

Coatalancat hsttrumcat rack fa safe shun la

hlaausl vdvs

R IRC.ISI Manual vive

R IRC 180 hbaualvdve

Sb ISIRI3 Sclcaddvalvefa PORV

Sb ISI414 Sdcadd valve fa PORV

Sb IRC I IS:002 Solcadd valve fcu PORV

Sb IRC 118:003 Sdcadd valve foc PORV

Id AI.R22 Ianrument rack fa safe shutdowa Iasaumcot

ld AI.R23 Saaumcnt tack fa safe shutdown Iasaumcat

ld AI.R24 Iaxrumcrnrsok fot safe shutdown htsaummt

Id AI.RISA Strumcrn rack fa safe shutdown lasaummt

2165$ .1309, Rcv. 15

2165$ -1309. Rcv. 15

2165 $ .1309. Rcv. IS

216$ $ .1309, Rcv. 1$

Ecsdpmcot Rack

Ecsdpmcat 14ck

Ecrel pcncrn Radr.

Eoultmetn Rack

Ectsi pmcot Rsdc

Egd pcncc» Rack

Ettoltcncet Rack

Eodpmera 14ck

Equlpmcrn Rack

2165$ .1309. Rcv. 1$

216$ $ 1309. Rcv. 1$

2165$ 1309. Rcv. 1$

CO 31$ S.R

CO 315 S.R

CB 31$ S.R

CB 315 S.R

RAB 261 S

RAB 261 S

RAB 261 S

RAB 261 S

RAO 261 S

CO 236 S

CO 136 S

CB 236 S

CB 236 S

CB 1S6 Ncoe

CB 286 None

CB 286 None

CL CUDP

CL CUOP

CL CUOP

CL CUOP

N/A N/A

NIA N/A

NIA NIA

N/A N/A

N/A NIA

NIA N/A

N/A N/A

NIA N/A

N/A N/h

OP OP

OP OP

OP OP

Ycs Ttanfcr peed lh
Yce Trsasfa panel lh
Yee Trantfa paoel IA

Yea Trsasfa paocl lh
No

No

No

No

No

III

Q O
TIT3 0

tf3 tD
ID

tD

UI CL tD

X
ISI g3 0
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&rrrgrrrcyBrvuocrr Spare
)/~sr

I M~s St dW~ n ~ ~ 9 ~~~)/~
Lacattrrr rrrttrrr 73pc Vtultsarru Ntutrcrt er Cour)errrrrra

)talc State ts Pusrlterr

I
'2 I
3 I
4 I
5 I
6 I

7 I
8 I
9 I
10 I
ll I
12 I
13 I
H I
15 I
16 I
17 I

Id 2

21 IX$N

R ICS.513

R ICS.530

5 lh$A

R ICS.536

R ICS 535

R ICS-540

5 18$ 8

R ICS.546

R ICS.549

Bette sdd test

Mauual Wre

Mauual valve

Boric add ttauda pump IA$A

Cherk valau

Msuual Was

Mauual valve

Bede add tres)la pump 18$ 8

Cbees valre

Masual Wvc

da ICS-27d

R ICS.279

Id IFT-110

20 LT-106

20 LT.161

Bow trautrdnrr

Boric sdd taut Icvd utosrdna

- Bcclc add tar0tlcvd trsutrdttts

ICS-$59 Pscumadcvalve

7 ICS$63 Pueurusdc valve

IX$N Boric add Biter

2165$ .1307. Rcv. 5

2165$ 1307, Rcv. 5

2165$ -1307. Rcv. S

2165$ -1307. Rcv. S

2165$ -1307. Rcv. 5

2165$ -1307. Rcv. 5

2165$ -1307. Rcv. S

2165$ 1307. Rcv. 5

2165$ -1307. Rcv. 5

2165$ .1307. Rcv. 5

2165$ -1307. Rev. 5

2165$ .1307, Rcv. 5

2165$ -1307, Rcv. 5

2165$ .1305. Rcv. 12

2165$ -1305. Rev. 12

2165$ .1305. Rcv. 12

2165$ -1307, Rcv. 5

2165$ .1307. Rcv. 5

RAB 261

RAB 261

RAB 236

RAB 236

RAB 236

RAB 236

RAB 236

RAB 236

RAB 236

RAB 236

RAB 261

RAB 261

RAB 261

RAB 236

RAB '236

RAB 236

RAB 261

RAB 261

Nooc

Nooe

S.R

Naos

Ncoc

S.R

S.R

S

S,R

S.R

S.R

S.R

N/A NfA

OP OP

OP OP

OFP ON

CL . CL/OP

OP OP

OP OP

OFF ON

CL CUOP

OP OP

OP OP

OP OP

Nfh N/A

CL OP

CL a/OP
N/A N/A

Nfh N/A

Nfh N/A

No

Ycs IA35$A

No

Ycs I835$ 8

No

No

No

Ycs 1835$ 8

No

Ycs PICC6

Ycs IOP-IA$1

Ycs IOP.I8$ 8

)goae /trurra7

Ul

Ua 0
tCI (0
DI

CDI H-4D

157 I 0
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3/«sin Serene Syscren

ass«r re

dyes«en Une Syeeesn Sydpseena
)besser tinea ance ID/toe

le«lorene Dennba,
Ib«aebn

d«rsaaea pbor doelnoebn Ibs«o Ic«n«nel De«leva pss«etr ~ Iee«pres«a Sopp«or eyn«see
Los«ebs 1)esesbn 2)po or Con pon«neo

asser SSoec ao Fseneebn

I I
1 2

3 3

6 I
.5 2

6 3

1 1

d 2

9
3'0

I
ll
n s

da IMS-5d

da IMS40

da IMS42

R IMS-$9

R IMS41

IMS43

IA$H

IB$H

IC$H

2MS.P18SA.I

2MS4'I9SB-I

2 MS-PlDSA-I

Bcccslols)dssugevdve

Bcccdolsydeaudevdve

CcaelolsrCaaudc valve

Manual valve

Manual vdvs

Manual valve

Sscsm Gcecrssa

Scam Gcecsstcr

Sscam Gcecrdcr

Rdld valve eH pump A

Rdld valve ed creme B

Rdld valse eH |Nmp C

216S $4512. Rcv. 19

2 IQ$ 45a2. Rcv. 19

21Q$ 45al. Rcv. 19

21Q$ 4SI2. Rcv. 19

2IQ$4542, Rcv. 19

21Q$ 4562. Rcv. 19

216$ $4542. Rcv. 19

2IQ$45a2, Rcv. 19

1 IQ$4542. Rcv. 19

2166-BWI/eb 1252. Rc

1166.BWI/eh 1253. Re

2166-BQDI/ds I)57. Rc

MST 261 S.R

MST 261 S.R

MST 261 S.R

MST 261 None

MST 261 Neoe

MST 261 Neon

CB 236 S

CB 236 S

CB 236 S

MST 261 S,R

MST 261 S.R

MST 261 S,R

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP OP

N/A ., N/A

N/A N/A

H/A N/A

OFF ON

OFP ON

OFP ON

CL ClJOP

CL CI/OP

CL C2/OP

Ycs PP.IA312SA

Ycs PP.IB312SB

Ycs H)P.IA$ Hl

No

No

No

Yca IA31$A

Yca IB3 IS 8

Yca IA31$A

Ul

h)

P O0
ICI cD

0)

CD ~ 37I g. CD

X
M 121 O
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Ccacqccswccl Ceettsg WsrrrSyrrrac

sr Ace as

ttcrccvcccc pcccccacs.
tcctctcn

ptc«dcctcccctaca rtcccc rtccucct Dcctccd Fscccr trqaclccd acqqccct 5rcccscc
ccccctcn qlpc Ctlpacccd Eqcdpucc« ltcqcercd «Ceca pccccccls

SWAN stats totuncaas

9

10

11

11

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

10

21

22

23

14

25

26

27

28

31

32

33

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

R

Id

R

5

R

R

R

21

ld

R

R

21

R

R

21

R

da

Id

ld

R

21

R

R

'2l

18

IASA

ICC 33

ICC 36

ICC88

IASA

ICC 9$

IPWi52

ICC-27

IBSB

ICCSO

ICCS3

ICC-102

IBSB

ICC 109

IPW$3

ICCd4

ICC-152

IBSB

ICC IS5

ICC 156

IBSB

ICC 166

ICC.167

I7ISS$ 80

IIVS89

ICC D2

IASA

ICC D5

ICC 136

IASA

ICC-146

ICC 147

17ISSSdh

~ cect taa watts purap IASA

(2ccch vatce

Manual valve

Mtaust vsl vc

Cempeaat ceellna water bat csrhsnncr

Manual valse

Itow traarcntncr FTS52

Manual valve

Cccapeacnt ceedaawatrr pump IBSB

Check valve

Manual vctre

Manual val vc

Cocapamt coodaa water hat eschsnscr

Manual valve

ttow traarmlacr FT453

Manual valve

Manual vat vs

RIIR pump IBSBeocta

Manual valve

RHR hest eschsagcr IBSB

Manual val vc

RIIR beat eschaam IBSB temp. acct tdr

RIIR beat cschaa/ar IBSB Bew rrsasadrttr

Manual vstvc

RIIR panel IASAcarter

MaauN vcbe

Maaual vrtce

RHR beat enchanter IASA

Hccrrte motte epcrstcd valve

RIIRheat exchanger IASArcmp. sccttch

1IQ$ -1319, Rcv. 13

2 165 $ 1319. Rcv. 13

1165$ -1319, Rcv. 13

216$ $ .1319, Rcv. 13

216$ $ .1319, Rev. 13

216$ $ .1319, Rcv. 13

21Q$ 1319, Rcv. 13

2165 $ .1319. Rcv. D
21QS-)319, Rcv. 13

216$ $ .1319. Rcv. 13

2IQS.1319, Rcv. D
2 IQ$-1319, Rcv. 13

216$ $ .1319,Rev. D
2165$ »1319. Rcv. 13

1165$ .1319. Rcv. D
2 IQS 1319, Rcv. 13

2165 $ .1320. Rev. 3

2 I6$$ .13K. Rcv. 3

2165$ »1310, Rcv. 3

216S$ -1320, Rcv. 3

2165$ .1320, Rcv. 3

2 165$ .1320, Rcv. 3

216$ $ .1320, Rcv. 3

2 I6$$-1320, Rev. 3

1165$ *1320. Rcv. 3

2165$ .1320, Rcv. 3

2 16$ $ 1320, Rcv. 3

116$ $-1320, Rcv.3

216S$ .1320, Rcv. 3

216$ $ .132tL Rcv. 3

216S $ 1320. Rcv. 3

2 16$ $ .1320, Rcv, 3

216$ $ .1320, Rcv. 3

236 S.R

236 Hone

236 Hone

236 Noae

236 S

236 Heoe

136 Haec

236 S.R

236 None

236 None

236 Hone

136 Heae

136 S

236 None

236 Hone

236 Hone

I90 Noae

136 S

190 Noae

136 Heoc

236 S

236 Hone

236 S.R

236 None

236 Neoc

190 Neon

236 S

190 Noae

236 Neoe

136 S

236 Neon

236 S.R

236 Ncoe

OP

24 NIA

OFP

OP

OP

OP

OP

NfA

24

OP

NIA

OP

OP

N/A

OP

OP

N/h

OP

24 N/A

24 N/A

OP

Nfh

OP

OP

OP

24 Nfh

Il ON

OP

OP

OP

ON

CI/OP

OP

OP

OP

H/A

ON

CI/OP

OP

OP

OP

Nfh

OP

N/A

OP

OP

N/A

OP

OP

N/h

OP

OP

H/A

N/A

OP

N/h

OP

OP

OP

OP

Ycs

No

No

No

Ycs

Ycs

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

- No

No

Ycs

Ya
Ycs

No

No

No

No

Ya
Ya

IASA:DP-IASA:2$ /.

PIC~
10 $0: DP-10 $0: 2$ /

1035$ 0

PP.18111

PICKS

IASSSA

PP.ID121

ISI

Pc3

P O
O

tt)
m

CO

137 g I
)4

.OOIO
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Statues Ltne 9 tease
Iteeker 2tets Oeee

Eutposnt
ID/fec

tte/sencc Drnnhc, SeMhg Boor Deeteetton steam tteeeaet Deetces tanner Raqulevt Suptunt Stetaeae
'eutetesLecetbn Deuatlos 'I)pe Kqutpeecnt Sutpeunl ttequlrnt er Ceuuponesle

state State lo penctten

35

37

I ld I IV48S

I 21 IXShB

I R ICC-13

I R ICC-12

I Id AI.R30

RIIR beat cxdnangtc IA@AQostrssroat ttcr 2I6$$ .1320. Rcv. 3

Gxsteocstcoolisjwatctsstsctantt 216$ $ -1319.Rcv. 13

Mensal valve 216$ $ .1319. Rcv. 13

Mensal valve 216$ $ .1319. Rcv. 13

Ssttvtocst tack f<x talc thsubws haaumcst Equlpmcst Rsdc

RAB 236 Ncec 26 N/A N/A Ycs PICC7

RAB 30$ S N/h N/A No

RAB 30$ None OP OP No

RAB 30$ Ncoc OP OP No

RAB 236 S N/A N/A No

Ql

P 0

ICtm
X

CO I21 0
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Srnicr 7ffntrrSystrnr

stirrer

ntrtrrn Uns
Itnwtnr

ttrtrroorr proshka.
trrtrton

BotMarg
Lorsston

Ontrort lrinrrr
'ttsanrcnttantnlrod

Serio lo Flenrtton

ttrqolrrrtSopporl St err orr
or Coos tionrnls

7

8

10

11

11

13

I~

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

21

13

14

25

26

27

18

31

32

33

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
1

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1

I
I
1

~ BAY

R ISW-I

R ISW-3

6 IASA

IA

R ISW-9

IASA

R ISW.25

2A

R ISW$3

8a ISW$9

R ISW-2

R ISWR

6 18$ 8

18

R ISW-10

IBSB

R ISA&
~ 28

R ISW$4

8a ISWM

8a ISW-270

8a ISW471

8a ISW-17$

8a ISW476

8a ISW-274

R ISWSO

R ISW-140

ISW-141

ISW-148

ISW-149

ISW.141

ISW.143

Erncrncncy s«vlc» water Itnstc seuaurc

Manual vd vc

Manual vdve

ESW v«deal suctko pump IASA

Espandoo ldnt IA

Cbcct valve

ESW Seats« IASA
Manual vsl vc

ESW v«deal sucdoo pump I8$8

Eapanslen ktnt 18

Cbcrt valve

ESW Soda« laSa
Manual vdve

Expansion tint 28

Manual vdru

Bccttk mota op«at cd valve

Bc»ark meta op«atcd valve

Bc»ok meta opcratcd valvc

Bread»ma« opcratcd vslvc

Bccttk meta op«ared valve

Bectde meta opaated valve

Cbcct valve

Manml valve

Manual vd vc

Manual vdve

Manual valve

Cbcct valve

Cbcds vdve

216$ $4$47, Rcv. 22

2165$ 4547. Rcv. 22

216$ $ 4547, Rcv. 22

216$ $4$47. Rcv. 12

116$ $ 4547, Rcv. 22

11&$$4$47. Rcv. 22

2165 $ 4547. Rcv. 22

2165 S 454 7. Rcv. 22

2165 $4547, Rcv. 22

216$ $ 4547, Rcv. 22

216$ $4$47. Rev.22

216$ $4$47, Rcv. 22

116$ $ 4547, Rcv. 22

2165$ 4547, Rcv. 22

216$ $4547, Rcv. 22

216$ $4$47. Rcv. 22

2165 $ 4547. Rev. 22

216$ $4$ 47. Rcv. 21

116$ $4547. Rcv. 22

216$ $4$47. Rcv. 22

116$ $4547. Rcv. 22

216$ $ 4547. Rcv. 22

1165$ 4$47. Rcv. 22

116$ $4547. Rcv. 22

1165$ 4$ 47. Rcv.22

2 I&$$ 4547, Rcv. 21

21&$$ 4547, Rcv. 22

216$ $4$47. Rcv. 21

2165$ 4547. Rcv. 22

116$ $4$47. Rcv. 22

216$ $4$47. Rcv. 22

2165$ 4$47. Rcv. 22

216$ $4$ 47. Rcv. 21

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

RAD

TANK

YARD

SW

SW

SW

YARD

SW

SW

TANK

TANK

RAS

RAB

RAD

RAB

TANK

RAB

RAB

RAD

RAB

262 5

135 None

242 Nooc

262 S.R

262 S

249

262

242

262

236

Noae

5 17

Neo»

18

19

19

19

19

236

236

S.R 19

Hone

Hone

236 Hone

236 None

236 Hoon

236 Hoon

136 Hcon

136 S,R 18

2$0 Hone

242 Noon

262 S,R

261 5

250 . Hoon

262 5 17

241 Ntoc

262 5

236 Hone

236 S.R

236 S,R

136 S,R

236 S.R

136 S.R

N/A

OP

OP

OFF

Nfh

NIA

N/A

OP

N/A

OP

OP

OP

OP

OFF

H/A

Hfh

N/A

OP

HIA

OP

OP

CL

CL

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

.OP

OP

OP

CL

CL

N/A

OP

OP

OH

H/h

N/A

H/A

OP

NIA

OP

CL

OP

OP

ON

N/A

H/A

Hfh

OP

H/A

OP

CL

OP

OP

CL

CL

OP

OP

OP

OP

CUOP

CUOP

No

No

No

Ya
No

No

No

Ycs

Yca

Yca

Yca

No

No

Nor
No

IASA:DP-lh: 245A

IA35$A; K609A

IASA:DP.IA:24/50

103$ .50: K6090

IA3SSA: K608A

103SSD;K6080

IA35$A:K608A

103$ $8; K6080

IA35$A: K608A

CJI

hD

Q ODg 0
CD

CC2 CD
CD ~ 33
133 g. CD

(~ X
. omo
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dycrcce Lhe crace«8qerpeccul 8qerpeccai
Ice«bee 'Asia Crace IWfed

Ircrcccccce Dree he.
Ccrrcrccc

Belltrhe truer Recteerrecc Necce Irececel Decreed Pucccr
Lac ccbu Dceeoccs qjpe eqpceces Iccpdced

Scarc Scare le teuclhcc

l4qerccd Sereeut Sr cic ece,
a Cecepeecsre

34

3S

36

37

38

39

41

43

44

45

46

47

48

49 I

50 2

$ 1 2

52 I
53 I

54 I
55 I
56 2

57 2

58 2

59 2

21 IA$A Chariag pump cB cod cr

R ISW-164 Maausl vd»
R ISW. 1 62 Msausl val»

R ISW.170 Msausl vd»

R ISW-172 Msausl vd»

R 15W-165 Check val»

R 15W-163 Chcct valve

21

R

R

R

IB$B

ISW$7

ISW.1055

ISW-73

ISW 135

Charslagyurreren coda

Msaual valve

Bccrdc moror cocrarcdvslve

Maausl val»

Maausl val»

R 15W.70

R ISW-256

R ~ ISW.266

R ISW-175

R ISW-7$4

R ISW-770

R ISW-207

R ISW.176

R ISW-773

R ISW-789

R ISW-208

Maausl val»

Msausl valve

Maausl vd»
Maausl valve

Maausl vsl»

Maausl vdve

Maarol vsl»

Maaual valve

Maaual vd»
Manual vd»
Maausl vsl»

Sa 15W-1208 BI«ademurcroprrarcd valve

R ISW-136 Manual val»

R ISW$8 Manual vdvc

216$ $ 4S47. Rcv. 22

1 I6$$4$ 47. Rcv. 22

216$ $ 4547, Rcv. 22

2165$ 4$ 47. Rcv. 22

21Q$ 4$47. Rcv. 11

2165$ 4$47. Rcv. 22

,2 IQ$4547. Rev. 22

116$ $4$47. Rcv. 12

2 I6S$ 4S47. Rcv. 22

116$ $-998502. Rcv. 12

2165$ 4547. Rcv. 22

216$ $ 4547. Rcv. 22

21684IA99502. Rcv. 19

2165 $ 4547. Rcv. 12

216$ $4S47. Rcv.'ll

2IQ$4S47. Rcv. 12

2165$ 4547. Rcv. 'll
1 IQ$4$47. Rcv. 21

2165 $4547. Rcv. 11

2 IQ$433S02. Rcv. 8

2 16S $433502. Rcv. 8

2!6$$4$ 47, Rcv. 22

216$ $ 4547. Rcv. 22

2165$ 433502. Rcv. 8

216$ $433502. Rcv. 8

1165 $4547. Rcv. 22

RAB 236

RAB 236

RAB 236

TANK 236 Noae

RAB 236 Noae

None

Nooe

RAB 261 Hone

RAB 261 S.R

RAB 261 Noae

RAB 236 llooe

RAB 261 S.R

RAB 236 Hone

RAB 236 Noae

RAB 236 Nice

RAB 236 Noae

RAB 236 Ncoc

RAB 236 Noae

DO 261 None

DO 161 Nooe

RAB 236 Nooe

RAB 236 Hooe

DO 261 Nunc

DO 261 ~ None

TANK 236 None

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

21 OP

OP

OP

21 OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

.OP

CUOP

CUOP

NrA

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Ho

Ho

No

NIA No

OP Ho

OP No

OP No

OP No

Ul
hJ .

Q C3U~ Q
Da

CD
IDI g. 40

Oc0 X
~UIO
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I o

ay otooo Uos
!4eaAcr

dyotoou
7roiu

Gplpaek dquteeera
Coos IXoa

Estroasl CLlhd ItrstrrSytfrao

yr~M
Itrlooooro Droutoa.

Btoototou
pooorr. Itoopcoootttoteoutsyotowo

ttoototooot or Cooopououto
lo Iaouc Itou

9

10

ll
12

13

14

15

16

17

ld

I9

20

21

23

24

2$

26

27

2d

31

32

33

11

R

R

R

R

db

10

R

R

R

R

db

10

R

R

ll
R

R

5

R

R

18

18

10

10

18

Id

Id

18

IASA

ICH.35

IQI-23

IASAd'4

IQI-12

IQ1.2$ 2

IQI-254

IQI-25I

IASA.9

IQ1.255

IQI-256

IQI-253

IQI413

IQ1416

18$ 8-9

ICI1424

IQI420

18$ 8

IQI-79

IQ147

I OSSA'4

IQI$6

IQI412

IP5.9429hl

IFS 942981

18 $8.1$

IQI-'103

IASA-16

IQI.343

FT 9429A

Ff 94298

PIC@CAB.9

PIC4AO-IO

Wucr dulia unit IWC 2)

Manual valve

Manual valse

Qdda wucr pump P4 IASA

Maaual valve

Maaual vdoa

Manual valve

Ah opctucd valve

Althsadloautdt 9 IASA
Manual vale

hlropcrucd valve

Ht hsndionuall 9 IOSB

Wucr rhdlct uslt IWC-2l

Maoasl valve

Mensal vdoc

Chilkrwater rxuup P4 18 $8

Manual valve

Mcanal valse

Chdkr Oow swhch FS.9429AI

Ch0lcr Qow swhch FS.942981

Hihaadtnnuait 1$ 18$ 8

Airopcracd valvc

Ahhandianuait 16 IASA

Ah operated valve

Qdda low Oow ttaotruittcr FI'9429A

Chilla low Oow transmitter Fl'-94298

Panel for safcehutdotott hasttutucotadoa

Pand fcc safcehutdoooa nntutumcotadost

216$ $ .998502, Rcv. 12

216$ $ .998502. Rcv. 11

216$ $-998502, Rcv. 11

216$ $ .998S0?. Rcv. 12

216$ $ 998502. Rcv. 11

216$ $ .998503. Rcv. 7

216$ $-998503. Rcv. 7

116$ $-998S03. Rcv. 7

214$$ .998503, Rcv. 7

216$ $-998S03. Rcv. 7

216$ $ .998503. Rcv. 7

216$ $ 998503, Rcv. 7

216$ $ 999503. Rcv. 6

2165$ -999503. Rcv. 6

214$ $ .999503, Rcv. 6

2165 $-999503. Rcv. 6

216$ $ .999503. Rcv. 6

2 I68%499502. Rcv. 19

2168O499502. Rcv. 19

21684499502. Rcv. 19

2 I6841499S02. Rcv. 19

1168%499502. Rcv. 19

216$ $-999503. Rcv. 6

216$ $ 9985'cv. 12

2 168<499502. Rcv. 19

2165$ .999503. Rcv. 6

216$ $-999503. Rcv. 6

2165 $-998503. Rcv. 7

2165 $ 998S03. Rcv. 7

216$ .5-9985m. Rcv. 12

2168%499502. Rcv. 19

1364 47236SOI

I3644724150I

261

261

261

261

261

236

236

136

236

236

236

236

236

236

136

236

136

RAB 161

RAB 261

RAO 261

261

261

236

305

305

305

30$

305

305

305

305

30$

5 II
Noae

Noae

S.R 11

Hooe

Hooe

None

5 12

5 11

None

Hone

Noae

Noae

S 12

5

None

Hcac

5

Hone

Noae

S.R

Hose

Hone

S.R

S.R

5

S.R 11

5 11

S.R 12

S.R

S,R

5

5

OH

OP

OP

OH

OP

OP

OP

OP

OH

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OFF

OP

OP

OFF

OP

OP

OFP

OP

OP

Nfh

H/A

OFF

OP

OH

OP

H/h

NfA

H/A

H/A

ON

OP

OP

ON

OP

OP

OP

OP

OH

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

ON

OP

OP

ON

OP

ON

OP

OP

N/A

N/A

OH

OP

OH

OP

Nfh

Hfh

N/A

Nfh

Ycs

Ho

No

Ycs

No

No

Yca

No

Ho

Ycs

Ycs

Ycs

Ycs

Yca

Ycs

Ycs

Ya

IASA:DP-IASA:SWI

IA2$A: DP-IASA:2-1

IA35SA:9445A

1031$ 0: 944/50

IBSILDP-18$ 8: SW

102$ 0; DP.I 8$ 0; 2.1

PICCI3

PIC<14

1831$ 8; 944/SB

IA3$$A:944/SA

PIC<13

PIC&14

U)P-IASIO

IDP 18$ 8

Ul
hJ
tQ

Q QU~ Q
tQ 40

Gy

40

OI O- 40

X ~

V O3 Q
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Syctccn Uao dyne«Eqetpeecat et>pecten
lteeatter 7aetn Close IKag

ttcfceeace Dreec at a.
Rcetctcee

beetetae ploar Eeeteatlocc ltetco ltocetol Dcetred peeeer Rcqetcect Sotqaatt pyctceee
Lcececton cceettoee 77pc Eqetpeecet Eqetpetcen Rcqetcee «goeepoacate

State State la peart tace

34 2

3$ 2

36 2

37 2

38 I
39 I
40 I

41 1

42 I
43 I
44 I
45 2

46 2

47 2

48 2

49 2

50 1

51 2

w

18 PICAAB.I3

ld PIC4AG 14

ld PIC~ Id

R ICllcII9

R IQ1.345

R IQI.SSO

R IQI 347

R la 1-349

R lal-346

R IQI.348

R IQI.344

R IQI-711

R 'al-71$
R IQI.717

R ICH-706

R Ial-708

R Ial.700

R IalcI99

Panel fec safc4huukoeu lnsttutncntsdon

Panel fot safe ehutdown Instfutncnlad on

Panel for safeWuuloeen latttuntcntsdon

Manual valse

Manual valve

Manual vtdve

Manual val ve

Manual valve

Manual valve

Manual valve

Manual valse

Manual valve

Msausl vtlvc

Manual val te

Manual valve

Maausl val vc

Manual valve

Manual valve

I364~n43501

1364 Rn38501

1364 91080SO I

216S-S-999S03. Rcv. 6

216S$ -998S03. Rev. 7

2 IQ.S-998503. Rcv. 7

~216$ $ -998S03. Rcv. 7

1165 $-998503. Rcv. 7

11 Q$ .998503. Rcv. 7

216$ $ 998501, Rcv. 7

'2 I6S-S-998S03. Rcv. 7

2 IQ$-999503. Rcv. 6

216$ $ .999503. Rcv. 6

116$ $ 999S03. Rcv. 6

116S $-999503, Rcv. 6

1165 $ .999503. Rcv. 6

216$ $ -999503, Rcv. 6

2 IQ$-999503. Rcv. 6

RAG 305

RAB 30$

RAG 30$

RAB 30S

RAG 30$

Nunc

None

None

RAG 30$ Noae

RAD 305 Hone

RAB 30$ Hone

RAD 30$ None

RAB 30$ Hone

RAB 305 None

None

RAB 30$ S

RAB 286

RAD 236

RAG 30S

NfA

Nfh

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

Nfh

Nfh

N/A

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

Yce IDP IASIII

Ycs IDP-IG$ IV

Ycs IDP IG5 II

No

No

No

Ql

M

P 00ct

f33 g. CO

(g )C

O3 m 0
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DC I'nerve Syrfesrf!20 Irts)AC
slneosr

tte/rrerere Dmrba.
treteton

nellaba ttooe Dretoouore l4oceo ttorsrot Drelred peeree ecteteertsottfeetayrceoeo
Loser be Ktreecbn Tkpe Etvtteueeu I'Ottreeroa eaqetrod ec Compooerrte

State to ttrrrctbn

I

2 I

3 I

4 I
$ I
6 2

7 2

8 1

9 2

10

ll
12

13

1

1$ I
16 1

17 I

18 2

14

N

1$

16

14

16

16

16

16

N

N

DPIAISA

DPIA2$A

18$ 8

IBSB

DP IBSB

OPIBISB

DPIB2$8

ail
QI II

Ql 81

aifv
)DP.IASI

)OP )8$8

IDP.LrtSm

IDP-18$ )V

)$ IASA

16 IASA

14 DPIASA

Vital benet)ea la tack (IASAI

Solid state baaery chscga (IASA)

D)str) bu(oa pand fec «ts) DC IASA

O(stsibu5on paad fca «ts) DC IAISA
D)str)bu(oa pand fca «tsl DC IA2$A

V)ts) benet(ca la tack ()8$8)

Sdid stree battery chsracr (18$ 8)

Disaibudoa tend I'oc «tel DC 18$ 8

O(saibutioa pand fcc «tsl DC 18)$ 8

Dana Ooap df~«tdOC)82$ 8

7S kVAlavcrtcr ducnd I

7S kVAhccrtee chaand II

7S kVAlavesta chsand lil
73 kVA)avesta chsnacl IV

120 Vsc lasaucaeot paad chased I

110 Vsc lastnuacnt pand chaand ll
120 Vse Iasauracat pand chsaad Ill
120 Vac Iasaucaent pand chaaad IV

2)65O442501. Rcv. 14

2)664)44250 I, Rcv. 14

2)56%44250). Rcv. N

2)56%44250), Rcv. 14

2)56%44250L Rcv. N

2)56%44250). Rev. 14

2)664)44250 ). Rcv. Il
2 )564344250), Rcv. 14

2)664344250L Rev. 14

2)664344250). Rcv. 14

2)664144250). Rc . N
2)66%44250). Rcv. 14

l)66%44250), Rcv. Ii
2 )66%442501. Rcv. 14

1166%442501, Rcv. N

2)664344250L Rcv. 14

2 166%442501, Rcv. 14

2)66%44250), Rcv. 14

RAB 286

RAB 286

RAB 286

DO 261

RAB 286

RAG'86
RAB 286

RAB 286

DO 26)

RAD 286

RAD 30$

RAB 30$

RAB 30$

RAB 30$

RAB 186

RAB 286

RAB 286

RAB 286

5

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S,R

S.R

S.R

S.R

Wh Wh

N/A N/h

13 Wh Nfh

13 N/A N/A

13 N/h Wh

Hfh Nfh

N/A Nfh

13 Nfh Wh

13 N/A Nfh

13 N/A N/A

N/A H/A

Nfh H/A

Nfh Wh

N/h N/A

13 WA N/A

13 H/A N/A

13 N/A Wh

13 WA N/A

Ycs 1821$ 8

No

No

No

Yes

Yea

Yca

IA2)WDP IA.A

lh3M:DPI A.B

182 1.A: DPI8 A

183) A:DPIB D

Ycs lh2)SA

No

No

Ql
Ic3

Q D
(D

m I: o(
(rr) X
.TWO
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ACPtawr Systrsa

s/oiosr

ttcrcnivc Drse¹S.
ttnusoa

Dntnd ptnar ranyandsvrpwt Syitcaas
Reqetnd a Csoitwocoas

Stats lstoocttso

6

7

8

9

10

12

13

N

15

16

17

18

19

20

11

n
'23

24

2$

26

27

31

32

33

I
I

I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

14

14

4

I

I
17

I
14

14

IA36SA

hQISA
PP IA21ISA
PP-IA311 SA

PP.IA211$ A

PP-IA311$ A

18$ 0

103$ 8

102$ 8

101$ 8

183$ 0

1832 $8

1023$ 8

1821$ 8

1834$ 8

183$ $8

1835$ 8

1831$ 0

PP-10211$ 8

PP.I03I JSB

PP-181 IISB

PP-10311$ 8

3 IASA

hQSA

4 IAlSA

1 IA2$A

2 lh3$A

hQ2$ A

IA23$A

hQ ISA
IA34$A

hQ5$ A

6.9KVswitch@car IASA
Stepdown u¹uforma 5.9KV to 480V

Stepdown uaoafccmcr 6.9KV to 480V

Lowvdugc swltchgcsr IA2$A

Lowvdugs swttchgcsr IA3$A

Maa aead caster IA32$A

Motor aead casa IA13$A

Maa ccead casts hQ ISA

Meta ceoad atscr IA34$A
Mesa cenad casa IA35$A

Meta ceoad ccnta IA36$A

Mesa ceoad ant sr IA31$A

208ll20 dsu0xdoo pood

208/120 dsulbotloo pand

Stepdown asosfama

Stepdown asosfama

6.9KVswttthscar IBSB

Stepdown usosfccmct 6.9KV to 480V

Lowvdtascswttchgcsr 101$ 8

Lowad usa swltchscsr 183$ 8

Mora aead aeter 1032$ 8

Moox castud aster 1023$ 8
Mora ceoud canter 1821$ 8

Moox aeud aeter 1834 $0

Meta ceotid ccntcr 183$ $0

Moox aetrd aeter 1836$ 8

Diad Gcncrata lASh
Moux ccotid ccnicr 1831$ 8

208/120dsuibodce pand

208/120 dsultoOoo pand

Stepdown asosfamcr

Stepdown aaocfama

2166O43Q, Rcv. 11

2155O430 Rcv. n
2166O430, Rcv. 12

2 I56O43tb Rcv. 12

1156O43tL Rcv. 12

2 I56O43tL Rcv. 12

1 I66O430 Rcv. 12

1166O43R Rcv. 12

2166O430, Rcv. 11

1166O43Q, Rcv. 12

2 156O430 Rcv. 12

2 156O43tL Rcv. 11

2166O442501. Rcv. 14

2166O442501, Rcv. 14

2 I66O442SO I, Rcv. 14

2166O442SO I. Rcv. N

2 I56O43/L Rcv. 12

2166O43/L Rcv. 11

1166O430, Rcv. 12

2166O430 Rcv. 12

1 I66O430 Rcv. 12

2166O4% Rcv. 12

2 I66O43IL Rcv. Il
2166O43tL Rcv. 11

2 I56O430, Rcv. 12

2156O43R Rcv. 12

2 I66O43R Rcv. 12

2 166O43tL Rcv. 12

1166O43R Rcv. 12

2166O44250 I, Rcv. 14

2166O442501, Rcv. 14

1165O442501, Rcv. N

2l66O442501. Rcv. N

286 S,R

286 S.R

286 S.R

286 S.R

286 S.R

286 S,R

261 S.R

286 S.R

286 S.R

261 S.R

30$ S,R

286 S.R

186 S.R

286 S,R

286 S.R

286 . S.R

286 S.R

286 S,R

286 S.R

286 S.R

286 S.R

286 S.R

261 S.R

286 S.R

285 S.R

261 S.R

30$ S.R

263 S.R

286 S.R

286 S.R

286 S.R

286 S.R

286 S.R

13

13

13

D
D
13

13

13

13

13,

D
13

13

13

l3

'D

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

H/h

H/A

Nfh

H/A

NIA

H/h

H/A

Hfh

H/A

HIA

H/h

H/A

H/A

H/A

H/A

Hfh

N/A

Nfh

H/A

NIA

N/A

H/A

H/A

Nfh

H/A

H/A

Nfh

OFF

H/A

H/A

H/A

NIA

N/A

Nlh

Nfh

N/A

Nlh

H/h

Nlh

Nfh

N/h

tuh
N/A

Hlh

H/A

Nlh
NIA

tt/A

N/A

N/A

H/A

H/A

NIA

Nfh

Hfh

N/A

H/A

N/A

H/A

Nfh

ON

N/A

N/A

H/A

N/A

N/A

Ycs

No

No

No

No

Ya

No

No

No

No

Ya
No

No

Ho

DIG IASA

DP.I A ISA
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37

38

41

42

43

44

4$

46

~7

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

61

67

I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
1

I
I

I

I

I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

17

9

9

18

18

21

21

21

R

1$

18

21

21

R

R

5

R

R

21

8b

21

R

1$

18

21

21

21

18$ 8

IASA

IBSA

ICSB

IDSB

'186903A

'R 69038

IA

10

IDM.162

IDM 164

IASA

ID FO.I68

IDM 169

IDM )73

IASA

IDM.175

LS.2463ASA

LS.2464ASA

IASA

IASA

IDM-180

IDM.I82

10$ 8
IOM-186

IDFO 187

10$ 8

IDM.191

10$ 0

IDM 193

LS-24638$8

15-2464 0$8

10$ 0

IASA

IBSA

Diced Ococratce IBSB

Diced Gcuasta Fsu PA611ASA)

Diced Gcocrata Fau 846 II8SA)

Diced Ocucrstce Fau 846 IICSB)

Diesd Ococraa Fau PA6 IIDSB)

Tcrepcrstutc ccutrdla

Tatupaattue ocatrd ta

Mate fud dt stasge task IA

Msie fud o0 staasu tsuk 10

Manual est vs

Mseusl vdve

Fud o0 trsesfa putup

Check vdve

Sotcaotd operated valve

Diced gcuaata fud dl dsy task

Msaod vdvs

Dse ttok Icvd switch Ull
Oar trek Icvd switch IIH

Diced gcocratcu IASAlrcka weta oodcr

Diced gcuaata IASAlube dl cootcr

Msuusl valve

Maeusl valve

Pud cil trsesfa purup

Quckvdve

Msousl vdvs

Otad gcoaatcc I8S8 Iebe dl coda

Sdcootdopaatcd valve

Olad gceaata fud dl dsr task

Maeusl vsl vc

Day ttok kvd switch Ul1

Dsr tsuk kvd swttdt ltll
Dicscl gcucrstor 10 $8 )acket wata coola

Diced stardog atr task IASA

Diced star tteg dr tack I0SA

2166%4I30, Rcv. 8

2I68%$ 4!L Rcv. 9

2168ZS4% Rcv. 9

2I684)$ 48, Rcv. 9

2168ZS48, Rcv. 9

21664)40) sb 326 1. Rc

2166-0 401 ah 3272. Rc

2 16$$ 4)$63. Rcv. 6

216$ $ 41$ 63. Rcv. 6

216$ $4t$6% Rcv. 6

2165$ 41563, Rcv. 6

2 )6$$ 4)$63. Rcv. 6

2 16$ $ 41$63. Rcv. 6

2165$ 4I563, Rcv. 6

216$ $433503, Rev. 5

216$ $433503. Rcv. 5

2165$ 433503, Rcv. 5

216$ $433503, Rcv. 5

216$ -S433S03, Rcv. 5

216$ $433502. Rcv. 8

2165$ 433502. Rcv. 8

216$ $4)$63. Rcv. 6

2 I6$$4)$63. Rcv. 6

216$ $4)$63. Rcv. 6

2 I65$4t$63, Rcv. 6

2165$ 4563. Rcv. 6

216$ $433502, Rcv. 8

216$ $433503. Rcv. 5

2165$ 433503. Rcv. 5

216$$433503. Rcv. 5

2)65$ 433$ 03, Rcv. 5

216$ $433503. Rcv. 5

216$ -5433502, Rev. 8

2 I&5$43350t, Rcv. 13

2165$ 433504. Rcv. 13

DO

DO

FO

FO

FO

FO

FO

FO

FO

DO

DO

DO

DO

DO

DO

DO

FO

FO

FO

FO

FO

DO

DO

263

263

263

263

263

263

263

242

242

242

242

242

241

242

263

263

263

263

263

263

263

242

242

242

242

242

263

263

263

263

263

263

263

261

261

S.R

S,R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S.R

S

S

Nous

Nooe

S.R

Hose

Ncoe

S.R 14

S

Noae

S.R 15

S.R 1$

S

S

Hooe

Nooe

S,R

Hope

Nooe

S

S.R 16

S

Howe

S.R 1$

S.R 1$

S

S

S

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFP

OFP

N/A

H/A

Nfh

N/A

N/A

H/h

OFP

Nfh

HIA

Hfh

WA

H/A

N/A

N/A

Hfh

NIA

WA

N/A

OFF

WA

Wh

N/A

H/A

N/A

Wh

HIA

Nfh

Nfh

N/A

NIA

ON

ON

ON

ON

OH

WA

Nfh

WA

WA

N/A

N/A

OH

WA

Wh

Wh

WA

WA

WA

N/A

N/h

N/A

N/A

WA

ON

N/A

WA

WA

WA

Nfh

H/A

Nfh

Nfh

H/A

N/A

Hfh

Yes

Ya

Ycs

Yce

Yca IA35$A

No

No

No

Ycs 1035$ 0

No SW

No

No

No

DP.IB ISO

IA23$A: DP. IASA

IA23SA: DP-IASA

1823$ 0: DP.IBSB

1023$ 0: DP-10 $0
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Sysccss Ik»
irasr»r

Sedrwe«l Scaereae«l
ca»« INTsg

rbr~ca «ba.
Qnl/ae

rc«c«csl
Se«rr»»«r

Scars

Dccrccd
CtrCSc«d

5rsrc lo Su«crrs«

Qeq«rccds«re»ca 5rac»o-
ar~sr

69

70

71

73

74

75

76

82

83

85

86

87

88

91

93

94

95

96

97

98

101

103

I

I

2

2
'

2

21 ICS0

21 IDS8

12 IhdINS

ll IB.HHS

12 IC NNS

I'2 IDdIHS

21 IhdIHS

21 18 NHS

11 IC NHS

21 IDdINS

14 IASA

14 IBSB

14 IASA

14 18$ 0

R IFA4

R IFAS

R IEA.12

Sb IPA.II

Sb IEA 15

R IEA 19

R IEA 20

R IEA.27

Sb IEA.19

Sb IEA.30

R IEA.35

R IEAS6

R IEA43

Sb IEA45

Sb IFA46

R IEASO

R IFASI

R IEASS

Sb IEA40.

Sb'PA41
21 lhdINS

Diad srsniagafr rash ICSB

Diced scan/ok air rsat IDSB

Dicsd scsrdaaalr cocarecssor lhdIHS

Diced sranlaa sir ceaacssce 184INS

Diad sraniag air caa presser ICONS

Diced asanhskdr cocarecece IDdINS

Diced sranhsg air scperaror lhdINS

Diad srsrdagdr scpsrarce IBdIHS

Diesd aedsa air scpsrsrx ICdIHS

Diad scaniaaair saarsla IDdINS

IDO.E016 DO Accead psod

IDG.8037 DO 8 ccead psod

IDG E034 DO Acodes clead pood

IDO.8035 DO 8 ca/dao clead paod

Check valve

Maoual vsl vc

Maaual valve

Solcadd vsl vc

Solcaoid valve

Check valve

Msausl Wce

Msosal valve

Sdcadd valve

Sdcadd valve

Check valve

Manual valve

Maousl val ve

Sdcadd valve =

Soicadd Wvc

Check valve

Msausl Wve

Maausl val vc

Solcooid valse

Soicadd valve

Diael slaniaa air drra IhdIHS

216$ $433$ N. Rcv. D
216$ $433$ N, Rcv. 13

2145$ 4335N. Rcv. 13

216$ .S433SN, Rcv. 13

216$ $433$N. Rcv. D

216$ $433SOI. Rcv. 13

~ 216$ -S433$ 04. Rcv. 13

1165-S433$ 04. Rcv. 13

2165$ 433SOI. Rcv. 13

216$ $433$ 04. Rcv. 13

2166.0401/sh 1995

1166 BQOI/sh 2008

2166.0401/sh 1998. Rc

1166 BAOI/sh 2009. Rc

2 165$ 433$ 04. Rcv. 13

1165$ 433$ N. Rcv. 13

216$ $433$ N. Rcv. D
2165.5433$ 0I, Rcv. 13

116$$433504. Rcv. 13

216$ $433504, Rcv. 13

116$ $433504. Rcv. 13

216$ $433$ N. Rcv. 13

216$ $433$ N. Rcv. D
216$ $433$ N, Rcv. 13

1165$ 433$ N. Rcv. 13

116$ $433SOI, Rcv. D
1165$ 433$ 04, Rcv. 13

1165$ 433$ 04. Rcv. 13

216$ $433$ 04. Rcv. D
216$ $433$ N. Rcv. 13

2 I6$$4335N. Rev. 13

216$ $433$ N. Rcv. 13

216$ $433S04. Rcv. 13

216$ $433SN, Rev. 13

216$ $433SN, Rcv. D

2dl

261

261

S.R

Noae

Noae 23

261

261 S.R

261 S.R

261 5

261 5

2dl 5

261 5

261 S.R 13

261 S.R 13

261 S,R 13

261 S.R 13

2dl

261 Hose

2dl Noae

261 Ncec 23

2dl

261 Hose

2dl Hooc

261 Noae

2d I Noae 23

261 Hoac 23

261 Noae

161 Noae

261 Hcec

261 Noae 23

261 Nooc 13

261 Hcee

261 Nooe

261 Noae

261 Nooc 23

261 Noae 13

261 S

Hfh

Hfh

OFF

OFP

OFF

OFF

N/A

Hfh

N/A

H/A

N/A

N/A

H/A

H/A

CL

OP

OP

CL

CL

CL

OP

OP

CL

'P
OP

CL

GP

OP

CL

N/A

N/A

OH

ON

ON

ON

N/A

Nfh

H/h

H/A

N/A

N/A

H/A

H/A

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

H/A

Ya
Ya
Ya

IA23SA

1823$ 0

No

Ya
Ya

Ho

No

Ho

No

Ho

No

Ho

Ho

No

Ho

No

Ya 1823$ 0
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I I
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3 I

4 I
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6 I

7 I
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9 I
10 I

13 I
I4 I ~

15 I
16 2

17 2

18 1

19 2

20 1

21 1,2

n 1

23 I

24 2

25 2

18

18

18

18

18

ARP-IA

ARP-19A

ARP.1A

ARP-3A

SSPSCAB A

Aual8sry rchy pand

Auxi8sry rday pand

Auai8sry rday pand

hud8ary rday pand

Sdid stats protcctko caMact A

18 ARPQA Auailisry tchy pand

14 3AI hoist«m caMsct 3AI

18 ARP.198 Acmtlsryrchypead

18 ARPAS Auslssry rday pand

18 ARP-38 Acudssry tday goad

18 ARP-28 Aud tisry rdsy pand

18 ARP-18 Aaaltiscy nhy pand

18 NCB Naia ccoud board

I4 282 hohwo caMnct 282

N 3A2 hdatioa cabhd 3A2

14 281 lschtloo csbhct181

14 2Al hdsttco caMnd 2A2

I4 182 hchdco cabinet 182

14 181 hdsdoo csbhct 181

14 IAl Isdsticst cabhd IA2

14 IAI hoiatloa csbhct IAI

I8 SSPST CAB 8 Sdld stats grotccuos tert cabinet 8

18 SSPSCAB 8 Sdidststc grotccttco csMact 8

18 SSPST CAB A Solid Qstc gsotcalco tco csbioct h
14 2AI hchdco cabhd 2AI

2166-8401$ 1470

2166.8 4 01$ 1470

1166O4324

2166O4324

2166O4324

1166.8M1$ 0037

2166O4324

2 166O4324

2166O4324

2166O4324

2 166O4324

2 166O4314

116$ $4553S03

1166O4324

2 166O4324

2 166O4324

2 166O4324

2 166O4314

2 166O4324

2 166O4324

2166O4324

2166O4324

2166O4324

1 166O4324

2 166O4314

RAS 30$

RAB 30$

RAB 305

RAB 30$

RAD 30$

RAG 30$

RAB 30$

RAD 305

RAG 305

RAS 30$

RAB 30$

RAG 30$

RAB 30$

RAB 305

RAB 30$

RAB 30$

RAB 305

RAB 305

RAS 30$

RAB 305

RAB 30$

RAB 30$

RAB 30$

RAB 305

RAB 305

S.R 21

S.R 22

S.R 22

SR 22

SR 22

S,R 22

S.R 22

S.R 22

S.R 22

S.R 22

SR 22

S.R 22

S.R 22

SR 22

S,R 22

S,R 22

S.R 22

sR n
S.R 22

S.R 22

S.R 22

S.R 22

S.R 22

S.R 22

S.R 12

Nfh N/A No

Nfh Hfh No

N/A Nfh No

Nfh Nfh No

N/A N/A No

N/A N/A No

Nfh N/A Ho

N/A N/A No

Nfh N/A No

N/A N/A No

NIA N/A No

Nfh N/A No

NIA N/A No

N/A Nfh No

Nfh NIA Ho

N/A N/A No

Nfh N/A No

Nfh N/A No

N/A N/A No

Nfh Nfh No

N/A N/A No

Nfh N/A No

NIA N/A No

N/A N/A No

NIA N/A No 4$l
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umulators and no additional air

close valve.

Notes on SSEL Tables
1. Power not required since valves are designed to fail as is on a loss ofpower
2. Service water source required for long term AFW water source
3. Loss of function or power willresult in pump trip
4. Level transmitters provide operators with RWST level information
5. Valves are manually operated for high head recirculation
6. Non-vital power supply. Loss of instrument results in swap to RWST.
7. Spurious opening of these valves could dump the RWST inventory into containment
8. Non-vital power supply. Local instrumentation available.
9. The solenoid control valves associated with the PORUs are included. Airsupply is supplied by acc

supply is required.
10. Selected based on plant operations review
11. Train A is assumed to be operating but willneed to restart following loss ofoffsite power.
12. Air-operated valves fail open to allow flow to cooler. Spurious operation ofvalve controller could
13. Power is required but is addressed by other components
14. Valve fails open on a loss ofpower and is normally open
15. Level switch power supply is addressed by other equipment
16. Valve fails open on a loss ofpower and is normally open
17. Strainer is assumed not to require power over 72 hours to maintain function
18. Although not required ifboth pumps start, isolation is assumed to be required
19. Although swapover to the auxiliary source is not strictly required, it is assumed to be necessary
20. Charging pump cooler is considered a part of the charging pump (rule of the box)
21. Spurious operation ofvalve could isolate air handling unit coolers
22. Panels contain essential relays
23. Considered a part of the diesel generator
24. Instrumentation for information only
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52214-R-001 Rev. 0

Addendum to RepSRNSQ44.%
age

AD.1 Back round

The success path logic diagram and safe shutdown equipment list developed for Shearon

Harris was reviewed. This addendum documents the resolution ofpeer review comments

provided by VECTRATechnologies on revision 1 of the SSEL report . The peer review

generated 19 comments on the report with two of these requiring follow-up actions. The

two comments are presented in this addendum along with their resolution.

AD.2 Resolution to Peer Review Comment ¹3

Peer review comment ¹3 states:

"Table 1-1. The dependencies between HVAC systems and the systems they

support is not clear (i.e., is HVACrequired for any system or plant area. other than

the Control Room?), The table indicates that HVAC is required for the Control
Room [CR] and Charging/Safety Injection (CSI). However, on page 3 of the
document, no mention of CR'or CSI HVAC is made under support systems
evaluated by1this report. This discrepancy should be cleaned up".

A review of the document (Reference 1) identified that the information on page 3 had
omitted the need for control room HVAC, The requirement for CSI pump room cooling
was included in the referenced material. The support system success path logic requires
that HVACbe available to both the control room and to the Charging/Safety Injection
pump rooms. In addition, HVACcooling for the emergency diesel generators is also

required. The support 'systems required in the SSEL are:

~ Safety-related ac power (including the diesel generators

~ Safety-related dc power (including 120 Vac)

~ HVACcooling for CSIPs, control room, and diesel generators

~ Emergency service water

~ Component cooling water

~ Essential chilled water

AD.3 Resolution to Peer Review Comment ¹18

Peer review comment ¹18 states:

A path for feeding the "C'team generator from either of the motor driven
auxiliary feedwater pumps appears to have been excluded from the shutdown path.
Is there any reason for this?

RSC 9541, Revision 0
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An examination of the safe shutdown equipment listing (Appendix B, page B-1 through B-

3, Reference 1), identified that this path was inadvertently omitted. The path, shown in

Figure AD-1, provides auxiliary feedwater to the steam generators from either auxiliary
feedwater motor-driven pump.

1'ZI,
LAL 1

1

1

LO.

I

1

I I

I
fAht&1

LtL
I

issing SSEL
equipment

1

I
I
~ e

LAL
I 1

ASeSWW
I

I I
~ I

0

18@41
uL 11 ttLI I

I

LtL
5$4ONW 0~~$ 1

Figure AD-1. Simplified Illustration of the AuxiliaryFeedwater System Discharge Piping
(Reproduced from Reference 3)

The inclusion of this path requires the addition of the followingcomponents to the
equipment list that willrequire examination:

~ Motor-operated valve 1AF-74

~ Electric-hydraulic valve 1AF-50

RSC 95%1, Revision 0
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Additionally, other rugged valves are added to the equipment listing for completeness and

do not require examination. These valves are:

Check valves 1AF-73, 1AF-203

~ Locked-open manual valves QF-41, 1AF-36, 1AF-37, 1AF-38, lAF-39

The required information for the valves is provided in Table AD-1. This additional
information is included in a revision to the SSEL database.

Table AD-1
SSEL Parameters for Identified Valves

Parameter 1AF-74 1AF-50 1AF41'AF-73 1AF-203

System Line
Number

86 87 88, 89, 90, 93 94
91, 92

System Train

Equipment Class

Equipmcnt
Description

Reference
Drawing,
Revision

1,2

8a

Electric motor
operated valve

2165-S-0544,
Rcv. 20

1P 1P 1,2

R R R

2165-S 4544, 2165-S-0544,
Rev. 20 Rev. 20

Electric Manual valve Check valve Check valve
hydraulic valve

2165-S 4544, 2165-S 4544,
Rcv. 20 Rcv, 20

Building Location RAB

Floor Elevation

Evaluation Type

Notes

Normal
Equipment State

Desired
Equipment State

Power Required to
Function

Required Support
Systems or
Com ncnts

261

S,R

OP

OP

No

261

S,R

OP

OP

No

None

OP

OP

No

261

None

CL

CL/OP

No

261

None

CL

CLlOP

No

1. The entry for 1AFQ1 is represcntativc ofall lockedwpen manual valves added to thc SSEL in response
to the peer review.

RSC 95%1, Revision 0
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTIO.Q

To support the seismic IPEEE program at the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power

Plant (SHNPP) of Carolina Power & Light Company (CPL), the licensing basis in-

structure response spectra for structures housing the success path equipment are

scaled to yield the median-centered spectra. The following structures are included in

this study:
Reactor Auxiliary Building (RAB) - Common,.

Reactor AuxiliaryBuilding - Unit 1,

Containment Inner Structure (CIS), and

Diesel Generator Building (DG).

For the seismic IPEEE program, the Review Level Earthquake (RLE) is defined as

the NUREG/CR-0098 [2] median spectral shape anchored to 0.30g. The median

structural damping is recommended to be 7% for median-centered response analyses

[3]. For the evaluation of components and subsystems, higher in-structure seismic

demands (response spectra) are required to account for the increase of the RLE ground

response spectrum over the Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) ground spectrum.

SHNPP is a relatively modern plant with all Seismic Category I structures founded

on rock (shear wave velocity V>=5600 fps) [4]. The major structures were modeled as

sticks with lumped masses and stiffnesses in both the horizontal and vertical directions.

For the above listed structures, torsional effects were considered insignificant, so the

horizontal models did not include any torsional coupling [4]. In the vertical stick models,

the slab flexibilitywas accounted for. In summary, structural modeling is in accordance

with the current analysis practice. Soil springs were included in the original structure

models. Damping value of 7% was assumed for the structures and soil springs at the

DBE excitation level.

For design analysis, the DBE ground spectra were the R.G.1.60 [1] spectra

anchored to 0.15g except for dams and dikes. The seismic motions were applied at

foundation level. The floor response spectra were developed in accordance with R.G.

1.122 [7] with the peaks broadened 215%. Therefore, the original analysis models [4]

used to generate the existing in-structure response spectra are qualitatively considered

adequate, so are the response spectra [5].—
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'For comparison, the RLE and DBE ground spectrum, both at 7% damping, are

overploted in Figures 1-1 and 1-2 for the horizontal. and vertical directions, respectively.

The RLE and DBE ground spectra are digitized in Tables 3-4 and 3-5.

The original analysis conforms to the Standand Review Plan {SRP), and the in-

structure response spectra may be designated as "conservative design spectra" per GIP

terminology [6J. The direct scaling approach recommended in NP-6041 [3] is considered

appropriate for the rock founded structures. Therefore, the licensing basis Aoor

response spectra are scaled to develop the realistic median-centered spectra for seismic

margin purposes,
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SECTION 2. METHODOLOGY

This effort focuses on estimating realistic median-centered 5% damped ZPA and

spectral peaks, rather than the complete spectral shape. The median-centered in-

structure spectral peaks and ZPA's applicable to a seismic margin assessment are

developed by scaling the existing spectra to account for the increased seismic demand

of the RLE over the DBE.

The rationale and details of this approach are discussed in the EPRI NP-6041

report [3). The NP-6041 report considers the CR-0098 median spectral shape and the

R.G.1.60 ground response spectra to be similar in shape. Therefore, an acceptable

method to scale the existing in-structure spectra for this rock site is to retain the original

floor spectral shape, but scale the floor ZPA up for the RLE. For SHNPP the scale factor

is obtained by comparing the 7% damped RLE ground spectrum to the 7% damped DBE

ground spectrum. It is observed from the modal participation data and response spectra

plots [4 8 5] that the in-structure responses for SHNPP structures have a dominant

mode. Therefore the scale factor for a single mode structure can be estimated by direct

comparison of the RLE ground spectrum to the DBE ground spectrum at the fundamental

frequency of the structure.

The information available to EQE is the CPL SHNPP FSAR [4] containing the
- dynamic characteristics of three of the four structures of interest, and SHNPP 4% and

7% damped response spectrum plots [5]. Also available are the ASME Code Case N-

411 spectra. These N-411 spectra have 5% damping below 10 Hz, a linear reduction
from 5% to 2% damping between 10 Hz and 20 Hz, and 2% above 20 Hz. The available
NQ11 spectra cover only the frequency range between 6 Hz to 44 Hz.

To estimate median-centered peak floor spectral acceleration with the preferred
5% damping, the N-411 spectra were used for structures with fundamental frequencies
above 6 Hz, which include the RAB-Common, RAB-Unit 1, and CIS. For structures with
dominant frequencies below 6 Hz (i.e., the RAB-Unit 1 in the E-W direction), the
information on spectral peaks were lost. Also NQ11 spectra were not available for the
Diesel Generator Building and for Elevations 226'nd 206'n the N-S direction in the
Reactor Auxiliary Building - Unit 1. In such cases, the more conservative 4% damped

. response spectra were used to estimate the spectral peaks.
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SECTION 3. RESULT PRESENTATION

The fundamental frequencies of the structures of interest are extracted from

SHNPP FSAR [4], and they are listed in Table 3-1. Also shown in the tables are the

corresponding digitized 7% damped RLE and DBE ground spectral accelerations (see

Tables 3-4 and 3-5). The scale factors for the structures in each direction are obtained

from the ratios of the RLE and DBE accelerations. The in-structure spectral peaks and
ZPA's for DBE are tabulated in Table 3-2. The scaled median-centered in-structure

spectral accelerations corresponding to an RLE ground input are provided in Table 3-3.

The major sources of conservatism in this study include the following:

1) The estimated spectral peaks shown in Table 3-3 were effectively scaled from 5%
damped DBE floor spectra with some exceptions. Due to the unavailability of 5%

damped floor spectra, the spectral peaks for the following locations and directions
were scaled from the 4% damped floor spectra:

~ RAB-Unit 1 Elevations 226'nd 206'n the N-S direction and all elevations in

the E-W direction, and

~ All elevations of the DG building in the horizontal and vertical directions.

2) In the vertical direction, the RAB-Common, RAB-Unit 1, and CIS have
fundamental frequencies in the 10 to 20 Hz range. Since the peak vertical
response shown in Table 3-3 for these structures were scaled from the N411
fioor spectra, the effective equipment damping is less than 5% (i.e., the N-411

spectra have equipment'damping varying linearly from 5% to 2% between 10 to
20 Hz).
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TABLE3-1 (a) SCALE FACTORS FOR REACTOR AUXILIARYBUILDING- COMMON AT SHNPP

REVIEW LEVEL EARTHQUAKEOVER DBE

"".",;Direction, -';

N-S
E-W
Vert.

!,.'I',", Fundmtl,~.";.„: Partcptn., '„~.

""..;Frequency~~- Factor.-
*Y~'gy> '(Hz)eg'~' (%)» <+

'.02959.206

7.605 56.798

14.355 87.915

RLE. 'BE
Accel:. Accel ~

'(g)-'" '(9)'

0.567 0.346

0.567 0.348

0.293 0.253

Scale,
Faclor,'.64

1.63

1.16

TABLE3-1 (b) SCALE FACTORS FOR REACTOR AUXILIARYBUILDING- UNIT 1 AT SHNPP

REVIEW LEVEL EARTHQUAKEOVER DBE

'.:~~ Direction.,@,

N-S
E-W
Vert.

g'~r Fundtntl;,.-'' ';: Partcptn",„,'-
~»< Frequency~-".!; Factor~„"~~-.
; p,'.", (Hz)5.'gg;"." (%) ~";

7.577 50.755

5.800 46.595

11.839 90.242

.RLE'";.< DBE .,
Accel~P Accel:,
"(g)'soc 'g);

"'.567

0.349

0.567 0.362

0.317 0.287

Scale:,',,.
Factor;6

1.62

'1.56

1.11

TABLE3-1 (c) SCALE FACTORS FOR CONTAINMENTINTERIOR STRUCTURE AT SHNPP

REVIEW LEVELEARTHQUAKEOVER DBE

$g <g0 p cAp + 4 ry*lv'M~ ;,'.„V..'>"Fundmtlg~~".~.Partcptn,~p';-

~"~">-'Hz):.i"+,.6(".'%)Fc".,'."..',".

'LE'~ DBE.,';.'.
t Accel".QAccel~i

'.

(g) s."..'-
(g)'--"'cale".::.'„.'',Factor.j

N-S
E-W
Vert.

8.781

9.853

19.738

29.121

35.861

30.'l35

0.547 0.342

0.520 0.321

0.252 0.205

1.60

1.62

1.23

TABLE3-1 (d) SCALE FACTORS FOR DIESEL GENERATOR BUILDINGAT SHNPP
REVIEW LEVELEARTHQUAKEOVER DBE

g„;..D rectlonnn,
<p~+>:Fundm~tfg~+Partcptn4X~4". " „':RLEF~~DBE -'".'Scale~~q
>~gFrequencyj<ji.";Factor~~~ ..A'cceI~~Accel~(: g Factor</;,
~4!4~l -"(Hi)%~'-0"'(%)i"'w>~ ""(g)"''(g)'4~- -"t'.","."="»':

N-S
E-W

Vert. (Floor)

Vert.
Node 5 (Horlz)

Node 5 (Vert)

12.370

12.370

6.74 to 14.32

23.070

Rigid

Rigid

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.466 0.279

0,466 0.279

0.290 0.253

0.235 0.186

0.300 0.150

0.200 0.150

1.67

1.67

1.15

1.27

2.00

1.33

NOTE: 'he Frequeny is estimated from ln-Structure response speclra. Participation Factor not available.
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TABLE3-2 (a) DBE RESPONSE SPECTRA FOR RAB-COMMONAT SHNPP

",.„Elevation'„
x', >(ft)$ :,

'N-$ '"'
Peak(') "; ZPA(')

:=. ". (9) ",'9)
- E-W .."- -. '- ~ ~ - "Vert. (BD) (N)

Peak('),, „.'ZPA(').... Peak('). 'PA(')
'(9) ..'". (9), -' (9) ~ (9)

Vert. (D) (NN)

Peak(') ZPA(')
(9) (9)

324.00

305.00

286.00

261.00

3.167 0.654

2.766 0.562

2.231 0.451

1.403 0.343

2.785 0.560

2.515 0.478

2.108 0.404

1 462 0.335

2.840 0.713

3.119 0.657

2.744 0.607

2.537 0.544

1.889 0.475

1.791 0.441

1 612 0389
1.287 0.325

TABLE3-2 (b) DBE RESPONSE SPECTRA FOR RAB-UNIT1 AT SHNPP

8~-'>~""'":~'zs

.„>Elevation'""
< i~Y'(ll)'-","'."

>;.v" .",~~ N-S»;.

>'.!„Peak (').,~ ZPA ('),
: ~"~ '9) "'9)'.

~,'. E-W '; ~'~,".,'.

., Peak (;,.')';:ZPA (>'.)"„-„~

:.,Vert. (BD) (N) . " Vert. (D) (NN)

',',;,Peak(')'".„'«: ZPA (') ~.:;..Peak ('), ZPA (')"". (9).. ~ (9) ~ ' "- (9) (9)

324.00

305.00

286.00

261.00

236.00

226.00

216.00

206.00

2.959

2.645

2.143

1.477

0.812

0.724

0.618

0.629

0.587

0.565

0.476

0.343

0.231

0.199

0.191

0.177

3.218 0.553

2.889 0.486

? 317 0.392
1.573 0.313

0.951 0.232

0.688 0.190

0.611 0.201

0.628 0.178

2.579 0.710

3.078 0.891

2.935 0.832

2.486 0.689

3.290 0.720

1.342 OA41

1.905 0.484

1.875 0.474

1.757 0.438

1.576 0.389

1.355 0.345

1.172 0.308

TABLE3-2 (c) DBE RESPONSE SPECTRA FOR CONTM/INT.AT SHNPP

>"Elevation".'.~~

(ft)~p~$
"-"@Peak (;)'<'@ZPA (').'~;;„:..Peak (:)~g:ZPA'(;)<v,.".~>

:p~'(9) v~.c.'k'.. (9);,. ~"- ';~.s',"(9): '.:g'', (9) %~~ a

< <~."~Vert."(BD)(N);s,~':

gj.Peak'(;)@;ZPA (.')„";,."" ~(9)

"-:(9)''".:~,Vert."(D)(NN)'.
': Peak(')'PA(')' ~ (9) --'~ (9) ~

302.65

286.00

261.00

249.00

236.00

2.925 0.620

2.527 0.534

1.743 0.372

1.275 0.296

0.854 0.245

2.290 0.571

2.000 0.498

1.466 0.383

1.154 0.320

0.833 0.253

2.490 0.574

2.650 ~ 0.587

1.762 0.482

1.373 0.422

1.336 0.403

1.194 0.336

1.071 0.288

0.919 0.255

TABLE3-2 (d) DBE RESPONSE SPECTRA FOR DG BLDG AT SHNPP

~Xi'.+Q",":ir~~'E-.'WFCg~jw~'~>P 5'~ ~%<Vert)'(Floo'r) v,44~9 „''.'-'?>;"„Verti?.",~".-..-o'.":

, Elevat oltg ~~Peak (')>-'ZPA (")--:»" 4'Peak'(: )JZPA f'~)'~~5 ~Peak (';) ZPA'f~„')
i@+'~'(9)@'P4~"-(9)VEkY>!:~~K(9)@~4M(9)<9+5 ~'."(9)'-'< ~(9)%>

323.875

310.875

291.000

280.000

264.000

2.303 0.427

2.172
0.408'.714

0.348

1.368 0.291

0.710 0.231

2.448 0.514

2.150 0.434

1.651 0.378

1.270 0.335

0.698 0.216

2.890 0.497

1.890 0.554

2.340 0.512

2.788 0.510

0.696 0.299

0.682 0.294

0.635 0.275

0.619 0.261

0.600 0.228

NOTES: 'pectral values are obtained from SHNPP N-411 spectra" Spectral values are obtained from CPS L SHNPP spectra with 4% damping
N Vert. (BD) shows the Responses between Column Lines B 8 D
NN Vert. (D) shows the Responses on Column Line D
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TABLE3-3 (a) SCALED RESPONSE SPECTRA TO REVIEW LEVELEARTHQUAKEFOR

REACTOR AUXILIARYBUILDING- COMMON AT SHNPP

N-'S (N-411) ";.'E-W(N-411).: . Vertical (BD) - N-411 Vertical (D) - N-411

'.Elevation;
'Am+(lt).w.~

Scale",;Peak,,'PA; Scale. Peak r:.ZPA; Scale."Peak ZPA Scale.„Peak 'ZPA
Factoi': (g)',:-'.:.(g)" 'actor'g)";! . (g): Factor'.:, (g) (g) Factor (g) ~ (g)

324.00

305.00

286.00

261.00

1.64 5.190 1.072

1.64 4.533 0.921

1.64 3.656 0.739

1.64 2.299 0.562

1.63 4.536 0.912

1.63 4.096 0.779

1.63 3.433 0.658

1.63 2.381 0.546

1.16 3.288 0.826

1.16 3.611 0.761

1.16 3.177 0.703

1.16 2.937 0.630

1 ~ 16 2.187 0.550

1.16 2.074 0.511

1.16 1.866 OA50

1.16 1.490 0.376

TABLE3-3 (b) SCALED RESPONSE SPECTRA TO REVIEW LEVELEARTHQUAKEFOR
REACTOR AUXILIARYBUILDING- UNIT 1 AT SHNPP

"Elevation»
.;„i(It)<„~

324.00

305.00

286.00

261.00

236.00

226.00

216.00

206.00

:;;;.'.. N'-'S (N-411) r '».',

. Scale.„„',Peak»„:
ZPA'actor%'~"

(g) i ",'", (g) 0,

1.62 4.804 0.953

1.62 4.294 0.917

1.62 3.479 0.773

1.62 2.398 0.557

1.62 1.318 0.375

1.62 1.175 0.323

1.62 1.003 0.310

1.62 1.021 0.287

E-W(4%)
Scale"„. Peak."~'ZPA:
Factor '(g).-'. ~'-'. (g) "

1.56 5.034 0.865

1.56 4.519 0.760

1.56 3.624 0.613

1.56 2A61 0.490

1.56 1.488 0.363

1.56 1.076 0.297

1.56 0.956 0.314

1.56 0.982 0.278

1.11 2.S51 0.785

1.11 3A02 0.985

1.11 3.244 0.920

1.11 2.748 0.762

1.11 3.636 0.796

1.11 2.106 0.535

1.11 2.072 0.524

1.11 1.942 0.484

1.11 1.742 0.430

1.11 1.498 0.381

1.11 1.483 0.487 1.11 1.295 0.340

Vertical (BD).- N-411 . Vertical (D) - N-411:

Scale."„~Peak 'PA Scale»Peak. ZPA.
Factor~:. (g)." (g). Factor:.. (g);.,(g)

TABLE3-3 (c) SCALED RESPONSE SPECTRA TO REVIEW LEVELEARTHQUAKEFOR
CONTAINMENTINTERIOR STRUCTURE AT SHNPP

4~7(tt)M4

302.65

286.00

261.00
249.00

236.00

G~i~ N-S (N-411))N„".

Scale@Peak~>ZPA'-„'actor~%

(g) ';g~(g) g.

1.60 4.680 0.992

1.60 4.044 0.854

1.60 2.789 0.595

1.60 2.040 0.474

1.60 1.367 0.392

~$„',~ E-W (¹411)'.~W
Scale."'eak~~",ZPA~»
Factor.,":5 (g) ~%, (g),:,

1.62 3.712 0.926

1.62 3.242 0.807

1.62 ? 376 0.621

1.62 1.871 0.519

1.62 1.350 0.410

Vertical'(BD)"- N-411

Scale@Peak>," ZPA'z
Factor"~ (g); ", (g)

4'.23

3.064 0.706

1.23 3.261 0.722

1.23 2.168 0.593

: Vertical (D) -'-:411'.
Scale~" Peak»@ZPAj
FactoiN (g):"'.''(g)'?'.

1.23 1.689 0.519

1.23 1.644 0.496

1.23 1.469 0.413

1.23 1.3'l8 0.354

1.23 1.131 0.314

TABLE3-3 (d) SCALED RESPONSE SPECTRA TO REVIEW LEVELEARTHQUAKEFOR
DIESEL GENERATOR BUILDINGATSHNPP

'»+9,",~joe.
kiev'ation<
wP(ft),'4'-.'4

j,.„...gNcS (4%) ~ „+"': ~», E-'W (4%)@54'. '-Vertical (Hoor) - 4%.
.'Scale'i~'.Peak>~~ZPAJ:Sc'atey Peak(~!ZPAg Sc'ale~„Peak ~~,ZPAj
Factor~4~X(g)"„~%4(g) ~ Factor".t."(g)MP»(g) k Factor<�(g).-: ~ (g) g

t~~Vertlc'al'-'"4%4~5'c'ate",~i

Peak>j<ZPA':j
Factor&:. (g)8 '-(g)'.-~

323.875

310.875

291.000

280.000

Node 5

1.67 3.849 0.714

1.67 3.630 0.682

1.67 2.865 0.582

1.67 2.287 0.486

2.00 1.420 0.462

1.67 4.092 0.859

1.67 3.594 0.725

1.67 2.760 0.632

1.67 2.123 0.560

2.00 1.396 0.432

1.15 3.313 0.570

1.15 2.167 0.635

1.15 2.683 0.587

1 ~ 15 3.196 0.585

1.27 0 881 0.378

1.27 0.863 0.372

1.27 0.804 0.348

1.27 0.784 0.330

1 33 0.800 0.304
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Table 3-4 RLE: NUREG/CR-0098 Median
Spectral Shape anchored ta0.39

Table 3-5 DBE: Reg. Guide 1.60 anchored to 0.15g

0098 '.w'X'Fleq
"'Hz)'."

»,
'-. Horiz,

~ Accel
'(9)

Horiz
'ccel::"',

(9) '.
Verll
Accel

(9)

RG'»160'oriz . Horiz
.; Freq*. - ,'." Accel'ccel

-."'(Hz) "..- (9)'9)
Vertl

,Accel
(9)

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3'l
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

0.20000
0.20448
0.20907
0.21376
0.21855
0.22345
0.22846
0.23358
0.23882
0.24418
0.24965
0.25525
0.26097
0.26682
0.27281
0.27892
0.28518
0.29157
0.29811
0.30479
0.3»63
0.31861
0.32576
0.33306
0.34053
0.34817
0.35597
0.36395
0.37212
0.38046
0.38899
0.39771
OA0663
0.41575
0.42507
0.43460
0.44434
0.45431
0.46449
0.47491
0.48556
O.4964 S
0.50758
0.51896
0.53059
0.54249
0.55465
0.56709
0.57981
0.59281
0.60610
0.61969
0.63358

0.03219
0.03365
0.03519

0.03679'.03846

0.04022
0.04205
0.04396
0.04596

. 0.04806
0.05025
0.05253
0.05493
0.05743
0.06004
0.06278
0.06564
0.06863
0.07175
0.07502
0.07844
0.08201
0.08574
0.08881
0.09080
0.09283
0.09490
0.09702
0.09919
0.10141
0.10367
0.10599
0.10836
0.»078
0.11325
0.11578
0.11837
0.12102
0.12372
0.12648
0.12931
0.13220
0.13515
0.13817
0.14126
0.14442
0.14764
0.15094
0.15431
0.15776
0.16129
0.16489
0.16858

0.03219
0.03365
0.03519
0.03679
0.03846
0.04022
0.04205
0.04396
0.04596
0.04806
0.05025
0.05253
0.05493
0.05743
0.06004
0.06278
0.06564
0.06863
0.07175
0.07502
0.07844
0.08201
0.08574
0.08881
0.09080
0.09283
0.09490
0.09702
0.09919
0.10141
0.10367
0.10599
0.10836
0.»078
0.11325
0.11578
0.»837
0.12102
0.12372
0.12648
0.12931
0.13220
0.13515
0.13817
0.14126
0.14442
0.14764
0.15094
0.15431
0.15776
0.16129
0.16489
0.16858

0.02103
0.02197
0.02296
0.02400
0.02508
0.02621
0.02739
0.02863
0.02992
0.03126
0.03267
0.03415
0.03569
0.03729
0.03897
0.04073
0.04257
0.04449
0.04649
0.04859
0.05078
0.05306
0.05546
0.05743
0.05874
0.06007
0.06144
0.06283
0.06426
0.06572
0.06721
0.06874
0.07030
0.07190
0.07353
0.07520
0,07691
0.07866
0.08044
0.08227
0.08414
0.08605
0.08801
0.09001
0.09205
0.09414
0.09628
0.09847
0.10070
0.10299
0.10533
0.10772
0.11017

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
»
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

0.20000
0.20448
0.20907
0.21376
0.21855
0.22345
0.22846
0.23358
0.23882
0.24418
0.24965
0.25525
0.26097
0.26682
0.27281
0.27892
0.28518
0.29157
0.298»
0.30479
0.31163
0.31861
0.32576
0.33306
0.34053
0.34817
0.35597
0.36395
0.37212
0.38046
0.38899
0.39771
0.40663
0.41575
0.42507
0.43460
0.44434
0.45431
0.46449
0.47491
0.48556
0.49645
0.50758
0.51896
0.53059
0.54249
0.55465
0.56709
0.57981
0.59281
0.60610
0.61969
0.63358

0.04160
0.04349
0.04546
0.04752
0.04967
0.05193
0.05428
0.05674
0.05932
0.06201
0.06482
0.06609
0.06727
0.06847
0.06969
0.07093
0.07220
0.07349
0.07480
0.07613
0.07749
0.07887
0.08028
0.08171
0.08317
0.08466
0.08617
0.08771
0.08927
0.09087
0.09249
0.09414
0.09582
0.09753
0.09927
0.10104
0.10284
0.10468
0.10655
0.10845
0.11038
0.11235
0.11436
0.11640
0.11848
0.12059
0.12274
0.12493
0.12716
0.12943
0.13174
0.13409
0.13649

0.04160
0.04349
0.04546
0.04752
0.04967
0.05193
0.05428
0.05674
0.05932
0.06201
0.06482
0.06609
0.06727
0.06847
0.06969
0.07093
0.07220
0.07349
0.07480
0.07613
0.07749
0.07887
0.08028
0.08171
0.08317
0.08466
0.08617
0.08771
0.08927
0.09087
0.09249
0.09414
0.09582
0.09753
0.09927
0.10104
0.10284
0.10468
0.10655
0.10845
0.»038
0.11235
0.11436
0.»640
0.»848
0.12059
0.12274
0.12493
0.12716
0.12943
0.'13174
0.13409
0.13649

0.02764
0.02889
0.03020
0.03157
0.03301
0.03450
0.03607
0.03771
0.03942
0.04121
0.04308
0.04395
0.04477
0.04561
0.04646
0.04732
0.04821
0.04910
0.05002
0.05095
0.05190
0.05287
0.05385
O.OS486
0.05588
0.05692
0.05798
0.05906
0.06016
0.06129
0.06243
0.06359
0.06478
0.06598
0.06721
0.06847
0.06974
0.07104
0.07237
0.07371
0.07509
0.07649
0.07791
0.07937
0.08084
0.08235
0.08389
0.08545
0.08704
0.08866
0.09032
0.09200
0.09372
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Table 3-4 RLE: NUREG/CR-0098 Median
'peclral Shape anchored to 0.3g

Table 3-5 DBE: Reg. Guide 1.60 anchored to 0.15g

0098

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
.78
79
80
81
82
83

85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

95
96
97
98
99

101
102
103
104
105
106

"".Freq
'~'Hz)v>

0.64779
0.66232
0.67717
0.69235
0.70787
0.72375
0.73997
0.75657
0.77353
0.79087
0.80861
0.82674
0.84528
0.86423
0.88361
0.90342
0.92368
0.94439
0.96556
0.98721
1.00935
1.03198
1.05512
1.07878
1.10296
1.12770
1.15298
1.17883
1.20527
1.23229
1.25992
1.28817
1.31705
1.34659
1.37678
1.40765
1.43921
1.47148
1.50448
1.53821
1.57270
1.60796
1.64402
1.68088
1.71857
1.75710
1.79650
1.83678
1.87797
1.92008
1.96313
2.00715
2.05215

,. Horiz
"Accel
" (g)

0.17234
0.17619
0.18013
0.18416
0.18827
0.19248
0.19678
0.20117
0.20567
0.21027
0.21496
0.2'l 977
0.22468
0.22970
0.23483
0.24008
0.24544
0.25092
0.25653
0.26226
0.26812
0.27411
0.28024
0.28650
0.29290
0.29945
0.30614
0.31298
0.31997
0.32712
0.33443
0.34190
0.34954
0.35735
0.36534
0.37350
0.38185
0.39038
0.39910
0.40802
0.41713
0.42646
0.43598
OA4573
0.45568
0.46587
0.47628
0.48692
0.49780
0.50892
0.52029
0.53192
0.54380

Horiz
Accel

(g) -:
0.17234
0.17619
0.18013
0.18416
0.18827
0.19248
0.19678
0.20117
0.20567
0.21027
0.21496
0.21977
0.22468
0.22970
0.23483
0.24008
0.24544
0.25092
0.25653
0.26226
0.26812
0.27411
0.28024
0.28650
0.29290
0.29945
0.30614
0.31298
0.31997
0.32712
0.33443
0.34190
0.34954
0.35735
0.36534
0.37350
0.38185
0.39038
0.39910
0.40802
0.41713
0.42646
0.43598
0.44573
0.45568
0.46587
0.47628
0.48692
0.49780
0.50892
0.52029
0.53192
0.54380

, Verli.
, Accel

(g);
0.11267
0.11523
0.11785
0.12053
0.12326
0.12606
0.12893
0.13185
0.13485
0.13791
0.14105
0.14425
0.14753
0.15088
0.15430
0.15781
0.16139
0.16506
0.16881
0.17264
0.17657
0.18058
0.18468
0.18887
0.19316
0.19755
0.20204
0.20663
0.21132
0.21612
0.22103
0.22605
0.23119
0.23644
0.24181
0.24730
0.25292
0.25866
0.26454
0.27055
0.27669
0.28298
0.28941
0.29598
0.30270
0.30958
0.31661
0.32380
0.33116
0.33868
0.34637
0.35424
0.36229

RG
160

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106

,'~ Freq" .
a".?'(Hz) >

0.64779
0.66232
0.67717
0.69235
0.70787
0.72375
0.73997
0.75657
0.77353
0.79087
0.80861
0.82674
0.84528
0.86423
0.88361
0.90342
0.92368
0.94439
0.96556
0.98721
1.00935
1.03198
1.05512
1.07878
1.10296
1.12770
1.15298
1.17883
1.20527
1.23229
1.25992
1.28817
1.31705
1.34659
1.37678
1.40765
1.43921
1.47148
1.50448
1.53821
1.57270
1.60796
1.64402
1.68088
1.71857
1.75710
1.79650
1.83678
1.87797
1.92008
1.96313
2.00715
2.05215

Horiz
Accel

(g)

0.13892
0.14140
0.14393
0.14650
0.14911
0.15177
0.15448
0.15724
0.16004
0.16290
0.16581
0.16877
0.17178
0.17484
0.17796
0.18114
0.18437
0.18766
0.19101
0.19442
0.19789
0.20142
0.20502
0.20868
0.21240
0.21619
0.22005
0.22398
0.22798
0.23204
0.236'l9
0.24040
0.24469
0.24906
0.25350
0.25803
0.26263
0.26732
0.27209
0.27695
0.28189
0.28692
0.29204
0.29725
0.30256
0.30796
0.31345
0.31905
0.32474
0.33054
0.33644
0.34244
0.34855

Horiz
~ Accel

(g)

0.13892
0.14140
0.14393
0.14650
0.14911
0.15177
0.15448
0.15724
0.16004
0.16290
0.16581
0.16877
0.17178
0.17484
0.17796
0.18114
0.18437
0.18766
0.19101
0.19442
0.19789
0.20142
0.20502
0.20868
0.21240
0.21619
0.22005
0.22398
0.22798
0.23204
0.23619
0.24040
0.24469
0.24906
0.25350
0.25803
0.26263
0.26732
0.27209
0.27695
0.28189
0.28692
0.29204
0.29725
0.30256
0.30796
0.31345
0.3'l905
0.32474
0.33054
0.33644
0.34244
0.34855

Verll
,Accel

(g)

0.09546
0.09724
0.09905
0.10090
0.10278
0.10470
0.10665
0.10864
0.11066
0.11272
0.11482
0.11696
0.11914
0.12136
0.12363
0.12593
0.12828
0.13067
0.13310
0.13558
0.13811
0.14069
0.14331
0.14598
0.14870
0.15147
0.15429
0.15717
0.16010
0.16308
0.16612
0.16922
0.17237
0.17558
0.17886
0.18219
0.18559
0.18905
0.19257
0.19616
0.19981
0.20354
0.20733
0.21120
0.21513
0.21914
0,22323
0.22739
0.23162
0.23594
0.24034
0.24482
0.24938
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Table 3.-4 RLE: NUREG/CR-0098 Median
Speclral Shape anchored'to 0.3g

Table 3-5 DBE: Reg. Guide 1.60 anchored to 0.15g

0098
~ i,'.', ~'p,.', .'oriz

'-Fie'q"'. 'ccel,
~%(Hz)".; =: '(g)

Horiz,
Accel.',
(g)-

Verll
Accel

'g)

RG.
160

A

,':'Freq ..
","4 (HL)';"

Horiz
Accel'g)

Horiz
'ccel

(g)

Verll
Accel
(g)-

107
108
109
110
111
112
113
1'14

115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159

2.09817
2.14521
2.19331
2.24249
2.29277
2.34418
2.39674
2A5048
2.50543
2.56161
2.61904
2.67777
2.73781
2.79920
2.86196
2.92613
2.99174
3.05883
3.12741
3.19753
3.26923
3.34253
3.41748
3.49411
3.57245
3.65256
3.73445
3.81819
3.90380
3.99133
4.08083
4.17233
4.26588
4.36153
4.45933
4.55931
4.66154
4.76607
4.87293
4.98219
5.09390
5.20812
5.32490
5A4429
5.56637
5.69118
5.81879
5.94925
6.08265
6.21904
6.35848
6.50105
6.64682

0.55595
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0,56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700

0.55595
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
O.56?OO
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56?00
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56?00
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700

0.37052
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0,37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800

10?
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159

2.09817
2.14521
2.19331
2.24249
2.292?7
2.34418
2.39674
2.45048
2.50543
2.56161
2.61904
2.67777
2.73781
2.79920
2.86196
2.92613
2.99174
3.05883
3.12741
3.19753
3.26923
3.34253
3A1748
3.49411
3.57245
3.65256
3.73445
3.81819
3.90380
3.99133
4.08083
4.17233
4.26588
4.36153
4.45933
4.55931
4.66154

- 4.76607
4.87293
4.98219
5.09390
5.20812
5.32490
5A4429
5.56637
5.69118
5.81879
5.94925
6.08265
6.21904
6.35848
6.50105
6.64682

0.35477
0.36111
0.36755
0.37411
0.38079
0.38758
0.39450
OA0154
0.40788
0.40661
0.40535
0.40409
0.40284
0.40159
0.40035
0.39911
0.39787
0.39663
0.39540
0.39418
0.39296
0.39174
0.39052
0.38931
0.38811
0.38690
0.38570
0.38451
0.38331
0.38213
0.38094
0.37976
0.37858
0.37741
0.37624
0.37507
0.37391
0.37275
0.37159
0.37044
0.36929
0.36815
0.36701
0.36587
0.36473
0.36360
0.36248
0.36135
0.36023
0.35912
0.35800
0.35689
0.35579

0.35477
0.36111
0.36755
0.37411
0.38079
0.38758
0.39450
0.40154
0.40788
OA0661
0.40535
0.40409
0.40284
0.40159
OA0035
0.39911
0.39787
0.39663
0.39540
0.39418
0.39296
0.39174
0.39052
0.38931
0.38811
0.38690
0.38570
0.38451
0.38331
0.38213
0.38094
0.37976
0.37858
0.37741
0.37624
0.37507
0.37391
0.37275
0.37159
0.37044
0.36929
0.36815
0.36701
0.36587
0.36473
0.36360
0.36248
0.36135
0.36023
0.35912
0.35800
0.35689
0.35579

0.25403
0.25876
0.26359
0.26850
0.27350
0.27860
0.28379
0.28908
0.29447
0.29996
0.30555
0.31124
0.31705
0.32295
0.32897
0.33511
0.34135
0.34771
0.35419
0.36080
0.36752
0.37437
0.38135
0.38845
0.38789
0.38669
0.38550
0.38431
0.38312
0.38194
0.38076
0.37958
0.37841
0.37724
0.37608
0.37492
0.37376
0.37261
0.37146
0.37031
0.36917
0.36803
0.36689
0.36576
0.36463
0.36350
0.36238
0.36126
0.36015
0.35904
0.35793
0.35682
0.35572
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Table 3-4 RLE: NUREG/CR-0098 Median
Spectral Shape anchored to 0.3g

Table 3-5 DBE: Reg. Guide 1.60 anchored to 0.15g

~ ~. w

0098
jw TSZ 9

Hoflz
;;",< Freq'v~ !, Accel
"'"(Hz),'.,':

'g)'oriz,-,
. Accel„

(g) .::

Vertl
Accel

(g)
RG'60 ;,EB Freq

v"E,A (Hz)

Horiz, Horiz.
Accel ~ Accel

(g) (g)

Vertl
Accel

~ (g)

160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212

0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56338
0.55779
0.55226
O.54679
0.54137
0.53601
0.53069
0.52543
0.52022
0.51507
0.50996
0.50491
0.49990
0.49495
0.49004
0.48519
0.48038
0.47561
0.47090
0.46623
0.46161
0.45704
0.45251
OA4802
OA4358

. 0.43918
0.43483
0.43052
0.42625
0.42203
0.41785
0.41370
0.40960
0.40554
0.40152
0.39754
0.39360
0.38970
0.38584
0.38201
0.37823
0.37448
0.37077
0.36709
0.36345

6.79586
6.94823
7.10403
7.26332
7.42618
7.59269
7.76293
7.93699
8.11496
8.29691
8.48295
8.67315
8.86763
9.06646
9.26975
9.47759
9.69010
9.90738

10.12952
10.35665
10.58887
10.82629
11.06905
11.31724
11.57100
11.83045
12.09571
12.36693
12.64422
12.92774
13.21760
13.51397
13.81699
14.12680
14.44355
14.76741
15.09853
15.43707
15.78321
16.13711
16.49894
16.86888
17.24712
17.63384
18.02923
18.43349
18.84681
19.26940
19.70147
20.14322
20.59488
21.05666
21.52880

0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56700
0.56338
0.55779
0.55226
0.54679
0.54137
0.53601
0.53069
0.52543
0.52022
0.51507
0.50996
0.50491
O.4999O
0.49495
0.49004
0.48519
0.48038
0.47561
0.47090
0.46623
0.46161
0.45704
0.45251
0.44802
0.44358
0.43918
0.43483
0.43052
0.42625
0.42203
0.41785
0.41370
0.40960
0.40554
0.40152
0.39754
0.39360
0.38970
0.38584
0.38201
0.37823
0.37448
0.37077
0.36709
0.36345

0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37800
0.37 EGO

0.37800
0.37800
0.37559
0.37186
0.36818
0.36453
0.36091
0.35734
0.35379
0.35029
0.34682
0.34338
0.33998
0.33661
0.33327
0.32997
0.32669
0.32346
0.32025
0.31708
0.31393
0.31082
0.30774
0.30469
0.30167
0.29868
0.29572
0.29279
0.28989
0.28701
0.28417
0.28135
0.27856
0.27580
0.27307
0.27036
0.26768
0.26503
0.26240
0.25980
0.25723
0.25468
0.25215
0.24965
0.24718
0.24473
0.24230

160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212

6.79586
6.94823
7.10403
7.26332
7.42618
7.59269
7.76293
7.93699
8.11496
8.29691
8.48295
8.67315
8.86763
9.06646
9.26975
9.47759
9.69010
9.90738

10.12952
10.35665
10.58887
10.82629
11.06905
11.31724
11.57100
11.83045
12.09571
1236693
12.64422
12.92774
13.21760
13.51397
13.81699
14.12680
14.44355
14.76741
15.09853
15.43707
15.78321
16.13711
16 49894
16.86888
17.24712
17.63384
18.02923
18 43349
18.84681
19.26940
19.70147
20.14322
20.59488
21.05666
21.52880

0.35468
0.35358
0.35249
0.35139
0.35030
0.34922
0.34813
0.34706
0.34598
0.34491
0.34384
0.34277
0.34171
0.33942
0.33469
0.33004
0.32544
0.32091
0.31645
0.31204
0.30770
0.30342
0.29919
0.29503
0.29092
0.28687
0.28288
0.27894
0.27506
0.27123
0.26746
0.26373
0.26006
0.25644
0.25287
0.24936
0.24588
0.24246
0.23909
0.23576
0.23248
0.22924
0.22605
0.22291
0.21980
0.21674
0.21373
0.21075
0.20782
0.20493
0.20207
0.19926
0.19649

0.35468
0.35358
0.35249
0.35139
0.35030
0.34922
0.34813
0.34706
0.34598
0.34491
0.34384
0.34277

~ 0.34171
0.33942
0.33469
0.33004
0.32544
0.32091
0.31645
0.31204
0.30770
0.30342
0.29919
0.29503
0.29092
0.28687
0.28288
0.27894
0.27506
0.27123
0.26746
0.26373
0.26006
0.25644
0.25287
0.24936
0.24588
0.24246
0.23909
0.23576
0.23248
0.22924
0.22605
0.22291
0.21980
0.21674
0.21373
0.21075
0.20782
0.20493
0.20207
0.19926
0.19649

0.35462
0.35353
0.35244
0.35135
0.35026
0.34918
0.34810
0.34703
0.34596
0.34489
0.34382
0.34276
0.34171
0.33942
0.33469
0.33004
0.32544
0.32091
0.31645
0.31204
0.30770
0.30342
0.29919
0.29503
0,29092
0.28687
0.28288
0.27894
0.27506
0.27123
0.26746
0.26373
0.26006
0.25644
0.25287
0.24936
0.24588
0.24246
0.23909
0.23576
0.23248
0.22924
0.22605
0.22291
0.21980
0.21674
0.21373
0.21075
0.20782
0.20493
0.20207
0.19926
0.19649
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Table 3-4 RLE: NUREG/CR-0098 Median
Speclral Shape anchored l'o 0.3g

Table 3-5 DBE: Reg. Guide 1.60 anchored to 0.15g

009S
. Horiz

„"Freq'; Accel
"»'""(Hz) ";":(g) -.

Horiz
Accet

(g) ''

Verll .,
Accel„.

(g)::
'RG;
"160

Horiz
. Accef"(g)-:'oriz'ccel

(g)

Vertl
~ Accelj

(g)'13

214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

22.01153
22.50508
23.00969
23.52562
24.05312
24.59245
25.14387
25.70765
26.28408
26.87343
27.47599
28.09207
28.72196
29.36597
30.02442
30.69764
31.38595
32.08970
32.80923
33.54488
34.29704
35.06606
35.85232
36.65621
37.47813
38.31848
39.17767
40.05612
40.95427
41.87256
42.81144
43.77137
44.75283
45.75629
46.78225
47.83122
48.90371
50.00024

0.35985
0.35628
0.35275
0.34926
0.34579
0.34237
0.33897
0.33561
0.33229
0.32899
0.32573
0.32250
0.31931
0.31614
0.31301
0.30991
0.30683
0.30379
0.30078
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000

0.35985
0.35628
0.35275
0.34926
0.34579
0.34237
0.33897
0.33561
0.33229
0.32899
0.32573
0.32250
0.31931
0.31614
0.31301
0.30991
0.30683
0.30379
0.30078
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.30000
0.3 MOO
0.30000

0.23990
0.23752
0.23517
0.23284
0.23053
0.22824
0.22598
0.22374
0.22152
0.21933
0.21716
0.21500
0.21287
0.21076
0.20867
0.20660
0.20456
0.20253
0.20052
0.20000
0.20000
0.20000
0.20000
0.2MOO
0.20000
0.20000
0.20000
0.20000
0.20000
0.20000
0.20000
0.20000
0.20000
0.2MOO
0.20000
0,20000
0.20000
0.20000

213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

22.01153
2? 50508
23.00969
23.52562
24.05312
24.59245
25.14387
25.70765
26.28408
26.87343
27.47599
28.09207
28.72196
29.36597
30.02442
30.69764
31.38595
32.08970
32.80923
33.54488
34.29704
35.06606
35.85232
36.65621
37.47813
38.31848
39.17767
40.056'l2
40.95427
41.87256
4? 81144
43.77137
44.75283
45.?5629
46.78225
47.83122
48.90371
50.00024

0.19375
0.19106
O.1884 O

0.18578
0.18319
0.18064
0.17813
0.17565
0.17320
0.17079
0.16841
0.16607
0.16376
0.16148
0.15923
0.15702
0.15483
0.15268
0.15055
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.'l5000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000

0.19375
0.19106
0.18840
0.18578
0.18319
0.18064
0.1?813
0.17565
0.17320
0.17079
0.16841
0.16607
0.16376
0.16148
0.15923
0.15702
0.15483
0.15268
0.15055
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000

0.19375
0.19106
0.18840
0.18578
0.18319
0.18064
0.178'13
0.1?565
0.17320
0.17079
0.16841
0.16607
0.16376
0.16148
0.15923
0.15702
0.15483
0.15268
0.15055
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
0.15000
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